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Track One/Intro 

Salad Days Revisited 

I landed my first skateboarding trick in 10 years yesterday. It wasn’t much, just a backside railslide, but when I 

came down off of the parking block still standing on my board, I felt like I was the king of the world. 

I bought my first skateboard when I was in third grade. It was five inches wide, an inch thick and made out of solid 

oak. The wheels were bright green and were so wide they stuck out about an inch past the sides of the board. The 

thing weighed tons; even if the ollie had been invented yet, there was no way that board was going even a centime¬ 

ter above the ground. I spent all of my time on it, just cruising around my neighborhood. It was the first real taste 
of freedom I’d experienced in my seven years alive. I loved it. 

A few years later—I think I was in fifth grade—I graduated to a real skateboard. It was a red Lance Mountain signa¬ 

ture Powell Peralta deck. I set it up with matching red trucks, copers, wheels, nose, tail and rails. It was cherry—lit¬ 

erally and figuratively. I loved that board. I would skate around town (I had been allowed to leave the neighborhood 
by that point), being careful to not scratch up the cave painting graphics on it. 

By the time I got my next board, I wasn’t as careful in keeping it in pristine condition. It was a Jon Lucero signature 
deck with a big peace sign on it. I ground the graphics off of it quickly. Some friends and I had built a launch ramp 

and we would drag it out into the middle of the street every day and skate off of it. I can still vividly remember the 

feeling of flying through the air hoping that at that exact second, gravity would turn off and you could keep going for¬ 
ever. I’ve been searching for that sensation ever since and have never been able to duplicate it. 

Skateboarding gave me freedom. It taught me to believe in myself. It taught me about humility (I never did perfect that 

damn ollie). It also introduced me to punk. The first punk bands I ever heard were playing from ghetto blasters precari¬ 
ously balanced on the edge of ramps or the on the hoods of parked cars. Hearing the fury emanating from those 
speakers marked the beginning of the end of my skateboarding career. By the time 1 was 15 or so, I was singing in a 
punk band and. my skateboard was collecting dust in the garage. When you’re young, priorities change quickly. 

I didn’t even touch a skateboard again until last year. Punk Planet had just been picked up by our distributor, Mordam 

Records, and I felt like anything l put my mind to, I could achieve. My mind drifted back to the years I spent skate¬ 

boarding and the fact that I never could land an ollie. I was at the skate shop the next day. I built up a simple board, a 
Powell mini-logo deck, Venture trucks, blank wheels—l just needed something to start over on. 

I would bomb around the city trying to remember all the tricks I used to do—nothing came back. I ended up on my ass 
the majority of the time. Remember what I said about skateboarding teaching me humility? Multiply that by a thou¬ 
sand. There’s nothing worse than being in your twenties and cutting the fuck out of your knees trying to do an ollie. 

It was fun trying to skate again, but l was distressed at the skate scene I had reentered. Even when I was a kid, 
skating was pretty much a boy thing, but the attitudes I was reading in skate mags blew me away. Sexism and 

homophobia ran rampant through most of the magazines I picked up. It made me feel pretty ill. I wanted to try to 
change things, but didn’t know how. 

A couple months ago I came across an article about the All Girls Skate Jam and was really inspired. Girls were taking 
back the sport on their own terms. I knew instantly that I wanted to talk to these women and document their stories. 

While doing just that, something strange happened. Instead of going out skating every now and then, I found myself 

going out constantly either cruising around on my long board or trying the ever-elusive ollie on my street deck. Josh 
Hooten was out there with me, we would share the two boards. Much to my dismay, he remembered his childhood 
better than me—he was ollieing all over the place. 

The more women I spoke with, the more we were outside skating. Josh broke down and bought a board yesterday 

and we spent an hour or so taking on the parking blocks across the street from Punk Planet headquarters. That’s 
when I landed the backside railslide. 

As the weather gets warmer here in Chicago, I think it’s safe to say that we’re going to be spending the summer skating, 

thanks completely to the inspiring stories chronicled in these pages. I hope you find them to be as inspiring as we have. 

See you on the ramp, OU 



Against All Authority 
“All Fall Down” 

Political “punk as fuck” ska 
from Florida. 

Out Now! 

Falling Sickness 
"Because The Wortd Has Failed Us Both” 

Anti Establishment punk ska from 
Riverside, CA. Second full length. 

Out Now! 

Nobodys 
“Greatasstits” 

52 Tracks, 74 minutes. 
Out 3/24/98 

Also Now 
Mustard PlUg-Skapocalypse Now 
Re-release of their first studio recordings from 

1992 as well as some live tracks. 12 songs. 
HR629-cd-ep only 

RECORDS 

PO Box 749 
wt. 

Prices: c 

CA 91409 
:ords,cQi*j 
cdep 

All pticos postage paid itt VS, 

New S 

Hope 

• I vAj 

The Ivy Crown s/t 7" $3 ppd. 2 songs, michigan emocore. one of the best! 
Agent Twenty Three s/t cdep $6 ppd. 7 songs, new school punk, incl s/t 7”. 
Aks Mamma “Thick" 7" $4ppd. 4 songs, modern third wave ska. Ltd to 500. 
ordering?send well concealed cash or money order made out to cash, no checks. 

Backroom Records POBox 530722 Livonia Ml 48153 



usa-f canada-f world 
■ $4 I $ 4 i $ 5 

Tf8~rTrr~t~li'2~ 

• canucks pay in 

loons, every one else 

in american dollars 

please use: well-hidden money or cheques payable to shawn scallen 

\ 
three penny opera 

7" 12GTEG25H2G4503344 |ex-shotmaker/30smp 
heavier and faster, balls 
to the walls rocknroll 

7" | blake • self-titled Imississauga's sassiest hard¬ 
core kids go off, without losing 
track of melody 

CD \ franklin • building in a & e Iemo and dub are 3 letter words, 
recorded with scientist 

30 second motion picture 
lp | can't kill time Iex-shotmaker and okara kids 

kick out the post-punk jams 

also available: 
sparkmarker • products & accessories (cd repress) 

beautifuzz • self-titled (Ip) 

goodbye blue monday/across five aprils (split 7") 

okara • months like years (Ip) 

•also available from 

blindspot, bottlenekk, 

choke, ebullition, 

lumberjack, very, x-mist 

StfDQGihr®} °g@QDffldl 

box 80067. Ottawa. ON. CANADA 
K1S 5N6 • 613-23-SOUND 
spectrasonic@iname. com 
www.cyberus.ca/-scallen 

mix 
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was ironically turned in ana 

:' passed off as 'education^ 

Includes interviews 

"with: Ape Fanzine, MRR, 

^ Riverside Art Scene, Highest 

Population of Rod Stars, 

Free Fbdn% Psycho Moto, 

plus many others from the 

US, Canada, and Australia, all 

o c u m e n tary 

v«*KtfSSSSSS&%Cl&&%SoS&53SS38fiSftSftSSR54CMMC86fiSft,HC,M,M 

Yeah! It's complete!!! I 

finally did it! Yeesh! A half 

hour documentary all about 

fanzines from around the 

world. Some call it eduction' 

al, others humorous, the critics 

say "Must See TVLI called it a 

royal pain in the ass to edit! 

Over 25+ hours of interviews, 

conventions, and other stuff 

have been edited in this twen¬ 

ty-eight minute'definitive' 

video all about fanzine cul¬ 

ture- This has taken me 

over a year to complete, and 

edited in this professional 

quality videotape. 

Most certainly not com¬ 

ing to a theatre near you— 

/+S ch£<^ 

send well concealed 
cash or checks payable 
to “marc moscato" to: 

baby marvin productions, in 
70 victoria blvd. 

kenmore, ny 14217 j 

2$ Worth 
(ex-Faction) "A Fat Wreck band 
waiting to happen" -Max R'N'R 

"All or Nothing" CD 
"Nevermind Las Vegas" T-Shirt 

The Faction 
"Dark Room" 12" 

"Dark Room" T-Shirt 
"Yesterday is Gone 15th Anniver¬ 

sary CD" (Coming Spring '98) 

Bov Kicks Girl 
Cool San Jose Skatepunk 

"Or something like that" CD 

Mulch 
Raging, melodic So. Cal. punk 

"Thirteen Dayz" CD 

All items $10. Postage: $2.501st item, 
50c each additional item. 

AVD Records, 8370 W. Cheyenne, 
#109-22, LV, NV 89129 

ALL AGES SHOWS IN VEGAS: 
THE OZONE (702) 598-2787 

———- 

! OTHERS INCLUDE THE VAN PELT S/T 77CDEP, THE TRANS MEGETTI "STEAL THE JET KEYS" LP/CD;» A ROCKET* 7 
7" AND SPLIT 7" WITH FR0DUS, SEVEN STOREY MOUNTAIN "LEPER ETHICS" LP/CD, S/T 77CDEP, SAMUEL "LIVES* 

I OF INSECTS" CDEP, "EMPTY AND THEN SOME" 7" AND SPLIT 7" WITH TEXAS IS THE REASON AND MUCH MORE. /. 
[COMING UP: SAMUEL "EMPTY. " + 3 (2 UNRELEASED). 7753, CDEP/S5, LP/S7, CD/S9 PPD IN US (ADD MORE f 

ELSEWHEREV ALL MAILORDER TO LUMBERJACK, POST BOX 434, TOLEDO, OH 43697 OR (419)243-3286 (CQ, 



stickfigure . 

i/?e distribution 

over 100 zines with 

outpunk 

zitve 
yeat book 

fucktooth 

’ 96 
superfly 

simba 

DIY -an a-z guide to doing it yourself 

bamboo girl dw3s^lt 

april fool's day spectacle 

all of migraine's publications 

heMd P"»to , 
iun send a stamp <ora ^ 

pobox 55462 

atlanta georgia 
30308 

reach the sky. 
' v<y' 

reach the sky 

rfi: 

1 what hardcore legends are made of. 

4 SONG 7” DEBUT 
first 500 on Gold Medal colored vinyl 

$3.00/$5 PPD/WORLD 
send cash/check/money order to: 

esuo 
* nVYll Kmxwds 

PO BOX 63 ALLSTON, MA 02134 

make checks payable to “espo records” 

also available: the world is my fuse, 

blackout fighter pilot, the doosies 7”s 

vrovm 
OUT 4 BLOOD 

A A 
1 .2 ANGRY FEMALES WHO 
J A SPEAK THEIR MIND AND 
i ? PLAY HARD-EDGED 
A1 ANGRY MUSIC 

£ j $10 post-paid 
: a BLOODY DAGGRE RECORDS 

A 7336 SANTA MONICA BLVD #705 
WEST HOLLYWOOD CA 90046 

SUBVERTING AMERICA 
ONE NOTE AT A TIME 

CASH OR MONEY ORDER 

Vanilla lp/cd 
“Social Evening & French Divorce”" 

CRAW/THOUGHTS OF IONESCO split 7” 
FULLbIRGLEiSWiNG CD 

conquer the world records 
since 1993. 

Available Again: Chokehold Prison 01 Hope” IrHind CD with in 1993 
Thoughts Of Ionesco “The Triptych Session 12” and CO. this is the debut album of Detroit's sickest band 
Manetheren 7” This is my themed melodic hardcore studio project. Fast, melodic and raw with emotional vocals and lyrics 
Shoulder “Touch” 12" and CD Melodic and Driving with that Midwestern feel althought they say “eh?” a lot 
Morning Again 12” "The Cleanest War” This is the original release with Damien on vocals. Tight and Powerful Metal-Hc 
Culture 12" Born of You Original pressing with crappy cover design and all. Their best song writing on this one! 

Also Available: 

Nations On Fire CD with BOTH “Strike the Match” and “Death of the Pro-Lifer" full lengths on it. 
Earthmover CD “themes for everyday life” Detroit hardcore in that metal crunching vein that is seriously in your face 

These were the best... CD w/ seven old school sevens, including Against the Wall, Insted, Carry Nation, Strenqth Alone 
Release Headfirst and Alone in a Crowd. Wheel of Progress 7” Pre-Liar, members of Congress, Liar and Feeding the Fire. 

Shoulder/Morning Again split 7” on moo cow. A bunch more are available check the website or write for a new list. 

Brices: 7”=$3,12”=$7 and CD's=$9. prices post check out the 
paid in north america. add extra outside to pet 



Just writing to tell you that I really 

enjoyed #22. Congratulations on going the 

extra mile with the full color and heavy-paper 

cover. I read that ish cover to cover (well., ok, 

almost). But, one thing that I found in the 

zine was the fact that it kind of had a double 

standard to it. Here's a little background, then 

I'll cut to the chase. 

When I first got involved in the punk/hc 

scene, I was so happy that I finally found a 

society which accepted many of my feelings 

and opinions regarding a variety of issues. I 

enjoy the fact that I can generally express my 

hate for religion and in particular, Christianity 

to practically anyone in the scene and be sup¬ 

ported. This scene allows me to live my life 

free of religion in general, because I find, that 

for the most part religion (Christianity), is a 

control mechanism on society, characterized by 

greed and oppression. Now that I have gotten 

that of my chest... let's get back to why I am 

writing this letter. 

First thing I read when I picked up that 

issue of PP was the article "Promises Broken". 

It was both an informative and terrifying look 

at organized Christianity in the U.S.. After 

reading this, my own personal beliefs about 

religion were further supported throughout 

those pages. Shortly after, I read the inter¬ 

views with Ray and Porcell and I couldn't 

believe what I was reading!. This article 

seemed to be almost an endorsement for Hare 

Krishna, saying how this religion or whatever 

the hell it is saved Porcells life. To me it 

seemed comparable to someone talking about 

some Christian experience they had, thus 

turning them into a "Born Again". So, basi¬ 

cally, the situation we have in that issue is a 

slagging of Christianity and then an "adver¬ 

tisement" for some other religion!! 

Now don't get me wrong, I know practi¬ 

cally nothing about the Krishna movement 

(except they give you flowers at the airport and 

ask for a donation), but honestly, I can't figure 

out why, when, how and where it ever became 

apart of the punk/hc or even the sxe move¬ 

ments. I have spent my whole life trying to 

hide from religion and it seems everywhere I 

turn, one form or another seems to slap me in 

the face! 

To all those that feel that Krishna is part of 

sxe, I feel that you are completely wrong. Ever 

heard of the Mormons? The too cannot take 

any form of drug as they view it as being 

harmful to themselves (hardcore mormons 

won't even eat, drink or consume any sub¬ 

stance with caffeine in it). So what now, are all 

those kids who "X out" and pledge the edge 

are going to convert to mormonism, or any 

other religion which preaches anti-drug ideals?? 

I certainly don't think so. I myself am not sxe, 

but I think that the movement is and always 

has been based on yourself as a person (which 

I totally agree with) and not as some religious 

zealot who has "seen the light". 

Ok, so maybe you can call me close-mind¬ 

ed or whatever, but these types of double stan¬ 

dards should not be included anywhere. Other 

than that, I think PP rocks and keep up the 

good work. 

Chad Cronk, 

Editor: If The Bible Told You To Jump 

Off a Cliff... Zine. 

Punk Planet, 

Thank you for the positive story relating to 

Micro radio (March/April) As a somewhat 

experienced micro operator I feel the need to 

add a few comments which may help others. 

Many media oudets prefer to deal with the 

whole pirate aspect and seem to lose focus on 

the real issue. We are a Micro radio station in 

Bakersfield, CA playing a majority of punk and 

underground music, approximately 70 hours a 

week. There are twelve D.J.'s involved (as many 

as 18 in the past). Each D.J. is responsible to 

pay $20.00 per month to offset the costs. The 

monely allows us to survive without advertising 

and does not generate a profit for us in anyway. 

We have also began to sell homemade stickers 

as a cash generator and advertising tool. A local 

record store helps with the marketing of these 

and in return receives positive advertising from 

the D.J.'s for his assistance. 

The story mentioned the frustrating aspect 

of running one of these stations. I will agree as 

the person or persons in charge must play the 

role of babysitter, friend, boss, teacher, disci- 



plinarian and the as mentioned janitor. If you 

are planning on constructing a station, keep in 

mind that the figure of $1,200 to $1,500 is 

probably being conservative. In two years we 

have spent close to $3,000. 

It is probably one of the greatest feelings 

to finally be up on the air but it is not some¬ 

thing to attempt alone. I would suggest a team 

of three people (uneven) to build the station 

from scratch. There is plenty to do to keep all 

three occupied. We have been broadcasting 

off an on for almost two years and have seen a 

large turnover of D.J.'s. Many people want to 

be a D.J. for their own personal egos. These 

are not the type of people you want at your 

station as you will need to begin to stress the 

issue of teamwork to the fellow D.J.'s. 

Remember that you are the boss and will need 

to get rid of a problem D.J. as quickly and eas¬ 

ily as possible. 

The article stressed the need to be a nice 

person, and we have found this to be true. No 

matter what, you are going to piss people off 

and hurt the feelings of others. Remember, 

being a dick will only make the people under 

you resent you and begin to find ways to 

destroy you or the station. Unity is a must. 

Find a goal (keep it reasonable) stick to it 

and get all the help you can, because if your 

station sounds like shit or has horrible recep¬ 

tion or interference, you are only hurting the 

micro radio movement. We play mostly music 

and are not ashamed of this as we realize in the 

future we may tackle larger issues but for now 

we are providing something no other large sta¬ 

tion in town can offer. Local concert 

announcements/on the air interviews with 

touring bands/and by playing a ton of music 

that would never even be considered by the 

larger stations. The feedback is almost always 

positive from the listeners. 

A micro radio station is a huge responsibility 

and you better be up for the task or you should 

just drop the dream so as not to damage what 

others before you have already accomplished. 

O.S. 

If you are a band and want some radio air¬ 

play plesae send vinyl, C.D.'s or tapes to 

Radio Free Bakersfield - 92.5 FM 

Attn: O.S. 

1908 Ridgewood Drive 

Bakersfield, CA 93306 

E-mail: rfb925fm@aol.com 

Dear Not-So-Punk Planet, 

Let me clarify the word “punk” for you. 

Punk = independent, creative and cool (which 

uncool also is). 

So with that being the proper definition 

of punk, how much longer can you call your¬ 

selves Punk Planet! 

Case in point: Your puff piece on major 

label superstars Chumbawamba. You know, 

I’ve read just about every issue of Punk Planet 

so far and I think this is the first time (besides 

printing the cop-out explanation letter) they 

have been featured. Seems to me, even Punk 

Planet ignored Chumbawamba until they hit 

the controversial big time. 

So jeeze, can you blame them? I first 

saw Chumba five years ago and thought they 

were the best. I couldn’t believe I hadn’t 

heard about them from any of my punk 

friends or MRR or anyone! In the last five 

years, I still saw no support (save my own) 

within the punk community, for what I 

viewed as the punkest band around. Maybe 

if they felt they had a home with us, they 

would not have left. 

And what does Punk Planet do? Puts 

them right on the cover. Major label “anar¬ 

chists” right there on the cover. I guess that’s 

so the kids checking out Spin at Tower 

Records or Borders would also pick it up. You 

wouldn’t sell as many with the Young Pioneers 

on the cover, would you? 

And the article itself? Oooh... Real hard 

hitting. I think Rolling Stone asks tougher 

questions. I mean c’mon—we’re the punks! 

We’re the ones they abandoned! You sure did¬ 

n’t sound too upset. You seemed to think their 

hypocracy was some sort of brilliant subversive 

accomplishment. 

Well it wasn’t. Compromise is never and 

accomplishment. It’s a cop out. It seems every 

issue of Punk Planet comes with a new com¬ 

promise. Product bar-codes, full page color 

Lookout! ads, Spin articles—come on! Where 

do you draw the line? I might as well read 

Alternative Press. ” 

Chumbawamba could have done it them¬ 

selves. There are hundreds of independent suc¬ 

cess stories. So could Punk Planet. We don’t 

need their help. We don’t need their bar codes. 

Nobody wants extra work, but the very nature 

of punk rock is an uphill battle. 

So, Punk Planet, how many compromises 

are you willing to make? 

Love Always, 

Seth Emily 

Chicago, IL 

Larry Livermore, 

Geeze Larry, thanks for proving the old 

adage “the older you get the more conservative 

you get.” [columns, PP22] Remember, it’s usu¬ 

ally a good rule of thumb to not be on the 

same side of a debate as those champions of 

equality, the Republicans. I wonder how many 

people of color or women have told you per¬ 

sonally how “loud & clear” they tought they 

were inferior by being given job or school 

opportunities that would’ve not been there if it 

weren’t for affirmative action? Probably none. 

Why? Because they feel every day a little fact 

you seem to forget: Institutionalized racism is 

still rampant in the good ol’ US of A. Is this a 

news flash to anyone? Scan the CEOs of the 

Fortune 500 companies if you need a 

reminder. 98% are white males. Most people 

in power in business and academia (or any¬ 

where else for that matter) are white males 

who associate with and hire other white 

males—people know and feel comfortable 

with. Unless this circle of opportunity is 

expanded, people of color and women will 

continue to be left out. This is what afferma- 

tive action does: Provide opportunities to those 

who’ve been left out since the inception of our 

republic. You seem to have bought into the lies 

that the threatened white critics of affermative 

action espouse: quotas, blah blah, reverse 

racism, blah, skin color over merit, yadda 

yadda... The fact remains that despite our 

noblest intentions, America is still a very racist 

country. It just ain’t as obvious to priviledged 

white boys lile you and me Lar. Affermative 

action isn’t perfect (it statistically helps more 

white women than any other group) but at 

least it’s an effort to level the playing field that, 

at present, is still very lopsided. 

Thanks for listening, 

Blair Taylor 
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PEACEFUL MEADOWS vs STINK 
RUMBLE IN THE VINYL 
2 bands, 7 songs, 2 records and 15 
rounds between them. So. Cal. 
hardcore takes on Northwest power 
punk. Who will triumph, who will 
eat canvas? Not on Pay-Per-View. 
Scorsese directs. Comes action- 
packed in a gatefold jacket. 

Allied No. 95 Double 7": $6.00 

SAINT JAMES INFIRMARY 
SELF TITLED 
Anticipated debut album from this 
East Bay 4-piece. The continued mix 
of chaos and rock'n'roll. 10 songs 
to fuck with your life. It's hard to 
define their sound and many have 
tried. Don't try and pigeonhole 
them; don't try and stop them! 

Allied No. 93 LP: S7.00/CD: $8.00 

MY LIFE IN RAIN 
THIS BAND IS KILLING ME 
Farewell 8 song mini-album from 
these DC-area folks. It's what you 
might expect, but then it's so much 
more. Don lientara produced it at 
Inner Ear Studios. Fans of Jawbox/ 
Lungfish would easily enjoy this. 

Allied No. 91 CD: $6.00 

V.CARD 
"THERE'S YOU..." 
Three deadbeats from Boston with 
their long awaited debut full length. 
They've been compared to the likes 
of Jawbreaker and J Church... go 
figure. 11 songs produced by Brian 
McTernan (Damnation a.d., Cast 
Iron Hike, etc.). 

Allied No. 90 CD: $8.00 

DARIEN 
SPLITTING 
Four-piece pop-punk and roll band 
from Staten Island, NY. Features ex 
and presenl members of Serpico 
and Three Steps Up. Musically, they 
fit somewhere with the likes of 
Limp, Digger, All, and Dave era Dag 
Nasty. "Way cool."— Punk Planet 

Allied No. 94 7": $3.50 

CARDS IN SPOKES 
REACT 
Highly melodic mod/pop punk trio 
from Jacksonville, Florida. Great 
vocal harmonies and infectious, 
well-crahed songs. The best band 
you never heard. 

Allied No. 89 CD: $8.00 

STINK 
SPLITTING NOTHING UP ME WAYS 
12 new action-packed power pop 
gems. Seattle's best kept secret with 
their second full length album fea¬ 
tures more of the trio's blend of dis¬ 
torted yet melodic full-throttle gui¬ 
tar-driven punk. 

Allied No. 88 CD: $8.00 

HOT WATER MUSIC 
ALACHUA b/w NEVER ENDER 
The emo kings from Gainesville, 
Florida, with 2 great songs not to 
be found on their current Doghouse 
full length. Currently one of the best 
live bands around. If you like Avail 
or Fuel you will love this. Die-cut 
cover compliments. 

Allied No. 78 7": $3.50 

iiimniiiniHiiiinuiHnin 
Prices are postpaid within the U S. only. Checks/money orders payable to: ALLIED RECORDINGS 

All orders to: ALLIED RECORDINGS, P.O. Box 460683, San Francisco, California 94146-0683 

A stamp gets a catalog. Distributed by Mordam. 
Future exploitation: PEACEFUL MEADOWS album • SQUIDBOY album • Thanks! 
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[Tranquillity Base Recorded Sound 
P.O.Box 184 - Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010*1^ 

SSSBssn 
TklL Eagle Has Landed - 2x12” compilation - $10 

^^^^2 s; two poster-size maps; 20 amazing bands 

|Cerbeni^hoal*Cordial*Drill For Absentee*Ed Matus’ Struggle 
gP°n Caballero*Galaxian*Shrink to Fit»The Hourly Radio,V< ‘ 

WattsSysitemsLtd.*Chris, Steve, and Ryan^L^SS^I*^ . 
grgCTMServe^rhe Great Circle ♦NobuhiesWilnHn™ 

Smart Went Crazy*At The Drj^n^KeChwidara-Stratego M 

Corrflfl/ " ‘Charmed’ full-length c.d. - $8 

Galaxian / Cordial 
or FREE with comp, or c.d. 

please make check / money order out to Nik Sokol (Pa.) or Marshall Gause (Tx.) 

*all prices are postage paid *j 
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BRAND NEW SfLlT 7" INCH 

“DEAD BUFFALO” & _ 
“I WON’T BE HAPPY ANY MORE. , 

+ ONE LIVE CUT 

ENU 
Tspoken words, ramblings and' 

I RANTS THAT SHOULD MAKE EVEN | 

^HE DULLEST PERSON REALIZE^* 

HOW STUPID THEY ARE. f 

Lazy: Fire Escape 7” 

Spiffy: Secret 7” 

Fu Manchu: 
Don’t bother Knockin’ 7” 

Pick-up Summer 7” 

Buford 7” 

Stranger Death 19: 
Astral Pilot 7” 

Milestone: 
Here, There & Nowhere CD 

7”s are $4.00 ppd. 

CD is $10.00 ppd. 

Send cash or check payable to: 

ImiC 
P.O. Box 17598 

Anaheim, CA 92817 
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8 
Catchy Punk Rock For Alienated 

Comic-Book Reading Geeks, Not 

Jocks Masquerading As Punks! 

"Broken Record" 7" Brand new on Trickshot $3ppd. 

Not entirely unlike Supernova meets the Weasel sound. 

"Humans Are Stoopid" CDEP 8 songs $7ppd. 

"It Should Have Been A Record" V/A CD $7ppd. 

16 bands: Rehabs, Connie Dungs, Johnnies.Wristrockets, 

Moral Crux, Invalids, and more! On Ape City Records 

"Wristrockets" T-shirt: XL Only. Black on White $8ppd. 

Kid with target logo. 

"Tombstone Park" V/A Cassette 

I may not have these yet, but it's all sci-fi/horror songs 

on Reanimator Records. I don't know how much it'll be 

either, but if you're interested let me know A I' II keep 

you posted. 

All orders payable to Scott Radke. Free stickers and 

button with every order. Other countries add $ please 

Wristrockets, P.O. box 40353, Eugene,OR 97404 
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■U REFUTE - Split CO 
* AMAZING bands 
® AMAZING tracks 
More or less everything unrefeased. 

■^-.-KKiwxsKK: 
C Snuff. This new CD is even better. 
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Prices on all CDs: 
First: $14ppd 
Each additional: 812 ppd 
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double 
agent Qwake up with the sun. I have been doing this six 

days now and it is still agony. I have come to 

dread it, to emerge from my dreams moments 

before the alarm goes off and just lie there in bed, eyes 

shut, waiting, as the light in my room becomes gray and 

blue. The clock beeps, piercing the calm of dawn, and 

my cat leaps to the floor and stretches. I don’t know how 

I manage it, but I do. I get up, it is six o’clock, and I can¬ 

not be late to work. So I somehow get myself together, 

and I ride my bike to the train station in the middle of 

Berkeley. Downtown is somehow emptier, populated only 

by those of us who are going someplace else. I scurry 

down into the station, beneath the cold street, my limbs 

still loose, my jaw still yawning. Then I wait a few minutes 

on the platform (of course I have memorized the sched¬ 

ule) until my ride to San Francisco roars from the tunnel 

and alongside the rows of commuters. 

I suppose I am one of them now. If I am fortu¬ 

nate, I find a place to sit on the train—it is always 

packed—and begin the 25 minute journey to the city. 

This week has been fair, and as the train slides from 

the earth and climbs above the streets, the sun 

stares wickedly into our faces, having just scaled the 

East Bay hills. The car I ride in is either strangely 

silent or alive with chatter. People sleep as they are 

carried to work, showing all of us in the train the inti¬ 

mate faces they wear in their dreams: placid, still 

bodies moving with the gentle swaying of the cars. 

Those who are not sleeping are inevitably reading, 

either a book or a newspaper or some work-related 

item. After a couple of days I picked up on this and 

soon treated myself to some new books. 

Downtown at Montgomery Street I leave the train 

and go to the same escalator, run my ticket through the 

same gate, and climb the same stairs to the same 

intersection, the one that happens to be the street my 

new job is on. I turn left, I walk up Second. I stop at the 

same little coffee window and order small strong coffee, 

85 cents. I walk with a crowd this whole time, and as I 

head further into SOMA, the crowd thins only a bit. I get 

to my office five minutes early and turn on my comput¬ 

er. I hang up my coat. I exchange several “Good morn¬ 

ings.” I start a pot of coffee in the kitchen. I clock in. 

Four years ago this month, I finally found a place to live. I had been 

in California six weeks and had been stuck sleeping on couches and 

floors and my car, feeling like a nuisance. At last I had a home of my 

own, in Oakland. Sure, it was underneath a staircase in the basement of 

a falling-apart punk house, but it was only $100 a month and I had no 

job and had just scored food stamps. I promptly got a mohawk. Course I 

only put it up a few times and soon chopped it off, but it made me feel 

all scary walking around with it pointing into the sky. 

The new “room" was filthy, but it had a scrap of new carpet mea¬ 

sured onto the wooden floor and it had a window facing out into a huge 

back garden full of fruit trees and grass and chickens. This was only 10 

blocks from downtown Oakland, so it was somewhat of an oasis. I didn’t 

really have a power source and had to run an extension cord in through 

a hole in the wall from the next room. So I plugged in my little lamp and 

started unpacking. I had brought everything I could fit into the back of 

my Dodge Colt with me and Robyn and her stuff, and it all just barely fit 

into the new room. I had no furniture except a tiny folding cushion futon 

Robert had given me. I had my sleeping bag, clothes, records, books, 

zines, photo album, my portable Royal typer, a few other things. 

At 7:30 or so in the morning, one of my roommates would run down 

the stairs to get to the back door so that he could let his dog out to do her 

business. The stairs were about two feet from my face, so of course I was 

awakened quite unpleasantly. Twenty minutes later, a different roommate 

would do the same exact thing with a different, larger dog. It was pointless 

to complain about the noise. Being noisy was fuckin’ punk, apparently. I 

was jobless for a few more months, living off the savings I had brought 

from Olympia, hoarding food stamps, paying a hundred bucks for rent. I 

got a ridiculous crush on a boy with green hair and a pierced tongue; I 

hitched to Sacramento with a pal of mine for no reason, I hitched back 

and Kurt Cobain had died. I hung out in the Albany landfill with Ivy, got 

sunburned out there looking at the perfect blue Bay, still no job. 

Then my money ran out, so I had to find work. Besides, I was get¬ 

ting kind of bored just hanging out all day watching TV and eating free 

food’, going to shows every weekend and macking on cute punk boys 

(unsuccessfully most of the time). I hadn't worked in over six months, so 

I settled for a minimum wage gig at the cool rep theater in downtown 

Berkeley. Free movies and popcorn, and $4.25 an hour. I suppose my 

cost of living was around there anyway, and I still got to have food 

stamps. I still got to bleach and cut my own hair, and get a free kitten 

from an ad in the Express classifieds, and join a punk band with my ex¬ 

boyfriend. I still did my fanzine and bought cheap records to play on the 

free ‘70s stereo one of my roommates gave me. But it sucks to live with 

junkies and alcoholics and people too fucked up to see the mess they 

live in. Living in the little room got quite cramped, I finally got to move 

upstairs to the top floor huge corner room, raising my rent an entire 

$90. All the punks I knew were self-destructing, it seemed, at least the 

ones close to me. I knew I was growing out of the scene after my band 

broke up and I started listening to nothing but the Beatles. 

• • • 

I still go to shows sometimes, I still buy records and I still dig DIY 

indie/punk culture. But I don’t hang around drunk kids anymore, I don’t 



live in squalor anymore, I don’t even put chemicals in my hair any¬ 

more. I don’t know why this happened, but I do know it happened 

very slowly over a long period of time. I suppose if you didn’t know 

anything about me, and most of you don't, you would say I’m just Not 

Punk Anymore, but whatever. I’m still me, and I am still happy with 

who I am, no matter what is “punk” or not. Fuck punk rock. It’s much 

nicer to have friends and try to be creative and interesting and make 

a good life for yourself. Which is actually what many people consider 

to be pretty fuckin’ punk indeed, after all. 

Today I finally got out of the office at 10 past five. It was payday, 

my first paycheck at my new job. I make triple what I made at the 

movie theater four years ago, for twice as many hours. And lucky me, 

my rent is still sub-$300. Not for long though. I will probably end up 

in the city eventually, and leave the East Bay for good. I walked to the 

BART station the same way I had come, down Second and down the 

stairs and through the same gate and down the same escalator. I 

queued up on a long line at the platform and waited seven minutes 

for my train. I managed to get a seat and the 25 minutes back to 

Berkeley flew by thanks to the new book I was reading (Rule of the 

Bone, Russell Banks, do check it out. It’s about a kid with a 

mohawk). 

The sunset was beautiful tonight. I watched it riding home on my 

bike. Our star floated down and touched the earth, then seemed to 

move faster and grow larger. It was deep orange, I could almost look 

right at it. The broken clouds above it were striped with pink and yellow 

and gray. On the ride back to my house I barely had to pedal at all. 

• • • 

PO Box 989. Berkeley, CA. 94701.jane@saturn5.com. 

friend of mine who read my last column told me I watch toe /aV 
/ m 1 much tv, so this time I thought I’d try to tear myself awa} 

/-Jf^jfrom90210’s rohypnol rape trial long enough to get to the 

newsstand. I picked upTeen Quiz, a special issue of the ever ickyTeer 

from the same company that brings us Guns & Ammo, Hunting, anc 

Handguns along with the teenybopper tripe. OK, I know that by taking 

quizzes that “test his love” and tell me “what [my] mall maneuvers 

reveal,” I’m setting myself up to get pissed. But as much as I want tc 

analyze what teen mags are telling young girls about themselves, anc 

aside from seeking out pop cultural dregs for the express purpose o' 

criticism I actually do like the quiz thang. So hey—I just found out thal 

my ideal astro mate is an Aries, I can be “lots of fun to be around’ 

(except when I “convert to a complete crabby mode”), and I should con¬ 

sider work in the ministry. Is it too much to ask that I take a little plea¬ 

sure in the things that I’ve set out to trash? Nah. Sure, criticizing such 

obvious targets may seem too easy, may seem to hold little potential for 

generating insight. But I want to do it anyway, ’cause not only am I inter¬ 

ested in the gender codes that are so efficiently taught by asking us to 

check our behavior off in little boxes—I also want to know why the hell 

I like those quizzes so much. 

After all, I’m a self-aware girl. Am I just testing how good the mag’s 

perception is and what kind of evil messages they’re disseminating by 

seeing how their assessment jibes with my supposedly enlightened and 

liberated reality? Or am I really hoping to “discover truths about [myjself 

even [my] mother doesn’t know,” as Cosmopolitan’s Web quiz page so 

tantalizingly puts it. (Excuse me, there’s a lot my mom doesn’t know, 

and that’s just the way we both like it.) 

Yeah, I like to compare—critique, really; OK, ridicule—the state¬ 

ments that come out of the answer sheet. “Oh my God, just because 

I’ve had sex with more than some arbitrary number of people these quiz 

writers must assume that I must be dreadfully unhappy and forever 

looking for affection that I didn’t get from my family when I was six 

months old.” “Oh my God, can’t I just sit by myself between sets at the 

gym instead of needing to ‘a) pump the person next to you about her 

job and how she got it; b) start chatting with anyone else who is taking 

a break; c) find a congenial-looking group and join them; d) help a new¬ 

comer or anyone who needs a spotter’?” 

Then there are the laughable aspirations of the quiz genre itself: 

The hubris involved in believing that grand insights can come from a 

dozen multiple-choice questions and a short true/false section. “Take 

this quiz and clue into your unique way of interacting in the world,” 

trumpets the Teen social strategy self-discovery quiz. Well, since they 

ask you to check next to any of 10 sentences that “describe you best,” 

and then they tell you if you’re an introvert or an extrovert, how unique 

can that really be? “Are You Smart about Snacking?” promises that “the 

snacks you scarf on can reveal things about your personality... If you 

want to know what your picks reveal about your persona, here’s the quiz 

to consume.” After asking all sorts of questions about what you snack 

on at the movies and what you eat between classes when you get peck¬ 

ish, it tells you (surprise!) whether or not you have healthy eating habits. 

I feel gypped! Damnit, I thought I was gonna learn some hidden secret 

about my personality! 

Admittedly, those are frivolous examples of what I love to hate 

about quizzes—what’s really more important are the ways in which 

quizzes seek to define acceptable behavior by giving choices that don’t 

allow for anything that transgresses certain norms, mostly to do with 

gender. As an integral part of the women's magazine formula, they 

specifically teach gendered behavior by narrowing readers’ conceptions 

of possible action through the way they present options. (For example, 

if you see your boyfriend flirting, you can either have a big irrational 

screaming fight or you can or stew about it, but you can’t recognize that 

it’s natural and not get all insecure over the damn thing. If your moth¬ 

er criticizes you, you can either have an irrational screaming fight or you 

can stew about it, but you can’t calmly ignore her and not get all inse¬ 

cure over the damn thing. Sense a pattern?) This rigidity is built into the 
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structure of the quiz: When presented with a situation, you do (a), (b), 

(c), or (d). There’s no “none of the above,” no “other,” no chance to 

choose your own path. Granted, no one is forced to conform to those 

choices in their real lives, but readers’ ideas of what is possible become 

restricted. It’s part of the hammering into our heads of what women are 

about this. I just took a quiz that told me I was anyway, so I might as 

well run with it. 
• • • 

Get my zine, Bitch: 3128 16th Street, Box 201, SF CA 94103, 

ljervis@sirius.com; $4 single ish, $12 4-issue sub 

“supposed” to care about. 

It’s all well and good—and very very easy—to make fun of these 

things. Sometimes it seems silly, ’cause the impulse is to ask, “Well, 

who the hell takes those quizzes seriously anyway?” Well, I may not take 

them seriously, but I still take them—and so do many others. So I need 

to know: What is it about these quizzes that I find so compelling and so 

appealing? Why do I hunger to know what my choice of “zoo creature” 

to identify with says about me? Don’t I know myself better than to think 

I can actually glean some insight into myself from rigid categorizations 

and quotes from cheesy self-help authors or what some fouffy-headed 

magazine editor thinks about whether you’re “a good-natured giver” or 

“a what’s-in-it-for-me girl”? 

Well, yeah, I do think I know myself better than that. But excuse 

me while I take myself and the quizzes far too seriously and have a total 

Pollyanna moment: Quizzes do foster self-awareness. I mean, the 

questions—however dumb—often make you think about yourself and 

* your potential reactions to things in ways you may not have pondered 

Hi before. After all, I may not have a boss who would ask me to do the 

(I birthday shopping for his 6-year-old niece, but I sure as hell have had 

fi bosses who asked me to go way above and beyond the call of my job 

3 description. And I often—too often—let myself be walked on. Did I know 

^ that already before I took the quiz? Sure. Could a quiz change that? No. 

Q But that particular question did make me think about how what I say 

Q I’d do is often different from what I have done—and it kinda reminded 

me that my tendency to go out of my way for jobs and bosses that don’t 

* offer adequate compensation did not disappear when I quit my job at 

what I still affectionately call “the evil place.” 

Furthermore, women’s mag quizzes may do ridiculous things like 

make you choose between making your ex-boyfriends into “automatic 

friends for life” or “unlikely ever to be seen again,” never admitting that 

it might depend on the particular man. But it’s the binary nature that 

makes them fun, much the way that women’s magazines are fun at 

all—complexity is banished from their realm, which is what makes them 

oddly comforting when you want to turn off your brain (although it s infu¬ 

riating when you’re fully sentient...) Sometimes that’s why that crap is 

so much fun; as aware readers, we can delight in fitting ourselves into 

a certain template, if only for the 15 minutes it takes to read, choose 

between lame options, and tot up your score. 

The same way that I can ridicule and be slavishly devoted to a cer¬ 

tain TV show without missing a beat (yup, I was talking about 90210 

earlier), I can’t resist a good stupid quiz. But I’m bothered by how much 

I like ’em. They teach you that you need some stupid article to tell you 

about yourself, and they also teach you that everyone can and should 

be shoehorned into these rigid categories, and that your answers to stu¬ 

pid questions have actual meaning and significance, that you’re able to 

be pigeonholed easily as “socially savvy” or “the queen of denial.” 

I guess I’ll just have to live with being ambivalent and indecisive 

mm cm 
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We have two topics today: 

TOPIC ONE STEALING STUFF 

hat would you do if you suddenly found out that some¬ 

one was pretending to be you? You would, undoubtedly, 

ask him or her to stop. You might appeal to his sense of 

fair play; you might appeal to her sense of justice. And what if none of 

that worked? 

One of the most difficult things for people with anti-establishment 

tendencies to reconcile with their lives is the notion of intellectual prop¬ 

erty. I’ll give you two examples: 

Example One WHO ARE YOU? 

If you are starting an Internet zine in 1998, and you call yourself 

Maximum RocknRoll, you have done two things: 1) You have chosen a 

name that you wish to identify yourself with, and 2) you have chosen a 

name that already has been identified, in the mind of others, with a differ¬ 

ent zine. Are you a) taking a vicious swing against all that is evil by under¬ 

mining the notion of “property rights,” or b) stealing someone’s identity? 

More importantly, is this right? 

Example Two THAT'S MINE 

You write a column. Someone then takes your column, puts their 

own name on it, and prints it. Or, you write a song, a suddenly you hear 

Green Day playing the same song, note for note, on MTV. Is this a) per¬ 

fectly OK because all creative expression should be free to everyone, or 

b) theft? 

Some might say that you should be able to do anything you want, 

and that property is theft (that’s the Marxist approach, at least). Others 

say that taking someone’s trademark is a problem, but adapting some¬ 

one’s creative work is fine. Others say that you, as the creator, should 

be able to control your creative expression (which reflects on you and 

reflects your artistic vision) and should be able to control your identify. 

And what do I think? 

Pm sure that this will get me in trouble with some of you, but I 

believe that nothing is more important in our culture than intellects 



al property. If there were no intellectual property rights (trademarks, 

copyrights and patents), whoever was biggest would always win. If 

there were no intellectual property rights, Time Magazine could start 

a magazine called Maximum RocknRoll and put it on every news¬ 

stand and so completely swamp the real zine that most people would 

have no idea that it wasn’t real. If there were no copyrights, people 

who write songs and books would be at the mercy of big publishing 

houses and record companies (or, should I say, even more at the 

mercy of big publishing houses and record companies) who could 

just steal their stuff at will and put it out themselves without paying 

a dime to the artist. 

It just isn’t fair. 

Of course, some of you will say that in a fair world, there would be 

no property, there would be collective ownership of everything. I'm sure 

that would be nice, but that is not the case today by any stretch of the 

imagination. In the world we live in today, the only protection the small 

guy has against the big guy is the fact that he has the right to who he 

is, and what he does. 

But that’s just my opinion. 

TOPIC TWO I DONT NEED YOUR WAR MACHINES 

War is bad. I think that we can all agree on that. War in support of 

bad policies is even worse. Hypocritical support for wars in support of 

bad policies is the worst of all. 

But when is war justified? Never? 

This is a difficult issue to think about. War is worse than hell; it is 

just about the most inhumane thing I can think of. So, what do we do 

when someone truly horrible is doing horrible things? 

It's a difficult question. America didn’t want to do anything about 

Nazi Germany or Japan, until Japan attacked Pearl Harbor and the Nazis 

declared war on us—almost two years after WWII had begun. A pretty 

good argument can be made that, had Germany and Japan not 

declared war on us, they would have won WWII and would have, essen¬ 

tially, taken over the rest of the world with fascist ideology. What was 

the correct move? Should we have a general policy of not ever taking 

military action unless attacked? What if Hitler arises—how should we 

define the threat? 

Take Saddam Hussein—a bad guy who we created. We gave him the 

technology to create weapons of mass destruction and said nothing when 

he used chemical weapons on his own people in 1989. Suddenly, (or at 

least up until Kofi Annan negotiated a settlement) we were ready to go to 

war against this guy because he broke some unwritten code and attacked 

Kuwait, a country where Japan and Great Britain got their oil. I think we 

all agree that this would have been a wasteful, pointless war. The strate¬ 

gists say that without a ground attack, Saddam would have survived an 

air war. Lots of innocent civilians would have been killed. It would have 

been a tragedy. 

But what if some other dictator, hypothetical at the moment, start¬ 

ed attacking his neighbors and killing ethnic minorities. He became a 

danger to every country in the region, and threatened to use nuclear 

weapons against civilian targets in Europe and America. He’s putting 

millions under military rule. What should we do? 

War sucks—is it ever appropriate? Write me with your own 

thoughts on this topic, and I'll give you my conclusions next time. 

Kerosene @ aol.com 

Qt’s a Friday night and I'm catsitting at my friend 5:17’s house 

while he and his girlfriend Charlotte whoop it up in D.C. at the 

big Teen Beat party. I know that the cats—Theda, Max and 

Mr.Rifkin—don't really need me, other than to scoop out little cups of 

dry food twice a day. But I like hanging out in my friends’ apartment 

with irresistible cats for company. It’s pretty relaxing. What’s also nice 

is that there is a television and VCR here—two things that I do not 

own but will gladly indulge in at other people’s homes. 

So it’s just me, cats, movies, beer, pop, chips, pretzels, beans, 

and shitty music videos where everyone is so disgustingly energetic in 

every single one. I feel so out of shape. The wild city life = Patti Kim, 

oh yeah. It’s just one of those days where you don’t want to have to 

talk to anybody. 

OK, I’ve discovered the hard way that it is near impossible to 

watch Much Music and write column intros at the same time. The 

fact that my stomach is on fire from all the shit I’ve consumed isn’t 

helping either. Why am I here on a fuckin’ Friday night enduring 

Savage Garden?!? Hullo, here is my head. Please kick it. And while 

you’re at it, pass me some antihistamines, will ya? My allergies have 

hit the moon. 

I just turned in my rent check for March... signifying that the tor¬ 

turous, rip-off month of February is now behind us at the time of my 

writing this. I don’t know why February sucks so hard, but it does. 

Perhaps it’s the splendiferous odor of Cupid's kaka in the air? Could 

be, could be. What did I do on this year’s V-day? Went record shop¬ 

ping, got bitter, wore my bright poppy red cardigan by mistake, got 

mo’ bitter, had lunch with a couple of friends who are a couple, well- 

that’s-just-great-bitter, came home, logged onto the Internet for a 

while, I am a bitter geek yes, drank beer (it goes hand in hand with 

being_), and messed around with the four-track recorder into 

the wee hours of the morn. I’ll be your lo-fi from Liverpool, I’ll be your 

sunshine Patti from L.A. 

Well, in order to commemorate 1998’s V-day gone by, I thought I 

would share some more of my freakish self with you all. Namely, 

some real stinker crushes that I have looong since ditched in the 

dumpster. Keep that in mind please. The unrequited kwush is the 

story of my life... but what’s worse is the pathetic, unattainable, 

celebrity crush. Are you sitting down for this? Let's go. 
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David Faustino 

Yes, it’s true. I used to have a television crush on Bud. Mind you, 

this was circa my mid-grade school years when the show Married With 

Children had just started up. Bud as we know him was just a prepu- 

bescent (cute???) pipsqueak then. And “Kelly” (Christina Applegate) 

was on an Alyssa Milano tip back then too. Soon to blossom into a 

Traci Lords wannabe... which methinks Ms. Applegate will have a hard 

time shaking for the rest of her life. Pesky TV characters will mess with 

your brain, no? I know I always get excited every time I see “Snake” or 

“Spike” (read: Degrassi kids!) around these parts. But let’s not yabber 

about the good ol’ Degrassi days. Nostalgia is nifty, but I know you all 

want to hear about my other foul crushes at this point. Bud. I can’t 

believe I had a crush on Bud. You can’t even say that name and make 

it sound sexy. Ugh. 

Wil Wheaton 

Yet another extremely questionable TV crush. This was probably 

post-Bud swooning. Not only am I ‘fessing up to “not minding” Star 

Trek: The Next Generation, but I also lose mass punk points for being 

sweet on “Wesley Crusher”—son of Dr. Beverly Crusher. He wasn’t a 

regular on the show, but dude, when he was around, so was I. What’s 

up with the alliteration in his name though, huh? Wil “Wesley” 

Wheaton. Whatever! 

Incidentally, this was around the time I got my very first pair of 

specs. They were like blue/pink/purple marble with waves around the 

frames, and the arms on them had the “dip-up-dip-down” action 

going on. We’re talking instant uglifier here. Almost as wonky as 

Susan from Days of Our Lives, but without the wigginess. Maybe my 

wavy-framed lunettes somehow affected the way I saw boys at the 

time, you think? You know, like possibly the prescription was slightly 

off-kilter and made everyone look supersuave?? “Let’s Blame Last 

Year's Love On Broken Glasses.” I just made that up now. .Sounds 

like it should be a J Church song, heh. Yo Lance, I’ll be expecting 

credit for that on your next 7”! Ha ha., oh the ways in which I 

amuse myself. It ain’t easy, lemme tell ya, but it’s better than going 

completely crazy. 

Matthew Modine 

Anybody seen the movie Birdy? I have no idea who directed it, 

but that matters not. What does matter is that Matthew was looking 

so damn fine in that flick. I mean, sure he’s playing a fucked up kid 

whose ornithological tendencies send him flying straight to the funny 

farm... but still! Maybe that’s the attraction?! I loved that movie and I 

loved Matthew. He sucks now but oh well, what can you do. When 

you live in a shoe. Actually, Birdy is a good segueway into my next old 

crushypoo. Matthew’s co-star from the aforementioned sappysap 

movie just so happens to be... 

Nicholas Cage 

Yup, yup. You want specifics? Valley Girl. How good is he in that 

movie. Or rather, how good is that movie, period. And yes, a quote 

from bad seed Nicholas and his geeky sidekick would go on to be 

further immortalized in a Bouncing Souls song. Haven’t seen this 

movie yet? Rent it today! Tell 'em Patti the Banana bullied you into it 

and maybe they’ll give you a discount in an attempt to get you out of 

the store quicker. If you dig Pretty In Pink (and who doesn’t?), then 

you’ll love Valley Girl. The punks versus the preps premise with a 

good dollop of romance never fails to amuse and spawn college kid 

discourse on who should have ended up with who. [Yet another side- 

note: why do I always get stuck beside weirdos at the movies? i.e. 

the geek loser on my right who had to chuckle ever-so-audibly all 

throughout Face Off?] Aw yeah, up on the 36 chambers, it’s the 

WOO style and all, but why must you chuckle so, dear sir? And just 

for the record, Nickypoo and Johnboy couldn’t touch Chow Yun Phat 

with a 10-foot pole. Oh man, all my puns are coming straight outta 

“the hood” now. I am scarygirl. And one more thing about Nicholas 

Cage, and that is... Patricia Arquette. If I have to see her boobs one 

more time after sitting through The Lost (mindfuck) Highway, I’m 

probably gonna ralph. I think she subliminally contributes to the rea¬ 

sons why I prefer not to use my full name. But never mind all that. 

Valley Girl. Valley Girl is the mantra. 

Rick Springfield 

I believe this would fall into the “Repulsive Crush” category. I 

can’t even remember anything about this doozy except that I, at 

one point in my life, found the man to be somewhat attractive. 

This must’ve been early-early-[can I stress this enough?!]-early on. 

In fact, it also must have been so traumatizing that my present 

mind chooses to block out anything Rick Springfield-related. I 

probably need to see an analyst. Does anyone actually use the 

word analyst —in the shrink-like context—outside of Woody Allen 

movies? Just a thought. 

Morrissey 

Yeah yeah, me and about a million others I’m sure. I used to 

gaze at my “Moz” pictures longingly and just daydream. I would think 

thoughts like “I wonder what Morrissey is doing right this very second. 

Is he reading? Is he on the toilet? Is he having a cup of tea?” Shut 

up, I know I was lame. We all have our skeletons in the closet. Mine 

just happen to be incredibly bad ones. 

OK, so maybe this column isn’t terribly punkrockcrusader- 

esque, and maybe you just sit there and wonder about the state of 

my mental health. But fuck it all, I’ll be damned if I didn’t put a 

smile on some of your grubby lil’ faces. Or at least make you all feel 

really rad about yourselves. Laughter is the best medicine, as is sug¬ 

gested by a certain Christian monthly which can be found on the 

back of every crapper at my parents’ house. We all know this world 

is shit, so let’s thrash it up along the highway to hell. I like to think 

of this attitude as Bad Badtzmaru meets Lois Maffeo. Both which 

make me very happy. 
• • • 

Patti Kim, Box 68568, 360A Bloor St. W, Toronto ON, M5S 1X1 

Canada fhabzine@interlog.com 



’ve done teensy bits of traveling since I was a senior in high 

school, but it wasn’t until this past summer that I did any hon¬ 

est to goodness wandering about. Of course, I always read 

about people taking these grand road trips, falling into all sorts of 

mishaps and experiencing amazing adventures. I’d always felt jealous 

of them. I always wanted to travel, but I had no idea how I could fit it 

into my particular boring lifestyle or if I would be able to cope effec¬ 

tively with the inherent instability of traveling. I view my past (and pre¬ 

sent) longing for the traveler's lifestyle as similar to how I’d previously 

thought of political types in one aspect: Although I’d admired and 

respected them, I didn't think I’d ever be capable of being that way as 

well. In the case of the travelers I was envious. As far as the political 

types went, I always thought they were pretentious and dogmatic and 

since I never thought of myself as possessing those qualities I was 

turned off by politics. Strangely enough, it had come to my attention 

in the somewhat recent past that virtually everyone I’ve met thought 

that I was a) snobby, b) highly opinionated and firm in my beliefs, c) 

extraordinarily self-confident, and/or d) intimidating when they first met 

me, which quite surprises me. Although I’ve been left-leaning for most 

of my adolescent years, I never thought I was particularly outspoken 

about anything social or political. I guess people always thought of me 

in the same vein that I thought of political types, so I figured why not 

fulfill their stereotypes and become politicized? (haha) 

Along a similar track, I can see now that I was practically born to 

travel. As I was growing up my family moved around quite a bit—from 

Battle Creek, Michigan to Topeka, Kansas; Chesterfield, Missouri and 

then to various suburbs in the Chicagoland area before I left just shy 

of four years later to go to school in Urbana-Champaign, Illinois. 

During that time I went to California, New York, Florida, Arizona, and a 

bunch of other places in the States in between, as well as Korea and 

Japan with my family. I noticed that it was always surprisingly easy for 

me to adjust to new situations. (The last time I was in Korea was 

when I was 9; within a few hours of my arrival, I chased away a gag¬ 

gle of older neighborhood boys that were heckling my cousin by 

shouting at and threatening to fight with them! Crazy.) 

So here I am now, politicized, arrogant, dogmatic, and an experi¬ 

enced rugged traveler. But seriously folks... Not long ago I got back 

from a five week tour/traveling extravaganza in South America and I’m 

now residing in Newcastle, England participating in a study abroad 

program with plans to go to Spain and Morocco next week (did I say I 

was here to study?). One of the many things that has struck me pro¬ 

foundly in my travels of South America and the three odd weeks I’ve 

been in England is how unbelievably spoiled I’ve been in the States. 

The United States seems like some kind of fairy tale land now 

where everything is accessible 24 hours a day, everything can be 

bought on credit, where you can speak your mind without fear of 

being attacked in the street or randomly thrown in jail, where the 

unemployment rate is less than 15 percent. Of course there are quali¬ 

fications to saying the United States is like paradise. I realize that 

freedom is not as complete as people like to pretend it is, that 

racism, sexism, and homophobia are still horrible problems, and that 

the official unemployment rate says nothing about the quality of 

employment the 95 percent of working people in the States have. 

However (qualifications for the qualifications), life is still infinitely more 

convenient and easy there. Depending on which city you’re in, it’s rel¬ 

atively easy to get a job. In other countries where the unemployment 

rate is four, five, even six times higher, people can’t even get the shitty 

jobs that we complain about in the States. (This isn’t exactly a news 

flash or anything, but it’s a lot different reading about it and actually 

seeing it.) 

Almost everything in England—which I expected to be a lot more 

similar to the States than it is—pretty much closes by 5:30 outside of 

the touristy parts of London. Even in a modern European country like 

England, it seems like hot showers are not taken for granted, it's a 

hassle to get gas and electricity and to make and receive phone calls. 

Even the university that I'm (supposedly) studying at, which has from 

what I gather a really good reputation, has extremely limited facilities 

compared to my school back home. At times I’ve felt frustrated by the 

apparent inconvenience of everything (for example, not having a 

phone and not being able to afford one, even living with five other 

people) but I just have to pause and remember that it's not that life is 

inconvenient here, it's that everything is inordinately convenient in the 

United States. And then I have to reflect on what life would be like for 

me in a country like Uganda or Indonesia and realize that life here is 

still way easier than in most other countries. 

By talking to people from various countries and traveling and living 

outside of the States, I can now understand how it is still held up as 

the golden land of opportunity for the rest of the world. In the States 

you can pretty much practice whatever religion you want, say what you 

want, dress the way you want, and act the way you want with little fear 

of reprisal and where life is easy. Of course, living in the States and 

immigrating to the States often means two very different levels of ease, 

but even people I’ve talked to from Europe (which is obviously about as 

Westernized and modern as you get outside of the United States and 

Canada) can’t imagine living the way I’ve been accustomed to all my 

life. To them it’s not even real—it’s life in American movies. It’s just like 

life in the Amazonian rainforest or Saharan deserts is not real to us in 

the States, it’s what we view in National Geographic documentaries. I 

don’t know if when I return to the States I'm going to appreciate all the 

conveniences of life or be disgusted by them (while at the same time 

taking full advantage of them). 

• • • 

write me at kimbae@hotmail.com or PO Box 2110 Champaign, 

IL 61820-2110 USA but please be patient. E-mail facilities for me are 
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limited and my sister is sending me my snail mail about once a month 

from the States to England. And if you wrote to me between 

December and February and I haven’t written back, assume that your 

letter got lost because the post office totally botched up the forward¬ 

ing of my mail. 

Q’m turning 34 this year. Suddenly it seems like people all around 

me are spawning, getting legally entangled with other human 

beings, and purchasing items that are too big for one person to 

move down a flight of stairs. Don’t get me wrong: If it’s what you’re into, 

more power to ya. I’m really thrilled for the people I know who have found 

happiness this way. But 34 or not, it’s still not for me. Being in Iowa, I 

found myself more closely associated with those dreaded Iowa 

Septuplets than I ever wanted to be. On the TV news, they kept thank¬ 

ing The Good Lord for their abundance, and I kept thinking, what about 

the fucking fertility drugs? And while we’re on the subject, what about 

the fucking? Not that I really want to think about those two going at it, 

thank you very much, but the media acts like this was immaculate con¬ 

ception. Why? Because they’re poor-but-honest Midwestern Christians, 

bringing seven more of their kind into the world. A little too poor, unfor¬ 

tunately—'Time magazine actually fixed the Mom’s teeth on the cover of 

their magazine. They didn’t think this one through carefully enough. Of 

course, Newsweek had a photo of the parents too, and Mom’s teeth are 

untouched. The two photos on the stands at the same time, larger than 

life, side by side. Which one are we going to believe? 

Anyway, I digress. “The Family,” as a religion, a hobby, a fun Sunday 

project, is in style again, such as I have not seen in my lifetime. Here in 

Iowa, it seems especially acute. Maybe I’m just a tad prickly about it 

because the older I get, the more I see people who are substantially 

younger than me driving minivans with two kids in the back and owning 

houses and whatnot. But the other thing that bothers me is that it does¬ 

n’t seem to me that people in their early 20s are much more emotion¬ 

ally or psychologically prepared to do this shit than they were in the ‘50s, 

but financially, they’re more fucked than their postwar counterparts ever 

imagined possible. Maybe they’re a little less naive, and maybe they 

have a few more choices. But what are they doing with those choices? I 

see a lot of 25-year-olds wearing bad polyester clothes with old lady hair. 

They look tired. Why are they doing this to themselves? 

I, family of one (two if you count Fez), am in so much debt that I 

write plays about it. Debt has become my closest companion. Whenever 

I feel alone, it’s always there. Furthermore, I have nothing much to show 

for all this debt I have racked up. I have no mortgage, I have no car pay¬ 

ments. I have my own collection of bad polyester (and vinyl, all right?) 

clothes. I have very little that I wouldn’t literally throw out the window. 

The computer on which I write this is a long-ago charge still buried on 

my visa card. My student loans will be a millstone around my neck for 

decades, and what they paid for is actually quite intangible. 

The things that matter to me can still fit into a small vehicle. In fact, 

I will be renting a small vehicle soon to make the trek east. Getting rid of 

stuff, shedding skins, lightening the load, makes me feel great. Whenever 

I accumulate items that are large of size or worth money, it fills me with 

anxiety. I’m always working to maintain the illusion that I can pick up and 

leave on short notice, that I haven’t made any serious, long-term promis¬ 

es to anyone, that everything that matters could be moved in a car trunk 

or packed into boxes and shipped. When I was in my 20s, I had nothing, 

and I never really thought much about it. Now that I’m older, I see people 

all around me settling down and purchasing large objects, and I wonder if 

there’s anything wrong with me because I still sleep on the floor. 

Technically, on a futon. Futons come and go. I would throw this futon out 

(the window) tomorrow if I had somewhere else I needed to be. 

It’s couplehood, I think, that makes you want stuff. Once you find 

yourself wanting couplehood, to share a bed every night (the same one, 

that is) a closet, and god forbid a checkbook, you will likely find your¬ 

self propelled toward appliances, attractive window coverings (to 

replace the crummy vinyl shades that came with the apartment), and 

most terrifying of all: the dreaded couch. Whether it’s purchased at Pier 

One or The Salvation Army, a couch means commitment. I’m proud to 

say I have never owned one. The last time I lived with a boyfriend I 

ended up sleeping a few feet off the floor and framing some pictures, 

but I never got a couch. Whew. Close one. 

A lot of my female friends have gotten struck with baby fever. They get 

to be 30ish and they start ogling the squirming babes in passing carriages. 

This is my cue to grunt. At this my friends assure me that the day will come 

where I’ll wake up and find myself shopping for a steady boyfriend (i.e. a 

father for my children), or maybe just a sperm donor. It’s an uncontrollable 

urge, they tell me, that strikes when you least expect it to. 

So here I am on the verge of my 34th birthday, and that day has 

not arrived. People all around me are having kids, planned and 

unplanned, and I have felt nary a twinge. It’s not an act, I swear. I really 

have no desire to have children yet. I’m obviously still afraid of furniture. 

I’m amazed by all the propaganda out there about women and 

their natural maternal and/or nesting urges. Sure, it seems archaic, but 

when you think about it it’s pretty clear that these supposedly outdated 

ideas have just been repackaged for the ‘90s. Women supposedly crave 

commitment, and men fear commitment. Women create a “nest” in the 

living space, women have sex for love and procreation, while men are 

just ANIMALS. But GOD they’re CUTE, aren’t they? Blah blah blah blah 

blah. I bought a copy of The Rules, for the sake of knowing my enemy, 

and it was actually more heinous and abhorrent than I thought it would 

be. The objective of The Rules is to instruct females in the art of snar¬ 

ing a husband, using whatever trickery their feminine wiles put at their 

disposal. The authors repeatedly warn against “scaring” the man away, 

even if it means lying. They go so far as to say (I am not making this up, 

I swear) that if you do everything right, your man will never beat the crap 

out of you. So if he does, you can just assume you were “scaring” him 

or talking about yourself too much or something. This is obvious propa- 



ganda, but the more subtle stuff can be found everywhere in the media. 

The message is still out there that we women are all desperate for mar¬ 

riage and family life, and if we’re not there’s something wrong with us. 

It’s no exaggeration to say that this is the opposite of my experi¬ 

ence. Most of the men I’ve been involved with have been far more 

amenable to the idea of marriage than I have, even in the abstract. I’ve 

been pushed to make commitments far more than I myself have 

pushed. I’ve had people psychoanalyze the hell out of me, the assump¬ 

tion being that I’m just afraid to get serious about anyone because of 

bad past experiences. Without realizing it, these well-meaning chaps 

are well on their way to becoming a bad experience. If I were a man, I 

don’t know if my choices would warrant such a long spell under the 

emotional microscope. My unwillingness to “commit” might be attrib¬ 

uted to biology, hormones and what have you. 

People talk about wanting to have someone to come home to. 

That’s nice. For them. It makes no sense to me. I love living alone. 

People exhaust me. After a day spent interacting with people, I’m ready 

for some solitude. I also hate cleaning up after people. I grew up with a 

single mom, and I was cooking and cleaning and shopping at the age 

of ten. I have lived with a lot of people, male and female, who seem to 

think that little elves and fairies are going to do dishes and sweep floors. 

Often that little fairy has ended up being me. 

I’m not saying that I don’t believe being coupled could be a real 

knee slapper; I’m sure that someday I’ll consider it again. But I’m in no 

hurry. Right now I look forward to moving back into my studio apartment 

in Manhattan. It’ll be just me and Fez. Right now, I can hardly imagine 

wanting it any other way. 

Speaking of Fez, Violation Fez #7, The School Issue, is slowly 

coming together. Very slowly. As in, I have gotten a few really great sub¬ 

missions and come up with a cool design for a new sticker. So, 

Hopefully it will be out by the time you read this, but please e-mail first 

to be sure. Thanks. #6, The Religion Issue, is still available: 

Violation Fez c/o Leah Ryan/ PO Box 2228/Times Square Station/ 

New York, NY 10108. LEAHzz@aol.com 

And though I walk home alone 

My faith in love is still devout... 

t the magazine I used to write for, it was common practice /TV* / m % for the columnists to use their columns as vehicles to pro- 

note their bands. I’m not suggesting that it was the only 

reason they wrote columns, not by a long shot, but at the same time, 

they didn’t hesitate to put in a plug or two when it was useful. 

Some of the more successful practitioners of the art of self-pro- 

motion have been Ben Weasel, George Tabb, Rev. Norb, Mykel 

Board, and... well, me. I’m sure there were others that I’m forgetting 

now, but in that list you have the ones who used their position to, er, 

maximum advantage. 

I’m not condemning them for it, mind you; I don’t see anything 

wrong with telling the world about things that are important to you, and, 

as those of you who have been in bands will know, being in a band can 

seem pretty darn important. Which makes me wonder why I rarely give 

more than a passing mention to my own band nowadays. 

I was never so bashful in my MRR days. When the Lookouts were 

in their heyday, I managed to fit some news about them into most of 

my columns, and as if that weren’t enough, I filled many more pages of 

my own fanzine with pious and pompous pronouncements about the 

Lookouts’ importance to music and culture. 

For those of you who weren’t around back then, the Lookouts 

formed in 1985 and broke up in 1990. We played about a hundred 

shows, put out two LPs, two EPs, a few compilation cuts, and shared a 

stage with some of the best bands of the day. I suppose our greatest 

honor was playing at Operation Ivy’s last show. 

Green Day was the opening band that night, and a couple years 

later ended up with our drummer, but we had been finished for a while 

anyway. Although we started out as an awful political band who barely 

knew how to play our instruments, by the time we quit we’d become a 

pretty decent pop punk band. It’s one of life’s little ironies, I guess, that 

we gave up just before pop punk became the Next Big Thing. 

I haven’t wasted too much time wondering what might have hap¬ 

pened if we’d stuck together, but every once in a while I run across an 

old Lookouts practice tape and think, gee, that was a lot of fun, back 

then before punk rock music became big business and everyone, 

including the fans, was jaded by the age of 15. 

When I finally started another band, somewhere in 1992, the most 

obvious thing in the world would have been to follow the pop punk for¬ 

mula; after all, that was the year that bands like Green Day and 

Screeching Weasel really started to take off, with a host of imitators 

were not far behind. By that time, Lookout Records was capable of sell¬ 

ing large numbers of almost any record that had that pop punk sound. 

But for reasons that I couldn’t fully explain, my new band, the 

Potatomen, didn’t even use electric guitars for the first couple years. 

Nor did we ever set foot on a stage; most of our first 50 shows took 

place either on the sidewalk in front of Gilman, or, on a cold or rainy 

night, just inside the front door. 

We almost never got asked to play; we would just show up and go 

to it. And for a while we had quite a following. Most of the songs were 

three-chord wonders (the “serious” ones would have four) and involved 

tongue in cheek commentaries on local scenesters and scenes. We 

sold seven-song demo tapes for $1, and our big “hit” was something 

called “Punk Rock Boy.” 

By 1994, though, we’d got it into our heads that we wanted to 

move beyond sidewalk busking, and that's when things started to go 

wrong. Wrong, at least, in the eyes of many of our punk rock fans, who’d 

liked us just fine as a novelty act, but thought we had no business get¬ 

ting serious about our music. 
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I don’t entirely blame them. “Serious” is not a word I usually like 

to see closely connected with “music,” even though the playing of 

music (or the pursuit of any art) is ultimately one of the most serious 

things a human being can do. But part of the trick to doing it well is to 

make it look easy, to convince your audience that this is just a little old 

tune you whipped up on your way to the gig, and shucks, if you really 

want to hear it, I reckon we could play it for you. 

Of course by that time, lots of other bands were also very serious 

about their music, or at least serious about getting a record deal, about 

getting gigs, about (in a few cases) “getting their message across.” But 

the difference was that those bands were going in one direction, i.e. punk, 

and my band was going in a decidedly different one, i.e. not punk at all. 

The coup de grace to our punk credibility probably came when I 

started listening to the Smiths, or, rather, when all those hours of lis¬ 

tening to the Smiths began to be reflected in the songs that we were 

writing. Back in the ‘80s, when the Smiths were around, I dismissed 

them as too wimpy and pretentious. I was punk, man, and that was all 

I listened to. So when the Potatomen began to exhibit Smiths influences 

in the ‘90s, the punks returned the favor. 

Personally, I don’t mind that much being called “wimpy” or “not 

punk.” As a matter of fact, given today’s cultural climate, I take it as a 

compliment. I don’t look at music as a means of demonstrating one’s 

masculinity, and anyway, I realized a long time ago that convincing any¬ 

one of my masculinity was probably a lost cause. 

But does it hurt to realize that many of my old friends and fellow 

punk rockers have little regard for the music I play now? Yes, it does, in 

the same way that it hurts to realize how little I now have in common 

with people I once thought of as my punk rock family. It’s not unlike the 

feeling that you get when it becomes obvious that no matter how much 

you love your parents or brother and sisters or the kids you grew up with, 

you now live in a different world, and things can never be as simple or 

as easy or carefree again. 

Recently a newspaper reporter interviewed me about the Lookout 

Records 10th anniversary celebration, asking me, among other things, 

why I’d felt it necessary to leave Lookout just when it had finally 

“arrived.” I muttered something about how ironic it was that none of the 

newspapers had been interested at all when the East Bay scene was in 

its prime; Operation Ivy, one of the greatest punk rock bands of all time, 

came and went (and sold more records than most major label bands) 

without any of the local media ever taking the slightest notice. 

But this reporter was a perspicacious fellow, and soon picked up 

on something about me that I had always thought was my own partic¬ 

ular secret: my need to constantly reinvent myself. Everything I’ve done 

in my life so far has only been interesting as long as it presented a chal¬ 

lenge. Once I started to gain some acceptance for it, I knew it was time, 

as Huck Finn once put it, to “light out for the territories.” 

That might seem like an odd explanation for why I choose to play 

in a band that is almost guaranteed to be rejected by most fans of my 

former band, but it’s the best I can come up with at the moment. In the 

70s and ‘80s I was contemptuous of anything that wasn’t louder and 

faster and angrier than anything that had come before. As the ‘90s 

bumble and stumble to their conclusion, loud, fast and angry seems 

ever more like a cliche to me, every bit as hackneyed a formula as the 

70s buttrock that punk originally rebelled against. 

When I finally started listening to the Smiths, one of the first things 

that charmed me about them was how they had been willing to go 

against the grain. In a time (early ‘80s) when British punk was fast 

degenerating into mindless thug rock (GBH, Exploited, etc.) or well- 

intentioned but nearly unlistenable political doggerel (Crass et al.), 

they’d gone in precisely the opposite direction, reintroducing traditional 

concepts of beauty and elegance that were certain to reap little but 

scorn from the glue-sniffing, cider-swilling brigades. 

Although the Smiths acquired a fanatical cult following, one that 

continues to grow today, 11 years after their breakup, they never 

become widely popular. Critics loved them, as did a couple generations 

of morbidly shy and repressed adolescents, who heard, or at least imag¬ 

ined they did, the story of their own lives in Morrissey’s mournful 

laments about loneliness and rejection. 

But it’s never been popular to be too sincere, at least not since we 

entered the postmodern age, where everything has to be set within at 

least one set of quotation marks. As a result, we will probably be well 

past the millennium before the Smiths are accorded their artistic due. 

Provided any of them are still alive then, they might finally derive some 

satisfaction from being acknowledged as one of the greatest bands of 

the 20th century. 

Even still, they already have enjoyed some of the perquisites of 

success: they earned pretty good money, had lots of screaming fans at 

their shows, got their pictures in the paper and on television quite a lot. 

Though they didn’t receive nearly the full measure of what deserved, it 

was a far cry from the fate of many artists who completely failed to be 

appreciated in their own time. 

Think of Van Gogh, for example, now widely recognized as one of 

the greatest painters since the Renaissance: At the time of his death he 

was broke, miserable, and virtually unknown. Some say that it was his 

lack of success that drove him to madness; others believe that mad¬ 

ness to have been the engine that drove his genius. 

Either way, it’s worth asking just what it was that kept Van Gogh 

and millions of lesser known artists going in the face of almost complete 

rejection. And while I’m not going to compare myself to Van Gogh (I’m 

definitely hanging on to both of my ears, thank you very much), I have 

to ask it about myself as well. 

There's a certain misplaced romanticism that’s always attached to 

artists starving in garrets or dying in gutters, but a lack of acceptance, 

a lack of understanding and sympathy from the public, can kill the soul 

as surely as poverty and malnutrition can wound the body. More than a 

hundred years later, it’s easy for us to say that Van Gogh should have 

kept on painting, no matter how much he suffered. But how many of us 

could have said it to his face, told him, “Vincent, the rest of your life is 

going to be short, brutal and miserable, but you must keep on with it 

because a century from now millions of people are going to enjoy and 

be uplifted by your paintings.” 

The matter becomes trickier when we are dealing with the many 

artists who are clearly never going to be Van Goghs, but who still might 

have something to offer. And that's not even mentioning the vast major- 



ity of artists who could hang up their paintbrushes or guitars or word 

processors tomorrow and never be missed. 

The vital question for those of us who aspire to create art is how 

to know where we fit in that equation. Are we just fooling ourselves to 

think that our efforts are worthwhile and will eventually bear fruit? How 

long should we keep at it if the world simply won’t listen? 

A question that may go even more to the heart of things is this: 

How much, if any, importance should we place on how we are received 

by the public? For all I know, the Spice Girls may consider themselves 

serious artists; does the fact that they are wildly popular make it so? By 

the same token, should an experimental jazz trio that deliberately avoids 

anything resembling notes and rhythm consider itself a failure because 

absolutely no one is interested in listening to them? 

Many artists, of course, deliberately revel in rejection. They take it 

as a sign they’re doing something right, and quickly dismiss those who 

don’t “get” what they are doing as hopelessly bourgeois. But for some¬ 

one like me, who has long proclaimed that art has to be at least as 

much about communication as about expression, it’s not so easy. 

If you were at a party and every time you started to talk to some¬ 

one, they made an excuse and walked away, you’d probably think one 

of two things: either everyone at this party is a moron, or I am. Sooner 

or later, unless you truly enjoy being alone in a crowd, you’d find a dif¬ 

ferent party, or figure out what you had to do to be interesting to the 

people where you were. 

Truly driven artists will seldom if ever wonder about this: They will 

be certain that it is everyone else who is a moron. The trouble is that 

there is no shortage of self-indulgent fruitcakes without a shred of tal¬ 

ent who adopt exactly the same attitude. No doubt there are at least a 

couple of them on your block or in your band. 

So the question remains: How do you know if what you are doing 

is worthwhile? If it makes you happy? Sure, but masturbation makes 

people happy too, and while there’s nothing wrong with masturbation, 

I’d hardly recommend it as a way of life. If you get good reviews, and 

people buy your paintings/records/books? There are more than enough 

idiots to make almost anything a best-seller, so that doesn’t necessar¬ 

ily prove anything either. 

In the end, it’s a lot like love, I suppose. Loving someone, really 

loving them, especially after the initial passion and infatuation has died 

down, is hard work. It’s rewarding work, to be sure, perhaps the most 

rewarding work that we’ll ever know, but anyone who’s ever made a 

relationship last beyond the moon and June and tumbling madly 

beneath the covers phase knows it's far from easy. 

What keeps us going on then, when our sweetheart has ruffled our 

feathers or taken a blunderbuss to our emotions? Why do we keep 

coming back for more when sometimes only a veneer of kindness and 

caring distinguishes our lover from our worst enemy? 

It’s the triumph of hope over experience, the cynic would claim; the 

romantic would counter that it’s the everlasting and ever-renewing need 

to know and love and experience ourselves through the knowledge and 

love and experience of others. 

There’s a great deal of both the romantic and the cynic in me; as 

my life marches on well past the halfway point, I find myself more and 

more inclined to opt for the romantic side whenever I have a choice. I 

may go to my grave under the spell of a delusion, but at least it will be 

a happier one than that in which the cynic chooses to wallow. 

And will I go on singing my songs and writing my stories as well? 

Probably; I don’t see a lot of alternatives. Any time I’m not doing some¬ 

thing creative, I start to go insane. True, half the time when I am doing 

something creative, I’m pretty much insane as well, but at least I have 

something to show for it when I come back to earth. 

Okay, I may have gotten a little off my original subject (have you 

ever read one of my columns where I didn’t?), so let me return to the 

ostensible point of this exercise: plugging my band. You can read about 

and listen to us at our Website: www.lkout.com/potatomen. You can 

write to me at llivermore@aol.com. If you’ve heard any of our records 

and think they suck, please write and tell me why. If on the other hand 

you think they’re great, I’d like to hear about that too. Not that I need 

any convincing, of course, but, urn, it would be nice to have something 

to show to my mom and dad. 

e were both in junior high school when Kevin tried to 

kill himself. Making friends in a new town is always 

tough when you’re 13 years old, but Kevin made it eas¬ 

ier for me. He made sure that I never sat alone in the cafeteria during 

lunch period. He told the team captains in Phys-Ed to pick me first, 

even though he knew I couldn’t play sports. Once, when I rigged a water 

fountain with gum and unwittingly drenched the teacher, Kevin took the 

rap and the detention that went with it. “That was too funny to let you 

get busted,” he said. 

On the weekends, Kevin would usually have parties in his basement. 

His parents were never home, so all the school kids considered his house 

to be a safe haven for experimentation: It was there that we were all first 

exposed to the adolescent world of drugs, alcohol, and sex. Ljppy, a kid 

our age that lived down the block, had an older brother who always 

seemed to hook us up with free beer and pot. Sometimes he’d bring over 

sheets of acid just to sit around and laugh while his kid brother tripped his 

head off. I don’t think any of this behavior was any more excessive than 

average. We were, generally speaking, pretty happy kids dealing with the 

newfound feelings and freedoms that come with puberty. 

Kevin frequently brought up suicide as an abstract concept. We 

would sit around and talk about what we thought would happen to us 

when we died and, perhaps more important to us, what we’d leave in 

our wake. We always wondered if being here ever made a difference 

and, like most thoughtful school boys, questioned the validity of the 
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lives that were being shaped up for us by our parents. There was never 

any question of freedom until you graduated from college and, when 

you're only in the eighth grade, 10 years seems like a lifetime to wait. 

To a teen-in-waiting, it practically is your lifetime. 

Even still, I don’t think any of us expected to walk into homeroom 

that morning to find Kevin’s seat empty. He tried to swallow an entire 

bottle of sleeping pills before his mother unexpectedly arrived at home 

to find her only son in fetal position, on the floor, almost dead. 

The first time I heard Nick Drake, I wasn't immediately impressed. 

His voice was coarse and half-spoken; his lyrics made very little sense 

to me. Aside from his unquestionably qnique guitar style, Pink Moon 

didn’t appear to be anything more than an above average folk record 

lost in the psychedelic 70s. Still, I was drawn back to that record, over 

and over again. Even though I didn’t know anything about Nick Drake’s 

life and tragic death, I started feeling a familiar warmth from the album. 

There was a clear and haunting sense of despair, caught on tape. 

Nick Drake was born in Burma to British parents in June of 1948. 

He grew up in India until 1951, when his father Rodney decided to 

transplant the Drake family back to a small village near Birmingham 

called Tanworth-in-Arden. The house that they lived in would prove to 

outlive the entire family, except for Nick’s sister Gabrielle. 

Early in life, there were no clear indications that Nick Drake was a 

depressed or volatile person. Besides noting that “nobody knows him 

very well,” the British prep school that Nick went to until 1961 called him 

an “outstanding athlete” and a very strong character. When Nick moved 

away to college, his friends there recalled a pleasant person—popular 

and funny, but generally quiet. It was around this time that he bought an 

old acoustic guitar for 13 pounds and became determined to learn it. 

It’s not likely that Nick Drake ever set out to be a pop star, but it 

was very clear to everyone that he was extremely confident about the 

music he was writing. Nine months before graduating, Nick left college 

to begin working on what would soon become his first full-length record 

Five Leaves Left. Nick’s primary mythologists are quick to point out that 

the album, released in September of 1969, eerily predicts the year of 

Nick’s death—almost exactly five years later. 

Despite a fair amount of critical acclaim for Five Leaves Left, the 

album sold less than 6,000 copies during Nick’s lifetime. His second 

release, a lavish orchestral pop record called Bryter Layter, shared a 

similar fate but, this time, not without insult to injury. The critics were 

saying that it didn’t stand up to the same circumstances around this 

third record as remembered by Nick’s publicist at Island, David 

Sandison: “I saw him in reception after I came home from lunch...I saw 

a figure in the corner on the bench, and I suddenly realized it was Nick. 

He had this big master tape box under his arm, and I said: ‘Have you 

had a cup of tea...Do you want to come upstairs?’...He just sat in my 

office area for about a half an hour, then said: ‘I’d better be going...’ He 

went down the stairs with the tapes under his arm, and about an hour 

later the girl who worked behind the front desk called up and said: 

‘Nick’s left the tapes behind.’ So I went down and it was the big sixteen- 

track master tape box, and it said: ‘Nick Drake: Pink Moon.’" He 

neglected to tell anyone that a new album had even been recorded. 

Drake’s practically non-existent public profile was partially due to his 

resistance to play shows or meet the press. From 1969 to 1973, Nick did 

only one magazine interview and about a dozen shows. Boyd, probably 

Drake’s best friend at the time, was concerned with his withdrawal and 

ongoing depression. He helped talk Nick into seeing a doctor, who pre¬ 

scribed the anti-depressant Tryptizol. Nick’s mental deterioration began to 

manifest in his physical appearance. In 1972, he suffered a nervous break¬ 

down and moved back home to his parents’ house in Tanworth-in-Arden. 

Two years later, he walked into a studio to record his final four songs. 

By this time, Nick wasn’t talking to anyone. His parents recall sev¬ 

eral instances when Nick would sit in silence for hours at a time. His 

hair was long and his clothes disheveled. When he came to the studio 

for his final session, he was unable to sing and play guitar at the same 

time. The vocals needed to be overdubbed. 

Of the four songs he recorded that night, “Hanging On A Star” 

means the most to me. In it’s mantra-like verse, Drake sings, “Why do 

you leave me hanging on a star, when you deem me so high?” It’s a 

song that expresses the failure to be appreciated and the need to be 

loved. It’s easy to relate to. 

On November 25, 1974, Molly Drake walked into her son’s room 

to find him lying across his bed, not breathing. Nearby lay a copy of 

Albert Camus’ Myth of Sisyphus, a book whose introduction begins with 

a philosophical debate surrounding the validity of suicide. The coroner 

recorded the cause of death as “acute Amitriptyline poisoning self 

administered when suffering from a depressive illness.” 

At 26, Nick Drake was dead. 

I’m not going to say that I can’t completely relate to the things that 

Kevin talked to me about or to the lyrics that Nick Drake left behind. I 

know how it feels to think that there is nothing else worth living for and, 

honestly, I’ve come close to its dangerous perimeters. I say this because 

I feel that it is so incredibly important that people come to terms with 

their depression and realize that they are not crazy or alone. The ques¬ 

tioning of mortality and self-worth is a natural and common occurrence. 

Of course I’ve contemplated suicide. I’ve even gone so far as to 

add a section of “Suicide Letters” to my journal—a creative project that 

allows me to speak from the honest vantage point of a man who is 

about to die. Interestingly, a journal entry from Albert Camus’ Notebooks 

explains the philosophical intent behind the concept: “Essential to 

imagine a certain distance between creation and the deed,” he writes. 

“The true artist stands midway between what he imagines and what he 

does. He is the one who is ‘capable of.’ He could be what he describes, 

experience what he writes. The mere act would limit him: He would be 

the one who has acted.” 

Of course I’ve come close. But then I’ll listen to a record like Pink 

Moon and I’ll think about how Nick Drake channeled that sense of fail¬ 

ure into song and how that, in and of itself, was his success. Or I’ll meet 

a girl in Hawaii named Gwen who, without ever having met me, can 

come up to me only to say, “You really mean a lot to me” because she 

means it. That’s why I keep living. 
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Check out this great new release! 

Loose Change “D is for Delinquent” CD 
After a single and a couple of splits, these guys 
bring you twelve songs of their best stuff yet 

Extremely catchy melodic hardcore that will have 
you singing along in no time! After listening to this, 

you’ll be kicking yourself for not having all their 
other releases. $9 USA / $11 World 

Loose Change/Buford split 7” 
This was Buford’s vinyl debut Loose Change turn 

in three songs unavailable anywhere else. These 
two bands sound so good together. 

$3 USA/$5 World 

Buford */t 7” 
These guys finally do a record of their own. Foui 
songs full of power and melody. It was definitely 

well worth the wait $3 USA / $5 World 
All prices are postage paid. Stamp=mailorder lisi 

Make all funds payable to: LUIS ESTEFANIA 

R E C O R P S 
P. 0. BOX 1646 REDONDO BEACH CA 

90278 0746 USA 
PH#( 310)379-5807 FAX(310)376-0083 

Distribution through Rhetoric, 1000 Flowers, 
Revelation, Spiral Objective(Australia), 

Crackle!(UK) and others. 

Sleepasaurus/Buford split 7” 
East meets West This is a match made in heaven. 

The Sleepasaurus song is simply amazing! Buford’s 
two songs will leave you wanting to hear more. 

$3 USA/$5 World 
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NoMeansN 

I UNDERSTAND YOU’RE IN THE STUDIO RIGHT NOW. 

Yes, we're about a week into the new NoMeansNo CD. We’re 
just finishing main tracks and getting to overdubs and vocals. 
It’s coming along screamingly. 

ARE YOU RECORDING AS A TRIO WITH YOUR 
BROTHER, JOHN, AND WITH TOM HOLLISTON? 

Yes, we’re back to our trio at the moment. 

BROTHERS ROB AND JOHN WRIGHT HAVE BEEN 
JAMMING TOGETHER SINCE 1978 AND RECORDING 
TOGETHER AS THE HEART OF CANADA'S PROLIFIC 
AND WISE PUNK ROCK OUTFIT NOMEANSNO SINCE 
1983. IF NOMEANSNO CAN BE CATEGORIZED BY 
ANYTHING, IT IS BEING UNCATAGORIZABLE. 
CONSTANTLY CHANGING THEIR SOUND AND THEIR 
APPROACH TO WRITING SONGS, NOMEANSNO HAS 
REMAINED A PUNK ROCK ENIGMA FOR 15 YEARS. AT 
HOME IN CANADA AFTER A BRIEF TOUR TO PROMOTE 
THEIR EP, WOULD WE BE ALIVE? THEY ARE CUR¬ 
RENTLY WORKING ON THEIR 10™ ALBUM AS 
NOMEANSNO. I PHONED BASS PLAYER AND LYRICIST 
ROB WRIGHT ONE EVENING, AND SPOKE TO HIM AFTER 
A DAY OF RECORDING. 

WHAT’S THE NEW ALBUM GOING TO BE CALLED? 

It looks like it's going to be called Lifelike, which was the song 
we were working on today. After Why Do They Call Me Mr. 
Happy? and The Worldhood of the World (as such), I think 
we’re going to try to come up with something shorter. The 
music itself is going to be quite long, so maybe we'll balance it 
off with a short title. 

YOU WORK WITHIN MANY DIFFERENT TIME 
FRAMEWORKS IN YOUR COMPOSITIONS. 

Yes, the new album has ten songs that total an hour and 15 
minutes worth of music. There are two sides to our audience, 
the ones who like the long pieces, and the ones who like the 
short ones. They don’t mix too well, so we plan on alienating 
50 percent of our audience every time we put a record out. 
We usually waffle back and forth, although I think 0+2 = 1 
is a mix between the two, and that means nobody liked it! 
But the new record will definitely be of the long, introspective, 
and moodier kind. 

WOULD YOU EVER DO A SONG AS LONG AS AN ALBUM SIDE? 

No. That tends to become more of a musical composition and 
we’re songwriters. I think songs have a natural end to them. 

YOUR MUSIC ENGAGES THE LISTENER EMOTIONALLY 
WITH SEQUENCES OF CHORD PROGRESSIONS THAT 
REMIND ME OF SOME CLASSICAL WORKS LIKE 
BEETHOVEN. 

Usually we get compared to the Minutemen, not Beethoven. 
But I think this album will be one with more major chord 
scales and less blues scales. I was actually thinking that myself, 
that it’s more European sounding than rock ’n’ roll sounding. 
Our songs go from pillar to post, but it’s mainly first chorus, 
first chorus, bridge, first chorus, end—even if it does that in a 
circuitous and oddball way. We’ve never really been musically 
adventurous. 

I DISAGREE. 

INTERVIEW BY MEGAN SHAW 

Well, maybe in some senses, but we just take the traditional 
and mess it up a bit. We’re not John Coltrane; we’re not jazz 
people who are looking for the “lost chord.’’ Even one of our 
longest songs like “Real Love” is really a blues rock song with 
a few loose ends let go looser than most. Maybe it’s more lyrically 
adventurous than it is musically. The most complex music we 
do is written by my brother because he writes on a keyboard. 
We just did a song today that has six separate voices and yes, 
that’s symphonic. But again, it's first chorus, first chorus, 
bridge, first chorus, end. It’s a pop song. 



* 

DO ANY OF YOU HAVE ANY FORMAL MUSICAL TRAINING? 

My brother went through a pretty good school jazz band program 
and he took keyboard lessons from a rather good jazz player. 
My roots are in listening to rock ’n' roll and a lot of jazz. I 
never was trained in anything. I started with listening to the 
Beatles, then everything up to fusion jazz before punk rock 
hit. Then that took over and it was all I listened to. My brother 
was the Johnny-come-lately—he was still listening to Cream 
when I was listening to the Ramones. It took a while to convince 
him, but then he and all his friends came around and I found 
myself surrounded by teenagers who had decided to be punk 
rockers overnight back in 1980. We had a grand old time in 
Victoria being punk rockers and rebellious, hating all other kinds 
of music, and being obnoxious and nasty. But then we all grew 
up and now they all have regular jobs and regular lives except 

us—we managed to avoid that. 

YOU USE A LOT OF SYMBOLIC IMAGERY IN YOUR LYRICS, INCLUDING BIBLICAL 
IMAGERY. WHAT KIND OF USE ARE YOU MAKING OF BIBLICAL IMAGERY? 

Well, I'm a Christian. Not in the sense that I believe in any 
Christian tenets, dogma, theology, or superstition, but in the 
sense that I am a white person who wears trousers and speaks a 

certain language—that’s my heritage. 

YOU MEAN CHRISTIAN IN A CULTURAL SENSE? 

Yes. You are a microcosm of the collective, and what you may think of it 
one way or another, or say about it one way or another, doesn’t really 
amount to a lot in the end. You are what you are, culturally. The parts of 
you that aren't, your particulars of time and space, have nothing to do 
with thinking and being objective and having a history and having an 
identity. It’s a symbolism I use authentically and it’s understood authenti¬ 
cally by people in my tradition because I was born into it just like 
everyone else. I'm as much a Christian as anybody, whether they believe 
or I don’t. I find these things implicit in individuals. And I also find 
alienation implicit in individuals. I find people who I think are completely 
nihilistic who are confirmed right-wing born again Christians. Then I’ve 
known people who were confirmed Christians who I thought really had a 
revelatory source for what they were saying. They both said they believed 
the same things, but one actually perhaps had some touch of the divine 
about them and expressed it within the context of a fundamentalist 
Christian understanding, whereas the other person was completely emo¬ 
tionally and spiritually empty, and hinged his vacuity on the same thing, 
simply because he has nothing else to hang on to. I find that the born- 
again Christians are less Christian than most other people—less so even 
than myself, who doesn’t believe in God! I find them to be mainly this 
hysterical attachment to the trappings and superstition and dogma of reli¬ 

gion; it’s a drug for them, just like heroin. 

IN THE LINER NOTES OF YOUR LAST ALBUM, THE W0RLDH00D OF THE WORLD (AS SUCH) YOU CREDIT GERMAN EXISTENTIALIST 

PHILOSOPHER MARTIN HEIDEGGER WHICH YOU DON’T SEE VERY OFTEN ON A PUNK ALBUM. 

The album title is taken from a chapter title of Heidegger’s Being and Time. Heidegger tried to break things down to basics, 
to get to a point where you could ask valid questions. But unfortunately for him and for us, when you get down to that level, 
words fail. So what do you do when words fail you? You can play music. That's why I got into music instead of writing 
or more intellectual pursuits. I have a basic mistrust of reason—although ironically that mistrust is mixed with an 
extremely reasonable personality. I am someone who loves to reason things out, argue, and read people like Heidegger. But 
in terms of life choices, I’ve always tended to screw that and just go with instinct and emotion. Music is a prime example of 
instinct and emotion being in prominence over reason. It's also the emphasis of the feminine over the masculine. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN? 

Music is feminine. The aural is feminine, the visual is masculine. This is because aural is connected, and 
visual is disconnected. That’s the difference between music and television: You can sit and watch some¬ 
one get shot in the head on the nightly news and finish your dessert, whereas a sad song will bring you 
to tears. That’s why I hate videos so much, because they reduce music from the sublime to soundtracks 
of the ridiculous. I reject the idea that music needs to be accompanied by, or is redeemed by, or is not 
degraded by, visuals. I watch a lot of TV; I’m a man and I exhibit all the masculine virtues and vices. My 
favorite occupation when I’m not playing music is sitting in front of the TV watching sports like any other 
40-year-old guy. I’m pretty comfortable with that because I've spent the main part of my life doing some¬ 
thing other than following those stereotypes. So if in my spare time I fall into stereotype out of cultural ^ 
inertia why not? It doesn’t bother me. I’m about as ordinary as you can possibly be but I think thats 
because in the music, we get to delve into all those areas which are basically not male territories: being 

connected and expressing emotions. 

I 



WHERE DID YOU DISCOVER THE IDEA THAT THE AURAL IS FEMININE AND THE VISUAL IS MASCULINE? 

It's my own idea, but I think you’d find a lot of people who would say that. In most languages 
other than English, like in French, every word is either masculine or feminine. You can usually 
find that there are symbolic reasons for that, and you can usually see a train of thought, a 
choice of symbolism running through all those appellations. Unfortunately the feminine 
always gets downgraded and considered wicked and evil. 

THAT’S THE CULTURAL BIAS. 

Yes, but I think it’s also a human bias. Human beings made a 
choice at one point to get out of the trees and stop picking 
the fruit from the branches; to get out there and make their 
own way. To do that, you have to reject the natural. 

DO YOU THINK A PRIVILEGE OF THE MASCULINE TRAITS OVER THE FEMININE IS INHERENT? 

No, it's only inherent in the choice to divorce yourself from nature. I don’t think human beings start 
out being alienated from nature, they chose to do that and continue to make those choices. You can 
say that’s bad, but at the same time, waiting for the leopard to eat you is not very good either. 
Whether human alienation from nature is good or bad at this point is irrelevant because it's so 
completely implicit in the way we think and view ourselves and view the world. This is one of the 
things that concerns us in the music that we do: We try to turn the values around. Talking about 
these things is like making a video for music. To talk about the feminine and use a rational male 
argument about it is sort of avoiding the issue, don't you think? 

• • • • • • 
• • • • 

I THINK THE GREAT THING ABOUT YOUR MUSIC IS THAT IT’S EMOTIONALLY, 
MUSICALLY, AND PHILOSOPHICALLY INTEGRATED. 

Well, things should be that way, there’s no reason why they 
shouldn’t. Even though it’s just basically rock ’n’ roll—and 
show business to a certain extent—you should include in it 
everything in it you can, from the most basic and obvious to 
the most esoteric and deep. Music shouldn't be just about 
dancing and getting drunk. It should be about dancing, getting 
drunk and thinking and feeling. That makes music better and 
better, bigger and bigger, broader and broader. It’s more 
expressive of who you are, who other people are, and what 
the world is. 

DO YOU FEEL THAT A LOT OF OTHER PEOPLE SHARE THAT ATTITUDE ABOUT MUSIC? 

Yes, even if people don't think about it. That's what music does—that’s 
what music’s job is. Ever since people started sitting around a campfire, 
beating drums and hooting, music has been about expressing—in com¬ 
mon and on an emotional basis—your connectedness with other people 
and the world around you. It’s not about making money, making a 
career, or about proselytizing a certain lifestyle or political belief. Those 
things can all go into it, but music’s basic job is to bring people togeth¬ 
er at a real time and a real place and strip away the abstract and objec¬ 
tified shell within which they "live’’—put quotes around that word, 
because that’s not really living—and become real human beings. By 
that I mean connected with themselves, with others around them and 
with the whole world. I don't think that’s a huge cosmic thing, I think 
that’s a very common, ordinary, necessary thing. It’s like building a 
house or growing food. For us, that's our job. We’re not farmers, plumbers, or 
carpenters, we’re musicians. There is a basic need, value, and function 
in society, and we try to fulfill it. 

DO YOU THINK THAT IT’S POSSIBLE FOR PEOPLE TO 
RECLAIM A RELATIONSHIP TO NATURE THROUGH MUSIC? 

No, and I don’t think anyone really wants to. People get nostalgic for 

nature after they’ve objectified it and removed it from themselves. 
But I think if people actually got back to nature, stripped themselves 

naked and dropped themselves into a forest, they’d be scared out of 
their minds and find it a very unpleasant experience. I don't reject 
the alienation of modern life I find myself in many ways attracted to 

it. I don’t consider myself someone who wants to reject that and go 
back to nature. <§> 



It is February 18. The nation stands on the 

brink of another war with Iraq. President Clinton has written off the pos¬ 

sibility of a peaceful solution to the standoff. News polls show that the 

people are behind the president, albeit hesitantly. Heads of nations 

across the globe speak out against the war, their words falling on deaf 

ears from the President. Reporting of the brewing war tows the party 

line and offers no voices of dissent. 

CNN holds a “Town Meeting" on the crisis in Iraq at Ohio State University 

in Columbus, Ohio. They give out 6,000 tickets, but keep a very tight reign 

on who can actually ask questions. Secretary of State Madeline Albright, 

Defense Secretary William Cohen and National Security Adviser Sandy 

Berger are on hand to answer questions and clarify the official position on 

Iraq. The entire event has been orchestrated so that nothing could possi¬ 

bly go wrong. But something does—big time. 

From almost the moment the cameras turn on, voices of dissent ring out 

from all corners of the stadium. Albright, Cohen and Berger are drowned 

out by jeers numerous times. It is anarchy. And it is being broadcast 

live. In order to quiet the shouts, CNN breaks from their plan and allows 

the dissenters to ask a question. 

A clean cut, white guy walks up to the mic. He is identified only as the 

"gentleman in the white shirt. ” He steps up to the mic and speaks: 

“What do you have to say about dictators in countries like Indonesia, who 

we sell weapons to, yet they are slaughtering people in East Timor? What do 

you have to. say about Israel who is slaughtering Palestinians and impose 

martial law? What do you have to say about that? Those are our allies. Why 

do we sell weapons to these countries? Why do we support them? Why do we 

bomb Iraq when they commit similar problems?” The room erupts in cheers. 

“There are various examples of things that are not right in this world and the 

United States is trying... [Drowned out by jeers] I really am surprised that 

people feel that it is necessary to defend the rights of Saddam Hussein 

when what we aught to be thinking about is how to make sure that he does 

not make weapons of mass destruction.” 

“I’m not defending Saddam Hussein. I am not defending him in the least. 

What I am saying is that there needs to be consistent application of US for¬ 

eign policy. We can not support people who are committing the same viola¬ 

tions because they are political allies—that is not acceptable. We can not 

violate UN resolutions when it is convenient to us. You are not answering my 

question Madam Albright.” By the time he finishes speaking, the gentleman 

in the white shirt is yelling emotionally. 

“I suggest to you sir that you study carefully what American foreign policy is 

what we have said exactly about the cases that you have mentioned. Every 

one of them have been pointed out, every one of them we have clearly stat¬ 

ed our policy on. If you would like, as a former professor, I would be delight- 

Punk activist Jon Strange takes on Secretary of State Madeline Albright 

“Yes, I have a question for Secretary Albright. Why bomb Iraq when 

other countries have committed similar violations? Turkey for example 

has bombed Kurdish citizens. Saudi Arabia has tortured political and 

religious dissidents. Why does the US apply different standards of jus¬ 

tice to these countries?" 

Albright looks as if she’d just been punched—very hard and very quickly— 

directly in the gut. She responds: “Let me say that when there are problems 

such as you have described, we point them out and make very clear our 

opposition to them. But there is no one that has done to his people or to his 

neighbors what Saddam Hussein has done or what he is thinking about doing. 

I think that the record will show that Saddam Hussein has produced weapons 

of mass destruction which he is clearly not collecting for his own personal 

pleasure but in order to use. And therefore he is qualitatively and quantitative¬ 

ly different from every brutal dictator that has appeared recently and we are 

very concerned about him specifically and what his plans might be.” 

ed to spend 50 minutes with you describing exactly what we are doing on 

those subjects.” Albright sits there looking like a deflated beach ball. You 

can read it in her face that she never expected this to happen—no one did. 

The history of US aggression in Iraq is one of very tightly orchestrated 

media events. During the Gulf War, reporters were kept in pools, their 

stories doled out to them by the US military. On the home front, the only 

coverage given to rallies was to those that supported the war. Dissent 

was completely left off of the evening news. That was the plan for the 

sequel, too. 

But things didn’t turn out that way—thanks in part to Jon Strange, the 

"gentleman in the white shirt. ” I had a chance to talk with Jon about 

how he ended up at the microphone and how it has effected his life. 

Interview by Dan Sinker 



Strange Speaks 

So would you call what happened an accident? 

Well, we certainly couldn’t predict that it would work as well as it did, but 

we were prepared for the accident. It wasn’t announced until Monday that 

the town hall meeting would be on Wednesday. I think a lot of people 

were pretty skeptical—myself included—that this would be anything that 

really mattered. I don’t think we had any doubts about how the govern¬ 

ment and how the media would set this thing up. We knew it would be a 

pep rally for the war but I went and waited in line anyway and got a 

bunch of tickets to give out to friends of mine. We had tickets for about 

30 people—we were expecting a crowd of people who were sympathetic to 

our anti-war sentiments. 

But that’s only 30 out of how many? 

6,000. But that was only 30 out of my group of friends. I’ve heard that 

people came from Madison, from Indiana, from Detroit, from Ann Arbor 

and then there were people from all over Ohio. A lot of people were going 

to this ready to make their presence known. 5 A small group of eight of us 

thing that was being presented as a “democratic meeting” was obviously 

not democratic. They limited who would be allowed to ask questions and 

even after that, they screened questions. 5 We talked at the meeting about 

questions they should ask and we came up with a flyer called “Questions 

You Wont Get To Ask At the Town Hall Meeting.” We had a little intro 

that explained why this was not democratic and listed some problems with 

the forum itself. Then we had four big questions—four multi-part ques¬ 

tions—that focused on a couple big issues. 5 One of them was that the 

United States foreign policy is set up on a system of double standards and 

that it’s really inconsistent. It permits certain countries, like Indonesia, to 

get away with a lot of really brutal treatment of its citizens—the same kind 

of stuff that they yell about Saddam Hussein doing. Of course, Hussein is 

a bad guy, there’s no doubt about that, but President SUHARDO in 

Indonesia is just as big a criminal and the US sends him weapons and 

money and trains his military! 5 Another question was that for all the talk 

of “weapons of mass destruction” that Hussein and the Iraqi army have, 

met the night before to talk about what to do and to come up with some 

tactical ideas. As it was, three of the people at the meeting had red tickets, 

which were harder to get—there were only 1,000 red tickets and 3,000 

white tickets. The white tickets were for the general public and the red 

tickets were for Ohio state faculty, ROTC candidates, some local politi¬ 

cians and veterans. It was pretty clear that they were stacking the red ticket 

section—to floor—to be a pretty conservative crowd. By chance, a couple 

of leftist types who were in the history department at Ohio State got some 

tickets and they were prepared to ask some questions if they got a chance. 

5 The thing was that the people with red tickets were the only people 

allowed to ask questions. That was the crucial point. It meant that some- 

the sanctions themselves are also “weapons of mass destruction.” 

Something like 570,000 Iraqi children under the age of five have died of 

starvation since the Gulf War—that’s obviously mass destruction. 5 A third 

issue dealt with the fact that there were no clear political goals in taking 

action. The Clinton administration admitted that a military strike would¬ 

n’t take Hussein out of power and wouldn’t stop the production of biologi¬ 

cal and chemical weapons, so it wasn’t really clear what they were doing 

there. 5 So we had these questions ready and we were hoping that one of 

our red ticket-holding friends would be able to ask them. We made 1400 

copies of the flyers with the list of questions and we handed them out to 

people in the red ticket section, hoping that someone might ask a ques- 



tion. We also handed them out to the white ticket section in hopes that it 

would make them skeptical about what was going on. 5 The day of the 

town hall meeting, we took part in a march with a couple hundred people 

from a spot on campus to the arena. We chanted and held up banners and 

did the things protesters are always supposed to do. We made a point of 

also handing out our flyer of questions to the reporters and cameramen 

who were taping us and talking to us because I think a lot of times—and 

of course I’m saying this to someone who is media—if you do the media’s 

job for them, you have a lot more control over how they cover it. 5 So we 

went into the arena and about 30 of us filed up to a spot in the white tick¬ 

et public section. Right from the start, we started chanting, yelling and 

booing Secretary Albright, Secretary Cohen and Mr. Berger. We chanted 

and shouted slogans like “1-2-3-4 We Don’t Want Your Racist War!” 

Did you get the feeling that there were voices outside of your 

section chanting with you? 

Yeah. Pretty early into the event, Bernard Shaw, who was one of the mod¬ 

erators, said “OK, there is a group of you up there of about a dozen who 

are making noise.” That was a lie because there were 30 of us. But even 

beyond that, there were pockets of people all over the arena who were 

shouting things and booing whenever everybody else was clapping. We 

were not alone. I would guess between 200 and 300 people were being 

vocal about their dissent. 5 We just made noise throughout the whole 

thing and after about 43 minutes one of the producers of CNN came up 

and said, “You know, we really need you guys be quiet. This is TV, you’re 

interfering with this democratic thing. People can’t hear what the panelists 

are saying.” And we came back saying, “This is crap. We don’t have a 

voice, so it’s not democratic. You’re screening questions and filtering who 

gets to even ask a question. The only way we can have a voice is to take it 

and shout. That’s our only way to participate in this.” She actually seemed 

pretty sympathetic. She said “OK, that’s valid. How about we make a deal: 

You quiet down and I’ll let someone from your group come down and ask 

a question.” She couldn’t have had any doubt about what one of us was 

going to ask—it was pretty clear how we felt. 5 I think one of the big 

advantages about having this hosted by CNN as opposed to the State 

Department was that CNN isn’t as biased and ultimately, they’re looking 

for ratings. If they can have something that’s a bit stormy, it looks good 

and their ratings look good. If this had been hosted by the State 

Department, we would have just been thrown out. I’m amazed that there 

was only one person arrested. I expected for all 30 of us to be arrested 

right away—not charged with anything, just held long enough to get us 

out. 5 The producer said, “I’ll take one of you down to ask a question.” 

And I said, “Well, I’ll go.” I had my flyer of questions that you won’t get 

to ask and I did get to ask them!5 I was wearing a tie—I went in costume 

because I know that it always gets you a lot further. I’m also aware that 

being a young, clean cut white guy helped me out a lot. So I went down 

and waited forever while the Secret Service guys wondered if I was okay 

and looked me over and threatened to search me and all kinds of other 

things. But they finally let me up and I asked the 64 million dollar ques¬ 

tion. [Laughs] So that was the accident that we were kind of prepared for 

but couldn’t possibly have hoped for. 

So what do you think you did? What do you think that getting up 

there and asking that question did? 

I think it did a few things. I think they weren’t expecting much dissent in 

the first place and so all of the booing and chanting that we did kind of 

surprised them. I think me asking the question proved that the dissenters 

were informed, intelligent and articulate—it wasn’t simply “We’re here to 

boo and get in your way.” We had serious questions and concerns. ? It was 

broadcast live around the world and it showed a lot of people, particularly 

in Europe and the Middle East, that not all of America was in favor of 

this. Someone interviewed President MUBARIC of Egypt not long after¬ 

wards—he had come out against military involvement—and asked him 

“Why do you oppose the US military getting involved?” He paused for a 

second and he chuckled and said, “Not even Ohio supports it.” [Laughs] 5 

I got phone calls from people all over the US and letters and so forth who 

said that they were distressed about the US’s plans but they felt pretty iso¬ 

lated and alone and didn’t know what anyone was doing about it and did¬ 

n’t really feel like there was anything they could do. Seeing what happened 

in Columbus gave them some hope. 

That actually relates to another feature we’re working on for this 

issue which is about girls and skateboarding and about the ques¬ 

tion of representation in the media. If you don’t see yourself— 

whether it’s as a girl skateboarder or as a political dissident— 

represented in the media, you’re going to feel isolated and pow¬ 

erless to some degree. 

Yep, absolutely. A lot of the coverage has talked about the “students at 

Ohio state” but probably only about 10 percent of the people who were 

really making noise were students. We haven’t been correcting them 

because if students get the notion that this is what students are supposed 

to do, then all the better, right? 5 I think it helped a lot that we were 

young people that were doing this. I think it would be easy for the media 

to portray some 40-year-old hippy holdover... 

... as “old lefties.” 

Right. I have the utmost respect for those people, some of them are good 

friends of mine but... 

...the media is very quick to write them off. 

Exactly. So having someone who is wearing a tie and looks totally clean cut 

and is obviously a suburban white boy, there were no doubts about who I 

am. Having me as the person who was protesting had a big impact because 

it’s not “old lefties”... 

...it’s not “old lefties,” it’s not “black nationals,”—it’s not your 

typical media stereotype of a dissident. 

I think I really played the part of being totally mainstream. 

You even said that you were a substitute teacher, right? 

Yeah—in fact, I am! I think that helped a lot. To not say that I’m a dish¬ 

washer—which is my other job—but “I’m a substitute teacher,” made it a 

totally hum-drum mainstream kind of thing. 

So what happened afterwards? 

I really screwed up. It had been a horrible, raining day and I was excited, 

but worn out. I went out to dinner with a couple of friends and just 

relaxed. I came home and started calling national media newsrooms—the 

nightly news, the Koppel show, CNN—and none of them were interested 

at all! I think a lot of that has to do with their bias in the first place, but 

also it has to do with the fact that I waited a couple hours to long. What I 

should have done was go home and get on the phone right away. I think I 

would have been able to get a bit more out there. The whole thing was still 

covered pretty well, but I think that if I could have handed an interview to 

them right away, they would have seized it. 5 I screwed up on that level, 

but I did get a call from the people who do the Democracy Now radio 

show. They interviewed me on the air the next morning. They let me give 

out an address and a phone number—I used the local Anti Racist Action 

office—and because of that, I’ve had contact from people all over the 

country. 5 I actually had people recognizing me on the street for a couple 



of days—that was pretty weird! I was at this meeting a couple of days after 

the town hall meeting and someone came in and said “Hey there Jon, do 

you realize that Saddam Hussein knows what you look like?” [Laughs] It’s 

an unnerving thing to think about! 5 I ended up doing a lot of media 

stuff. Also, I was brought out to this conference hosted by the 

International Action Center in New York this past Saturday. It was a con¬ 

ference on putting an end to the. sanctions in Iraq and about providing 

humanitarian aid and I spoke briefly at that. 

Now they brought you out there because of the town meeting? 

Yeah, entirely because of what happened at Ohio State. One of the things 

this conference was discussing was sending a plane from New York to 

Baghdad to deliver medicine and food and humanitarian aid. It would be 

the first time a civilian plane has gone into Baghdad since 1991. Its a total 

act of civil disobedience—its illegal. They’re trying to make this a very 

public thing. They asked me if I would go—I suppose from a human 

interest perspective it would be smart to take someone who has some pre¬ 

vious public exposure. 

So are you going to do that? 

I’m considering it. I have to raise a lot of money if nothing else. It’s a pret¬ 

ty risky health situation there—there’s no medicine and no clean water— 

and I have no health insurance. There’s a very good chance that we’ll all 

get arrested and the plane will be confiscated by US officials. I also have 

some questions about how Iraqi officials may co-opt the whole thing by 

saying, “These are our friends from the United States.” It’s like, “Fuck you! 

I’m not your friend, you’re starving your people.” I have a lot of doubts, 

but I’m also considering it. 5 I kind of threw the people who are organiz¬ 

ing the trip when they asked me if I was thinking about it. I said, “Yeah I 

am, but one thing that is sort of a concern is that I have to be back in time 

for this punk fest in Kalamazoo.” [Laughs] They looked at me and said 

“What?!” I said “Yeah, I’m doing a workshop at the Midwest Girls’ Fest 

and it’s like two days later. So as long as I can get back in time...” They 

don’t really know how to relate to that. 

Let’s actually talk about that. You e-mailed earlier and told me 

that you did a talk about protesting at the recent fest in Detroit. 

Had that been planned beforehand? 

No. I was scheduled to be a part of a radical education workshop. Friday 

night, I started thinking that it would be cool to do a talk about this 

because I know some people were aware of it, but I also know a lot of peo¬ 

ple weren’t. I’m always kind of distressed about the lack of connection 

between punks and other leftist communities. Just like I was telling you, I 

talked to these people in New York and told them I had to be back for this 

punk fest and they were like “What? What the hell is that?”—it was way 

out of their realm of thinking. In the same way, I think that going to a 

conference in New York where there are all sorts of political organizations 

isn’t something punk kids normally do. I think that punks have a lot of 

politics that relate to lifestyle and the community, but our politics don’t 

often extend beyond that. 5 On Saturday morning, I went to Joel Wick, 

one of the organizers of the fest, and told him my idea. It ended up that 

Saturday night myself and my friend Matthew who was with me at the 

town meeting told the story of what happened. We then opened it up into 

an informal discussion about other 

things that people have done— 

things that other kids have done in 

their community. “Here’s something 

I’ve done in the past that worked.” 

“Here’s something that I did in the 

past that really fucked up.” I started 

talking at about eight at night and 

there were probably about 30 to 30 

people there. By the time the whole 

thing ended, there were maybe about 

250 people—it was really big. A lot 

of kids were really interested in it. 5 

It seems like this is an issue that not 

just punk kids but a lot of latent left¬ 

ists around the country are organiz¬ 

ing around. That’s cool as long as we 

can figure out a way to transcend 

this and keep the momentum going. 

Can we? 

I think it’s much more possible in 

the punk scene because we are 

already politically conscious, if not 

necesarily politically active. I don’t think you have to convince punk peo¬ 

ple that there are issues, you just have to convince them to act. A lot of 

punk kids are already really active, so it’s not like we have to worry about 

there not being role models. 5 I think a lot of the Left in America is peo¬ 

ple who are concerned about a lot of issues but have, for one reason or 

another, not been very active. Like I was talking about earlier, I got all 

these letters and calls from people all over the country who were inspired 

by what I did. I think it’s not an issue of encouraging people to do it, it’s 

just an issue of reminding them. ? I think we all feel isolated or fed up. A 

lot of the time it feels like change isn’t happening fast enough—and it isn’t. 

I think that it’s good to see that people are coming together around one 

issue, I just hope that people realize that just as action has coalesced 

around this, action can coalesce around other things. ® 

For more coverage of Iraq, check out “Back To Iraq" elsewhere in this issue. 
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Absurd? Eccentric? Offensive? Genius? All of the 

above? None of the above? WIFS make you go 

hmmm. They are a gang of untold numbers 

working out of New York who occasionally wan¬ 

der the globe doing crime, flying through the 

night, and delivering the best live performance 

you're bound to see on the circuit today. One the¬ 

ory is they are a detention facility marching band 

who stole the bus during an away game roadtrip 

and never looked back. Another is that they are a 

well-planned hoax and are laughing it up at you 

right now for taking them seriously. But more reli¬ 

able sources say they are what they say they are 

and you’d better watch your ass. Check ’em out 

live and on wax, then invent your own story. 

interview by dan and josh 

You’re running a World Inferno Friendship Society interview right? 

Yep. 

Did you know they’re a gang of criminals? 

Yep. 

I have photos of them flying when they played here in Iowa, 

would you be interested in running them? 

No. 

Why not? 

>CLICK< 
>RING< 

Punk Planet 

Urn...hi. 

Hi. 

I’m calling about reserving an ad. 

Do you mind? We’re making crank calls to ourselves here. 

Huh? 

>CUCK< 



>RING< 

Punk Planet 

Hello... 

Hello? 

Hi is this Punk Planet? 

Yes it is. 

I heard you were running an interview with The World Inferno Friendship Society. 

Yes we are. 

Did you know they can fly? 

Yes I do know that. 

Oh, OK. 

Is that all? 

Yeah. 

OK. Bye. 

>CLICK< 

Your words: “Rock is dead.” 

It is. Its not very exciting. Its done. Four chords and four guys singing 

about they way they feel, it’s boring—very very boring. 

So what are you doing to alleviate that? 

Were taking a travelling circus act on the road. Were talking 13, 14, 18, 20 

people. Fireworks, explosions, controversy... outfits... the devil. It’s all out 

there with us. Its not what people expect at rock clubs and hopefully we’ll 

make the rock audiences realize there’s more out there than four angry guys. 

I’m assuming you were involved in rock at some point. 

I liked rock—punk rock—a lot, but the part about it that I liked was 

the punk part. I didn’t like the rock part at all. When punk got slow, it 

was just rock and it wasn’t exciting. I was always in it for the speed. 

Since you’re giving a rock audience something they may not be 

expecting, I’m curious how you’re being received. 

Every place we’ve played, we’ve done really well. We’ve done rock shows 

and done really well; we’ve played swing shows and done really well; we 

played a Ska show yesterday and did really well. It’s just basically the force 

of personality. We’ve got 13 people up there playing really hard and 

nobody is going to argue with that—even it they don’t really like it, we can 

intimidate them enough into liking it. So it’s going really well. It is some¬ 

thing really new and it does have the energy of punk rock and that energy 

has gotten us really far. 

It’s hard to deny the live show is very entertaining. If someone 

isn’t into the music that’s one thing, but you can’t deny that 

it’s exciting to watch. What surprises me is that all the reviews 

of the record I’ve read have been really good as well. That’s 

especially surprising coming from punk rock people who aren’t 

nearly as open-minded as we all say we are. 

Does it surprise me that the record is well received? No. I like it, we put a 

lot of work into it. Of course people like it. And they’ll all buy it. 



I made this connection today concerning between what you 

guys are doing as a gang—as opposed to just being a band— 

and gangsta rap. You’re both keeping it real, reflecting the 

reality you see outside your house everyday. The only differ¬ 

ence lies in that they talk about drive by shootings and you 

talk about witches flying through the night committing crime. 

Excellent, excellent. That’s absolutely true. It’s funny you should mention 

that because our leader, Mr. Powder, is a sound engineer and he works 

with a lot of hip hop artists—most notably Biggie Smalls before his 

untimely demise. We confuse the homeboys. They’re down with Mr. 

Powder, but they kind of just scratch their heads at us. We are getting a 

DJ—a scratchin’ fella—the famous Freddie Alva from Wardance Records is 

going to join as a DJ. We’re very excited. 

Adding a DJ is going to grow your numbers even higher than they 

already are. I’m curious: the dynamic of a normal band—four or 

five people—is usually pretty difficult, how does that work with 

13, 18 or 20 people? 

It’s actually easier. When you’re a band of four people, you’re married to 

three other people. When you’re in a band with 15 people if you don’t 

want to talk to someone, you’ve got a lot of other people you can talk to. 

We’ve all been in bands, we all know how tense and terrible it can be, but 

this gang isn’t like being in a band at all. That’s part of why we don’t say 

we’re a band—maybe an orchestra, but not a band. It’s a lot of fun—it’s 

like a rolling party. 

What about the logistics of coordinating that many people? 

The logistics are difficult, no question about that. Since I’m the secretary 

of the band, I’m the one that gets the phone calls every week, but you can 

always work around logistics. Where there’s a will... 

I imagine it’s hard getting 13 people to go on the road for two 

weeks at a time. 

I wasn’t really expecting everyone to come and I was surprised when they did. 

Everyone was invited to go to Europe but only eight did—nine came back 

though. I was kind of surprised when everybody agreed to go on this tour. 

With so many people and so many instruments, how does a song 

come together? 



IS A GANG AND WE RE BENT ON DESTRUCTION 
It’s orchestrated. Mr. Powder is in charge basically. He writes everybody’s 

parts out and tells everyone what to do. That relieves a lot of stress. 

Everything is annotated and there you go. That’s how we get away with 

having so many people. It’s not practice, it’s memorization. 

Let’s talk about the play. How did that come about? 

We were approached to do the music for it and I liked the script. I identi¬ 

fied with it, and I felt we could do a good job with it. Unfortunately, we 

got done with the music a lot quicker than they got the production under¬ 

way. The record has been out for months and there have only been three 

productions of it so far. 

Talk about your character in the play. 

My character is the younger brother of Milicent King who comes to 

prominence at the end of the play after his sister dies and he gives a speech 

at her wake. That kind of rallies the ex-members of the league so at the 

end they all get drunk and he gets in a big fight at a bar and when his 

friends come to his aid they all... Well actually we should go back a bit fur¬ 

ther: The Astral League has been disbanded by its leader. Milicent kills 

herself and at the wake is the first time they all really see each other again. 

First Jack gives his speech and then they all go to a bar and through the 

fight they all become friends again and find a reason to live after thinking 

there was no reason to keep on living. 

completely divorced from reality oppressing you as you sit in front of a 

light projection. Even the organized evil in New York is a family organiza¬ 

tion. The organized evil in California? The cops. I’m getting mad now, let’s 

talk about something else. 

On that thread, it seems to me that your band is a uniquely New 

York thing. 

I beg to differ. We’re from all over. We have two ladies from Alabama, a 

lady from Georgia, we have a gentleman from Germany with us tonight. I 

myself am originally from the fine state of New Jersey, John is from New 

Jersey... Go ahead with your question. 

People may have come from different places but the dynamic of 

New York is much more capable of bringing an ensemble like 

World Inferno together. 

I’m not qualified to say really. I guess it might be true. We all live in 

New York, mostly met 

in New York... 

If you were all in Alabama, things probably wouldn’t have worked 

out this way. 

I’m too close to it to say, but if you say that, I’ll agree with you. I agree 

with whatever you say. Can we be on the cover? [Laughs] 

As far as non-play songs, tell me about “California and Everybody 

Who Lives There Stinks.” 

California stinks. It just stinks. I challenge anyone to argue that. We’re 

talking about the state that gave us Nixon, Reagan, Pete Wilson, 

Hippies and Hollywood. I’m sorry, but I’m against all those things and 

they all came from California. I challenge anyone to argue that. 

California stinks. Bottom line. 

Certainly there’s evil from New York as well. 

No. No. New York is a family town. New York entertainment is Broadway. 

Broadway, you see live people on a stage entertaining you in the audience. 

California entertainment is movies. Movies, cartoon characters on a screen 

What do you hope to achieve with World Inferno? 

Just to fuck shit up as much as possible all over the goddamn country. I hate 

to tow the party line more than I have to, but this is not a band, this not a 

career, this is a gang and we’re bent on destruction. We’re out there having 

fun making a great soundtrack for our own hijinks. We want to let people 

know—as this gang has let me know, because this is good for me to—that 

life can be damn fun. You can really have a good time. I was as tense as the 

next guy, but thanks to World Inferno I’m having a great time. ® 



DeSoto Kingpin 

Ex-Jawbox Bassist+ 

Softball Superstar 

All Around Good Egg 

DeSoto Records' 
QCinv Col&ttci 

Kim Coletta, the mover and shaker, has been moving and shaking for as long as I 
can remember; playing with supergroup Jawbox; running DeSoto Records, home of 
bands Compound Red, Burning Airlines, Shiner, Candy Machine and The 
Dismemberment Plan; working at Dischord Records off and on; being generally 
helpful to anybody and everybody (she talked income taxes with me for 20 min¬ 
utes just because I asked!); and helping your favorite bands keep themselves out 
of trouble. Coletta is one of the nicest, most generous people you’re bound to run 
into in the independent music scene, and she’s easily one of the hardest working. 
She’s got a wealth of knowledge about almost everything and was nice enough to 
share some of that knowledge with us. 

Interview by Josh Hooten 

You seem busier than ever! What are you involved with right now and what are 
your duties with DeSoto? 

It’s funny because I thought I would have more free time after Jawbox ended, but it just hasn’t 

happened. I manage to fill every waking (and sometimes sleeping) moment with music-related 

stuff. I used to think of DeSoto as a glorified hobby that I did between Jawbox tours. Now it’s 

more of a full-time gig. I truly enjoy doing the label; I do everything from being in touch with 

the bands to production to coordinating press and radio to accounting. I have a great assistant, 

Melissa, who does the mail order and occasional odd jobs (I think she’d like the world to know 

how much she hates cutting cardboard!). Bill gets the credit for designing and programming our 

Website—he’s completely self-taught and does amazing work. And I can always count on J. for 

graphic help. 5 But the crazy thing about running your own business is you just NEVER have 

enough time to get all the things done on your wish list. I often think, “Well if only I had a lit¬ 

tle more money or more time,” but you have to accept the parameters you have to work in. I try 

to be creative in the ways I help DeSoto bands—there are lots of small things you can do that 

aren’t tied in with a large budget. 5 In addition to running DeSoto, I also work three days a 

week at Dischord Records. I book Burning Airlines and help out Dismemberment Plan, 

Promise Ring and Smart Went Crazy when they need stuff done. 

Is this all fulfilling, or is a lot of it just keeping you busy and taking away time you’d 
rather spend on other things? I ask because I find myself spending lots of time on 
the phone everyday wishing I was doing other things. 

It is fulfilling, or I would have stopped doing it long ago because it certainly isn’t lucrative. I 

always remember all the folks who helped me along the way, both with Jawbox and DeSoto, and 

it really does still inspire me to help others. A lot of people ask me for advise and however tired 

or cranky I am, I always try and see if I can help. 5 I’m working at Dischord again (after six years 

away from there) and seriously, some days go: DeSoto stuff from 8-10 a.m., Dischord from 10-6 

p.m., DeSoto again until I drop. I won’t lie to you—when I’m on the phone with a distributor 

haggling about getting paid for a $75 invoice, I’m totally drained. 5 Once in a while I step back 

and ask myself what the hell I’m doing. I talked with Ian MacKaye recently and told him that I 

really miss just reading—I’m so exhausted at the end of each day that I’m asleep after three pages. 

He said “Really? I’m asleep after only one.” There are certainly moments when I long for more 

free time, but music really is my passion. I just need to see a great show or hear a great record and 

I’m rejuvenated. I actually go a little stir-crazy when I have unstructured free time. That stresses 

me out. 5 Another reason I think I’ve lasted so long is my ability to laugh at myself There are 

times when situations are stressful or unpleasant. I try to take a deep breath and remind myself 

that it’s just punk rock. Sometimes I people are so serious about punk that they misplace their 

sense of humor. Rock can be serious or touching or emotional, but it can also be just plain fun. 

Why did you folks start DeSoto? Is your intention and goal the same now as it was 
when you got started? What are your intentions and goals for the label? 

We started DeSoto in 1990 as a vehicle to release the very first Jawbox 7” It was fun, so we just 

kept going. It’s a very pure thing for me because our goal for the label has never wavered. It’s 

simply to release music that we love—everything else is secondary for me. 

As something of an elderstateswoman who’s always seemed to have a very involved 
part in putting out records—Jawbox’s as well as others—how is the underground 
record business different now than when you first became a part of it? 
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I have always looked at the underground and the bigger music scene this way: There are good people 

and there are bad people. There are people and bands who are motivated, who inspire, who are 

thoughtful, who are dedicated, who are honest, who are ethical and there are people and bands who 

. are dishonest, who are lazy, who preach, who just plain bum me out. I think I stay involved because 

the good outweighs the bad and I can live with that. 

You’ve been in the unique position of being on a major label while running an indepen¬ 
dent label. I’m curious if the good and evil is as black and white as a lot of people 
seem to think concerning indies vs. majors. What are the pluses and minuses of each? 

As I said, good people are where you find them. On a macrocosmic level, it pretty much blows to 

work with a major. As an establishment, they’re bureaucratic, rigid and self-serving. The Man doesn’t 

care about you as anything more than “units sold.” Getting down to a micro level, we worked with a 

lot of great individuals at Atlantic—people who loved our band and worked hard for us. But these 

people are ineffectual when stacked up against the structure of a major. 5 Some of the things I enjoyed 

about Atlantic include having more time in the studio—majors enable you to make the album of your 

dreams, without constant worry about time/budget constraints. And much to my surprise, it was fun 

to make videos—I liked learning about the filmmaking process. We had good coverage with press and 

radio and some interesting tour opportunities. 5 On the other hand, a major—in spite of all the “cre¬ 

ative control” you have built into your contract—can just plain squash your ideas. When we did our 

last CD, we wanted a clear CD tray. Really, no big deal at all—a couple cents extra each. But wait! 

Atlantic doesn’t routinely do clear CD trays and it costs more—this from a company that Fed Exes 

everything and barely recycles anything. So the battle begins. In the end, we get the clear trays—we 

had to pay for them ourselves. The little things like that distract you from the sheer joy of making 

music. My favorite, on For Your Own Special Sweetheart, we turned in art with a nipple on the front 

cover and someone objected. Never mind that the nipple belonged to a PLASTIC MERMAID 

INSIDE A SNOW GLOBE. The nipple stayed, but again, the fight just saps you of energy. 

What have you been listening to lately? What do you always listen too? 

Lately I’ve been enjoying the new Shiner demos, new Dismemberment Plan demos, Roads to Space 

Travel, a Baltimore band, Lifter Puller, the Compound Red record, which will be out in May, 

Promise Ring, the last Smart Went Crazy record, the new Fugazi, Burning Airlines, Castor, Rye 

Coalition. 5 I always listen to Nick Cave, Helmet, Arcwelder, Poster Children, Mission of Burma, 

New Order, Naked Raygun and Minor Threat when I feel like stage-diving off my bed. 

What do you miss the most about being in a band? What do you not miss at all? Do you 
see yourself in a full-time band again? 

I really do miss being on the road. I love traveling and having friends scattered all over the place. I 

really don’t miss being on the road—see, there’s the rub. 5 I miss that 45 minutes of absolute cathar¬ 

sis that is a set. It makes the 10 hour drive and the five hour wait in the smoky club all worth it. 

After Jawbox, I swore I’d never be in a band again, but I’m starting to hear the 

siren song again. We’ll see... 

Do you ever think of the lasting effect of all this music you’re involved and have been 
involved in? 

Nope, I’m too pragmatic. 

So you never wonder how history will look upon all of this? 

Nope. 

So it’s not important to you to be creating and facilitating the creation of documents 
that will outlive you and possibly influence future generations of wayward youth? 

Nope. 

So you won’t feel as if you lived in vain if the influence of your life’s work ended when 
you ended? 

THE SPORTING NEWS 
I’ve been playing softball every 

summer for the last five years. I 

love it so much because it has 

nothing to do with loud rock 

music. A bunch of us get out there 

every Monday at 6 p.m., pick 

teams and knock the ball around 

until it’s so dark we’re in danger of 

being injured. Some of the punk- 

type people who also play include: 

Amy (Dischord mailorder) She’s a 

terror in black, so punk she plays in 

boots, not sneakers. 

Ian (Fugazi) A real loudmouth on 

the field, has been known to step 

up to the plate, point his bat at you 

as in coming-your-way, and then hit 

it somewhere else entirely. 

Bill (Burning Airlines) A fast, slim 

menace who hits many doubles and 

triples. 

Darren (Kerosene 454) Hits the 

damn ball as hard as he hits his 

drums. 

John (Corm, The Elusive) King of 

the infield double, his play is as 

emotional as his music. 

Chad and Hilarie (Smart Went 

Crazy) 

Often miss softball because they 

have 

to “practice.” 

Harris (Glenmont Sound System) 

Quiet, so you don’t notice him until 

he stealthily catches your fly ball. 

Al (Regulator Watts) This guy is not 

scared to slide. He once slid so 

much that his arm popped out of 

his shoulder socket—ouch! 

I play first base and while not a ter¬ 

ror, I can be a thorn in the side of 

the opposing team! 
Nope. 

Can you tell I spent a little too much time in art school? 

Yes. ® 
Kim can be reached at deso- 

torec@aol.com 

http://www.his.com/-desoto/ 
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ATT OBENSMITH 
The face of ’90s punk wouldn’t be what it is now without Matt Wobensmith. His work on the Outpunk zine and record label over 

the last six years almost single handedly introduced a queer presence into the previously very straight punk scene. Outpunk the 

label released records by almost every seminal queer punk band out there: Team Dresch, Sta-Prest, Behead the Prophet, Bikini 

Kill, Tribe 8, and many, many others have recorded a song or album for Outpunk over the years. Outpunk the zine worked in tan¬ 

dem with the label, giving words and (dare I say it) theory to the music. With the publication of issue seven of Outpunk earlier 

this year, Matt folded the zine and the label, opting to move on to new music and terrain under a new name, Queercorps, focus¬ 

ing on techno, jungle and digital hardcore (Matt wrote the DIY files about digital hardcore in this issue). Jaded and pissed at the 

punk scene, Matt approached this interview with some hesitation. Never one to mince words, Matt said what was on his mind. 

Interview by Joel Schalit 

You’ve got some misgivings about doing this interview, don’t you? 

When you mentioned the whole Punk Planet thing I cringed because punk 

is not something that I’ve considered in a really long time. Punk is some¬ 

thing that I’ve been trying to get away from, yet I’m still around it. Maybe 

it’s because of my peers or what I’ve been doing for so long. It is sort of a 

novelty to do an interview for Punk Planet given that. 

Now that Outpunk is over, what do you think you accomplished with 

it in the last six plus years? 

I set out to do something and I put a lot of time and effort into it. I didn’t fol¬ 

low anybody’s rules—I did what I wanted to. People thought I was crazy. I did 

almost all of it by myself, and I didn’t kiss anybody’s ass. I didn’t borrow any¬ 

body’s money or play by anyone else’s rules—I made up my own. Only now, 

in retrospect, people will say, “Now I understand what you were doing.” 

When did you first start the Outpunk label and magazine? 

I moved to San Francisco in 1989. In 1990 I helped some of the people 

who were doing the Homocore fanzine. That’s when I started getting to 

know gay punk people in this city. After that folded, a bunch of people 

whom I met through Homocore thought about doing another zine. After 

going to a meeting, I realized the whole thing was kind of futile. The direc¬ 

tion that one or two people were trying to force the group into was ridicu¬ 

lous. I suggested that we do something called “Outpunk,” but nobody lis¬ 

tened to me so I went and did it myself. That was in 1991—the label and 

the zine followed in 1992. 

What was your first release? 

TheresA Dyke In The Pit T\ with The Lucy Stoners, 7 Year Bitch, Bikini Kill 

and Tribe 8. 

That wasn’t the first queer punk record ever released, was it? 

Not exactly. What I was doing was a very ’90s thing. Gay music has been 



around as long as pop music has. Gay music and punk have been synony¬ 

mous since the 1970s. 

Like The Tom Robinson Band? 

The best examples are people like Gary Floyd and The Dicks, The 

Buzzcocks, The Big Boys, Phranc—there’s so many people. It isn’t a new 

thing. I just put a name on it by calling it “Queercore” and expanding on 

peoples’ ideas. 

A lot of the people in the scene don’t recognize who was queer in 

the punk scene prior to the coining of the term “Queercore.” 

I’m a music freak. I’m into facts. I like to know who was gay and who was¬ 

n’t. When I started out, my goal was never to fight homophobia or establish 

a gay presence in rock music. I don’t really care about society at large. What 

I’m doing is for myself and people who can identify with it—that’s my audi¬ 

ence. Anything else is secondary. I do it for people like myself. 

I’ve always been concerned that people may think that queer punk 

signifies some new level of freedom in American culture when one 

doesn’t really exist. 

Queercore, to me, is not about issues, facts or figures. I simply hijacked the 

punk DIY thing to disseminate ideas and information. I’m just trying to 

keep people alive. That’s what it’s about for me, not sexuality. I don’t talk 

about sex at all in anything I do. 

The stereotype is that people from marginalized sexual subcultures 

are only concerned with artistically representing their own sexual¬ 

ity in order to legitimate themselves. 

As far as I’m concerned, I’m just me. I’m not concerned with being a repre¬ 

sentative of a subculture. I just want to give people who identify with me 

tools to make their lives better. 

What do you think it is about the alternative political perspective 

that you’re offering that takes chances? 

I create art. I don’t overthrow governments or pretend to be radical. 

But at the same time, the music that you put out on your label 

offers a glimpse of an alternative type of politics that transcends 

the liberal capitalist mindset that most Americans are brought up 

with. That’s very radical. 

It depends what you’re comparing it to. What I do transcends political cat¬ 

egories. It gets beyond “issues.” I don’t make Queer Theory, I live it. I don’t 

want theory, I want facts. I’m around too many people who know nothing 

but theories. Theories don’t feed me, they don’t pay my rent or do anything 

for me. I’m just running a business and disseminating information. That’s it. 

The fact that you’re doing so with a deliberate political perspective 

is mostly absent from the rest of the alternative culture industry. 

That’s what distinguishes Outpunk from something like Mammoth 

Records, which just produces culture. You don’t just want to pro¬ 

duce culture, you want to produce political culture. That’s a prod¬ 

uct of some theorization. 

What do you mean by “political?” I prefer to call what I do “socio-political,” 

because I don’t know the difference between capitalism and socialism—that’s 

not what I really care about. 

But you’re self-conscious of class, which is an old leftist concept 

which always supposes some kind of political perspective which is 

antithetical to capitalism. Political punk, even of the kind that 

you’re producing, has some ideological debt to that way of think¬ 

ing, especially when punks talk about gender. 

Punk in the ’90s is a lot different than punk in the ’80s. Punk is dead. All 

we’ve been doing is nibbling at its corpse for years and years. Once you real¬ 

ize that, then you can get to understand what this whole mechanism is 

about. The single most important thing to happen to punk in the ’90s was 

the Riot Girl phenomenon and feeding off of that, the Queercore thing. 

How do you see that? 

Because it brought punk full circle back to its original political roots. What 

Riot Girl was doing was relating punk to feminism, to shit that was really 

going on, not some system of government you didn’t understand, but the life 

being lived by your mother. For so long all the politics in punk were so the¬ 

oretical. Riot Girl redirected punk to recognize the human element. 

Queercore did that too. 

What kind of difference has Riot Girl made politically? I get kind of 

depressed thinking about it these days. The way bands like 

Sleater-Kinney get treated by magazines and weekly newspapers 

doesn’t necessarily lead you to develop new kinds of opinions that 

you otherwise wouldn’t have gained hearing about any other band. 

I don’t think that Sleater-Kinney is pushing the envelope. I’m not dissing 

them, but that’s never really been their goal anyway. When I think about the 

political impact of Riot Girl, I think back to 1991, to Bikini Kill, to things 

like the fanzines and the bands coming out of that. Those people had some 

amazing things to say. People did not want to hear that shit. I was working 

at a certain large punk zine at the time, and they didn’t like it. They don’t 

like it today either because it was really upsetting the apple cart and it still 

does when you start to bring up the same ideas. Now it’s been absorbed 

though. There’s this false sense of acceptance of it. Everyone feels that those 

were some issues that were brought up. They think we’ve pretty much 

worked that stuff out and now we’re over with it. We’re not. Those ideas 

affected a lot of people. There’s still a real large feminist underground. 

What is that underground? 

Just women who are out there making music, making fanzines, communi¬ 

cating with each other. They’re exchanging information about their lives, 

about how to help other people out, about how to boost their self-esteem, 

how to do all kinds of things that can affect their lives. 
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How does that effect your understanding of the impact of Queercore? 

Punk is so obsessed with itself. Its all about style and its very insular. 

Somebody who wrote a letter to my fanzine said that most zines are always 

about the same people, the same bands, the same scenes. “Pointless apathetic 

bullshit,” she wrote. Riot Girl and Queercore were the first things to focus 

punk on the outside world in a long time. They signified that we re not just 

hipsters and punk rockers, but were actually real people. A lot of people out¬ 

side of those categories understand why Riot Girl is so vital and so important. 

It is actually refocusing some of that energy on the outside world, whereas 

punk seems to have lost itself in its own little scene—its one big singles bar. 

So you’re saying that punks are well dressed people who make the 

same consumer choices and that’s what makes them a communi¬ 

ty, not a shared political ideology that gets expressed artistically. 

Absolutely. There’s nothing alternative about punk rock. Punk is a cult. The 

sooner you realize that, the better off you are because you need to stop look¬ 

ing at yourself as some elite, privileged person with a wonderful set of ideals 

and politics. You need to really understand that you’re just a body on this 

planet and that you exist just like anybody else does. You shit, you piss and 

you eat food. You take up space. You need to stop thinking that it’s all about 

the latest fanzine, the latest band, and how you dress. It’s about a lot more 

than that. It’s about all the things going on out there in the world. 5 All the 

Punk has all these ideologies which are really very self-defeating and very 

negative. The more you start redirecting its focus to the outside world, peo¬ 

ple just want to hide. They don’t want to realize how false their reality is and 

how they think the world ought to be run just doesn’t work. It threatens 

them because it’s gonna make them have to rethink everything that they’ve 

learned in order to understand that they’re not radicals, that they’re just 

another person. 

I agree. Punk culture is very ritualistic and highly superficial. Why 

is it that we think it should have been otherwise? Did something 

go wrong, or has it always been this way? 

All that punk was when it started was a reaction or a revelation. That’s the 

same thing that starts any good art movement: A spark of creativity. That’s 

what it’s about. You’re innovating constantly, saying things that need to be 

said. The reason why it’s so wonderful and energizing is that you’re reacting 

to something that’s part of the world. You’re getting your inspiration from 

this stupid, shitty world that we live in. That’s what makes it really exciting. 

But that’s not what this whole scene is about anymore because it’s just react¬ 

ing to itself That’s why it’s so boring—there’s no context. 

It seems like the political context that once made punk vital in 

the early ’80s was the new conservatism, typified by the rise of 

Ronald Reagan, the heightening of the Cold War, and the 

people who are in charge of your punk media, who are giving out all these 

ideologies, have too much invested in not letting you see the outside world. 

They don’t want you to. These people who edit the magazines, who run big 

labels, who may or may not know each other or like each other—they’re all 

invested in keeping you isolated in this punk culture. It’s just like a mono¬ 

culture; just like society at large. They want to cut you off They want to take 

away your roots. They want to give you a false identity and a false reality. 

They don’t want you to see the outside world. Because I don’t go along with 

that, I frighten people. 

People have such impoverished concepts of what it means to have 

a community that the moment they get a chance to build one, they 

ignore the outside world completely, without ever really stopping to 

think that they might come from that same world too. 

emergence of the Religious Right. Now that we don’t have such 

obvious scapegoats anymore, it appears as though punk has 

lost it’s strategic foil. Where are our avenging Nazis like 

Reagan? Do they really need to be that obvious? Personally, I 

find Clinton just as frightening. 

We need a new Nazi for president. We need Dan Lundgren to become 

Governor of California. We need to have things get really bad so people get 

so upset that they can’t ignore things anymore. Right now, things are really 

bad under Clinton. They are really bad if you’re on welfare; they’re bad if 

you’re in prison; they are really bad if you don’t have a job and you don’t have 

a certain position in society. But unfortunately, those aren’t the kind of peo¬ 

ple that we’re talking about when we talk about most punks. 

What kind of advice would you give young people who wanted to become 

punks these days given how you feel punk has lost its politics? 



Punk is in denial of how the world is. Take capitalism as an example. We live 

in a capitalist society. I am no fan of capitalism, but I know that when I don’t 

have money in my bank account, there’s no money to pay my rent and 

there’s no money to put out your stupid records. That’s one of the things that 

killed Outpunk and what killed my involvement in punk: denial of capital¬ 

ism. For a long time, I gave records away for free practically. Everything I did 

was criminally underpriced. I felt that if I didn’t succumb to poverty ethics, 

that I woudn’t be accepted by the punk scene at large. I ended up losing a 

lot of money trying to make cheap records and magazines available to peo¬ 

ple who can afford to pay more for them. Punk is in denial of capitalism 

because it comes from a middle class background and doesn’t really under¬ 

stand the value of money. I’m all about getting paid. I’m all about getting 

money in my pocket. Punk just doesn’t teach you how to do that. It teach¬ 

es you how to run a business really badly; it teaches you how to put out your 

own band’s seven inch. But I need more than that. I need to not have to 

work a shitty job. I need to be able to pay for my own healthcare and learn 

how not to pay taxes. 

If it’s the middle class mentality that’s the real problem, how does 

punk get rid of it? 

Punk will never be anything but a middle class phenomenon because it’s all 

about fantasy—a liberal fantasy that thinks it knows how the world runs. 

What correlation does style have with spreading new political 

ideas? My fear is that artistic politics always devolve into style 

when they lose their relevance, and that’s kinda scary. How do you 

get around that? 

I think so many different art and music forms have the same aesthetics. 

Hip-hop, jungle, digital hardcore, techno and punk all have a very active 

tape trading underground. All of them have infrastructures of under¬ 

ground music distribution. They all emphasize ideas and concepts over 

classical ways of making music. The more you get into different music 

subcultures and the more people you meet and interact with, the more 

you can communicate and learn more about the world you live in. Music 

can bridge boundaries, it really can. That’s what makes it so beautiful and 

dangerous, even. I’ve heard people equate punk’s musical purity with 

California’s Prop 187 laws enacted against “aliens” and immigrants. 

People don’t like contamination. I say contaminate. 

So do you think that if musical boundaries are broken, new ideolo¬ 

gies will follow? 

I can only hope. Kids should know about hip-hop and rap music, and what 

it means to not grow up white, suburban, or middle class. Even pop music 

has it’s share of vital people and ideas. People should be encouraged to find 

out what’s out there. Hell, turn on the TV! It’s ironic that you have to turn 

They signified that we're not just hipsters and punk rockers, but we’re actually real people. 

A lot of people outside of those categories understand why Riot Girl is so vital and so important. It is actually 

refocusing some of that energy on the outside world, whereas punk seems to have lost itself in its 

own little scene—it’s one big singles bar. 

You’ve obviously got certain kinds of aesthetic solutions to some 

of these problems. Particularly in the way that you’ve changed the 

direction of your record label. I’d like to know why it is that you felt 

compelled to do that, particularly by switching to Digital Hardcore. 

I started a new label called Queercorps that’s releasing different styles of 

music. Right now that includes some of my old bands, plus jungle, hip-hop, 

experimental stuff, and yes, the digital hardcore you’re referring to—I’ll get 

to that in a minute. But what do I want to do? Fuck it up! Take risks. I’ll tell 

you right now that no one likes diversity. Every style or clique or scene has 

it’s purism. But not everyone. The best example I can think of at the 

moment of a label that breaks genre rules is K Records. I can’t stress how 

important that is. Not only in the style sense, but so that you are truly 

exposed to a greater cross-section of ideas as well. Any chance you get to 

open people’s minds to new things is amazing. 

on the tube to find out about Tupac and Biggie, yet their massive cultural 

impact is virtually unfelt in the underground punk media. I don’t know how 

anyone is supposed to change the world if they don’t even know what kind 

of music the world listens to. You need to know that Michelle, Tamika, and 

Tanya wanna ride this train! There’s so much out there that’s amazing and 

life-changing, enriching, and it’s never too late to start. Start today. ® 

Matt Wobensmith, POB 170501, San Francisco CA 94117 

corps@sirius.com 

www.sirius.com/-corps 



POWER VIOLENCE 101 AH, SPAZZ! SUPER FAST HILARIOUS MAYHEM 
SCRATCHES ME WHERE I ITCH LATELY, SO I DECIDED 
TO GET CHRIS DODGE ON THE PHONE AND FIND OUT 
HOW IT’S DONE. HAILING FROM THE EVER-CHARMING 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, SPAZZ HAVE RELEASED MORE 
STUFF THAN YOU CAN FIT IN YOUR REFRIGERATOR 
OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS WITH AN ALL OUT ASSU- 
ALT ON THE BASIC IDEA OF BEING PROLIFIC. ONLY 
RECENTLY HAVE THE TRIO SLOWED DOWN THEIR 
QUEST TO HAVE MORE RECORDS THAN ANYONE EVER 
AND MR. DODGE WAS KIND ENOUGH TO TALK TO ME 
ABOUT IT AS WELL AS SOME OF THE MORE RANDOM 
THINGS BURIED DEEP WITHIN HIS PSYCHE. 

How do you say Spazz in Spanish? 

I’ve got a dictionary here, let me look it up. I’m sure its not here, but we 

can find something that’s close. Probably “spazzo”—you just add an “O” 

at the end. How about “spasm” in Spanish—“spasamo.” That’s pretty close 

to the truth. 

My personal summation of the entity known as Spazz is this: 

“Smart guys playing the silly card.” Is that fair to say? 

More like dumb guys playing the dumber card. 

Give me a statement of purpose of the band. 

What’s our point? 

What’s your goddamn point, that’s what I want to know. 

When we first got together, I think all of us just really wanted to be in a 

fast band. I know that was my motivation. I was in Stikky a long time ago 

and we played fast stuff, which I’ve always liked to play, but then we kind 

of stopped playing. Then I was in No Use For A Name a bunch of times, 

but they’re not a fast band. So I really wanted to play fast, short songs for a 

long time. I had known Max from Plutocracy for a while and they had 

recently broken up. Ron and Max, those guys actually wrote our first few 

songs—the songs that became our first 7”. We got together, practiced once, 

and recorded. That kind of standard for quality has been upheld since. 

We have a tendency to kind of do things at the last minute, so we 

write a whole bunch of songs on the spot and record it. Some of them turn 

out really good, some of them turn out... not really good. 

Just shy of really good? 

I wouldn’t say “just shy,” I would say not even in the same neighborhood 

as really good! 4JS3lt But whatever, that’s what happens when you go 

for quantity. 

Since I moved to Chicago, I’ve gone out to clubs once or twice 

and I’ve found that the overwhelming aesthetic and personae in 

this town is the chain-smoking, heavy-drinking indie rocker. I’m 

not really into that so as a way to distinguish myself I’ve decid¬ 

ed—somewhat arbitrarily—to be really into Power Violence. Since 

I’m really new to this subgenre, what are some things I need to 

know as far as fashion, hairstyle, hygiene and general demeanor? 



Soap is definitely a requirement—that’s definitely a part of it, it’s in the 

handbook. Other than that, it seems like most people I know are really 

normal. One thing that I find interesting that kind of dawned on me 

recently is that there really isn’t any backstabbing or shit talking between 

bands. That’s kind of how it has been from the beginning. There is a core 

group of people playing together, so that stuff doesn’t really go on. It’s real¬ 

ly interesting in a good way. There are a lot of new bands from the Bay 

Area and all of them are friends with each other and it’s not like this com¬ 

petition to see who gets on the good shows or who gets to put out certain 

records. Everyone is seriously really friends. It’s such a good thing. It’s a 

nice change from the typical old backstabbing and infighting of hardcore 

scene politics. The whole sound is getting more popular and there are 

more of these types of bands popping up so, like anything else, the more 

people that are involved the more variations you’re going to get. More and 

more bands are calling themselves power violence bands and they are start¬ 

ing to stretch the boundaries. 

What about hair and clothes? I’m going to go out today and get 
myself all fixed up. 

You’re going to go down to Super Cuts and ask for the Power Violence haircut? 

That’s right. 

Most people I know who are in these bands look pretty normal. Not like 

indie rock normal with Mr. Spock haircuts, indie rock pants and striped 

Ernie shirts. 

And white belts. 

I really hope there are people out there that take Man Is The 

Bastard totally seriously and sit around trying to figure out the 

hidden, heavy message behind “Gourmet Pez.” 

How many songs does Spazz have? 

[Long, long, long pause] There was a point about a year ago when I actual¬ 

ly wanted to count them, for my own purposes, but I couldn’t find all the 

tapes of the stuff we’ve recorded. I would say it’s at least 160 and probably 

more like 180. Not that we can play most of those songs at the drop of a 

hat, which is one of the drawbacks. We’re really prolific about writing 

stuff, but our method is to just write a bunch of stuff, record it and then 

as soon as we’re done recording we start writing more stuff and totally for¬ 

get about the stuff we just recorded. The only times that any of the songs 

resurface is when we decide to play them live, but we only play about 20 

songs live. We usually have to pull out the records and relearn them. We 

vaguely remember how they go but when you’re just pumping out huge 

quantities of songs, it’s hard to remember them all. 

That was actually my next question, about forgetting how to play 

songs, or forgetting about songs completely. 

Oh yeah! Sometimes people will talk to me about a song, or quote some¬ 

thing we’ve written and I won’t even know what it is. I don’t sit around 

and listen to our stuff all day. As soon as we record it and listen to it a cou¬ 

ple of times, that’s pretty much it. It’s weird, especially when there’s stuff 

that was scheduled for release years ago but doesn’t come out for years, and 

“We vaguely remember how they go but when 
you’re just pumping out huge quantities of 
songs, it’s hard to remember them all." 

Yeah, yeah. Most people I know look normal. You wouldn’t even know 

they were involved to look at them. There are a lot of people around here 

in bands that work for computer companies. 

then when it finally comes out it’s like new material all over again because 

we totally forgot about it. It’s like “Oh yeah! We wrote this song. Wow, 

what do you know!” 

So the sound and the message of a lot of the music—and I’m 

new to this so I may be wrong—seems to be pretty aggressive 

and extreme, which seems diametrically opposed to the people 

I’ve known who work at computer companies. Is it that they’re 

sitting around all day thinking about how their job sucks or is 

unfufilling or whatever, and then they go home and play power 

violence as an outlet? 

I think that’s pretty descriptive of hardcore in general. I think hardcore has 

always pretty much been bored suburban kids who are attracted to the 

music and rebel against whatever they want to rebel against because it’s 

fun. I mean people do get pissed off at things but 99.9 percent of these 

bands aren’t going to change the world, they’re just spouting off about 

things that piss them off and that’s fine. I think power violence is just 

another name for, or way of describing, a certain subgenre of hardcore. 

You’ve got people living in their cars and you’ve got people working at 

computer companies and they’re both just as likely to write songs about 

the things that piss them off, as well as songs about really silly things, like 

“Gourmet Pez” by Man Is The Bastard. But then they’ve got these totally 

intense songs about the atrocities of man and that kind of thing. 

OK, this is a long one that required a lot of math. I was thinking 

about how you guys are so prolific with so many different releas¬ 

es out there, and then there’s bootlegs and live tapes and dubs 

that get circulated, so I did up some math and figured the num¬ 

ber of releases you have times variable X to account for bootlegs 

and dubs multiplied by the number of records pressed for each 

release, divided by the number shipped overseas or lost in the 

mail, plus something minus something divided by something. 

Anyway, I figured out that each person living within the continen¬ 

tal United States, give or take 10 feet, is within 110 feet of a 

Spazz release at all times. 

Wow, even in Wyoming? 

Even in Wyoming. 

There are people that just drive out to Wyoming and put records out in 

the prairies and cornfields. 

On average, someone is within 110 feet of a Spazz record at all 

times. Now I also figured out that for Man...Or Astroman, it’s 90 

feet. For Puff Daddy, it’s 6 inches. So my question is: What are 

you guys doing to close the gap? 



LET’S RIP THE ARMS OFF THIS 
BIGPANTS RAVE KID!!! 

/ 
/ 
/ OUCH!!! 

“You’ve got people living in 

their cars and you’ve got peo¬ 

ple working at computer com¬ 

panies and they’re both just as 

likely to write songs about the 

things that piss them off, as 

well as songs about really silly 

things, like ‘Gourmet Pez’ by 

Man Is The Bastard.” 

To be honest, nothing lately. Since we got back from tour, we’re a changed 

band. We’re definitely not the band we were when we left for tour. Before 

we went on tour, we were recording every two months, but since weve 

returned we haven’t recorded a single time. All of our schedules are totally 

different and, of course, after being on tour for seven weeks we didn’t real¬ 

ly feel like hanging out together for a little while. Y(^e needed a break from 

each other. But our short break turned into an extended break. The other 

guys were getting new jobs and Max was starting school—all these things 

happened. We were supposed to record recently but Max sprained his wrist 

so he couldn’t play for a month. It’s been a nonstop series of fiascos. 

Everybody was sick all through January after Fiesta Grande—that was a 

big cesspool of sick people all shaking each others hands. And were going 

to Japan next week, which is nice but that doesn’t leave us time to record. 

So to answer your question, the gap is getting wider. But as far as I m con¬ 

cerned, this is sort of where we should be. I don’t mean we should be 

unproductive but we don’t really need the nonstop blitzkrieg anymore. It 

had its time and place, but that’s in the past. 

Did that ever come up before? Didn’t somebody ever say “Hey 

why don’t we slow down, we’ve got 180 songs.” 

Um... no. We just always felt like writing songs and liked the 

idea of being prolific, and having nonstop material—not that all of it real¬ 

ly should have been released, but 1 ^ways like writing songs- 

To your credit, I think when you’re writing that many songs the 

margin of error, or the margin of... 

Crappy songs? Is that what you’re trying to say? 

Well those are your words not mine, so we’ll just go with them. 

I think when you’re producing that much stuff... 

Yeah? 

When...urn... 

Yeah? 

I DID NOT SAY CRAPPY! I DID NOT SAY THAT WORD, YOU SAID IT! 

OK, well perhaps we have a greater allowance of songs that are duds than 

most bands because we have so many songs. 

That’s right, and of course by the same equation you have a lot 

more great songs. 

Yeah yeah, that’s it. 

See how I saved my own ass there? 

I’m curious about the name “Power Violence” and where it came 

from because it sounds a lot meaner than it really is. 

A lot of the people involved are real puppy dogs—a bunch of push overs. 

As a sort of side note, my friend Smelly, who plays in that band Plainfield, 

when they play he kicks people in the face and throws things and all sorts 

of fun stuff like that. He does T-shirts for me; I did these shirts that say 

“I V Power Violence” and he screens them and tells me that it kind of 

bugs him because there’s nothing violent about it, whereas his band truly is 

violent. Anyhow, the term actually came from Eric Wood who is in Man Is 

The Bastard and was in Neanderthal and Cyclops and a bunch of other 

bands, he just came up with that phrase to describe what Neanderthal was 

playing. So he used it to describe what they were doing and since I put out 

their stuff, I used it to describe the records. Neanderthal disbanded and 

Eric started Man Is The Bastard and it kind of carried over from there. 



0#* OTfo& C&u&h 
WITH TEEGER LUCHINI A.K.A CHRIS DODGE 

By Dr. Fuji Occupants (pictured to the left) 

All right, now we’re going to do word associations to try and 
figure out just what’s wrong with you. 

Lip Balm 

Lip Balm? 

Come on. 

Susie Chapstick 

Hammers 

and Sickles 

Soviet Union 

Soviet Union? Is that really the next one or did you just say that 
because I said Sickles? 

Because you said sickles. 

OK, Soviet Union? Soviet Onion. 

Teeger Luchini 

Teeger Luchini?!?! How did you know my porn name? 

Because I’ve seen the movies. 

Teeger Luchini... Well hung. 

Half a loaf of Kung Fu 

One slice of Tai-Chi 

“Power Violence” is one of those magic phrases that Eric came up with. If 

anybody knows him, they know he’s a truly one of a kind person. “Power 

violence” stuck and it began to describe bands like Capitalist Casualties, 

Crossed Out, No Comment and from there, lots of bands started spring¬ 

ing up and it all kind of worked together. It has spread from there. 

Explain to me the difference between Crust, Grind, and Power 

Violence. I don’t want to go out and buy the wrong records and 

make any devastating faux pas or anytQQH^ 

I would describe Crust as more straight forward angry hardcore like 

Extreme Noise Terror or something like that—more straight ahead, usually 

drunken, hardcore. Grind I would say is more metal-tinged. Power 

Violence is more just blasts of speed. Everybody has their own opinion 

about where the lines are drawn. 

Have you ever considered using your singing voice for every 

day conversation? 

[In his singing voice] NOOOOO!!!!!!! You mean like The Cookie 

Monster? ^ wou^ be cool if people actually talked like they sang. 

I think that would be really fun. Not that you would be able to 

make any sense of them. Like if I did a Napalm Death interview: 

“So what are your influences? “ “PQJGNOQJGRH!!!!!!!!!!!” 

Well if you’ve ever tried to follow along with a Napalm Death lyrics sheet 

you can see how it would be especially interesting to try and hold a con¬ 

versation because the words don’t even resemble what they’re supposed to 

be saying. It’s like “CGRHMCGQR!!!! 2JBNNPW987E456!!!!!!” ® 

Change zine 

Rules 

Wrong answer. You’re supposed to say Pat West sucks 
donkey weeners. 

No, I love Change zine, it’s one of the few zines I really like— 
besides Punk Planet of course! 

That’s right... Don’t make me fly out there, I’ll bring the 
whole loaf of Kung Fu. Let’s see... Turrets. 

FUCK!!!!! 

Eggroll 

Neither egg nor roll 

Dodgeball 

Name I was tortured with in elementary school 

Dodge Dart 

Same thing 

Duck Dodgers 

You’re picking on me! 

I’m just trying to get at your deep psychological core. 

I’m going to start sobbing into my hands. By the end of this 
thing, I’ll be in an emo indie rock band. 

White denim jeans 

Bleached are better. With a little worn out circle in the back for 

the Skoal. 

Pet Shop Boys 

Pet Sounds 

Spiceworld 

I haven’t seen it yet, but I really want to go. There’s a double fea¬ 
ture at the cheap theater near here, it’s Mouse Hunt and Spiceworld. 
I want to read an interview with them that’s like “I want to go see 
Spiceworld. How should a Spice Girls fan act and dress and what 
about hygiene?” 

Shrinkage 

The Spazz discography 

Nutter-fluffer 

Nutter-butter 

Mylanta 

I’ve never tried it. I tried Maalox. That didn’t work. 

Puppies 

Tasty—I’m just going for the evil, Power Violence answer there. I 
actually love puppies. And kitties. 

Gene Simmons 

God of Thunder 

Richard Simmons 

God of Fitness 

Smithers 

Repressed 

Smithers again DIAGNOSIS: 
Still repressed. 0FF HIS PROVERBIAL ROCKER 
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20 Rocket Fuel 
1. How long have you been doing your zine and what 

issue are you on? 

Rocket Fuel has been around for a bit over two years. In our current 

form (online only), the full team has been around for about seven 

months. The issue in production right now is issue number eight. 

2. How long do you plan on doing It for? 

I can’t see Rocket Fuel ever dying off. I’m sure there will come a 

day when I may have to step down as editor. When and if that day 

comes, someone will be around to take over where I left off. 

3. What would cause you to quit? 

The only thing that would make me give up Rocket Fuel is if I lost 

the passion for it. Music is the one thing that’s always captured my 

heart, and as long as that love’s there, Rocket Fuel will always have 

a spot in my life. 

4. How do you distribute your zine? 

Since we’re an online magazine, we’re fortunate enough to be able 

to completely bypass the horrors of distribution. That’s exactly 

what gave me the ambition to to be strictly online. As far as expo¬ 

sure and such, it’s just relying on Internet links, word of mouth, 

our mailing list, and postcards and flyers. We’ll soon be starting 

more of an advertising campaign as well. 

5. Why is your zine called what it’s called? 

When I originally decided to start a fanzine, I’d asked a friend of 

mine for help with a name. He was also thinking of a name for his 

band at the time. He suggested “Brass Knuckles For Tough Guys” 

for me, and I felt drawn to it at the time. His band decided upon 

“Rocket Fuel” for their name. Both of us became disenchanted 

with our names and simply decided to trade. We’ve both stuck 

with our names and both are still in existence. 

6. In order of importance, what would you rank as the 

three main subjects you cover? 

First and most important are interviews and articles. Second come 

the record reviews. Third are tour reports and news information. 

Most of the tour and news info can already be found on the 

Internet somewhere (through band pages or label pages); however 

we compile as much of it as we can in one spot. 

7. What’s the hardest part about doing your zine? 

Getting a quality issue out monthly, and organizing the entire staff 

and getting us all working in a timely and cohesive manner. It’s 

still a struggle, but each month we get a little better at it. Then 

there’s also coming up with new and interesting things we can add 

to what we do. Sure, it’s awesome to get a new batch of interviews 

for the readers every month, but we have the resources to offer so 

much more. So keeping ourselves fresh has also been a struggle. 

We’ve recently begun a Real Audio radio show, a one questions 

asked to numerous people thing, and more by way of multimedia. 

There’s also the battle of new technologies to implement, since 

there’s two major browsers and both offer different features. 

Within those, there’s different versions where you can and can’t do 

certain things. Finding that medium to where the strong majority 

of the audience can experience the issue in its entirety is constantly 

a battle. 

8. What’s the most rewarding? 

When a letter comes into Rocket Fuel from a reader thanking us 

for running something they’ve been looking for. Like once, a girl 

wrote me to thank us for running tour dates for Jimmy Eat 

World. She knew they were going to be in the area but couldn’t 

find out where. She was just looking around randomly, discovered 

us, and found what she was looking for. Something that little 

made this person’s day. That work seems tedious to us sometimes 

because it can be found elsewhere, but one person used it and was 

extremely thankful for it. It’s the little things like that. When I go 

and do an interview, and they ask what it’s for and I tell them and 

they’re like “Oh yeah, I’m on your mailing list,” or “I check that 

site out all the time.” When I hear that, I’m just in awe and over¬ 

joyed that someone I like that much, or that they might have an 

affect on me, is a fan of what Rocket Fuel does as well. 

9. Are you doing your zine for the free records? 

Of course the records are nice, but more and more they become a 

hassle to weed through. I still love music, but right now I ve got 

this huge stack of CDs sitting in my office that I may only get to 

listen to once or twice. They’re mostly great CDs and the effort 

put into them is something that I have the utmost appreciation 



for. But it’s so hard to find something that moves me greatly when 

I’m constantly being exposed to more and more. But the free 

records are nice and I’m being exposed to so many new bands I 

never would’ve had the chance to before. I’m glad we can maybe 

shed new light on some of these records. 

10. Was it weird to interview Robert Downey Jr. when 

you were serving time together? 

Well, I’m always one to jump at opportunity and the chance for 

“scene points,” so it was more of a step up in the world, rather than 

a weirdness. 

11. What was the best and worst interview you’ve 
ever done? 

Worst interview was when I interviewed Chris from Helmet (for¬ 

merly of Orange 9mm). It was on this big huge bus, I was totally 

unprepared to interview him. It was set up for me to interview 

someone who had been in Helmet for quite some time, but instead 

I interviewed the person who had only been with them for a few 

months. It turned out rather dry, but luckily I had the chance to 

talk with John the drummer a few months later, so the feature on 

them turned out rather well. The best interview is easily the Rainer 

Maria feature that Monica Khemsurov did recently. It’s easily the 

best written piece we’ve ever featured, and we’re totally lucky to 

have someone like Monica on our staff. 

12. Quote your favorite thing ever said on the screens 
of your zine. 

“Music is a great time machine and if yr making a tape for someone 

yr making it for a VERY specific reason... it’s not something to 

mess with lightly.” —Brian Sokel, Franklin 

13. Do you write everything yourself? If so why? If not, 

how do you find writers? 

A good majority of the interviews used to be done by me, but 

recently Monica and another staff member Keith have been doing a 

lot more. Also, the assistant editor Courtney has been doing more 

as far as background stuff which includes section introductions, as 

well as our feature where we ask one question to various people in 

the scene. The majority of our staff came on when we first began. It 

was mostly “I know this person who’d be interested,” and so on. 

There’s a few other people who are soon to become part of our 

team in the future as well. Brian from bluedesign.com has expressed 

an interest, as well as a few others in the Internet community. 

14. How is your zine produced? 

A bunch of computers manned by humans scattered across the 

country wired together via the information network known as 

the Internet. 

15. Handwritten vs. Typewriter vs. Computer? 

You wanna guess? 

16. What other zines inspire you? 

Second Nature, Milk, and Punk Planet on the music side. On the 

design side, stuff like volumeone (www.volumeone.com), apart¬ 

ment 13 (www.mindspring.com/^ apartment 13/), 

allsystemsgo(www.mindspring.com/^allsystemsgo/), and 

pOINTbLANKmEDLA (homepage.interaccess.com/^boo/). 

17. What is “selling out?” 

I don’t think signing to a major label or working for a huge compa¬ 

ny is selling out. Selling out is just what the term implies, compro¬ 

mising your passion and creative outlet to the wants and needs of 

someone else. If this isn’t a problem to you personally, cool. The 

bottom line is that it’s doing something you don’t want to do in 

your life. I’m just glad there’s not a bunch of snotty indie kids run¬ 

ning around anymore bitching about how so-and-so “sold out.” 

18. If you could live off of your zine, would you? 

Hell yeah! To have the opportunity to do this as my job, instead of 

going somewhere else to make a living for myself and my family, 

would be a dream. If I could live off of Rocket Fuel, I’d be able to 

supply for my family and myself, and work at home. That way, I 

could see my daughter all the time! 

19. If you had a chance to interview someone who you 

most likely would never have a chance to talk to, who 

would it be? 

Jawbreaker, circa 24 Hour Revenge Therapy. We actually ran an 

interview in one of our earlier issues from around that time. 

However, the interview was dated when it ran, and it wasn’t conduct¬ 

ed by me—I’d love to have been there and participated. However, the 

interview itself was amazing, and it was just a great honor to have a 

Jawbreaker interview featured in something I’m a part of. And 

Crimpshrine during the Pinto tour way back when. Never happen 

though—I’d give myself a liberty spike for the occasion! 

20. Describe your dream interview (who, where, what setting?) 

K. Scott Ritcher of Louisville fame, as well as countless bands that I 

need not name. We’d be in Louisville, obviously. And he’d take me 

around that great town of his and show me everything. I’ve always 

thought so highly of him and his great passion for the city that he’s 

from. His attitude has made me really interested in Louisville and 

all that makes up that city. I’ve always wanted to discover where he 

gets his passion from and experience it from his point of view, and 

what better way than an interview. I can see it now. “Rocket Fuel, 

Louisville style with K. Scott Ritcher!” 

http://www.rocket-fuel.com 

rocketfuel@rocket-fuel.com 



1. When did your band form? 

October ’96 

10. How do you describe yourself to kids in the scene 

who haven’t heard you? 

Like Bon Jovi but with breakdowns. 

2. When will it break up? 

Tour this summer. 
11. What bands do you see as your contemporaries? 

King For a Day. 

3. What have you released so far? 
A four-song 7” on Old Skool Recordings; a split 7” with King For 

A Day on Old Skool Recordings; another single is slated to come 

out on Makoto Recordings in May. 

4. Why do you play the music that you play? 

Because it’s what we like the most. 

12. What is the antithesis of your band? 

Bizarro State Games. 

13. Outside of music and bands, what influences you? 

Jobs, heartbreak, college, girls, math, random mood swings (in no 

particular order). 

5. What’s the weirdest thing you’ve ever had happen 

at a show? 
We played a show up in Flint and a nice fellow we know, Arunan 

Balasubramanian, predicted when and what each of us would 

break. We broke a lot of things that night, including guitar strings 

and drums, (if you would like to have Arunan, the megalomaniac 

demagogue that he is, come to your birthday party or bar mitzvah 

and make predictions, contact him at 617.747.6210 / 150 Mass. 

Ave. Box 1546 Boston MA 02115) 

6. What’s the best show you’ve ever played? 

Our second or third show ever at a house called 412 Douglas in 

Kalamazoo. We didn’t know anyone there. We played last and by 

the time we played, everyone was really drunk and while we were 

playing, everyone was going crazy—just bouncing off the walls. 

When we got done playing our six or seven song set, all of the 

drunk people wouldn’t let us leave until we played more so we 

broke into a Sunny Day Real Estate song just for kicks. All these 

kids grabbed the microphone and just screamed all the words. We 

Finished the night trying to destroy these gigantic plastic bunny 

decorations that were in the basement where we played. 

14. What is “selling out”? 

Doing 20 questions with Punk Planet. 

15. If you could make a living off of your band, would you? 

Yep. 

16. Where do you practice? 

Rod’s house (there’s always food). 

17. if you could play on a four-band bill with any bands 

that have ever existed, who would you play with, and 

what order would they play? 
First we’d give up our slot to Shellac, and then Led Zeppelin, 

Blood Sweat &c Tears, ABBA. 

18. What goals do you have as a band? 

To get to the point where we can break guitars every night like 

The Who. 

19. What makes for a good show? 

Rod’s amp works, kids rock out like they just don’t care. 

7. State your purpose. 

These colors don’t run. 

20. If you were to cover a song (that you don’t already) 

what would it be? 

“For Want Of” by Rites of Spring. 

8. Do you mind that your band is always being billed as 

“ex-John Tesh orchestra”? . 

Nope. 

Empire State Games: 45920 Green Valley, Plymouth, Ml, 48170 

tofuvegan@aol.com 

9. How do you describe yourself to relatives who have Old Skool Records: P.O. Box 401286, Redford, MI, 48240 

no idea about what you play? 

Like Bon Jovi but with breakdowns. 



vinyl 

VERY® 
distribution & mailorder 

p.o. box 42586 
Philadelphia pa 19101-2586 

usa. 

|artist / title vinyl cassette cd 

25 TA LIFE Strength Through Unity $8 n/a $9 

108 Three Fold Misery $12 n/a $14 

A C. 1 Like It When You Die n/a n/a $12 

ABNEGATION Verses Of The Bleeding $10 n/a $12 

ABSOLUTION Discography $14 n/a $12 

ACME To Reduce The Choir To One Soloist $7 n/a $10 

ACRID Eighty-Sixed n/a n/a $10 

ACRID / LEFT FOR DEAD split Ip (buzzsaw shaped) $9 n/a n/a 

AGAINST ALL AUTHORITY All Fall Down $9 $8 $12 

ALL OUT WAR Truth In An Age Of Lies $10 n/a $14 

ANGEL HAIR Pregnant With The Senior Class n/a n/a $11 

ANOTHER VICTIM Portrayal Of Vengeance n/a n/a $8 

ANTI-FLAG Die For Your Government n/a n/a $12 

ANTIOCH ARROW In Love With Jetts $8 n/a $12 

ASSUCK Misery Index $8 n/a $10 

AVAIL/YOUNG PIONEERS split $4 n/a $7 

AVAIL Live At The Bottom Of The Hill n/a n/a $10 

BAD BRAINS Omega Sessions $7 n/a $10 

BATTERY Whatever It Takes $9 $9 $12 
BETTER THAN A THOUSAND Just One $9 $9 $12 

BLACK ARMY JACKET / HEMLOCK split $8 n/a $8 

BLOOD FOR BLOOD Spit My Last Breath n/a n/a $12 

BONGZILLA Methods For Attaining Extreme Altitudes n/a n/a $7 

BOY SETS FIRE The Day The Sun Went Out $8 n/a $11 

BRAID Frankie Welfare Boy n/a n/a $12 
BRAND NEW UNIT No Looking Back n/a n/a $12 

BREAKDOWN Blacklisted $8 n/a $9 

BR0THER”S KEEPER Self-Fulfilling Prophecy $4 n/a $7 
BRUTAL TRUTH Sounds Of The Animal Kingdom $14 $8 $12 

CANDIRIA Beyond Reasonable Doubt n/a n/a $12 

CAP’N JAZZ Analphabetapolothology n/a n/a $13 
CATHARSIS Samsara $10 n/a $10 

CATTLE PRESS / AGORAPHOBIC NOSEBLEED split $8 n/a n/a 
CAVE IN Beyond Hypothermia n/a n/a $11 
CHOKEHOLD Content With Dying n/a n/a $9 
CHOKEHOLD Prison Of Hope n/a n/a $11 
COALESCE / CONVERGE split $4 n/a n/a 
COALESCE / TODAY IS THE DAY split $4 n/a n/a 
COALESCE Give Them Rope $8 $8 $11 
COMIN’ CORRECT Knowledge Is Power n/a n/a $12 
CONVERGE Petitioning The Empty Sky $8 $8 $11 
CORRUPTED / NOOTHGRUSH split $8 n/a $11 
CRO-MAGS Age Of Quarrel / Best Wishes n/a n/a $13 
DESTROY Necropolis n/a n/a $10 
DISEMBODIED Diablere n/a n/a $11 
E-TOWN CONCRETE Time To Shine n/a n/a $12 
EARTH CRISIS Gomorrah’s Season Ends $8 $8 $11 
ENDEAVOR Constructive Semantics $8 n/a $11 
ENSIGN Direction Of Things To Come $8 n/a $11 
EYEHATEGOD Dopesick n/a $8 $12 
FLOORPUNCH Twin Killing $8 n/a $11 
FRAIL Discography n/a n/a $9 
FRANKLIN Building An A And An E n/a n/a $10 
FRODUS Conglomerate Internation $9 $8 $12 
FURY OF FIVE No Reason To Smile n/a n/a $14 
GAME FACE Reminder n/a n/a $10 
GEHENNA The War Of The Sons Of Light n/a n/a $10 
GET UP KIDS Four Minute Mile $8 n/a $11 
GORILLA BISCUITS Start Today $9 $8 $12 
GRADE ...And Such Is Progress $8 n/a $10 
GRADE Separate The Magnets $8 n/a $9 
GROUNDWORK We Will No Longer Be Silent... $8 n/a $9 
H20 s/t $9 n/a $12 
HARVEST Living With A God Complex $8 n/a $11 

artist / title cassette cd 

HATEBREED Satisfaction Is The Death Of Desire $8 $8 $12 
HATEBREED Under The Knife $4 $4 $9 
HELLBENDER Con Limon $8 n/a $11 

HIS HERO IS GONE 15 Counts Of Arson $8 n/a $10 
HIS HERO IS GONE Monuments To Theives $8 n/a $8 

HOT WATER MUSIC Forever & Counting $8 n/a S11 

IN COLD BLOOD Hell On Earth $8 $8 $11 
INK & DAGGER Drive This Seven Inch Stake... $4 n/a $11 

INSIDE OUT No Spiritual Surrender $4 $7 $9 

INTEGRITY Hookedlungstolenbreathcunt n/a n/a $14 

INTEGRITY / HATEBREED split T $4 n/a n/a 

JAZZ JUNE They Love Those Those Who Make The Music n/a n/a $10 

KEROSENE 454 At Zero $8 n/a $10 
KISS IT GOODBYE She Loves Me... $9 $8 $12 
LARM Extreme Noise n/a n/a $12 
LAST CRIME cd (Kevin from 1.6 Band) n/a n/a $9 
LIFETIME Jersey’s Best Dancers $8 n/a $11 
LOS CRUDOS / SPITBOY split $7 n/a • n/a 
MANLIFTINGBANNER Discography n/a n/a $12 
MILHOUSE Obscenity In The Milk $9 n/a $11 
MINERAL The Power Of Falling $9 n/a $12 
MINOR THREAT Discography n/a n/a $11 
MORNING AGAIN Martyr $10 n/a $12 

MORSER Two Hours To Doom (ex-Acme & Systral) $10 n/a $12 
MR. T EXPERIENCE Love Is Sweet & So Are You $9 $8 $12 
MURPHY’S LAW Back With A Bong / Murphy’s Law n/a n/a $13 
NEUROSIS Through Silver In Blood n/a $8 $12 
NEW DAY RISING Memoirs Of Cynicism n/a n/a $11 
ONE KING DOWN Bloodlust Revenge $7 n/a $9 
OVERCAST Fight Ambition To Kill $8 $8 $11 
PIEBALD When Life Hands You Lemons $8 n/a $11 
PROMISE RING Nothing Feels Good $8 n/a $11 
RORSCHACH Autopsy n/a n/a $10 
ROYAL CROWN REVUE Kings Of Gangster Bop h/a n/a $12 
RYE COALITION Hee Saw Duh Keet $7 n/a $9 
SOILENT GREEN A String Of Lies n/a n/a $7 
SICK OF IT ALL Live In A WorldFull Of Hate $12 n/a $14 
SIDE BY SIDE You’re Only Young Once $9 n/a $12 
SILENT MAJORITY Life Of A Spectator $8 n/a $11 
SNAPCASE Progression Through Unlearning $8 ■- $8 $11 
SONS OF ABRAHAM Termites In Her Smile $9 n/a $11 
SPAZZ La Revancha $8 n/a $10 
STRIFE In This Defiance $8 $8 $11 
SWING KIDS Discography n/a n/a $10 
TEN YARD FIGHT Back On Track $8 $8 $11 
TODAY IS THE DAY Temple Of The Morning Star $10 n/a $12 
TURMOIL Anchor $4 n/a $10 
UNIFORM CHOICE Straight & Alert $12 n/a $14 
UNIVERSAL ORDER OF ARMAGEDDON Switch Is Down $7 n/a $12 
VIOLENT SOCIETY Times Of Distraught n/a n/a $9 
VISION OF DISORDER Still n/a n/a $9 
WARZONE Don’t Forget The Struggle / Open Your Eyes n/a n/a ' $13 
WESTON Real Life Story Of Teenage Rebellion $7 n/a $10 
WESTON Matinee $8 n/a $11 
WILL HAVEN El Diablo $9 $8 $12 
YOUTH BRIGADE Sink With Kalifornija $8 $8 $12 
YOUTH OF TODAY Can’t Close My Eyes $9 $9 $12 
v/a DEFINITELY NOT THE MAJORS cd n/a n/a $10 
v/a DON’T FORGET TO BREATHE $12 n/a $12 
v/a EAST COAST ASSAULT Volume 2 n/a n/a $15 
v/a FOR THE SAKE OF DEDICATION Ip (‘88 style bands) $12 n/a n/a 
v/a THE HARDER THEY COME...(Hatebreed. Despair) n/a n/a $12 
v/a NY”S HARDEST Volume 2 (25 Ta Life. Indecision) n/a n/a $10 
v/a PUNK UPRISINGS Volume 2 n/a n/a $9 

For VISA / MASTERCARD / AMEX / DISCOVER orders, please call (215) 203-VERY, noon to 7 pm daily. 
PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE IS A SIS MINIMUM ORDER (BEFORE POSTAGE) ON ALL CREDIT CARD ORDERS. 

US CUSTOMERS: Please add $3.50 per order tor fast priority mail shipping & insurance. 

p| ... CANAC>A: P,ease add S1 Per 7"/cs' SI .50 per cd, $3 per Ip. EUROPE / WOLRD: Please add $2.50 per 7'7cs, $3 per cd, $7 per Ip. 
lease list alternates on all mail-in orders in the event we are out of something, else you will be given a credit slip. For best service, please send $2 for our current mailorder catalog. 

MAILORDER.* l/l/e stock over 2000 other punk/hardcore/indie releases, plus clothing, zines, videos, & more from labels like Victory; Gem 
T*LSnenu ReV'e,at,°"'Jdi5°n' Doghouse, Relapse, Crank, Lookout,, Too Damn Hype, Bloodlink, Reservoir, Back Ta Basics, Hydra Head, Initial^ 
Ann laaS', BYO'G°od Llfe' ^cond Nature, Pin Drop, Asian Man, Art Monk, Uprising, SFT, Tooth & Nail, Century Media, Ressurectionl 
AU, earache Makato, Go-Kart, Deep Elm, Dischord, Teamwork, Caufield, Life Force, Catalyst, I Please send $2 (US) or $3 (world) to receive* 

our 120+ page quarterly mailorder catalog... STORES: please fax us at (215) 426-9662 for our wholesale catalog. We're cheap! 



InsurAnce sCam recoBds 
The Heidies: Exit Teit-cn 

"...yep, this platter of woodshop-saw melodicore buzzes the earwaves and stings 
my hearing perception like a pack of hostile hornets on the rampage. After 
countless listens, my ears are still salivating like the rabid slobbering dog I most 
certainly am. Well, you get the picture , now get the disc, damn it!!" - 

Flipside #109 

"This music sounds like a long lost punk rock opus from the Cleveland to 
Louisville punk rock axis circa 1981. A speedy, no nonsense unit kicking 

out short no nonsense punk rock tunes."- Heartattack #16 

"This sucks" - Rockford Sucks #1 

SIP c° 

The Kossabone 
Gymicrae-CDep Red-7” 

Execution of Karma  

Spazboy/Injoy Gymicrae/Bossk 
7” 7” 

CD-$10 POD 
T_$3.50 ppd 
CDep-$7 PPd 

Order 
Now! 

Puffball 
7” 

Send cash, checks 
or money orders 
made payable to 

ISR 

lisirliti sfii ucills 
P000x145 

nOrthVIHB, Ml 48167 
www.lnsurAnceSCam.CoM 

hello@lnsurAncesCam.CoM 

Bistros net In teach!! 

T-shirts and Stickers 
White with black ISR logo 
Long sleeve-$15 ppd 
Short sleeve-$12 ppd 
Stickers-$1 PPd 
Send SASE for full catalog! 

Md $1 lor ardors lo Canada 
Add 12 for orders to Europe  

Order a 
Heidies CD 
and 
ISR F 

;et an 
shirt 

for $8 

IMPORTED FROM JAPAN 

ELECTRIC'-summer 
Electric Summer joins the Soda Jerk Family 

NEW ELECTRIC SUMMER CD "SHOCK", PRODUCED BY BILL STEVENSON 

send cash, check or money order 

for $8, ($9 CAN, $10 WORLD ) 

ON TOUR: 

3/11 - Albuquerque, NM - Neb 
Hill Records 

3/12 - Tempe, AZ - Big Fish Pub 
w/ Horace Pinker 

3/13 - Los Angeles, CA - 
Billboard Live - w/ 
Supernova 

■ Costa Mesa, CA - Club 
Mesa - w/ Supernova 
Long Beach, CA - Foothill 
- w/ Supernova and 
At The Drive-In 

- San Diego, CA - Velvet 
- w/ At The Drive-In 
- Las Vegas, NV - Wet 

Stop 
3/18- San Francisco, CA - TBA 
3/19-Portland, OR - EJ's 
3/20 - Seattle, WA - Subzero 
3/21 - Boise, ID - Neurolux 

it/ 

n i c k@/. 

Hickey CD $8ppd. 
One of the most truly innovative, uncompro¬ 

mising, and intelligent punk rock bands of the 

'90s. This is their full length LP, now only 

available on CD. Comes with a Hickey lyric 

comic book. 

“Hickey is unique, fucking bizarre is more like it. 
Where do I start?... Side A has ten heavy songs that I 
seriously can not compare to anything I’ve heard. 
The song writing is way out there. You don’t know 
where they are going next. Side B is insane. One 
long tune that defies description. An acquired taste 
for sure, but I dug the hell out of it. It’s not thrash, 
pop, hardcore, or anything else you listen too. It’s 
HICKEY.” Motion Sickness U4 

This CD is available through 

these pvrpllpnr distributors; 
Beach Recordings, Choke, 

Lumberjack, No Idea, Rhetoric, 
Revolver, Scratch (Canada), 

Subterranean, Soda Jerk, Sure¬ 
fire, Vacuum, Vital Music, and 

various mail-order distros. 

Probe #6 is SOLD OUT. 
However, I still have a few boxes of #5 left so 

order that instead. $4ppd 
“I left it on the shelf thinking that the last thing I 
need is another nudie magazine. Then I started 
seeing all these reviews saying what exceptional 
writing Probe had and how the $4 cover price was 
totally worth it. So, I decided to get my stingy ass 
back down to Noise Noise Noise and grabbed the 
last remaining copy and I can say in all honesty that 
the reviews were %100 accurate. Probe #5 is the 
single best issue of any magazine I’ve ever 

had. ..ever.” Ice-9 #5 

Probe #7 will be out before Summer. 

PR8BE 
Records 

PO. Box 6063 
Pleasanton, CA 94666 

Checks to Aaron Muentz. Mail-order 
service will be immediate. Ask for 

catalog, nudie photos, stickers. 

Coming soon on Probe Records: 

Reina Aveja from Florida. The heaviest all girl 

band in the fucking world!__ 



Srap^/roVtr 

A Study in Mumpishness CD 
Fun, surfabillypunk from Hawaii 

/yH±j -pax 

/yvuj 4-aas^a, 

There's Hope in No Tomorrow CD 

Emo-pop from Riverview, Florida 

$9 ppd. each in the U.S. 
$ 12 ppd. each elsewhere 

Buy both for $ 16 ppd. (U.S.) 
$22 for both outside the U.S. 

Still available: 
THE INVALIDS "Wiseguys" CD 

GRAPEFRUIT "Dorkabilly..." CD 
and more. 

Send a stamp or two IRCS for a 
full catalog of CDs, zines, records, etc. 

STORES AND DISTROS: 
Get Second Guess stuff direct from 

1000 Flowers, Rotz, Rhetoric, Revolver, 
Skull Duggery, 1000 Leafs (in Canada) 

and others. 

Second 
Gness 

Records 
PO Box 9382 - Reno - NV - 89507 

E-mail: bobc@scs. unr. edu 

the new 10 song cd out now on 
chainsaw safety records, 

pob 260318. bellerose. ny. 11426-0318. 
nine $. cash, check, mo. to tom o’hagan. 

will ^CSIt?hOSt 

Textures of Tomorrow LP/CD 

Carbomb "Total Eclipse" CD (young heartattack) $7 

lOOwattclock "Capricorn vs. Cancer" 12" EP 

Shedad "Running & Falling" 7" I Debut LP/CD 

Action Patrol "Up & Running 7" I Carbomb 7"s 

PO BOX 94238 
DURHAM, NC 27708 

LP$7 I CD$9 I EP$6 I' 7"$3 I ppd. US, world add $. 

NO CHECKS. MONEY ORDERS TO MARK OWENS 



Cargo Records America 1525 W. Homer Street. Chicago. IL 60622-1221 ph.773-772-6885 fax 773-772-5344 mail order 888-508-5265 

Codename: Spivey 
From Columbia, South Carolina 
comes the debut record from one 

of the best bands around. 16 songs 
of tight, melodic and crunchy pop 
punk wHh just the right amount of 

emo vocals. After 4 years of tour¬ 
ing and releasing ep's and compi¬ 
lations and playing kick ass punk 

rock, this band is carving out a 

sound of their own. Lookout for a 
full blown North American tour 
starting in May. We command you 
to get this CD! 

OFFTIME RECORDS CD (OTRIOO) 

Shyster 
Say Uncle 
13 of the best melodic pop-punk 
songs found anywhere. This 
band puts their own spin on the 

world upbeat, heartfelt punk 

rock. Super energetic and pas¬ 
sionate. A mix between Jaw¬ 
breaker and Fat Wreck. Shyster 

has made a good deal of noise 
over the past few years through 
nonstop touring and releasing 

multiple ep's, compilations, and 

a full-length. Look for multiple 
tours and new full-length in 1998. 

OFFTIME RECORDS CD (OTR051) 

The Meteors 
Bastard Sons Of A 
Rock W Roll Devil 
The Meteors originally created 
Psychobilly Music almost twenty 

years ago, although they have 
spawned hundreds of imitators 
they are the acknowledged 
"Kings of Psychobilly". Yes, their 
first album started it all, but the 
following twenty powered and 
maintained a Bfe-styfe. HELLRAISER 

RECORDS CD/LP (HRCDOOI) 

Ska American 
Style 
America's top ska bands serve up 
exdusive new tracks influenced by 
new wave, punk, swing, rock, 

skinhead reggae and more! Fea¬ 
tures: Telegraph, Parka Kings, 
Edectics, Hot Stove Jimmy, Suspect 
Bill, Exceptions, Deals Gone Bad, 
Adjusters, Skapone and Gangster 

Fun. Comes in a limited edition pic¬ 
ture disc vinyl! Jump Up! PicDiscLP 
(JUMP 100)* CD available through 
Cargo/Universal (CRGD81101E) 

The Eclectics 
Idle Worship 
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Girls and skateboards—not exactly two words you see 

together very often. While girls took part in skating during 

its birth in the 70s, by the time it began to mature In the 

’80s, the skate scene had become almost complitely 

male-dominated. While the ’90s saw big gains for skateboarding as 

an established sport, the girls were completely left behind. But in the 

margins, there were still a few brave women willing to keep skating 

out of sheer love for the sport. 

It only takes a few brave souls to keep a dream alive and that is what 

happened with girls and skateboarding. After years of being overlooked 

by the skate media as well as by fellow skaters, girl skateboarders are 

becoming a force too large and vocal to ignore. Just the way Riot Girl 

changed punk in the early ’90s, the girl skateboarding revolution 

promises to change the sport forever. As a boy skateboarder (albeit not 

a very good one) fed up with the: sexism and misogyny that runs ram¬ 

pant in the scene, I say it’s about damn time. 

Patty Segovia sits at the center of the girl skateboarding movement. 

She took part in girl skate demos in the past and she grew frustrated 

with the male-dominated skate scene, so Patty put together the All 

Girls Skate Jam, held in the late summer of 1997. An event that 

brought together girls of all different skill levels, it was the first time in 

skateboarding history that a skate contest was held just for girl skaters. 

It was also the first time that many of the girls who took part had ever 

skated with other girls. The All Girls Skate Jam conies up frequently in 

these series of interviews—proof that it is a significant event. 

If Patty Segovia sits at the center of the movement, than Cara-Beth 

Burnside sits at the very front. Cara-Beth has skated pro for years. If 

anyone has had to bear the brunt of the sexism and inequality of the 

skate scene, it is Cara-Beth. She became so frustrated that the 

skateboarding world ignored her that she took up snowboarding a few 

years ago, where she’s been incredibly successful. However, her first 

love will always remain skateboarding. 

Jamie Reyes and Jen O’Brien both started skating in scenes that 

were welcoming to girls. While Jamie was the lone girl among the 

people she skated with, Jen found herself among a number of girl 

skaters. While both women may have been fortunate enough to 

start their skating careers without feeling like "the other,” once they 

began to break out into the larger skate scene they ran into trou¬ 

ble. Both have received less coverage in the skate media than their 

male counterparts. 

Elska Sandor along with two partners started Rookie skateboards in 

1996. The first girl-run skateboard company, Rookie has been suc¬ 

cessful with both girl skaters and boys. Rookie also has one of the 

only all-girl skate teams in the world. 
> 

There are only five voices documented on these pages, but they are 

strong voices and they speak for hundreds of girls—girls who have 

been riding for years as well as girls who are just now finding their own 

voices as well as their talent as skateboarders. Their stories are inspir¬ 

ing; they tell tales of hope, promise and perseverance; they remind 

us that change is possible, we just have to make it so. 
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NOT JUST BOYS’ FUN ANYMORE 

THE GROWING GIRLS’ REVOLUTION IN SKATEBOARDING 
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PATTY SEGOVIA 
“What I wanted to promote was a place for girls’ skateboarding.” 

What do you feel is the skateboarding scene’s 

take on girls and skating? 

I think girls’ skating doesn’t really exist to a lot of 

people. It hasn’t really been legitimized yet. I think 

my contest, the All Girls Skate Jam and The Girls 

Skating Association, has given it some type of 

legitimacy and acknowledgement that girls do 

skateboard and they do it either professionally or 

for fun. Most of the time, though, it’s not thought 

of as a girls’ sport and girls aren’t welcome there. 

What prompted you to start the All Girls Skate 

Jam? 

In 1990, I assisted a man in doing an all-girl skate 

demo. We were more of a side show for a boy’s 

skate contest. It was called the National Skating 

Association, which no longer exists; They are now 

World Cup Skateboarding. So what this man in 

Reno, Nevada did was think, “Why not have a 

ramp for the girls? Have a smaller ramp, a demo 

ramp, and have girls skate.” I was his assistant, so 

I helped build all the ramps and gathered all the 

girls together—there was a total of five which was 

a lot in 1990. That’s where I met Cara-Beth 

[Burnside] who became my best friend. I took 

third place in that contest. It was cool, they gave 

out prizes. There was a small amount of us but at 

least we were out there. Unfortunately, it took me 

seven years to have another contest like that. 

School got in the way—I was at UCSB—and 

travelling and skateboarding and snowboarding 

photography took my interest. 

That may have been the impetus for the All Girls 

Skate Jam, but actually getting it together and 

making it a reality... 

It was unfortunate because this man was support¬ 

ive and he opened a lot of doors for me, but at the 

same time he promised a lot of things. He said, 

“Were going to do a girl’s tour and we’re going to 

get a corporate sponsor to sponsor it.” He was 

going to take us across the States. He had all these 

dreams for us. This was in 1990 and I was 20 

years old and a little naive. Our parents kept 

warning us, “This man doesn’t sound real, he’s 

promising too many things, you’d better beware.” 

Sure enough, he turned out to be a pervert. He 

started making his moves and I was the same age 

as his daughter and it was just not cool. That fell 

apart and we sort of forgot about that whole cpm- 

petitive part of it. There just wasn’t enough girl 

skaters to make a contest happen. 

So what had changed by 1997? 

Being next to Cara-Beth, who is the woman’s 

international top skateboarder, and see her not 

get recognition or acknowledgement. Having her 

sponsors not give her the respect that she 

deserves, such as not being included in the team 

video, not being mentioned in team ads—little 

things like that. I saw her struggle and it was real¬ 

ly depressing. Seeing her struggle trying to do 

what she really loved to do. I loved it too but I 

wasn’t as competitive or as talented—I didn’t start 

skateboarding until I was 18. 5 I was never 

allowed to do boy things. I tried to play guitar 

and my dad said, “That’s for boys.” I wanted to 

enroll in sports and they insisted I take ballet, tap 

and gymnastics—all the girly things. When I 

turned 18, my boyfriend got me into skateboard¬ 

ing. There was a place for me there and my 

boyfriend gave me support. I got more involved 

with skateboarding and I just realized how much 

I loved it. I started at 18—most people think 

that’s old! It was a natural thing for me. It felt 

good. I just wasn’t competitive; my upbringing 

wasn’t like that. I really loved it though. 5 Seeing 

someone like Cara-Beth take it to a higher level 

and not receive anything thing for it was so frus¬ 

trating. It was almost like she was ostracized. She 
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would show up at a ramp and boys wouldn’t... We 

were invisible. We weren’t welcomed. It wasn’t an 

open-armed thing. It was definitely “You don’t 

belong here.” It wasn’t a good thing. That in turn 

made me start taking photographs of Cara-Beth 

and filming her and just trying to get her out 

there and into the limelight to give her the 

acknowledgement and respect she deserved. 

Definitely skateboarding as a whole wasn’t par¬ 

ticularly open to the idea of girls moving in on 

this “boy thing.” So what made you think that 

the climate in 1997 was ready for something 

like The All Girls Skate Jam? 

I think that just knowing Cara-Beth, Jen 

O’Brien, Jody McDonald, three top ripping 

skateboarders who were, if not better than the 

boys, just as good as them. I figured that we had 

three of the top girl skaters and if we can have 

other girls, even if they’re not as good as these top 

girl skaters, we can still have more of a collective 

consciousness and that alone would speak for 

itself. What I wanted to promote was a place for 

girls’ skateboarding. I wanted to bring in little 8- 

year-olds and 10-year-olds and let them see the 

three role models—Cara-Beth, Jen and Jody— 

and let them come to a place and see these girls 

just rip and go off. And to make it a place for girls 

to have somewhere to go and feel that this event 

was for them and they do belong here and they do 

belong on a skateboard. 5 It was filmed on EPSN 

and Fox TV and I just imagine parents sitting in 

the living room with their kids and they have the 

remote control and all of a sudden they see AJyssa 

Steamer doing a double kick-flip revert smack 

and it’s like “Whoa! There’s this 18-year-old going 

off!” Families got to see that—the ratings were 

200,000! It went international and across the 

country and I think that there were probably a lot 

of people that had a different a viewpoint on girls 

and skateboarding after seeing that show. I know 

it altered a lot of minds. I think it made parents 

think twice. Maybe this Christmas they won’t be 

buying their daughter another doll—the girls 

might be getting a skateboard this year! That was 

one of my aims. 5 I thought “OK, I’m going to 

call the panel of judges that are normally the ones 

that judge World Cup Skateboarding.” I thought, 

“I’m going to keep it as legit as possible and I’m 

going to have these judges.” Even thought they 

might not be entirely supportive of the girls skate¬ 

boarding concept to begin with, I was going to 

call them up and ask them to judge my contest. 

Sure enough, one of those guys laughed in my 

face and said, “What are you talking about? The 

only girl skateboarders I know are Jen, Jody and 

CB! You’re talking about having a girls skate¬ 

boarding contest?!” I don’t get it—it was so 

unsupportive and not nice whatsoever. I said, 

“Well, if you want to do this, I can pay you well, 

I’ve got a big budget. If you’d like to do this, I’d 

be stoked.” And he agreed. He ended up not 

THINGS. I TRIED TO PLAY GUITAR AND MY 

dad said, “That’s for boys.” I wanted 

TO ENROLL IN SPORTS AND THEY INSISTED 

I TAKE BALLET, TAP AND GYMNASTICS— 

LAUREN MALIKA ALL THE GIRLY THINGS . —PATTY SEGOVIA 
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showing up—he didn’t even call to tell me he 

wasn’t coming. So during the contest, I said 

something like, “I’m not going to mention the 

name of this person, but when I called around 

recruiting judges for the contest, the judge that 

didn’t show up today and promised that he would 

practically laughed in my face because he said 

there were only three girl skateboarders. I wish he 

were here right now to see all 70 of you girls!” 

And everyone just started clapping and cheering. 

Which raises an interesting point. What kind of 

resistance did you encounter in trying to get this 

thing together? Getting ESPN and Fox is a pret¬ 

ty big deal—how hard was it to get them there? 

How hard was it to get anyone there? 

The ASR—the Action Sports Retailer trade 

show that happens once a year in San Diego— 

was happening that weekend. I figured that 

18,000 people attend that show. I thought, 

“That would be a really good time to have an 

event.” A lot of magazines and other people have 

shows, so I thought, “OK, I’ll have it that week¬ 

end.” I figured it wouldn’t be much for the 

media people to travel 10 miles over to my 

event. I thought that a lot of the girl skaters 

would be there and would definitely have finan¬ 

cial help from their sponsors who were at the 

trade show. They wouldn’t have to end up asking 

their sponsors to fly them there just to skate in 

the girls’ skateboarding contest, which probably 

wouldn’t have been practical. I think that had a 

big part to do with it. 5 Since I’m a photogra¬ 

pher in the industry I was able to pull in a lot of 

media—my event was written up in at least 20 

magazines. 5 I also think that me being really 

positive and working on it 15 hours a day for six 

months before the event non-stop helped. I 

would drive down the street and literally pull 

over and throw the concept of my event out to 

these girl skateboarders. They would be like 

“What?” And I’d hand out flyers and say, “Have 

your mom bring you. If they need to talk to me, 

that’s fine. We could do a carpool thing.” 

[Laughs] I was really persistent and spread 

world-of-mouth. All the top skaters hejped me 

promote it. Vans helped out and whipped out 

posters. Fresh and Tasty, a women’s snowboard¬ 

ing magazine, were at my right hand—we had 

an enormous amount of contact. They were the 

ones responsible for getting ESPN there. 

Of all the media there, how much of it was 

actually from the skateboarding media? 

Maybe half. A lot of it was either music or snow¬ 

boarding magazines. Snowboarding definitely 

was a crossover. 

That was one thing that was interesting to me 

when I was gearing up for this issue. I went to 

the newsstand and bought every skateboarding 

magazine that there was and went through all 

of them page by page by page trying to find a 

single girl and there weren’t any. The only girls 

that showed up were manga drawings on the 

bottom of skateboards—or it was Big Brother 

and they were naked. 

I tried submitting to those people once. Cara- 

Beth has the first woman’s signature skate shoe 

and when that came out six months ago. Vans 

called me and asked me to submit photos to Blunt 

magazine or Big Brother because they were doing 

write ups on all the guys that have shoes. There 

was one girl in 39 guys and out of all those peo¬ 

ple, they sent back Cara-Beth’s photographs say¬ 

ing “Sorry, not enough room.” Sorry\ not enough 

room! 5 The same goes with another magazine. 

They were doing a special collector’s edition and 

were featuring everyone that had a part in skate¬ 

boarding history and sure enough she was pulled 

out again because there was not enough room. 

The only coverage of girls and skateboarding I 

saw in all the magazines I looked at was a full 

spread ad for Cara-Beth’s skate shoes in Fresh 

and Tasty, a snowboarding mag! 

A few issues before that Melissa, the photo editor, 

did a phat photo spread and it was entirely of 

Cara-Beth skateboarding. The response she got 

from that was enormous. Girls loved it and wrote 

in saying “Oh my god there are girl skateboarders! 

There are role models out there! This is for us!” 

I was talking with a skater at my work about this 

issue’s cover story and he kind of scoffed at the 

idea. He said “There are girls that skate, and 

some of them are pretty good, but for the most 

part it doesn’t seem like they’re committed.” 

And I asked him what he meant by that and he 

explained that “It just seems like they start out 

and then they drop out.” 

Because they don’t have support! Of course you’re 

going to drop out when you see things on guys 

boards... You may be having a really good session 

and you think that some guy may be cool and you 

think that he may be supporting you and then 

you see a sticker on his board that is totally 

demeaning and it’s talking right to you. 

It’s just so bizarre to me. I don’t understand that 

mindset at all. I don’t understand why a maga¬ 

zine wouldn’t try to challenge their readership. 

All the magazines ever say is, “Oh, we don’t have 

the right photos.” We’ve been hearing that for 

years. The thing is, why should we send in photos 

when they send out a huge crew of their photogra¬ 

phers to shoot their little punk skater guy? If they 

want to highlight a guy, on the flip of a dime they’ll 

send out a staff photographer, take him out to din¬ 

ner, go skate with him, treat him like a king, give 

him the VIP treatment. They don’t do that for the 

girls. It’s always “Send in photos. Good luck.” 5 

Thrasher has been supportive from day one 

though. They put Cara-Beth on the cover in ’89. 

They put Jen O’Brien on a table of contents 

spread. They’ve been really supportive of girls, 

although I was a little disappointed to see that the 

writeup of my event in Thrasher was the only neg¬ 

ative writeup we got. They reamed me. Michael 

Burnett wrote it—I hear he’s not even a skater. He 

talks about... Oh my god, it was just so negative. 5 

In a way, it was great though because he created 

controversy. You wouldn’t believe how many 

phone calls and e-mails I received from across the 

planet because of his writeup. There was no sepa¬ 

ratism in mind when I started this. I didn’t want to 

make this girls vs. boys, but he created that. People 

generally sided with me and saw all the positive 

things I had done and all the negative things he 

had said. He created a lot of resistance, which was 

not what I originally intended. 5 Let’s say that 

everyone that skated was majority girls—let’s 

switch these rolls. If 90 percent were girl skaters 

and 10 percent were guy skaters and the boys tried 

to get into “our” sport, I think girls would be a lot 

more receptive to them. It’s not about separating; 

we don’t want anyone to move aside. I’ve found 

that the top elite boy skaters are the most support¬ 

ive. The guys with the names—Tony Hawk, 

Christian Hosoi, Dave Duncan—those guys are 

badass and rule skateboarding—they’re bigger than 

anyone-^-and they’re the ones that support us girls 

the most. I think that goes back to insecurity. The 

more insecure a guy skater is, the more stand-off¬ 

ish they are. 

What do you think is going to change that? I 

mean, ESPN was at your event and you’re get¬ 

ting written up in music mags. It’s like the rest 
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of the world is ready to see a girl on a skate¬ 

board, but not the skate world. 

There’s been a big revolution with women in 

sports and my event definitely triggered some¬ 

thing in skateboarding. I was talking to Jay 

Wilson, the marketing director at Vans and he 

kiddingly said “See what you did? You created 

this big explosion with women and skateboard¬ 

ing!” When my event aired on ESPN, Vans didn’t 

even have a chance to buy a commercial—they 

were sold out! 5 There’s a lot of interest in girl’s 

skateboarding. You could call it trendy—call it 

whatever you want—but it’s definitely here to 

stay. I think having more contest like this for the 

girls, more demos, showing the world and every¬ 

one that it’s okay is important. You’re showing 

people that you can be a girl and skate. In the 

past, you had to be all bro’d out to be a skater. A 

lot of these younger girls look more boyish and 

manly. I think that just letting girls be girls is the 

reason that there are more girls starting to skate. 

JAIMIE REYES 
“ALL I CARED ABOUT WAS SKATING. IT DIDN’T MATTER THAT I WAS A GIRL." 

How did you first get into skating? 

I was around 12 or 13 years old and I saw these two 

guys who lived in my building skateboarding. I was 

like “Wow, let me try your skateboard, it looks like 

fun.” They eventually gave it to me ’cause I kept on 

riding it! Then I met some boys who skated at this 

park called All Apart. I’ve been skating since. 

Were you the only girl in the scene you were 

skating in? 

Yeah. 

What was that like? 

I didn’t feel any different. All I cared about was 

skating. It didn’t matter that I was a girl. 

Did you get any attitude from anyone else? 

Nobody vibed me. Nobody said anything like 

“girls can’t skate.” 

You took part in the All Girls Skate Jam, what 

was that like? 

That was weird. I’d never seen so many girls 

before in my life! It was like, “Whoa! There’s a lot 

of girls really skateboarding.” You know how there 

are some girls who just carry a board but can’t 

really skate? These girls were really skateboard¬ 

ing—I was tripping out! Plus, they were from all 

over the world. There were like 30 plus girls there 

who were actually really skating. I was sur¬ 

prised—I was really shocked. 

Was that the first time you’d actually skated 

with other girls? 

Yeah. 

Was there a different feeling involved with that, 

or was it pretty much just like normal skating? 

It felt the same to me. I was just like “wow, there’s 

so many girls!” I stayed with Jen O’Brien and her 

boyfriend in San Diego. I skated with her and 

that girl Cara-Beth—that was two girls. Then we 

went to the warehouse and it was like “Whoa, 

there’s 50 more of us!” It was crazy. 

Seeing all those girls, has that sort of changed 

the way you’ve thought about skating? 

No. It’s pretty much the same. It’s just that there’s 

more girls now who are encouraged to skate. 

Do you think that’s a good thing? 

Yeah, we’re getting recognized! Before, it wasn’t a 

big deal that you were a girl skater but now it’s a 

big deal. Before there were like one or two or three 

girls that skated. Now there’s a lot more girls! 

You’re skating for Rookie now right? How did 

you end up there? 

I quit Real because they were lagging on my ass. I 

felt like I wasn’t part of the team. I felt left out. 

Why do you think that happened? 

Everybody there seemed too busy to take my phone 

calls. When they said they would send me a pack¬ 

Realizing that it’s okay to be a girl and skate. 

That’s the message that I want to portray: You can 

still be feminine and wear nail polish and do 

everything that girls normally do and have a 

skateboard underneath your feet and go out there 

and be aggressive and athletic. 

Do you think what you’re doing is political? 

I think so—though I think everything is political. 

I think I’ve definitely set a foundation for girls. 

Not just in girls’ skateboarding but in pro skate¬ 

boarding. We’ll be implementing the Girls World 

age, they don’t. They just don’t listen to me. I told 

them a while ago that I quit, but they didn’t listen 

to me. They called me up last week and said “You’re 

on Rookie now.” I was like, “Yeah, it’s been a while. 

You all don’t listen to me!” I told everybody at Real 

that I was greatful, that if it wasn’t for them, I’d 

probably still be a little chump skateboarder some¬ 

where. They gave me my break. I thanked them for 

hooking me up and told them I appreciated what 

they did for me and sending me places. 

Now that you’re skating for Rookie, how is that 

different? 

They treat me a lot better. With Real, I barely 

went places. I went on two trips with them, that 

was it in all the years I was riding for them. Rookie 

has plans for me. I ride for Zoo York too, and 

they’re super-ass nice. They take care of my ass. 

What do you do when you’re not skating? 

I pretty much just skateboard. If I’ve got time, I 

go to the beach and chill or just watch TV. 

So skateboarding is your job? 

I think it is. 

Has that changed your relationship with skat¬ 

ing? Has becoming a pro changed the way you 

approach skating? 

If you want photo incentives, you go out bust 

your ass and take pictures and in the end, you get 

a check. I think it’s kinda like a job. 

What do you think you’d do if you weren’t skating? 

I’d probably be a beach bum—or probably a little 

hoodlum. ® 
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Championship which will be held at the big event 

in September. Before that, we’ll be doing different 

demo preliminary stuff across the country—Vans 

is sponsoring that. We’ll be touring across the 

country and do these surprise drop-in stops at 

skate parks with approximately five top girl skate¬ 

boarders, all from team Vans. 5 Vans is definitely 

the sole shoe supporter of girls skateboarding. You 

don’t find that with Airwalk or other shoe com¬ 

panies. They’re definitely sending out a message 

by doing that—they have a whole women’s mar¬ 

keting ad campaign. 

Are you seeing that anywhere else? Are there 

any other girls skate teams? 

No. Nowhere else. Vans is the first one. I think 

that’s because of us. Cara-Beth initiated it. What 

had happened was that they gave a women snow- 

boarder her own pro snowboard boot. Cara-Beth 

had been riding for Vans since she was 11 so she 

went in there and showed Walter Schroeder the 

CEO of Vans a pile of magazines and video 

footage and said, “Look, this is what I’ve been 

doing all these years, I don’t know if you know...” 

He saw it and just freaked and said “We need to 

get a spread going right now. Let’s get a girls’ 

spread! We need to run an ad!” He came up with 

the idea of her having her own shoe. After that, 

they hired Jay Wilson who is definitely a support¬ 

er of women. He had that upbringing—he was 

raised to respect women. He said, “Yeah, let’s 

launch this. Let’s give a large portion of money to 

a women’s ad campaign.” That made a difference. 

5 Without the guys that have the money, you may 

not go anywhere or it will take you 10 times as 

long to get there. Vans did rock the boat by spon¬ 

soring my event. They didn’t know what to expect. 

People from Vans itself said that “There had bet¬ 

ter be at least 20 chicks skating there or you’re in 

trouble”—I was hearing that through the 

grapevine. 5 I wasn’t sweating it ’cause I knew the 

girls were out there—it was just a matter of getting 

them together. I had to prove to everyone that 

we’re out there, we needed support and we need¬ 

ed to be rounded up. This year, I plan to have 200 

girls at my contest. I’m including a longboard 

skateboard contest and a beginners miniramp 

contest. Bottom line is that if you’re a girl and 

you’re on a skateboard, come to my event and 

we’re gonna have fun and we’re going to show all 

these people who say that girls shouldn’t be skate¬ 

boarding how much we should. The bottom line 

is do what you want to do and have fun and not 

feel like you don’t belong somewhere. Sometimes 

I feel like we’re back in the early 1900s when girls 

weren’t allowed to do a lot of things. 

Do you think this relates to feminism? Do you 

think that girls getting on a skateboard is an 

inherently feminist act? 
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| PATTY SEGOVIA | 

The word “feminist” has different meanings to 

different people. I don’t consider myself a femi¬ 

nist although I specialize in.promoting girl ath¬ 

letes and run girls’ events. 

Why not? 

It depends. What’s your definition of a feminist? 

To me, it’s a strong woman. If they believe in 

something, they stand next to it and don’t let peo¬ 

ple walk over them. To others, its a bitch thats too 

aggressive. I don’t think it’s a bad word, but in 

other people’s terminology, a feminist is someone 

who is too aggressive and too forward and too 

much of an anarchist. I don’t think that’s what a 

feminist is. If someone refers to me as one, I would 

like them to mean that I’m a strong woman that 

likes to see girls and women portrayed as strong 

and equal individuals, not as these weak girls who 

can be controlled and told what to do by their 

boyfriend. And that’s my answer. 

And it’s a good one. 

I have a lot of guy friends that I skateboard with. 

I mean jeeze, my boyfriend is the one that got me 

into it. I like to shoot a variety of people but I see 

my girlfriends needing the exposure. Most of the 

time the guy photographers will just shoot their 

bro’s because that’s a for sure sale. But now, shoot¬ 

ing the girls is a for sure sale! 5 It’s funny, Cara- 

Beth is from Orange County, where I’m from, 

and she’s the number one skateboarder in the 

world and Transworld Skateboarding is an hour 

south from her house and don’t ask me why but 

she has never been published once in Transworld 

until this year as a part of my skate event. Editors, 

photographers, photo editors have been at the 

same skate park where she’s skating and there’s 

been nothing. That can’t be a coincidence—you 

have to wonder. You don’t publish girls in maga¬ 

zines? You don’t want to portray the message to 

the masses that girls skateboard too? You keep 

them out of sight, out of mind. They don’t belong 

there. It’s no wonder that when I’m skating down 

the street, people are doing triple takes saying 

“Whoa, it’s a girl skateboarding!” 

It’s also no wonder that there aren’t that many 

girls. You pick up a magazine and you don’t see 

yourself in it. Besides a want to do it, what makes 

you think you can? That’s a really difficult thing. 

There’s an article that was just written and it’s got 

Jen, Jody and CB just going off and it’s so motivat¬ 

ing. I know that’s what these younger girls have to 

see. They have to. And I think that’s what would 

allow the social aspects to change. 5 Rookie 

Skateboards came out really strong and have all the 

top women skateboarders. That’s speaking for 

itself—a girl skateboard company got together and 

gave these girls the attention they deserve. That isn’t 

happening at other companies. Real skateboards 

had Jamie Reyes on their team and she wasn’t get¬ 

ting the proper attention she felt she deserved. She 

was riding for Etney shoes and they’d send her a 

pair of shoes every six months\ 5 This is Jamie Reyes, 

she’s a Hawaiian skater and she’s extremely talented. 

She and Alyssa Steamer are the best street skaters in 

the world. She does everything switch stance and 

it’s almost like she’s sleeping it’s so smooth. She 

deserved to win at my event and she was definitely 

robbed. I guess the judges weren’t aware she was 

doing everything switch stance backwards. She’s 

amazing. She’s a top skater and shes out there 

killing herself skating five hours a day religiously, 

seven days a week. Her sponsors didn’t want to fly 

her in and I had to call them up and beg for a half 

year to get them to fly her to my event. 

Why do you think they are even bothering spon¬ 

soring her? 

Because it’s cool—you’ve gotta have a chick. 

You’ve gotta have a token on the team. You’ve 

gotta have at least one girl rider ’cause even 

though you won’t spotlight her or highlight her, 

you’ve gotta have one on the team. 

Do you think that there’s ever going to be a 

point where the institutions that right now are 

just taking on girls as little more than tokens or 

giving really small amounts of coverage to 

girls—if they give any coverage at all—do you 

think they’ll ever come around on their own, or 

do you think it’s going to take—for lack of a 

better term—a revolution in skateboarding? 

I think that money speaks loudest and when they 

see the demand... I think that girls will want to 

ride a girls’ model, just like girls like to have girls 

shoes. Cara-Beth’s shoes are the number one sell¬ 

ing shoes at Vans. I think that that’s going to speak 

pretty loudly. Stats have proven that girls spend 

more money on boards and shoes and everything. 

But that’s really just recognizing a market seg¬ 

ment, not really addressing the root of why things 

are they way they are. Do you think that’s all we 

can hope for? That these companies will realize 

that they can make money off of girls instead of 

the deeper realization that girls are great skate¬ 

boarders and they should have their own models 

and shoes and whatever on the basis of that? 

I think that it’s going to take a while before girls are 

given the respect that they really deserve. Evolution 

takes a long time—it might take 10 years, it might 

take 20 years. It all depends on contests for these 

girls. If you don’t have a contest, you’re not going 

to get better. Competition makes you strive for 

something more—to get better, not only for your¬ 

self but for your sponsors or people watching. You 

feed off each other and you progress. 

What do you hope the final outcome of all this is? 

What do you really hope comes out of all of this? 

To see skate parks and contests and anything to do 

with skateboarding have an equal amount of girls 

again. To have attitudes on the guy’s part change. 

To make it a fun environment—all this hostility 

and everything, it doesn’t have to be a fight. This 

isn’t about differences, but about our similarities. 

The guys should support the girls and the girls 

should support the guys. The sport can only grow. 

5 A lot of the times you find these guys saying that 

they don’t want the sport to grow and they want it 

to stay small. They want the corporate people out 

of here and think that ESPN should F-off. Its not 

about selling out to me but about getting it out to 

the public. That way they won’t have to worry 

about running from security guards or getting 

arrested. Recendy, there was a new law passed in 

California that says that if you get hurt at a skate 

park, the park isn’t liable. As a result of that law— 

which was lobbied for three years—there are 100 

skate parks going up in California. Skateboarding 

is on the rise and now that girls are allowed to do 

a lot of things they weren’t allowed to do in the 

past, they’re also going to take on skateboarding. 

Girls really do like to skate—they really do. 5 A 

lot of the girls that I called about my event would 

tell me that they weren’t good enough. All of 

these girls—practically every single one—would 

tell me that they weren’t good enough to be in a 

contest. I had to give them a lot of moral support 

and tell them that there would be girls just like 

them on skateboards. 5 I heard that these two 

Canadian girls who did really well at my contest 

went to another contest the week after in Canada 

and it was boys only—there wasn’t a girls’ divi¬ 

sion—so they entered this guys’ contest and 

ended up winning! That made me so happy. It 

gave me such a good feeling to know that my 

contest had made that much of a difference in 

their mentality. They went out there and kicked 

ass. That’s what this is about. ® 



It’s no wonder that when I’m skating down the street, people are doing 

TRIPLE TAKES SAYING “WHOA, IT’S A GIRL SKATEBOARDING!” seGOv,a 
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CARA-BETH BURNSIDE 
“It is really frustrating to never get any recognition from skating.” 

How did you first get into skating? 

I started in the 70s in my neighborhood with my 

brothers just street skating. A skate park opened 

near me and I was stoked on it, ’cause I saw these 

girls skating there and I was like “Whoa! That’s 

cool.” That’s when I started really skating. I did 

that for about four years and then I ended up 

quitting ’cause all the skate parks closed because 

of insurance problems. When the parks closed, it 

wasn’t fun anymore. I was too young to drive any¬ 

where to go skate. Street skating hadn’t really 

evolved at that point—it started to after I left to 

do other sports. I picked it up again in like ’87. 

What made you go back? 

I started skating ramps. I had some guy friends 

who were into skating and they were skating this 

quarter pipe and this guy had a half pipe in his 

back yard. I got hooked on it again. 

When you started up again, did you notice 

that there was a drop-off in the number of 

girls skating? 

When I first started skating, there were girls’ con¬ 

tests and stuff and it was really fun. After a couple 

years of that, the girls didn’t skate anymore. They 

went on and did other things. I kept skating even 

though it was hard for me once all the girls 

stopped. 5 There have been girls in and out of 

skateboarding that have been pretty good, but it’s 

been really hard. I think that girls get to a certain 

point and then get kinda bored. Nobody’s promot¬ 

ing you, nobody’s doing anything with you. You 

don’t get to travel, you don’t get a signature board, 

you don’t go pro—it’s a really hard thing, so you 

feel like, “OK, I’ve got to go get a job now and do 

something else.” 

Are you talking from personal experience? 

Yeah, but I know it’s true for a lot of people—I’ve 

seen it happen. I know that girls have a lot of 

potential in skateboarding and they can be really 

good. ? It’s just like if you’re in a job and you’re 

doing something really cool and you’re good at it. 

After a while, you want a promotion. You want 

good things to happen from it: getting to travel, 

getting a raise, being able to make money doing 

what you like to do. When you don’t get that, it’s 

hard. 5 I snowboard professionally and I love it. 

In a lot of ways it’s similar to skateboarding but 

there are lots of girls in it and they’re good—that 

pushes me. I love skateboarding and I’d love it 

even more if there were more girls in there just 

ripping it. I know they have the potential, it’s just 

that they don’t have the backing. 

Why do you think those two sports have devel¬ 

oped that way? Why do you think snowboarding 

has had the backing for women while skate¬ 

boarding really hasn’t? 

It’s just been promoted that way. In snowboarding, 

people started promoting women a little bit and 

there was a good response. So companies started to 

come out with girl-specific products and girls’ 

lines. Some things are way more girlier than others, 

but there’s a demand for that. The same thing is 

starting to happen in surfing, which is starting to 

get big with girls, with Roxy making everything 

kind of cute. I’m not saying that’s how skating 

should be, but there are a lot of girls who if you 

made it more appealing for a girl to do it, they 

would. In skating, everything is made so hardcore 

and gnarly, that it’s not even interesting for girls. It 

just doesn’t seem like you could be a girl and do it 

too. They make it so that you have to be a gnarly 

dude—or act like one. But you don’t. 

Now you’ve been a girl skating professionally or at 

least semi-professionally longer than pretty much 

anyone else I’ve talked to. So in a way, that 



makes you the person that has had to pave the 

way for a lot of other girls in skating. I’m curious 

what kind of resistance you’ve run into. 

I’ve run into a lot of negative response to girls: neg¬ 

ative vibing when skating; skating with guys and 

they’re not that stoked that you’re there. But you 

know what? That’s just too bad because it didn’t 

stop me from doing what I want to do. But for a 

lot of people it would and they would quit. 5 I 

don’t know why I kept doing it. There were so 

many times when I would go “God, you know 

what? I wish I could just quit!” But I love skate¬ 

boarding and I do it because I love it. Even in the 

worst times, I kept doing it. 5 There was a point 

when I realized that I wasn’t going to make a living 

at it anymore. I turned professional and tried skat¬ 

ing with the guys and did fairly well. Santa Cruz 

wanted to do a signature board but then said “Oh 

no, we could never do a girl’s signature model.” 

Because? 

“It won’t sell... There’s no demand...” But there’s 

only no demand because you’re not creating it! 

You could create a demand, but they didn’t want 

to—no one wants to in the skate industry. Girls 

aren’t around in skateboarding. They get por¬ 

trayed as sex objects and nothing more. They’re 

treated as less than a person. They’re there for one 

reason—not that they could be good-looking and 

good skaters. In the way some of these magazines 

show girls... it’s really too bad. 5 I’m stoked about 

snowboarding because so many of the guys have 

so much respect for the girls. We can ride with all 

the guys. They’re growing up with girls in the 

sport, so they have respect for you as a person and 

they can go, “Yeah hey, that was rad!” A lot of the 

guys—mostly the younger ones—in skating have 

a problem with that because you’re doing some¬ 

thing they can’t do. “What are you doing here?” 

“What are you doing in skateboarding, it’s for 

guys!” Well, I like it and it’s not just for guys. 5 A 

lot of girls can kick these guys’ asses, you know? 

[Laughs] Not that that’s what it’s all about. It’s 

about having fun. I know a lot of girls have the 

potential and would like to skate if it was desir¬ 

able to them. But right now, no girl in their right 

mind is going to get into skating when people are 

going, “What are you doing you weirdo?” A lot of 

girls get that vibe. Some of them don’t though— 

Jen O’Brien and my friend Jody grew up in 

Florida where all the guys were stoked on them. 

That made them stoked and they wanted to skate 

even more. Then they came out here and learned 

how much it was different. 

You raised an interesting point in there. In prepar¬ 

ing for these interviews I picked up all the major 

skate mags and tried of find a girl on any page. 

Nope, no way. They might occasionally throw a 

picture of a girl in, but not normally. 

Now you’re the top girl skater, which means 

that you can probably skate better than—or at 

least as good as—almost any boy profiled in 

I DON’T KNOW WHY I KEPT DOING IT. 

There were so many times when I 

would go “God, you know what? I 

WISH I COULD JUST quit!” —CARA-BETH BURNSIDE 
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I CARA-BETH BURNSIDE | 

those magazines, and yet you’re not in there. 

How frustrating is that? 

It is really frustrating! It is really frustrating to 

never get any recognition from skating. I’ve gotten 

10 times the amount of recognition from snow¬ 

boarding and I’ve been doing it for half the time! 

It’s pretty much a dead-end street for any girl try¬ 

ing to get into it and do it for a living. There are a 

lot of girls out there that are my friends and they’re 

good, but they need more support. I’ve always 

fought for that and I’ve always believed in that, 

but it’s really difficult and I can’t make as much of 

an effort as I would like. 

Do you think things like Vans making your shoe 

and putting together a girls’ team is going to 

help things a lot? 

It has already a little bit, but they need to get a 

good team together and support it more. My 

shoe’s doing really, really well and Vans is realizing 

“Whoa! We can do well with this girl thing.” If 

skate companies were smart, they could do that 

too. But they don’t want to because they’re too 

gnarly and they’re in their own little world. 

What do you think it’s going to take to break 

people out of that little world? 

Time, and people realizing that there’s a market 

for girls. People like to see girls out there—they 

kind of break it up a little bit. We need guys to 

recognize that if girls want to skate, that’s cool. 

But it’s not going to happen until guys start see¬ 

ing it little by little. That’s gonna take time. It’s 

not going to happen overnight. But it is also not 

going to happen with a little thing one month 

and next year you see something else. Maybe with 

Vans doing a stronger campaign with their girls, 

you’ll see it grow more and more... hopefully. 

One thing that struck me as odd: When I was 

looking through all those magazines, I also 

picked up a copy of Fresh and Tasty. That was 

the only magazine I saw your shoe advertized 

in, and it’s not even a skate magazine. Do you 

think that is the best marketing approach? 

I think there needs to be more ads. They should 

run all the time in different magazines. 

How did the shoe come about anyway? 

Circe Wallace was given a snowboard boot from 

Vans. She’d been snowboarding them for like four 

or five years—I’d been skateboarding for them 

forever. I asked to speak to the owner of the com¬ 

pany. I was like “You’ve got a snowboard boot for 

her, but not a single girls’ skate shoe. I’ve been 

riding for Vans three times as long as her—you 

should do a girls’ skate shoe.” In my mind, if this 

woman can have a boot, I should have a shoe. I 

went in and brought them some current footage 

and clippings I was in for snowboarding and 

skateboarding and then I brought some old stuff 

of me from back in the day—Vans is all about 

roots and supporting that kind of thing. Walter, 

the owner of the company called in the president, 

who is his son, and a marketing guy and they said 

they’d talked about a girls’ skate shoe before, but 

they didn’t think it would sell. I said “You guys 

need to promote girls. You’re doing it in snow¬ 

boarding and surfing, you need to do it in skate¬ 

boarding too.” After talking to me, they decided 

to make a prototype and see if there was a 

demand for it. They got an overwhelming 

response for the shoe! They made the real shoe, 

thinking that it would do pretty good for the 

girls’ line, but it’s been really good—it’s one of 

their best sellers. 5 I felt like I needed to speak my 

mind. I wasn’t in there demanding, ’cause that’s 

not how I am, I just stood up for myself. No one 

else was going to do it and no one else ever has. 

Now they’re stoked—and I’m stoked! 

You said you were going to do a signature deck 

for Santa Cruz, but it fell through. 

Yeah, so I went on and did my own little compa¬ 

ny called CB skateboards. 

And how did that do? 

It did pretty good. It was my own little business. 

It was doing good, but I was in the middle of 

skating and getting a career going in snowboard¬ 

ing. It was too much. It ended up that I pretty 

much had to choose the business or skating and 

snowboarding. It was fun and I liked it—I 

learned a lot—but I was like, “Fuck, I have a 

chance to be a pro snowboarder and go do what I 

wanted to do skateboarding.” I wanted to be able 

to travel the world and make money and do 

whatever I wanted to do on my skateboard. But 

that was a dream that never happened, so I made 

it happen with snowboarding. 

Do you think it’s a dream that could still happen 

with skateboarding? 

I don’t care to go compete and travel all over the 

world ’cause I’ve been doing it for five years and 

I’m getting tired of it! [Laughs] I don’t want to 

go anywhere else. I’ve been all over the world 

five times and back. [Laughs] I still want to trav¬ 

el with skateboarding—I can travel now on 

Vans’ budget. They’ve increased the budget for 

the girls so I’m going to try to get a girls’ tour 

going this summer and just cruise around with 

some girls. 5 I love it when we go somewhere 

and it’s me and four girls—you just get triple 

takes! Guys are totally floored, they’re not used 

to it. Four girls show up and walk to the vert 

ramp? They’re like “Holy shit!” [Laughs] Last 

year we all went to Ventura skate park and it was 

really fun. People were just like “What is going 

on?” That’s what I want to do—I want to tour 

around for a couple weeks—and Vans is going to 

pay for it. I hope to create an opportunity for 

girls who want to travel and be pro skateboard¬ 

ers if I can. If I have a say in it, I’ll push for them 

because I always wanted to do it. I can do it now, 

but I’m just so busy with snowboarding. It’s way 

more demanding on me than my skating 

because in skateboarding, there’s not much 

going on for girls. In snowboarding, there’s so 

much going on—there are so many good girls 

and you have to stay on top of it. 

Where do you stand in snowboarding rankings? 

I just went to the Olympics in Japan and got fourth. 

What was that like? 

Just another contest. A lot of people were tripping 

out ’cause it was the Olympics, but I’m not really 

an Olympic type person so it was just another day 

for me. It was fun. I wanted to go do it, but I’m 

not that into Olympic sports and how they turn 

the sport around. People will get into the sport to 

be an Olympic athlete and then they’ll train like 

that. With that training, all this geekyness comes 

along which is fine, but I’m not into that. I’m not 

into giving up my individuality for that. That’s 

why I snowboard and skateboard—I’m not into 

this training/teamwork thing. If I’m tired or hun- 

gover the next* day, I’m not going to get fired or 

kicked off the team, it’s my own problem. 

What do you hope for the future as far as skate¬ 

boarding goes? 

What I’ve always hoped for: That girls will get the 

respect they deserve and they’ll become great 

skateboarders because of it and that they’ll get 

opportunities to travel and be professional and 

get paid. I hope that this Vans thing—with them 

listening to me and taking my ideas and promot¬ 

ing them—will be a good thing. Girls will be able 

to see skateboarding and be like, “Whoa, I want 

to do that!” ® 



I WANTED TO BE ABLE TO TRAVEL THE WORLD AND MAKE MONEY AND DO WHATEVER 

I WANTED TO DO ON MY SKATEBOARD. BUT THAT WAS A DREAM THAT NEVER 

HAPPENED, SO I MADE IT HAPPEN WITH SNOWBOARDING. —CARA-BETH BURNSIDE 



JEN O’BRIEN 
"I GO TO THE PARK NOW AND THERE’S ALL THESE GIRLS THERE SKATING AND I’M ALL, ‘KILLER!’” 

How did you start skating? 

They built a skateboard park in Daytona Beach, 

Florida. I would go over to the beach to go surf 

and stuff and I met a bunch of people who lived 

in the town and skated the park. I ended up mov¬ 

ing to Daytona to skate. 

How old were you then? 

I was 16. I’m 24 now. 

Were there many other girls skating at the park? 

Yeah there were actually. A bunch of girls skated 

the park back then. At one point, there were 

probably like eight to 10 girls. 

What about now? 

There are still a few girls who skate the park. 

There’s this one girl, Candy, who skates vert and 

the bowls, and there are a few other girls who 

were hanging with the boys at the beach—the 

boys would go skate and these girls would see the 

other girls skating, so they started skating too. It’s 

pretty cool. I go to the park now and there’s all 

these girls there skating and I’m all “killer!” 

Do you think that park is an anomaly in the 

skate scene or do you think that the park is fair¬ 

ly representative as far as the number of girls at 

skate parks go? 

Honestly, nowadays I’d say there are a lot more 

girls starting to skate, but as far as my experience 

in traveling around goes, I think that park really is 

an exception. There’s always at least a few girls at 

the park and that’s been going on for the past 10 

years. It’s a bit different from most places for sure. 

So when you’ve gone to other places, you’re 

probably one of the only girls there. What kind 

of a reaction do you get? 

It’s pretty mellow, but I usually will know some¬ 

one at most of the places that I go to skate. This 

summer I’m going to go on the Warp Tour and 

we’ll probably be in some little towns. I’m sure 

that the reaction to me skating in some place like 

Iowa will be a lot different than if I were to show 

up at the Enceneda YMCA for a session. 

Why do you think it will be different? 

Because I don’t think there are that many girls 

that skate in a place like Iowa. I’m sure that for 

me to show up and skate the ramp and stuff will 

be different than if it were somewhere like San 

Diego where I skate all the time. 

I was talking with Elska from Rookie 

Skateboards yesterday about how she feels 

that some of their skaters believe that because 

they’re women, they have to skate 10 times 

better than the guys in order to be taken seri¬ 

ously. Do you think that’s the case? 

A lot of the girls that are on Rookie skate street. I 

came from a little bit different background, I 

skate a lot more vert and pools and stuff like that. 

I think that the vibe in street skating and in a 

backyard pool session are two totally different 

things. If you go to a backyard pool session, 

chances are the boys will full-on give you back up. 

Sure they’ll give you shit, but it’s all in a good, 

positive way. They’ll give you a heckle, but they’re 

just giving you a hard time ’cause they know you 

can do it. It makes it all good fun. 

How do you feel the “skate media”—the 

major skate magazines—have covered girls 

and skating? 

Thrasher magazine has always been down for the 

girls. Cara-Beth Burnside had the cover of 

Thrasher. She’s had a big fat interview in Thrasher. 

They’ve done articles on girls who skate. My first 

photo was a phat contents page in Thrasher— 

killer! But Trans World! I don’t know. They just 

covered the All Girls Skate Jam and it was a pret¬ 

ty good, positive article, but I know that in the 

past they’ve really pretty much slacked in covering 

girls. As far as other magazines, I know that Fresh 

and Tasty is starting to get into girls and skate¬ 

boarding—they’re a snowboard magazine for 

women. Then there are magazines like you guys, 

who want to write an article and that’s always cool. 

When I was gearing up to do this, I picked up all 

the skate magazines... 

How many girls’ pictures were in them? 

None. 

Not one. 

The only girls that were in the magazine... 

...were all tits and ass. 

Close. They were all manga drawings on the 

bottom of decks or they were T&A. That was 

especially true in Big Brother. 

Fuck Big Brother. Like I said, Thrasher will period¬ 

ically put girls in the mag and when they do it’s 

usually big. It’ll usually be like “BOOM, here’s the 

cover”—Jamie Reyes had the cover of Thrasher 

too. Trans World would never do that. I don’t 

know what to say about the rest of the people. 

How do you think that effects girls actually get¬ 

ting into skating? 

Shit, when I first started skating, I was stoked to 

see Cara-Beth Burnside get the cover. Then I saw 

her interview and I was like, “Killer.” I think it’s 

important. If the girls have a good scene and they 

have their backup and they can just skate with 

their friends and have fun and learn, then it 

doesnt matter what the magazines do or say or 

whatever. But I think it’s important for a lot of 

girls to be able to pick up a magazine and look at 

it and be stoked. The fact is that girls are skating. 

There are a lot more girls skating these days. You 

watch, the magazines will start covering more. 

Do you think that will happen just by sheer number? 

Sheer straight up in your face! “Here we are and 

we’re skating.” I think that’s gonna be the deal. 

Speaking of sheer numbers, let's talk about the 

All Girls Skate Jam. What was that like? 

It was really cool. That was such a cool thing. 

The energy in that place was amazing. Everyone 

was just stoked. You could look at everyone and 

everyone was happy. Whether they could skate 

or they could barely do a kick turn, everyone 

was stoked. The energy was just awesome. I 

know it’s going to get bigger from here on out. 

5 The Slam City Jam in Canada—one of the 

biggest contests of the year—is having a girls’ 

division this year. I’m not positive but I’ve heard 

that in Munster, Germany—which is the other 

big contest of the year—they are going to have a 

girls’ division also. We’re talking about different 

countries here! I saw a Brazilian magazine and 

they fully had a couple pictures of girls and they 

printed girls results—they have girls’ skate con¬ 

tests down there. It’s definitely coming around. 

It’s a really good thing. (§) 
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ELSKA SANDOR 
“We don't sit around and cry because someone told us that girls shouldn’t be skating.” 

How did Rookie Skateboards get started? 

The three of us met and were all involved in 

skateboarding in one way or another. By 1995, 

we really wanted to start a company. We’d started 

doing things like silkscreening our own T-shirts 

and that sort of thing. By about 1996, we had 

gotten sick of just talking about it. We pooled 

together absolutely a minimum amount of funds 

and opened a bank account, registered ourselves 

and just kind of went for it. 

And how has it been? 

None of us have any business sense, which is sad 

to admit. I don’t think we realized how hard it 

would be and in that sense we went into it a little 

bit naive. We struggled a little bit but we were 

lucky because in the first year, people caught on 

to it. It accelerated to a point where we could 

keep going. That’s one of the risks in starting a 

business: In the first year or two if you don’t hit 

it, it doesn’t keep going. 

Rookie is, if I’m not mistaken, the first girl- 

owned and girl-run skateboarding company. I’m 

curious how that went over in such a male-ori¬ 

ented sport. 

It’s hard to tell. It goes both ways. At the begin¬ 

ning, nobody knew that we were all girls. We 

don’t really have very girly graphics... 

You mean they’re not pink with flowers and 

bunnies? 

Exactly. A lot of people ask us why we’re not 

doing that, but they don’t get that we are girls and 

these are the kind of graphics and clothing we’re 

into. To say we should be making a certain look is 

just as stereotypical as saying that girls don’t skate. 

5 One problem has been with the clothing. A lot 

of skate stores won’t pick it up because they don’t 

have any girl’s clothing in their stores and they 

don’t really want to take in our line. That has 

been a problem, but we’ve worked around it. We 

sell to girls’ clothing stores—boutiques and small 

designer stores. 

What kind of response, positive or negative, 

have you seen because of the fact that you are 

girls running this company? 

Both positive and negative. We knew a lot of peo¬ 

ple in the industry before we did this and so the 

companies that we knew were encouraging—they 

definitely support us any way they can. That’s 

been something that’s kept us going. To have your 

peers support you is the most important thing. 

There’s always going to be people that object to 

something a little bit different. What are you 

going to do? We don’t sit around and cry because 

someone told us that girls shouldn’t be skating. 

Is that an attitude you run into a lot? 

Not directly. You hear about people saying things 

behind your back. But to be honest with you, we’re 

more offended if people tell us that our boards are 

lousy. If they say it’s because we’re girls, then that’s 

one thing and you’re just like, “Whatever, fuck 

you.” But if they generally think the wood’s bad or 

something you’re like, “Oh no, really?” We take the 

criticism as seriously as we take the company. 

You have a team too, right? 

Yes. We have five girls on the team. We did spon¬ 

sor a guy in England for a while, but he dropped 

us and went to another company. 

Vans has an all-girl team and you have an all¬ 

girl team but there aren’t that many. Why? 

BE MAKING A CERTAIN LOOK IS JUST AS STEREOTYP¬ 

ICAL AS SAYING THAT GIRLS DON’T SKATE. —ELSKA SANDOR 



I don’t know, to be honest. I think Vans is defi¬ 

nitely one of the first companies to start pushing 

that kind of thing—I think that’s great. But I 

think it’s also great that Toy Machine picked up 

Alyssa Steamer. That’s the way it should be—you 

should be taken on your skating merit. 

Have you run into problems trying to get the team 

the coverage that other teams have gotten? 

With the girls that skate for us, there are probably 

three of them that are seriously skaters in the sense 

that they want to become professional skaters— 

they’re into it as much as anyone else and take 

their skating very seriously. I think for them, it 

has been hard because we’re constantly calling 

them trying to get footage. I think that they feel 

pressure, not because we’re asking them to do it 

but because they realize that being girls and hav¬ 

ing photos in magazines or having a video out, 

people are going to look at it differently. They 

don’t want to have something halfway. It’s a lot of 

work putting together ads for three different mag¬ 

azines a month and so sometimes you’re putting 

in a photo that probably isn’t that great. But if 

you’re a girl in that photo, you catch a lot more 

flack. And because of that, they feel pressured to 

be superwomen. They don’t want to be faced with 

the attitude of “You’re good for a girl.” They want 

to be looked at as just being good. That has meant 

that we haven’t had as much footage as we’d like. 

When you’re trying to get your skaters into mag¬ 

azines, do you run into roadblocks? I mean, 

pick up any of the major skate magazines and 

it’s almost impossible to find a photograph of a 

girl on a skateboard. Why do you think that is? 

From learning more about the industry and about 

how all those magazines work, a lot of the time 

it’s about being hooked up. You’re friends with a 

photographer and he takes your photo and then 

you’re in the magazine. The magazines are geared 

towards sales to young boys andm generally speak¬ 

ing, young boys want to see photos of people they 

know. What I’ve seen is when they do have girls in 

magazines, it will be an article on girl skaters. 

They won’t just have it in next to any photo. It’s a 

bad thing, but the industry has never had to deal 

with this before. Those things are going to change. 

What do you think is going to make that change? 

Definitely seeing more girls skating and, as it pro¬ 

gresses, seeing more girls who skate at a level 

where having their photo in a magazine means 

they would be respected rather than gawked at. A 

lot of people will see one of our skaters and say 

“Oh, she’s kinda cute!” That’s the first thing that’s 

said over “She skates really well.” I don’t know if 

you can change attitudes—part of that has to do 

with them not having a reason to change. I’d like 

to say that in five years, that will have been 

chipped away, but it hasn’t gotten there yet. 

In a way though, a Catch-22 situation is creat¬ 

ed: There will be more girls in magazines or on 

teams or at ramps or on the street if girls see 

more girls in magazines or on ramps or whatev¬ 

er. Just as in anything, if you don’t see yourself 

represented, it’s much more difficult to feel that 

you can whether you physically can or not. How 

did you get into skating? 

I have five older brothers. [Laughs] I grew up in 

Australia and I think to a certain extent, there is a 

A LOT OF PEOPLE WILL SEE ONE OF OUR 

SKATERS AND SAY “OH, SHE’S KINDA CUTE!” 

That’s the first thing that’s said over 

“She skates really well.” —elskasandor 
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| ELSKA SAN DOR | 

different attitude towards sports there—everyone 

plays sports. You did whatever everyone in your 

neighborhood was doing to be part of “the gang.” 

When I grew up in the ’70s and early ’80s, skate¬ 

boarding was what was going on. I can’t say that 

when I was 16, I thought I would end up doing 

this, but it happened. 

What brought you over here? 

I was living in London and I would come over 

here all the time on holidays and I just really 

loved New York—it felt like home. I loved New 

York for many reasons and I guess part of it is the 

fact that we can do this here. I would have been 

really hard for us to have started a girls company 

in Kansas or wherever. 

How come? 

I think that attitudes here are really different. As 

much as people outside of New York probably 

wouldn’t think so, people are pretty accepting 

here. As long as you’re doing what you believe 

in, people are pretty accepting of the way you 

dress or the way you look or what you’re doing. 

That definitely stems from multiculturalism 

and diversity. 

You said that in Australia, the gender bias or sex¬ 

ism in sports wasn’t as apparent as it is here. So 

was it a shock when you came here to find how 

divided sports—especially skateboarding—were? 

I think it’s the same way in Australia now. When 

skateboarding really got big, in the US or 

Australia, the gender thing really wasn’t an 

issue—there were so many girls skating in the 

’70s. Going back to Australia now, it’s just as sex¬ 

ist. I’m not going to say that Australia is really lib¬ 

erated ’cause it definitely isn’t., I think it was just 

lucky that I lived in an environment where you 

could do things—I could skate 12 months of the 

year. Growing up in New York there’s just so 

many distractions—other things get in the way. I 

probably wouldn’t have done it here. 

I would agree that in the late ’70s and early ’80s, 

skating was pretty open to boys and girls. But 

then something happened in the early-to-mid 

’80s. Have you put any thought into whart hap¬ 

pened to make skating this “boys only” thing? 

We’ve talked about this so many times and we all 

have our own theories on it. For me and what I 

think, I know in the ’80s a lot of skate parks 

closed down, particularly in California. As they 

closed, skating had to go underground. It was no 

longer this freestyle, fun-loving skating. There 

wasn’t that image anymore. It went hardcore. It 

got into heavy metal and punk and that sort of 

thing. And in a sense, that was really unattractive 

to girls. 

That makes a lot of sense. The punk scene in 

California especially during that time was really 

tough—bands like Black Flag and Suicidal 

Tendencies were the norm and the scene was 

absolutely male dominated. 

I think a lot of people got turned off by that. The 

image became so narrow that it wasn’t opening 

itself up to the audience it had before. This 

sounds really lame, but also there was the whole 

’80s thing with aerobics. [Laughs] You don’t 

know how many girls went the aerobics route in 

the ’80s! Suddenly it was about wearing spandex! 

It was about doing girls things like step Reebok or 

whatever. [Laughs] 

So what do you think happened now? You’ve 

got Rookie starting up and the All Girl Skate 

Jam starting up and skaters like Cara Beth 

Burnside finally getting recognized. Something 

has obviously happened in the climate of skat¬ 

ing to finally allow these things to come to pass. 

What do you think has changed? 

Another personal theory: I think that in the ’90s, 

women and sports has had a resurgence. Women 

and sports started to be taken seriously and 

women athletes started to be role models. 

Someone like Gabrielle Reese started to become 

huge. Everybody knew who she was—I’m not 

into volleyball but I know who she is. Having the 

WNBA on television was a big step. The general 

fact that women were taken more seriously in cer¬ 

tain sports. Finally if a women’s team was success¬ 

ful, like the women’s hockey team in the 

Olympics, it was actually reported whereas before 

it was kind of dismissed. Especially for younger 

girls, you’re able to see yourself there. You’ve been 

given a choice. 

One thing that’s interesting about that for me is 

that girls and skating or just women and sports 

in general seems to have been much more 

accepted by the mainstream media than the 

skate media itself. That seems like the opposite 

way from the way things should work. 

Sports like snowboarding and rollerblading are 

both really new sports and when they took off, 

women were just as involved as men were. 

Particularly in snowboarding, there are so many 

girl companies and top female snowboarders. 

Those sports have gotten a lot of media because 

they’re new. Generally, people tend to lump skat¬ 

ing, snowboarding and rollerblading into the 

same thing. People outside the industry don’t 

really know what’s going on. They tend to think 

that it’s happening across the board, which it isn’t. 

They don’t know that skateboarding is very dif¬ 

ferent when it comes to gender. 

When I was looking at all these different maga¬ 

zines and the best coverage of girls and skate¬ 

boarding I found was in Fresh and Tasty, which 

is supposed to be a snowboarding magazine. 

You have to go to an entirely different sport in 

order to find real coverage of girls and skate¬ 

boarding—that’s fucked up! We kind of touched 

on this earlier, but I’m curious what you hope 

the end result of all of this is going to be. 

That’s a hard one! I could say that I just want to 

make a lot of money and retire in Barbados, but 

that would be really obnoxious of me so I’m not 

gonna say that. 5 We definitely didn’t start 

Rookie for any of the reasons that someone 

might assume—it wasn’t this sort of “girl power” 

“girls rule” type of thing. If anything, we really 

want to be taken seriously as a skateboard com¬ 

pany. We feel there is a lack of definitely a lack 

of representation of girls in skating, but we’re 

juts as psyched if some 8-year-old boy starts 

skating, or someone is 25 and starts skating 

again because of us. I guess our attitude is that 

we don’t play on the fact that we’re girls person¬ 

ally and we don’t want that to happen in busi¬ 

ness either. We get a lot more press than a lot of 

companies because we are all girls and that’s def¬ 

initely an angle, but I think in the long term 

we’d hope that it isn’t such an issue anymore. 

When the media hounds stop calling us, it’s 

probably a good sign. I hope that it’s not that it’s 

just over but because suddenly it’s not such a 

novelty anymore. 5 We actually heard about 

these young girls in California who want to start 

a skateboard company out there. Someone told 

us that they were all psyched on us and think 

that we’re really cool. The person that told us 

about them was curious about how we felt about 

them starting that. I think it’s awesome! That’s 

what it should be about. If we open the way for 

other people to go for what they want to do, 

that’s the best thing that could happen. ® 
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red monkey U.S. tour 

April 
Thu 16-New York City- NYU 
Fri 17-Philadelphia, Pa - w/Deep Lust 
Sat 18-Baltimore, Md - wOeep Lust 
Sun 19-Wash. D.C.- Black Cat 
Mon 20-Richmond, Va-Moondance Mondays 
Tue 21-Wilmington, N.C.-The Exchange 
Wed 22-Atlanta, Ga.-Under the Couch 
Thu 23-Gainesville, R.-Hardback Cafe 
Fri 24-Mobile, Al. 
Sat 25-Baton Rouge, La. 
Sun 26-Houston-Mausoleum w/ Starlite Desparation 
Mon 27-Austin, Tx. 
Tue 28-Drive Day- 
Wed 29-Albuquerque, N.M. 
Thu 30 Phoenix, Az. 
May 
Fri 1-San Diego, Ca. 
Sat 2-Los Angeles, Ca.-PCH Club 
Sun 3-Los Angeles, Ca.-The Smell 

Mon 4-Santa Cruz-House Party!!!! (B.Y.O.B!) 
Tue 5-San Francisco, Ca.-Bottom of the Hill w/Bangs 
Wed 6-Day off/drive day 
Thu 7-Port land, Or. 
Fri 8-Olympia, Wa.-Capitol Theater w/Behead the Prophet NLSL 
Sat 9-Seattle, Wa.-Velvet Elvis w/Behead the Prophet NLSL 
Sun 10-Missoula, Mt. 
Mon 11-Drive Day- 
Tues 12-Minotv N.D.-The Core 
Wed 13-Fargo, N.D.- 
Thu 14-Minneapolis, Mn. w/Baby I'm a Star and Rainer Maria 
Fri 15-Madison, Wi.-Nottingham Coop 
Sat 16-Chicago, ll.-Rreside Bowl 
Sun 17-Toledo or Cleveland, Oh.-???? w/harriet the spy 
Mon 18- columbus, Ohio, w/harriet the spy 
Tue 19-Pittsburgh wvTiarriet the spy 
Wed 20-New Jersey(new brunswick) 
Thu 21-Worchester, Ma.-The Space w/Franklin. the 914. the Never Never 
Fri 22-Boston, Ma.-AHston Harvest food co-op w/Frankiin 
Sat 23-Bennington, Vt-Bennington College 
Sun 24-New York City-Brownies w/franklin 

FOR SALE: 
1 .red monkey “make the moment” !p/cd (also have “the time is right” 7”) 
2. hal al shedad “textures of tomorrow” Ip/cd (also have “running and falling” 7”) 

3. hated “desmond outcast” 7” 
4. karp/rye CD (also have the split 12” on VINYL) 
5. sea tiger “cyberporpoise” 12”/cd 
6,lync “remembering the fireballs” Ip/cd 
we also have a plethora of other items! send a stamp or email for catalog 

tour dates subject to change, please email blackchad@aol.com for more tour into. 

troubleman 16 willow st. 
bayonne, nj 07002 usa 
troubleman@earthlink.net 
http://home.earthlink.net/~troublman 

7” $3/5 lp$7/9 cd$9/11 usaA/vorldppd 
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new recordings EACH FROM: 25 TA LIFE. 

SKARHEAD, STEALTH. INDECISION. SFA. 

CANDIRIA, REACH. ALPHA JERK. SONS OF 

ABRAHAM AND STEM. Produced by Sal 

Villanueva. 

Muddle Fanzine Sez: FLATUS is punk rock, 

end oP story, me band has remained a 

staple in the Last Coast pop-punk scene 

for nearly a decade. Aural Fixations 

embraces punk sub-genres ranging From 

So. Cal style hardcore to 50s rock n’ roll. 

DEMONSPLED. That suave c< 

and swing. Like getting si 

head with a broken marti 

elor pad music in the JeF 

iP you catch my driFt. da 

longer awaits. It swings. 

MiFty, progressive Pop-punk For kids oP 

all ages. SKRATCH Magazine Sez: "I've 

been waiting a long time to come 

across a band like this. I can't seem to 

take this oPP my CD player, it's been 

there about a month. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: NEW YORK’S HARDEST 2 DOUBLE SIDED T-SHIRT 

NYH logo on front, BP logo on back 2 COLOR PRINT (Black, L or XL) 

NEW YORK’S HARDEST 2 SILKSCREENED POSTER (Ltd. edition of 500) 
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o/Rights 
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The Political The Personal 

Just a week after the 25th anniversary of the Supreme Court 

decision known as "Roe v. Wade," an abortion clinic in 

Birmingham, Alabama was bombed. Security officer Robert 

Sanderson was killed and Emily Lyons, a nurse at the clinic, 

was badly injured. Reactions to the attack ranged from pro- 

choice outrage to the smug silence of pro-lifers. Yet both groups 

did share one response in common: Nobody was surprised. Attacks 

on abortion and family planning clinics are frequent in the 

United States. They range from the mortally violent (shooting 

abortion doctors, bombing clinics) to the merely annoying (pick¬ 

eting, displaying gigantic photographs of aborted fetuses). 

Combine the grassroots activism of anti-abortion groups like 

Operation Rescue and the Pro-Life Action League with a number 

of recent Supreme Court decisions making it more difficult to 

obtain abortions and abortion counseling in public hospitals, 

and it’s easy to see why NOW press secretary Mira Weinstein is 

calling anti-abortionists "mobsters" who are "operating a nation¬ 

al network of violence." Pro-choice feminism is under siege. 

What’s interesting is how recently this state of affairs has come 

about. Reviewing Leslie J. Reagan’s history of abortion law, When 

Abortion Was a Crime: Women, Medicine, and the Law 1867- 

1973, noted feminist Katha Pollitt writes in the Atlantic, 

The Legacy of Roe v. Wade 

"Until the last third of the nineteenth century, when it was 

criminalized state by state across the land, abortion was legal 

before ’quickening’ (approximately the fourth month of preg¬ 

nancy)." This is roughly equivalent to what we now call the 

"first trimester.” Pollitt continues, "It was only in the 1940s 

and 1950s that organized medicine and law combined" to 

restrict women’s access to abortions. "Our popular image of 

illegal abortion as hard to find, extremely dangerous, sordid, 

and expensive,” Pollitt explains, "dates from this period.” 

While Roe v. Wade is certainly a landmark decision in the history 

of women’s reproductive rights, it’s hardly a novel idea. In fact, 

it actually represents a return to laws and social codes of the 

19th century—a period often viewed as the zenith of family 

values and patriarchy. 

What Roe v. Wade did do was make abortion a constitu¬ 

tional right preventing any state from regulating or refusing 

abortion before the third trimester of pregnancy. The ruling 

was reached largely because the Court decided that a woman’s 

"right to privacy" assured her freedom to abort. While abortion 

itself had been legal before 1973, it had never been treated 

as a constitutional right. More importantly, it had never before 

been explicitly linked to feminism and women’s rights. In fact, 

feminists of the 19th and early 20th centuries tended to be 

anti-abortion in their views, preferring instead to focus on 

issues like temperance (making alcohol illegal), the abolition 

There is a three-day waiting period between the time 

when you request to be permanently sterilized, and the 

time when you are allowed to get an operation to do 

it. I received a tubal ligation on February 18, 1998, 

seven days after I went to a gynecologist and requested 

one. But I waited a lot longer than a week. In fact, I had 

been waiting for 15 years. 

Tubal ligation used to be an invasive procedure. They 

opened up your lower abdomen, cut your fallopian 

tubes, then tied off the ends to prevent the severed 

tubes from growing back together (hence the slang 

"getting your tubes tied”). Any time your body is com¬ 

pletely cut open like that, it's a major operation. Recovery 

might take weeks. These days, most tubal ligations are 

done "laproscopically,” as my own was. Laproscopes are 

cool little high tech tools—they contain a light, a cam¬ 

era, and something through which to pump gas. When 

you get a tubal ligation done laproscopically, the surgeon 

only makes two extremely tiny incisions, one for the lapro- 

scope and one for a cauterizer. Using the laproscope, the 

surgeon pumps gas into yourt abdominal cavity to get all 

your organs out of the way (the gas gets reabsorbed nat- 

by Annalee Newitz 

urally after the operation), illuminates the fallopian tube 

area with a light, then sticks the cauterizing tool into 

the other incision and cauterizes each fallopian tube 

two or three times. Within about three days of the oper¬ 

ation, you can easily expect to be well enough to go jog¬ 

ging. That’s what I did. 

Tubal ligations work by creating a barrier between 

your eggs and any incoming sperm. During conception, 

an egg is fertilized in the fallopian tube, then drifts 

down into the uterus, where it attaches to the squishy, 

blood-padded walls and grows into a fetus. If an egg 

isn’t fertilized, it gets reabsorbed by your body and 

then—oh joy—you get your period. So, with a tubal liga¬ 

tion, the egg just keeps appearing and getting reab¬ 

sorbed each month without ever meeting any sperm. 

And of course you still get your period. But your fallopi¬ 

an tubes, those happy little tunnels of love, are perma¬ 

nently blocked by cauterized tissue. 

You’d be amazed at how many forms I had to sign to get 

my tubal ligation. As irritating as it was to keep signing 

documents in which I swore that I understood I would 

be permanently sterilized, I knew this ritual had some 

basis in progressive thought. So many women have been 

sterilized against their will or without their knowledge 

that certain countermeasures—however flimsy and 
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of slavery, and women’s right to vote. There were notable 

exceptions, however. Women's health activist Margaret Sanger 

began advocating birth control clinics as early as 1914 by 

publishing pro-contraception articles in her magazine Woman 

Rebel. Two years later, she founded the National Birth Control 

League (now Planned Parenthood) and opened her first clinic 

in New York. 

It would be nice if we could imagine that the feminist history 

leading up to Roe v. Wade were some sort of glorious progres¬ 

sion toward female liberation. But it's been an uneven road, 

beset by difficulties both within and outside the feminist 

movement. One of the major problems that has plagued pro- 

choice, pro-contraceptive feminism from the outset is its odd 

affiliation with eugenics and racism. It’s this connection which 

gives anti-abortion rhetoric about the “baby holocaust” a cer¬ 

tain sting, regardless of how logically absurd such a compari¬ 

son actually is. 

Beginning in Sanger’s time, contraception and abortion have 

sometimes been touted as a solution to the “social ill" of 

“rampant breeding” among the poor and in minority commu¬ 

nities. Poor and disenfranchised women who were arrested or 

placed in mental institutions were often forcibly sterilized 

Why not make my body a place I want to live, 

during the 1930s and 1940s. Even today, debates rage over 

whether the mentally retarded should be sterilized or, if preg¬ 

nant, given abortions; and in developing countries like Peru 

and China, women have been sterilized without their knowl¬ 

edge by “well meaning” doctors who want to keep the impov¬ 

erished population in check. Even Charlotte Perkins Gilman, 

one of the most outspoken and brilliant voices of early 20th 

century feminism, wrote a science fiction novel called 

Herland (1915) in which an all-female society cured its 

social problems through a eugenics program which resulted 

in generation after generation of well-educated, athletic, 

white girls. Abortions and sterilization, when forced upon 

women without their consent, can become genocidal tools. In 

the years since the Nazi regime, however, feminism has shied 

away from any connection between abortion and population 

control. Gilman’s stance in Herland has been condemned as 

anachronistic and racist. 

Ironically, given these historical problems with pro-contracep¬ 

tion feminism, assaults on Roe v. Wade these days are most 

likely to make it more difficult for women of color, underage 

women and the poor to get abortions. The specter of eugenics 

still haunts the pro-choice women’s movement, but now 

oppressed groups are in less danger of being “disappeared” 

through abortion and sterilization than they are of being 

killed off through the brutal neglect of inadequate reproduc¬ 

tive health care. Unable to receive publicly-funded abortions 

bureaucratic—have been put into place. Thankfully, my 

gynecologist was understanding. Although I am 28 

years old (considered slightly younger than the average 

for this kind of procedure), and have never had children, 

she did not try to second-guess me or talk me out of it. 

Had I not been a middle-class white woman living in 

ultra-liberal Berkeley, CA, I might have been refused 

this operation. Certainly it would have been possible— 

legally speaking—to get it, but conservative or overly 

cautious doctors could recommend against it and 

choose not to perform it even if I insisted. 

Their idea, which is a fairly accepted one, would be 

that because all women can bear children biologically, 

they must also want to do it emotionally or psychologi¬ 

cally. Even if we think we don’t want children, such 

doctors would claim that we might want them some¬ 

day. But, as my gynecologist noted, there are many 

women who don’t want children and know it. For these 

women, like myself, it’s absurd to continue dealing 

with all the annoyances of a fertile body. In a situation 

where safe sex with condoms isn’t necessary, why 

should I have to bother? Why not make my body a 

rather than something nature just threw at me randomly 

place I want to live, rather than something nature just 

threw at me randomly? 

What clinched my decision, ironically, was befriending 

a few people my age and younger who had chosen to 

have children. They had made huge life decisions, ones 

that would likely impact them until they died, and they 

felt prepared to do it. Surely, I thought, if they could 

choose to have children for the rest of their lives, I 

could choose not to have them for the rest of my life. 

And so I finally permitted myself to do what I had post¬ 

poned for so long. It was a pre-emptive abortion and 

yet also a way to avoid having one. It was a personal 

act and yet also a way for me to express my discontent 

with the social world. 

As a teenager, I used to broadcast my desire to remain 

childless simply by lying. I told my friends that I was infer¬ 

tile. Of course, like many lies, this particular falsehood 

was also a wish. The wish, and my ability to pretend that it 

had been granted, made me feel strong and self-con¬ 

tained, an individual rather than a vessel. For as long as I 

can remember, I have been haunted by the idea that my 

body could be used as some kind of creepy fetus-growing 

device without my permission. Watching the Alien 

movies—which have spanned much of my life, from 1979 

to i997_gave me an allegory in pictures to define what it 



in many states and often denied access to education about 

their legal option to abort, a large number of impoverished 

women (disproportionately women of color) are already experi¬ 

encing life without Roe v. Wade. This is because the Supreme 

Court has steadily whittled away at abortion rights over the 

past 15 years. 

Backpedaling on Roe v. Wade began as early as 1977, with 

the Court's verdicts on Maher v. Roe and Beal v. Doe. Both 

decisions upheld regulations (in Connecticut and Pennsylvania) 

that abortions could not be paid for out of public funds unless 

they were deemed "medically necessary.” That same year, in 

Poelker v. Doe, the Court allowed a public hospital to refuse to 

perform abortions. All of these decisions directly impacted the 

lives of poor women who had no choice but to seek abortions 

from public hospitals. In 1980, Harris v. McRae resulted in a 

ruling which allowed states participating in the Medicaid program 

to refuse to perform even "medically necessary” abortions and 

prohibited the use of federal funds for abortions. Again, this 

law hurt mainly poor women who could not afford to pay a pri¬ 

vate doctor or clinic to perform an abortion. 

By the late 1980s, the rulings were coming hard and fast. In 

1989, the Court ruled that no public facilities or personnel 

would mean to bear and raise a child. A force beyond your 

comprehension seizes control of your body and fertilizes 

you with an alien being, which then rips you open in order 

to be born. When Alien Resurrection came out last year, I 

was satisfied to discover that even these anti-female body 

films had finally reached the same conclusion many femi¬ 

nists have: Abortion can be a good idea. In the final 

scenes of the film, Ripley "aborts” her alien baby by shooting 

a small hole in the ship’s wall and using the vacuum cre¬ 

ated to suck her progeny out bit by gooey bit. 

Perhaps we always discover what isn’t right for us in 

such extreme terms—I don’t know. But I can say that, 

along with dwelling obsessively on the Alien series, I 

spent much of my very fertile, very sexually active ado¬ 

lescence having horrifying nightmares about giving birth. 

The first dream in the series came when I was 12, and 

had just gotten my first period. I was lying, legs spread, 

on one of those small, coffin-sized sepulchers in the 

cemetery behind a Stephen King-style rural church. 

Staring up into the hallucinatory blue of the sky, I felt 

wave after wave of hot, sticky liquid come pouring out of 

me. A nurse stood by my side, mopping up the tomb¬ 

stone with towels. “It’s the afterbirth,” she said offi- 

Abortions and sterilization, when forced upon women without their consent, can become genocidal tools. 

could be used to perform an abortion. Now it became clear 

that abortions would be available only to the affluent who 

could afford private health care. Furthermore, women under 

the age of 18 were finding it harder and harder to get abor¬ 

tions. In 1990, two rulings required minors to get the consent 

of one or both their parents before getting an abortion. After 

these rulings, it’s no wonder that young women would flush 

their babies down the toilet at the prom instead of seeking 

medical help. 

But perhaps the crowning achievement of the new anti-abor¬ 

tion Supreme Court can be summed up with two rulings, one 

in 1991 and one in 1992. The first forbids health care 

providers at federally-funded family planning clinics from 

counseling or referring women about abortion, even barring 

them from informing a pregnant patient that abortion is a 

legal option (that’s Rust v. Sullivan). In the second ruling, 

Pennsylvania doctors must provide patients with anti-abortion 

information to discourage them from obtaining abortions, force 

women to wait 24 hours before getting an abortion, and file 

public reports on where state-funded abortions are performed 

and by whom (that's Planned Parenthood of Southeastern 

Pennsylvania v. Casey). Various other rulings have allowed 

anti-abortion protesters to approach and blockade women on 

their way to abortion clinics, and have curtailed the Court's 

ability to invalidate state restrictions on abortion unless the 

ciously. I had had a baby. In the distance, at the edge 

of the graveyard, I could see my father smiling. Later 

dreams featured me giving birth to deformed dolls, ani¬ 

mals, aliens (of course), and my own internal organs. 

My fear of childbirth led me to a general disturbance 

with the idea—and the reality—of children. For many 

years, children themselves seemed alien to me. I had 

not enjoyed my own childhood, and I could not bear to 

confront children's helplessness and sometimes repul¬ 

sive vulnerability. Without any brothers or sisters, I had 

no first-hand experience with child rearing—not even 

babysitting. Children were an unsettling mystery, one 

which I instinctively avoided. 

In my early 20s, I continued to insist that I was infer¬ 

tile, but was no longer so wildly alarmed by the idea of 

children in general. I found myself occasionally experi¬ 

encing a kind of warm, motherly feeling—not for babies 

in particular, but just for any small being that needed 

protection. I adopted a kitten and found that her cuddli¬ 

ness and irritating habits fulfilled my desire to parent a 

creature less worldly than myself. Although at the time I 

was certain that I never wanted children, I shied away 

from seeking permanent sterilization because I was con¬ 

cerned that my maternal feelings might be leading me 

somewhere unexpected. 



state creates a “substantial obstacle” to obtaining one (note 

that “substantial obstacle” is undefined). 

Women’s rights groups like NOW and NARAL (National Abortion 

and Reproductive Rights Action League) would appear to have 

their work cut out for them. But the abortion wars are not just 

being fought inside the courtroom. Although NOW recently 

began a class-action suit against Pro-Life Action League founder 

Joe Scheidler under a racketeering law, it would seem that 

pro-lifers are more interested in fighting a battle over repre¬ 

sentations rather than law. Both Operation Rescue and 

Scheidler’s organization consider the use of “graphic pictures” 

of abortions and "inflammatory rhetoric,” like calling doctors 

“baby killers,” to be the cornerstones of their approach. 

Having appropriated the powerful grassroots organizing tech¬ 

niques of 1960s leftist groups, Operation Rescue urges its 

members to picket outside abortion clinics and high schools 

while carrying huge signs splashed with full-color images of 

aborted fetuses. The Pro-Life Action League promotes “side¬ 

walk counseling,” which means that two protesters will 

approach a woman on her way to a clinic and shower her with 

“advice” regarding the “baby killers” who await her inside the 

“abortuary” or “death camp.” Comparing aborted fetuses to 

It was a personal act and yet also 

the victims of Nazi death camps, both groups consider legal¬ 

ized abortion a “holocaust.” 

The idea, claims Operation Rescue, is to fight fire with fire. 

“Abortion,” their logic goes, “is violent; therefore we need to 

combat abortion with violent, disturbing images and lan¬ 

guage.” while NOW and NARAL fight legal battles and carry 

low-key “keep abortion legal” signs, the anti-abortion forces 

are throwing gory spectacle into the political mix, trying to 

inspire social change using the very “media violence" that 

they would probably abhor in a Hollywood film. A famous 

Operation Rescue poster sports the image of a baby’s crushed 

skull being held with forceps under the word ABORTION. 

Another features the bloodied, dismembered body of a fetus. 

What seems to have been lost in the fray is the central idea 

around which Roe v. Wade was crafted: the right to privacy. 

This right is fundamental to how we understand both personal 

and political relationships in the United States. Founded on 

an ideology that Alexis deToqueville called “self-interest rightly 

understood," this country has always struggled to define when 

exactly the government should intervene and limit each indi¬ 

vidual’s self-interest. What Roe v. Wade represents is simply a 

decision that abortion—at least in the first two trimesters—is 

a personal, private issue which should not be regulated by 

state power. Roe v. Wade does not, as its opponents would 

have it, mean that we are all obliged to think that abortion is 

I waited and waited, constantly testing myself. Did I 

want to raise a being more complicated than a cat? 

Were my nurturing instincts unsatisfied by relationships 

with my students, friends, and work? Did I find my 

friends’ babies compelling? As I said earlier, I knew it 

was time to stop waiting when I watched other people 

raising children and was no longer filled with either 

revulsion or desire. Hanging around other people’s 

babies demystified them for me—they weren’t aliens or 

monsters, they were just developing humans. And while 

I could see why someone might want to spend their free 

time helping to shape a life, it became glaringly obvious 

to me that I had other priorities. I wanted to spend my 

leisure time with friends, or writing, or watching movies. 

I wanted no one but legal adults to be dependent on me 

for anything. Aging had made me more concerned about 

the future of the human species, but it had also made 

me aware that plenty of other people would see to that 

for me. There is no baby shortage on planet Earth. 

After my operation, I joked that I am now only cosmeti¬ 

cally female. Unable to reproduce, my body no longer 

fits the definition of “woman" handed down to us from 

history and pop culture—I am no longer a baby maker, 

a way for me to express my discontent with the social world. 

Getting a tubal ligation has made the promise of femi¬ 

nism quite literally real for me. At least in terms of my 

self-image, I will never again be defined by an ability to 

reproduce and rear children. 

It is this idea which ultimately makes abortion crucial to 

the feminist movement right now. Although women have 

made strides in the professional and political realms, we 

are still constrained by the idea that our first—or most 

"special”—duty is to our children or potential children. 

Despite the fact that hundreds of thousands of working 

mothers have proven that motherhood doesn’t mean 

housewifehood, there lingers a very strong cultural sense 

that having children connects women more deeply to 

home than it does men. Both women and men stand to 

lose in this equation: women are given the shaft when 

they’re saddled with the “homemaker” stereotype and 

men lose out on the possibility of being fully attentive, 

nurturing parents. Granting women abortion rights and 

access to information about contraception and voluntary 

sterilization, allows women to opt out of at least one 

gender game and take control over their destinies. 

The philosopher Herbert Marcuse wrote that one of the 

greatest challenges to a repressive society is the idea of 

sexual relations which do not involve reproduction. By 

this he meant that any kind of pleasure for pleasure's 



a good or moral idea. We are simply compelled, by law, to 

admit that it’s none of bur business if other people want to do 

it. If it isn’t toppled by Supreme Court rulings in the future, 

Roe v. Wade guarantees that all women and men have the 

right to make their own, individual decisions about abortion. 

But Roe v. Wade is not merely a personal issue. It’s also an 

issue of public health, political debate, and yes, social 

morality. We are all, as citizens of the U.S. and the globe, 

living in a time of dwindling natural resources and ecological 

imbalance. Our population is outstripping our ability to pro¬ 

vide food and shelter. As rational beings, and concerned 

members of our communities, we need to make some hard 

decisions about what it will require to maintain a sustainable 

human species. Currently, it would appear, governments and 

state agencies are opting for population control through 

neglect and war: most countries are already starving their 

homeless, underpaying workers, cutting back on public 

funds for the poor, and sending their youth into battle to be 

killed. In the context of all this carnage, it seems more than 

hypocritical to deny abortion (especially early abortion) to 

women who genuinely desire it. We need to provide for our 

fellow humans—people who are already alive and trying to 

stay that way—before we have the luxury of insisting that all 

conceptions must lead automatically to birth. On what moral 

ground can we insist on bringing all pregnancies to term 

when we live in a world where already-living people are being 

treated like garbage? 

When all human beings are born with an inalienable right to 

clean, safe housing, ample food, an unpolluted environment, 

education, and adequate health care, then I would be the first 

to argue that in many cases adoption would be better than 

abortion. But until we live in that world, until we can take 

care of ourselves, it is our moral duty to allow each individual 

to choose what she will do with her life and the potential life 

of her unborn fetus. ® 

sake is in some way disruptive, particularly in industrial¬ 

ized societies which value self-denying work over most 

other human values. For just this reason, Marcuse’s 

ideas were quite popular among free love advocates of 

the 1960s. But he also meant to highlight the way 

social pleasures like sex have been, in capitalistic “work 

ethic” cultures, permanently alloyed to the idea of 

labor—which is, after all, a word for both childbirth and 

for work. In a very basic sense, reproductive sexuality 

serves the interests of a labor-intensive society by gener¬ 

ating new workers. More to the point, it works to solidify 

the idea that human beings cannot experience their sen¬ 

suality without also sacrificing that experience to the 

goals of reproduction and survival. Non-reproductive sex 

undermines a conservative “making babies” approach to 

intercourse and the idea that all human interactions 

should somehow lead us back to the work of survival. 

But in a truly liberated society, it would be clear that 

not all action must feed into the banal produce/con¬ 

sume/reproduce cycle of market culture. Some desires 

and satisfactions should be free of that cycle entirely. 

So now my body, with its reconstructed biological func¬ 

tions, is built to thwart the notion that my physical 

enjoyment must be yoked to labor. Nor must my labors 

lead to children. I will not be enslaved to my biological 

functions, nor will I trust a culture which tells me that 

my body knows better than my mind what is good for 

me. I may not be able to escape having to work to sur¬ 

vive, but I do have some ability to choose what work I 

will do. Like many women who have abortions or forgo 

child rearing, I disobey the injunction to convert my 

identity into a reproductive process. I take my pleasure 

in sex, not in making babies. Indeed, with all the home¬ 

less infants in the world, it’s clear that there is far more 

pressing work to be done than simply plumping up the 

population of our species. I would rather create ideas for 

a better future than bodies to live in it. Who is to say 

which legacy will be more useful? ® 
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Back To Iraq -tJLirJL- 
By Joel Schalit 

MORE THAN A FEELING 

This winter, the drums of war pounded again in the halls of congress. 

Beginning in February, the US government deployed 200 warplanes and 

22,000 combat troops to the Persian Gulf in order to fight a second war with 

Iraq over its defiance of UN resolutions which prohibit the troubled Middle 

Eastern nation from producing “weapons of mass destruction.” The fuse 

which ignited the crisis was Iraq suspending American participation in UN 

Disarmament Inspection teams (UNSCOM) in October and then threaten¬ 

ing to shoot down American spy planes gathering intelligence information 

on behalf of the United Nations. The Iraqi government’s stated rationale for 

doing so was its concern that American members of the team were CIA 

agents using UNSCOM s information gathering and weapons destruction 

mandate as an excuse to gather intelligence on Iraqi military strength, much 

like the aging USAF U2s flying high overhead were doing. 

The success rate of the UN’s high-tech search-and-destroy mission is 

used by the world governing body to measure Iraq’s compliance with cease¬ 

fire resolutions issued after The Gulf War. According to these disciplinary 

measures, Iraq is subject to an economic embargo which limits the extent to 

which it can import such crucial supplies as food, medicine, agricultural 

equipment and high technology. According to variously cited UN figures, 

anywhere from 575,000 to one million Iraqis have died as a result of suffer¬ 

ing created by the sanctions. The deal was that the more Iraq allowed the 

UN unfettered access to its nuclear, biological and chemical weapons devel¬ 

opment programs, the more critical resources such as food, medicine and 

drinking water are supposed to be made available. 

The problem is that it didn’t work out that way. The sanctions are 

instead being used to maintain a de facto state of war with Iraq without hav¬ 

ing to use force to achieve the same results that a full scale military conflict 

would. After six years of partial compliance with UN demands, Iraq still has¬ 

n’t even been given a timetable for the lifting of sanctions. Iraq tried to dra¬ 

matize this point by asking the UN to suspend American participation in 

UNSCOM activities. The Hussein government wanted to use American 

participation in the team to highlight how unfairly it had been treated by 

showing that UNSCOM is unable to function as a neutral entity indepen¬ 

dent of American military interests. 

The bluff worked. Outraged by Iraq’s attempt to dictate the inspection 

team’s membership, UNSCOM leader Richard Butler retaliated by remov¬ 

ing the entire operation from the country, suspiciously triggering a crisis that 

brought the world back to the brink of a new conventional war. America 

immediately began to issue threats of military strikes, much to the chagrin 

of most of its UN partners. France strenuously objected to taking such mea¬ 

sures. So did Egypt. No Persian Gulf nations with the exception of Oman 

would even grant US aircraft landing rights. And longstanding American 

satellite Turkey protested the possibility of another conflict because of how 

it would drive Iraqi Kurds over the border in order to escape the fighting. 

Russia subsequently intervened, threatening the US with a return to Cold 

War hostilities if it did not restrain itself. The UN responded by offering Iraq 

the right to sell more oil to help raise capital to import food and medicine. 

This proved to be a hollow gesture. 

CAN'T TOUCH THIS 

Despite the fact that Iraq holds 1/10 of the world’s entire oil reserves, 

it cannot produce enough petroleum for export to pay its own bills because 

it lacks the pumping and petroleum processing equipment to do so. Much 

of the gear that the country once used to produce crude oil was destroyed— 

along with the rest of the country’s transportation infrastructure and indus¬ 

trial base—by Allied bombing during the Gulf War. Iraq has similarly been 

prohibited from importing new pumping equipment to resurrect its old pre¬ 

war oil producing capabilities. The gear which it currently uses to produce 

oil is similarly ancient and badly in need of repair. This makes it almost 

impossible for the country to produce enough oil to approximate the ceiling 

set on oil production by the 1991 ceasefire accords, let alone produce more 

oil than what it couldn’t produce before. 

Oddly enough, at the time that the UNSCOM team suspended its 

operations in the country, Iraq was in the process of negotiating lucrative 

new oil field development contracts with France and Russia to restore it’s 

pre-war oil production capacity, ostensibly in compliance with the ceasefire 

resolutions issued by the UN. This would have involved rebuilding Iraq’s 

pre-war oil production industrial base, which the French and the Russians 

would have been willing to finance in exchange for access to cheap petrole¬ 

um. Even if Iraq had been allowed to consummate these deals, it remained 

very unlikely that it would have been able to start producing crude oil for 

export in any serious quantities for several years because of the time it would 

have taken to install the equipment and repair damage to wells caused by 

Allied bombing during the Gulf War. 

Nonetheless, if Iraq were allowed to restore its oil producing capabili¬ 

ties, it might once again become the neo-industrial giant that it was prior to 

invading Kuwait, when Iraq could legitimately claim to be the most highly 

industrialized nation in the Arab world, using its oil-based earnings to pro¬ 

duce everything from cement and agricultural products to conventional, 

biological and nuclear armaments. It’s safe to assume that changes in the 

world oil market since the end of the Persian Gulf War would prohibit Iraq 

from becoming a major player in the oil business again. Besides, new pro¬ 

ducers have since entered the market such as eager to please Azerbaijan, one 

of the only former Soviet Republics capable of becoming seriously affluent 

by virtue of its vast, untapped oil deposits. Older oil producing nations such 

as Saudi Arabia have also become much more wealthy since the war because 

they have one less serious competitor to contend with. 

But oil prices are also at an all-time low. If they drop much further, it 

would be bad for business. Not long after UN Secretary General Kofi Annan 

finally brokered an agreement at the end of February that would allow 

UNSCOM teams unrestricted access to Iraqi weapons production facilities, 

the world’s two largest petroleum producers, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela, 

agreed that they had both been overproducing, logically resulting in lower 

oil revenues which could potentially hurt their respective economies. With 

new future oil giants like Azerbaijan infiltrating the scene, if Iraq had been 

allowed to reenter the market, under such market conditions they would 

have depressed oil prices even further and this wouldn’t benefit anyone 

except the sick and starving Iraqis. 

TURN AND FACE THE CHANGE 

Things hadn’t always been this way. Until Iraq invaded Kuwait in 

1990, its industrial and military strength was seen as an asset to American 

strategic interests in the Middle East, in a manner very similar to that of 

Israel, without the common religious cultural bonds that tie both nations 

together. For eight years, American and European contractors poured bil- 
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lions of dollars into Iraq’s burgeoning oil and defence industries, partially to 

control its strategic petroleum assets and, partially to use Iraq as a military 

bulwark against Iran. During that period, American and German firms 

assisted Iraq in everything from the construction of its oil producing infra¬ 

structure to its biological weapons program—much to the chagrin of many 

German intellectuals who waited until Iraq began firing chemical warheads 

at Tel Aviv to bemoan the fact that Germans were still guilty of producing 

chemical weapons used to kill Jews. Iraq only became a threat to American 

strategic interests after the Cold War, when America needed to develop a 

new strategic foil to justify expanding its global military dominance once the 

mighty Russian bear had been vanquished. 

If this may appear to be a seriously inconsistent about-face, it is. Given 

the traditionally inept nature of US foreign policy, its fair to assume that 

America did not really rationalize how it could exploit Iraq’s invasion of 

Kuwait for its own purposes until well after it had already happened. Some 

political analysts have even argued that the State Department gave Iraq the 

green light to invade Kuwait as a reward for sustaining over 400,000 casual¬ 

ties on behalf of the West during the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq War. Such conspir¬ 

acy theories make a certain degree of sense, especially if you consider the fact 

that Kuwait’s oil reserves would have remained just as available to American 

religious other have been carefully cultivated by paranoid American conser¬ 

vatives seeking a new scapegoat in the absence of an identifiable Communist 

threat. The difference with Saddam Hussein’s regime is that he’s not explic¬ 

itly religious. Rather, it’s that he’s a nationalist, and nationalism always 

means independence from American domination—even when those who 

resist America are narcissistic, genocidal dictators. But such fine distinctions 

are lost on the blind American eye. When he can’t see an Islamic Mullah in 

the forefront, he sees one in the back, even when his Arab adversary is wear¬ 

ing a military uniform right out of Woody Allen’s Bananas instead of the 

threatening specter of another Ayatollah Khomeini. 

Underneath all of the old religious fears which inform American per¬ 

ceptions of Arabs, there are even more base concerns which make us want to 

dominate them. As usual, it has to do with money—as though any form of 

racism didn’t have an underlying economic rationale which motivated it. 

Nothing could illustrate this better than the case that President Clinton 

made for going to war with Iraq in his February 17th State of the Union 

address. “This is a time of tremendous promise for America,” Clinton states, 

“Bit by bit the information age is chipping away at the barriers—economic, 

political, and social—that once kept people locked in and freedom and pros¬ 

perity locked out.” Clinton’s optimism is tempered though by a sober sense 

>)-uAs Palestinian scholar Edward Said has pointed out again and 
again, Arabs have no distinct cultural or political identity in 

American eyes other than as wild eyed, flag burning, bearded adver¬ 
saries who always need to be kept in line."-f 

business interests under Iraqi administration as they are under Kuwaiti own¬ 

ership. The only difference would have been the political identity of the new 

owners of Kuwait’s oil wells: Instead of Bedouin tribal chieftains wearing 

kaftans and kaffiyehs, they’d be secular Arab nationalists dressed in military 

fatigues, who still paid lip service to 1960s anti-imperialist rhetoric instead 

of that of megatrends and mutual funds espoused by nouveau riche desert 

sheikhs. However, such distinctions in Middle Eastern political cultures have 

not mattered much to American foreign policy because of its traditional per¬ 

ception of Arabs as an uncivilized, potentially threatening Godless other, 

whose only value lies in their deep wallets and enormous appetites for 

sophisticated American military hardware. 

OLD TIME RELIGION 

As Palestinian scholar Edward Said has pointed out again and again, 

Arabs have no distinct cultural or political identity in American eyes other 

than as wild eyed, flag burning, bearded adversaries who always need to be 

kept in line. If they’re not making money, they’re making bombs and when 

they’re doing neither, it’s because they’re planning on doing something ter¬ 

rible in the near future such as blowing up financial shopping malls like the 

World Trade Center. Much of this stereotype has to do with American 

Christian prejudices against Muslims, and how these old cultural fears of a 

of fearful realism that the road less travelled is still fraught with threats and 

dangers to the new freedoms epitomized by information technologies. “This 

is not a time free from peril,” he states, "especially as a result of reckless acts 

of outlaw nations... who feed on the free flow of information technology.” 

Bringing the abstraction down to the level of history, Clinton concludes, 

“There is no more clear example of this menace than Saddam Hussein’s 

Iraq,” whose “regime threatens the safety of his people, the stability of his 

region and the security of all the rest of us.” Nothing, of course, could be 

further from the truth. 

Saddam Hussein is a tyrant, but a defanged one who poses more of a 

threat to his own people than he does to his own neighbors. What’s most 

telling about Clinton’s speech is that it suggests more than what Clinton actu¬ 

ally says. In viewing the information age as a time when distinctions between 

classes have the potential to be eliminated, while simultaneously arguing that 

criminal nations want to derail this process, Clinton projects his own guilt for 

reinscribing class status among nations on his weak and impotent adversary. 

In other words, when he speaks about outlaw nation states who seek to take 

advantage of the new global economic infrastructure, Clinton is really speak¬ 

ing about America. The only difference is that Clinton is unconsciously act¬ 

ing as the voice for its own guilty conscience by admitting American disre¬ 

spect for the sovereignty of corrupt and tragic nations other than our own. ® 
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We’re going to be thinking big tonight because we are big,” Exene Cervenka says at the beginning of 

her album with Lydia Lunch, Rude Hieroglyphics. Exene couldn’t have hit the nail on the head any hard¬ 

er. Over a period of 54 uninterrupted minutes, the twin godmothers of American punk manage to zero 

in on the unforgiving nature of the time that we live in without indulging in worn-out leftist hyperbole 

or the needless kinds of humorless infomercial tangents that tend to typify most political spoken word 

recordings. The thread that ties the entire record together is an overwhelming sense of moral outrage 

which Cervenka and Lunch artfully channel into their own seamlessly choreographed attacks on the pro¬ 

life movement, sexism, fundamentalism, alternative culture and the decline of the welfare state. 

Released at a time when the counterculture which Cervenka and Lunch helped give birth to was at its 

commercial peak, Rude Hieroglyphics stands out. If we’re to believe that mainstream interest in punk 

destroys the politics that punk embodies, then the existence of a record like Rude Hieroglyphics doesn’t real¬ 

ly make any sense. But it does because spoken word recordings are one of the few avenues still available 

to artists and thinkers to unambiguously disclose their thoughts and feelings about politics. The fact that 

many of the people who make such records also happen to play in punk bands is no accident, especially 

if they’re the kind of artist who puts their political concerns ahead of their artistic ones. 

This is one of the main reasons why spoken word continues to exist as a genre, despite its lack of real com- 

merical appeal. Many labels continue to issue spoken word records precisely because of their overt politi¬ 

cal content. Their inability to be fully co-opted by the mainstream music market implicitly allows certain 

kinds of indie labels a measure of political integrity which pop music just can’t give them. For example, 

WORD UP, ROCK DOWN 
A 

rock ’n’ roll can be bought and sold on the mass market as long as the riffs are memorable and the mes¬ 

sage ambiguous. That’s why you won’t see the kind of crossover of spoken word artists from indies to 

majors that you observe punk bands making so easily: Ambiguity simply isn’t the intention of most spo¬ 

ken word recordings. 

In order to appreciate where records like Rude Hieroglyphics come from and why spoken word culture is 

one of the last reservoirs of punk’s original political integrity, we ought to take the time to look back, if 

only to remember that not everything is that easily ruined by commerce—or for that matter, capable of 

being “sold out.” After all, good politics always transcends bad economics, espescially when its a product 

of people trying to find better ways to express themselves. 

Uttering Punk’s Second Syllables 

The first official products of the punk spoken word renaissance were occasional neo-poetic rants sand¬ 

wiched in between songs on hardcore records such as the instantly forgettable Henry Rollins-dictated 

poetry B-side of Black Flag’s 1983 LP My War and Jello Biafra’s largely forgotten critique of the new 

Republican police state, The Witch Trials. 

Predating those tracks was the British anarcho-punks Crass and their 1979 spoken word 7”, Reality Asylum. 

Nothing better epitomized the way that spoken word was looked at that time: as a neo-musical endeavor. 

Like the later piece, Witch Trials, Reality Asylum was a monologue with musical backing; a tape collage 

played behind Eve Libertine’s belted-out diatribe about Christianity and sexism. Her delivery is shrill, but 

her voice is full, brimming with a kind of clarity and indignation that would have been obscured had the 

monologue been fashioned into a traditional song structure belted out over guitar, bass and drums. 



While Crass were frequently derided as being archetypal 60s-style ideologues dressed in punk clothing, 

there’s simply no denying the extent to which they could make old fashioned leftist ideas reach an entire¬ 

ly new audience. Their willingness to experiment with different kinds of musical forms other than straight 

rock ’n’ roll set a precedent because it exploded traditional stereotypes of punk being a distinctly unintel¬ 

ligible blast of amplified defiance. What Reality Asylum signified was that for the first time those artists 

who considered themselves “punk,” felt the political necessity to transcend traditional rock song arrange¬ 

ments. When you look at the overall body of Crass’s work, despite the overall consistency of their political 

vision, nothing better projected the drama and lucidity by which they presented their politics than this heav¬ 

ily overstated track did, which ends with the seemingly cliched lines “Jesus died for his own sins, not mine.” 

Why did they do this? At that time, it was very common for people to associate punk with shock rock. 

This was very frustrating to many leftists, particularly those musicians and activists who saw punk, even 

when it was loud and abrasive, as the first potential cultural vehicle for radical politics since the late 60s. 

Incorporating spoken word into punk was a distinctly political act because it made punk more obvious¬ 

ly political. If you look at it in contrast to the other ways in which bands of that generation sought to 

distinguish themselves from the depoliticized stereotypes of punk and new wave, what Crass did wasn’t 
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all that unusual. Groups like The Clash (who Crass hated) began to experiment with dub, hip hop, ska 

and reggae very early on. For The Clash, such moves were just as political because they were trying to 

bridge the racial divide through music in order to create a symbolic cultural democracy. What distin¬ 

guished Crass’ work was that their concerns were more obviously politically expressive than more subtle 

experiments like fusing dub reggae into rock songs was. 

Experiments like Reality Asylum worked, because they injected a measure of thoughtfulness into a genre that 

up until that point had lacked complex dialogue. The fact that the band got in a high profile tangle with 

the Thatcher government over their spoken word Sheep Farming in The Falklands flexi single three years 

later attests to how the band’s artistic politics had a broad enough base of support to make spoken word 

experiments work and still retain an audience. This shouldn’t go unaccounted for, particularly when many 

people in the music business continue to fear endorsing genres such as spoken word because of its supposed 

lack of a popular audience. What’s at stake here is remembering that bands who manage to touch certain 

kinds of chords in their audiences can, under the right historical circumstances, get away with smashing 

genre stereotypes and still make a serious political difference. It should come as no surprise that an anarchist 

band with the right timing might do that either, just as Crass’ proteges Chumbawamba did 15 years later 

with their tepid dance hit about working class alienation, Tubthumper. 

Back In the USSA 

In a recent interview in Rolling Stone, Chumba’s Alice Nutter told the magazine that it’s impossible to 

explain Marx’s theory of dialectics in a pop song, as though she were trying to dissuade people from think¬ 

ing that rock music could save the world. As nihilistic as that logic may sound to many punk rockers who 

think music is the only way to start a revolution, the degree to which punk musicians continue to reach 

out to spoken word recordings as an alternative to traditional songwriting proves it as true. This has been 

the case for some time. 



After Reagan was reelected in 1984, conservatives gained renewed confidence to expand their revolu¬ 

tionary cultural and economic program. Harder times always demand more thoughtful art: Enter spo¬ 

ken word. Much of the spoken word material which began to be issued in larger and larger quantities 

at that time by punk record labels such as Biafra’s Alternative Tentacles, SST, and its subsidiary New 

Alliance, (run by writer Harvey Kubernick,) seemed to be a symptomatic response to the increasingly 

reactionary character of the era. The rise of spoken word recordings in the second half of the 80s 

paralleled the birth of hardcore five years earlier. Hardcore, for all its rhetoric, didn’t really seem to do 

anything other than create a new pop genre—it seemed time to try something new. 

* 

That’s why it should come as no surprise that many of the same people who initially sounded the emer¬ 

gency bells of the Reagan Revolution by playing hardcore were now employing spoken word with the 

same degree of urgency that they once sang songs like “TV Party,” and “Los Angeles. Exene Cervenkas 

now out of print split spoken word &c poetry LP with Wanda Coleman, Twin Sisters, was a great case 

in point, as were Karen Finley’s psychotic first record, The Truth Is Hard To Swallow, Lydia Lunchs 

aptly-titled Hysterie and dark, brooding Oral Fixation Henry Rollins’^ Ugly Mouth and Long Walk On 

a Short Pier, not to mention such priceless gems as his “Public Service Announcement, on 1988 s 

Henrietta Collins and the Wifebeating Childhaters 

EP, where he ironically criticizes male superiority in 

an extremely hilarious and brutal fashion. “Ladies,” 

he states, after verbally encouraging a woman to 

castrate him, “no one understands you like I do.” 

Chomsky’s rise to prominence in the world of 

punk spoken word recordings is extremely 

significant, because it shows how much 

things have changed in terms of the kinds of 

political recording choices that the punk 

culture industry now deems appropriate for 

educational purposes in advancing a 

leftist political agenda. 

What distinguished almost all of these works from 

the kind of example set by Crass’ Reality Asylum, 

was that they weren’t explicitly accessible political 

commentaries. Most of these recordings were either 

written in the form of Lydia Lunch’s cautionary 

morality tales about sex, politics and power told in 

a first person voice, or dramatic, exaggerated 

impersonations of women consumed by fear and 

terror such as Karen Finley’s early spoken word 

pieces. When seen in contrast to Henry Rollins’ 

assuming frightening macho voices, you get a sense 

that the kind of political strategy adopted by eight¬ 

ies American punk spoken word artists was to 

attack power through role playing. 

While spoken word artists like Rollins, Cervenka, 

Lunch and Finley broke from Crass’s lead, The 

Dead Kennedy’s Jello Biafra, along with other 

spoken word performers of the late eighties and 

early nineties followed tradition, recording politi¬ 

cal lecture discs, such as Jello Biafra’s seminal 1988 double LP, No More Cocoons. No More Cocoons 

documented Biafra’s run-in with the authorities over the Dead Kennedy’s Frankenchrist album. Quite 

unlike any record—spoken word or otherwise—of the time, Biafra carefully recounts to rapt college 

student audiences the events that lead up to his being charged with distributing pornography to 

minors. Along the way Biafra also manages to place the event in historical context, successfully 

extrapolating from his experience it’s greater political meaning and what it has to say about the cul¬ 

ture of the era. Listening to No More Cocoons 10 years later, it’s almost hard to believe that anyone 

could find punk so threatening—and yet it was. Which is where No More Cocoons function as first- 

person document of both an event and an era shines through. 

The only ’90s parallel to No More Cocoons is Henry Rollins’ audio companion to his Black Flag tour 

diaries, Get In the Van., a highly amusing two tape recitation of his tour journal, published simultane¬ 

ously by his publishing and record company 2.13.61, and—yipes—Time Warner books. Like Biafras 

first spoken word record, Rollins’ 1994 audio journal is a window onto a past that many punks now 



wax nostalgic about, when hardcore seemed like a threat to the political establishment and being in a band 

touring around the world felt like an evangelical mission designed to enlighten people instead of entertain 

them. Whether in Europe or the United States, if a gig isn’t interrupted by right-wing skinheads giving 

fascist salutes, it’s busted by the cops or Rollins ends up stage diving onto some poor audience member. 

Not only do you get a sense that punk was once controversial, you also get a look at the early American 

scene as a very tightly knit and interconnected community that was aware of each other. Recordings such 

as Get In The Van are really important to listen to because they’re personal histories of a distinctly leftist 

subculture which at a certain point in its development became highly conventional. The politics are there, 

but unlike No More Cocoons, they’re cultural. They get expressed in terms of the way the bands Black Flag 

plays with respond to each other, not to mention how the outside world responds to Black Flag. 

Like Biafra and Rollins, many of the early spoken word performers returned to working on music 

while continuing to periodically issue spoken word discs. Spoken word doesn’t seem to have the kind 

of built-in burnout limitations that getting older and playing in loud rock bands does. In fact, it’s 

quite the opposite. For people who consider themselves “punk,” and want to keep on preaching the 

gospel, it’s one of the only ways to remain active without retiring behind the desk of a record compa¬ 

ny or going off to graduate school. 

Duty-Free Now For The Future 

The ’90s saw a huge increase in spoken word releases, led 

by Kill Rock Stars records and their “Wordcore” series. In 

keeping with KRS’ own ideological program, many of the 

artists featured in this series take a good many potshots at 

the heterosexual status quo on such records as KRS owner 

(and Punk Planet columnist) Slim Moon’s own brilliant 

split with Bikini Kill’s Kathleen Hannah, Mean, Peter 

Toliver’s apocalyptic Load, and Juliana Luecking and Eva 

Beglarian’s extremely funny 1994 queer sex documentary 

CD, Dream Cum Down. If anything symbolizes KRS’ 

unique contribution to the genre, it is this record. 

<r- 

Featuring interviews with many luminaries (and their girlfriends) in the early ’90s gay women’s punk 

underground, the record does something quite remarkable because it contextualizes dialogue about tradi¬ 

tionally taboo queer sexual activities within the sphere of punk rock music culture. It’s almost as though 

you were being given a chance to look at how punk culture (when it’s at it it’s best,) makes it safe to talk 

about one’s own particular political orientations without risk of being censored. The presence of bands 

like Pansy Division playing in the background of many of these recordings helps emphasize that, because 

it shows how the freedom to speak openly is an ideal extension of the music. 

As important and influential as the wordcore series has been, Kill Rock Stars approach to personal poli¬ 

tics hasn’t been frequently mirrored by other ’90s spoken word artists. If current trends in spoken word 

recordings follow any path at all it’s more like the consciousness raising one Biafra first followed with No 

More Cocoons, beginning with his very own Die For Oil, Sucker single, issued at the same time that MRR 

put out a split Noam Chomsky/Bad Religion single in the fall of 1990 to protest American preparations 

for war with Iraq. Biafra’s anti-war diatribe, alongside that of Chomsky’s represented a shift towards an 

even more direct and confrontational way of doing spoken word than had previously been done in the 

1980s. The artistry and subtlety of many previous political spoken word recordings had buckled under 

the weight of the new wartime emergency, the first full-scale conflict of the post-Cold War era. While 

politically justifiable, such records have to be listened to as non-artistic political documents because they’re 

explicitly about consciousness raising, not about entertainment. 
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Noam Chomsky has been very prolific in this regard, issuing several lecture discs on AK Press Audio and 

Allied Records (for example, 1997’s split double CD with Chumbawamba For A Free Humanity: For 

Anarchy) chronicling his own highly accessible analyses of the triumph of global capitalism over organized 

labor in the West. Chomsky’s rise to prominence in the world of punk spoken word recordings is extreme¬ 

ly significant, because it shows how much things have changed in terms of the kinds of political record¬ 

ing choices that the punk culture industry now deems appropriate for educational purposes in advancing 

a leftist political agenda. It’s more acceptable to push a neo-academic, neo-Marxist line than it ever was 

before. It also means that people who consider themselves “punk” are, to a certain extent, becoming more 

radicalized and willing to take the time to listen to other people (including—significantly—people out¬ 

side of the punk scene) tell them why they are even more uncomfortable with the status quo than they 

ever were before. This was inevitable. 

Part of this has to do with punk becoming part of the cultural mainstream. In order to retain its radical 

politics as it became a more affluent economic force in an increasingly conservative world, punk’s old 

oppositional conscience demanded that it find ways to distinguish itself from the industry that it unwit¬ 

tingly created. One of the best ways to do this is for labels to align themselves with leftist political move¬ 

ments such as organized labor, anti-racism, and environmentalism. In an old fashioned sense, this would 

be a way of matching words with deeds, or to put 

it more bluntly, culture with politics. Nothing 

could really be more appropriate, particularly if 

you take into account the meaninglessness of punk 

factional fighting over who is complicit with the 

system and who is not. As Jello Biafra has remind¬ 

ed us again and again, there are much more impor¬ 

tant issues to contend with than whether 

Jawbreaker signed to a major label. The problem 

with such kinds of disputes is that they’re disem- 

powering, as Biafra suggests on the 1997 AK 

Press/Allied Records spoken word comp, Less Rock, 

More Talk. Another standout on the comp is 

“Fallen,” a beautiful spoken word and music piece 

about history, politics and sex reminiscent of 

Reality Asylum, not so coincidentally written by 

former Crass member Penny Rimbaud. 

As dry and hyperbolic as all these spoken word records 

might sound in contrast to a Subhumans song about sex¬ 

ism like “Slave to My Dick,” politically there is very little 

difference. Even if impatient college radio disc jockeys 

cannot find it within their own depoliticized, televi¬ 

sion-addled imaginations to stop playing the latest 

garage punk anthem from Crypt Records and switch 

artistic gears for a minute or two, it is important for 

us to remember that there is more to punk rock 

than simply entertainment. 

A good case in point are Alternative Tentacles’ two 

most recent spoken word releases: Mumia Abu 

Jamal Spoken Word With Music By Man Is The 

Bastard, an anthology of Mumia Abu Jamal record¬ 

ings culled from his now legendary banned NPR 

broadcasts split with hardcore band Man Is The 

Bastard; and Who Bombed Judi Bari?, an extremely 

moving and highly informative documentary col¬ 

lection of now deceased Earth First! activist Bari’s own songs, speeches and lectures put together by fellow 

eco-folksinger and Redwood Summer organizer Daryl Cherney. Both records are accompanied by 

extremely dense, beautifully put together informational booklets featuring writings by Bari on ecology and 

socialism, and transcripts of Jamal’s monologues, replete with contact information for their respective legal 

defence funds and related political organizations. 

As dry and hyperbolic as all these spoken word records might sound in contrast to a Subhumans song 

about sexism like “Slave to My Dick,” politically there is very little difference. Even if impatient college 

radio disc jockeys cannot find it within their own depoliticized, television-addled imaginations to stop 

playing the latest garage punk anthem from Crypt Records and switch artistic gears for a minute or two, 

it is important for us to remember that there is more to punk rock than simply entertainment. If punk is 

really entrusted with the left’s consciousness raising task, it couldn’t be in a better position to do so because 

no one will ever stop wanting to try and explain at length why we ought to be uncomfortable with the 

status quo. If there is something to remain hopeful about—something which allows punk culture to main¬ 

tain a distinct sense of its own political identity, spoken word could be it. ® 
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Meltdown r SD 007 

The Cranium r SD 008 

DISTRIBUTION/MAIL ORDER VIA: DISCHORD 3819 BEECHER ST NW WASHINGTON DC 20007 

SLOWDIME PO BOX 414 ARLINGTON, VA 22210 EMAIL: SLOWDIME@DISCHORD.COM 



Hula Hoop Politics 

By Anna Goldfarb 

I really didn’t want to look 

Billy in the eye. He was sitting 

on my best friend Robby’s head 

threatening Robby that if he did¬ 

n’t say that Billy was the coolest 

kid on our block then Billy would 

fart on him. Of course Robby 

protested and squirmed with all 

the might that he could muster 

in his 10-year-old frame, but 

Billy and his Lee Wrangler Jeans 

bought by his mom at K-Mart 

would emerge victorious like 

they do every time. • 

All the neighborhood kids 

stood around like careless cookie 

crumbs doubled over in paralyz¬ 

ing laughter as Robby, who was 

pinned in the dirt, pleaded with 

Billy for mercy. Choking out 

unleashed giggles, they were 

secretly terrified that Billy might 

redirect his reign of terror on one 

of them. On that Friday night, 

Billy’s yard was full of insecure, 

roaring, darting eyes that 

seemed to connect with one 

another as if to mutually cele¬ 

brate the fact that they weren’t 

the ones who were struggling 

under Billy’s bully bullshit. 

It was the time of year 

when at certain intervals during 

the day, the air would seem to 

feel like nothing—not warm or 

cool, no extremes, just temper¬ 

atureless concrete silence. 

Walking outside was like how 

you picture air in movies to feel 

like—like nothing, even though 

a lot of stuff is going on. This 

was the time of life when the 

things that mattered most were 

what color your bike was and 

what was for dessert. This was 

when holidays like Halloween 

and Thanksgiving were crucial 

and looked forward to with 

unending anticipation. 

In those times, Robby was 

my best friend. We would ride 

our bikes together, wait for the 

bus together and make sex 

jokes that we wouldn’t fully 

understand until we were much 

older. He was more my friend 

because he lived two houses 

down from me than because 

we had actually made a con¬ 

scious decision to be friends. 

With Robby, it wasn’t ever a 

decision, it just was. We were 

born six days apart—our moth¬ 

ers were even in adjacent hos¬ 

pital rooms. I blew my first snot 

rocket with Robby. He is in 

every significant recollection of 

my childhood. 

I did feel bad for that Billy 

was picking on him but I knew 

that it would soon be over and 

that Billy rarely ever hurts any¬ 

one—he just likes to make peo¬ 

ple think that he can. That 

doesn’t mean that I wasn’t 

afraid of him. Lord knows I was. 

I guess that it is just easier to 

rationalize his behavior because 

I was never under his ass being 

threatened with a fart. 

Now that I think about it, I 

never actually stood up to Billy. I 

didn’t see him around that much 

actually except on the school bus 

and every once in a while when 

he decided to ride his bike over 

by our street. His full name was 

William Edward Kennedy. 

Even with our limited expo¬ 

sure to the world outside our 

town, we knew that the name 

Kennedy possessed some inex¬ 

plicable connection with power. 

Back then, I was aware that 

there was some president 

named Kennedy that was shot. 

Cars and pillbox hats were 

involved. My mother would talk 

about how proud she was of 

him and say “Oh, it was such a 

tragedy.” I remember my father 

crying during an HBO documen¬ 

tary on the whole event. He 

mourned, mumbling with saliva 

and tears, that we had “lost 

something great.” I had never 

seen my father cry—it was like 

watching footage of a building 

being condemned. 

Billy’s only claim of 

supremacy was that he was 

physically bigger than the rest of 

us. Not fatter—just taller, more 

built. He would wear high-top 

sneakers with the shoelaces 

doing their best Medusa impres¬ 

sion and T-shirts with fluorescent 



colors. This was the mid '80s sister’s stuff, but it was Billy a|| 0f us feeling like helpless little 

and he had the typical sixth Kennedy and what was 1 going kids—which is 1 guess what we 

grade boy haircut where it was to do? were. 1 was actually pretty 

long in the back and short in the He went into my garage stressed out. 1 didn’t want Billy 

front—we called it the ape cape. and snatched up the hula hoop. on my |awn 0r on my jungle gym. 

His two big front teeth told me 1 took a step towards him More importantly, 1 didn’t want 

the word “fuck” for the first and offered, “Man, that would be his foul mouth and dead sixth- 

time. Actually, 1 think that my really cool, but, my sister would grade body on my conscience. 

entire swear vocabulary was be so mad if she found out that Those fuckin’ big front teeth. Billy 

absorbed through my limited we were touching her stuff. And couldn’t stop smiling. He brought 

meetings with Billy. if my mom found out... Just put the hula hoop around his waist 

1 had never really thought it back. Some other time, OK?” 1 an(j wjth the biggest smile in the 

about it all until he came to my tried really hard to sound firm, world, and me with the most 

turf. Everyone—well, Leo, Phil but 1 think 1 sounded like how a worried wrinkles on my forehead, 

and Robby—was over in my mouse looks. he hula hooped on top of my 

yard. My family had a jungle With the hot pink hula jungle gym. ® 

gym that was situated on our hoop around his neck he 

front lawn. It was decked out climbed up the jungle gym with 

with a swing, ring bars, a see¬ much more ease and quickness 

saw and stuff that we could that 1 would have attributed to 

climb on top of. All the neigh¬ someone of his size. When he IS 
borhood kids would come over arrived at the top, he gingerly gL 

and putt around on it. straddled the apparatus—he I|5 

Maybe, if we were lucky, seemed monstrous to us mor- 3 

we would sneak popsicles from tals on the ground. Ti 

Phil’s freezer and just kind of Leo with his black rimmed ® e. 
108 
109 take in our world. Curfew was glasses and crew cut piped in. 

when the lamp posts would turn “Come on Billy, get down. 

on. Then, without fail, our moth¬ You’re going to kill yourself.” 

ers would shout out our names Billy just smiled with his 

into the dusk through screen two big front teeth, intent on 

door windows to come home. proving to us how adept he was 

We would poke fun at the per¬ at hula hooping on jungle gyms. 

son who was first summoned to With our hand-me-down clothes 

leave but we knew that our call and dirty fingernails, me and my 

would come soon. comrades exchanged worried 

One day, we were doing looks. What was 1 going to do if 

what we always did—wondering he fell down? What if he really 

about girls and making fun of did die? Dave kind of stood 

each other—when Billy cycled guard at the foot of the jungle 

up on his Huffy. He was with gym with his arms crossed and 

this boy named Dave who was his eyes all big, ready for the 

the first blond kid that 1 ever show to begin. To make things 

met. Upon their arrival, the air worse, Billy kept pretending that 

felt like the Jell-0 my mom he was losing his balance. He 

would make for me when 1 got would wave his arms in the air 

sick and 1 couldn’t eat much and say “Whoa! 1 think I’m 

food. Billy came over with his gonna fall. 1 think that I’m 

swear words and told us that he gonna fuckin’ fall.” 

could do some new trick that “Come on Billy, get down. 1 

involved my sisters hula hoop mean it.” 

and my jungle gym. 1 really did¬ There was Billy, with his 

n't want him playing with my arms going every which way and 



A LESSON IN VIOLENCE 
EDISON 006: COALESCE Oive Them Rope lp/cs/cd 

EDISON 007: OVERCAST Fight Ambition To Kill lp/cs/cd 

The long awaited new full length from Boston's OVERCAST. Brooding & intense over- 
the-tOp holy terror metalcore done like no one else before. Ripping, guttural vocals 

meld with complex & technical music that ranges from full-on grinding blasts & 
breakneck speed to throbbing machine-like grooves; all the while fusing absolutely 

dark & eerie overtones with hints of melody, passion, fc emotion. Equally powerful & 

precise, this release surely sets a new standard in brutality. 

lp/cs>,.. 48,00 cd.$12.00 

FOR YXSA/WC/AMEX/fcISCOVER 0RBERS, PLEASE CALL (215) 205-8379, 12 PM - 7 

EDISON RECORDINGS P.0. BOX 42586 PHILADELPHIA PA 10101-2686 USA 

send $2 (US) or 6 IRCs/$3 (world) for our huge 92 page mailorder catalog 
W+h nvsr 500 other hardcore/punk/indie label's releases k merchandise. 

After making history on last year's earth shattering split ep with NAPALM DEATH. 
Kansas City MO’s COALESCE bring it to the next level on their full length debut. 
Incredibly complex & crushing noise groove blends with utterly maniacal & chaotic 

instrumentalism, harsh bruising vocals, & resentful lyrics to bring you one of the 

moat violently innovative records ever. An abrasive, mesmerizing, sonic assault on 

your ears; this is sheer brutality in it's highest form. File under DESTRUCTOCORE. 

Ip/cs., *. 48.00 cd.$12.00 

MELTED RECORDS ROCKS YOUR WORLD!" 

The Cretins 
'We're Gonna Get So Laid" CD 

The Heartdrops 
“This is it!!!! Holy Fucking Shit!! Hooky, 
great production, catchy asJuck! 
God Damn!!" - MRR 

Still 
New! 

10.00 

.PPd. 

21-41 34TH AVE. 
SUITE I0H 
&ST0RIA, WV 11106 fi§g The Cretins 

| "I .Feel Better Already" CD ep! 
“The Cretins Rip Shit Up ala 

The Ramones, Screeching Weasel and 
the Queers, but sound like the 

“Pop-Punk the way 
it's meant to be done” 
-The Annex 5/97 

Write or Email us For 
iv^retios 

our Free Mail order catalog! uuk mtc. nniu Cretins". -FOE 12/96 

email: MELTDREV@AOL.COM 

Visit Melted on the Web: httf://www.mediocre.com/melted 

ALREADY 



in his smile Ip/cd 
LP, $10 CS • Asia $14 CD, $14 LP, $11 
[amp Or Visit: www.wreck-age.com 

Wreck-Age, P. 0. Box 203, New York, NY 10012, U.S.A. * E-Mail: exit@wreck-age.com 

U.S.A. $10 CD. $8 LP. $7 CS • Canada $11 CD. $9 LP. $8 CS • Europe $12 CD. $12 LP. $10 CS • Asia $14 CD, $14 LP. $12 
Please Make Checks Payable To Wreck-A|e * For Complete Catalog Send A Stamp Or Visitijn/ww.wreck-age.com 

www.wreck-age.com 

AVAILABLE TITLES 
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NEW STUFF 

OUT. 
"SOMEBODY DONE SOMEBODY WRONG SONGS" 

1 2-Song CD $10 

ITCH HOUSE 
THE COIN HAS TWO FACES” 

4-Song 7" EP $3.50 
OTHER STUFF 

MONTH OF SUNDAYS 
"DID YOU BURY YOURSELF AGAIN?” 

9-Song LP $6 * 
"SCHOOL'S OUT" 

3-Song 7" EP $3.50 (white vinyl) 

UNION 
JUSTICE FOR THE WORKING MAN 

3-Song 7" EP $3.50 
Coming Soon: IN NATIVE SOIL CD/LP 

Louisville Compilation Featuring Elliott. By The 
Grace Of God. Eleven-Eleven, Out.. Month Of 
Sundays. The Pennies. The Loved, Red Sun, 

Wino. Driftin' Luke and more. 

All prices arc postage paid in the U.S. (Outside add $2 per 

NOISE POLLUTION PO Box 72189 Louisville, KY 
item). Make all cash and money orders payable to: 

40272 www.win.net/noise/pollution.html 
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Digital Hardcore the DIY Way 
how to turn your Macintosh into a musical weapon of mass destruction 

By Matt Wobensmith 

Digital Hardcore is still catching on in the United States, 

but I see it on the horizon. It will scare rock and roll 

purists, which is exciting in itself. There's so much under¬ 

ground jungle coming out of the UK and Germany that's 

every bit as brutal as classic hardcore punk—blows it away, 

even. It’s a lot of fucking fun. 

It’s something you can do at home with your record col¬ 

lection. You don’t need much to do it. And while this topic is 

somewhat iffy, it does liberate copyrighted material and pro¬ 

vides subversive entertainment. I’m not saying it’s totally OK 

to sample without permission, but artistic license can and 

should be given freely. I just got a new split 7" by Killout 

Trash that has their cover of Tve Got the Straight Edge.” Is 

that not insane? I like perversity. Ym not looking forward to 

Puff Daddy-esque remakes of punk classics digital hardcore 

style, but at least it opens the door to more possibilities. 

I’ve had the same computer for more than four years 

now—an outdated Macintosh LC 475. I thought it was big 

shit for me when I first bought it. I’ve spent so much time on 

it—it’s like an external brain, part of my psyche. The first 

Digital Hardcore stuff I heard was made by people using 10- 

year-old computers like Commodore Amigas and Atari 

Falcons and 1070$ to make fully ass-kicking music. Ten 

years in computer time is like the ice age. They were totally 

on the DIY underground tip. 

I tried experimenting on my own computer—which was 

high-tech in comparison. I use simple shareware programs 

for sound sampling. I sample sounds or clips directly into the 

built-in sound port and then manipulate [cut and paste] the 

sounds 'till they’re the way I want them. I can sample drum 

beats and arrange them in patterns, change the speed, com¬ 

bine them with bass lines or guitar snippets, whatever. 

I don't use any software that you can’t download off the 

Net for free. I use SndSampler for sampling and editing. I use 

those samples to hack this other program, MacDrummer. It's 

a virtual drummer that lets you play silly drum sounds using 

the number keys. But I replace the sounds of the drum kit 

with my own samples and there you go—instant sequencer. 

That is all I use. 

As far as hardware goes, Macintosh computers vary in 

sound capability, but all of them have some. Mine only 

samples in mono, 8 bit, 22.1 KHz which is very gritty. It can 

play in stereo, but you're working with some pretty unso¬ 

phisticated stuff. But you can still do a lot. I made my first 

song this way—it’s a remix of the Mukilteo Fairies, and it's 

on the first Queercorps release, the Join the Queercorps 

12” ER Check it out. 

I like the idea of using computers—especially older, 

“obsolete” ones—to make music and art. They’re available 

very, very cheaply. And with the Mac, they're really not hard 

to figure out—they're very intuitive. I think once people real¬ 

ize that you can turn an old computer into a musical weapon 

of mass destruction, they’ll start to get over their phobias. I 

have absolutely no musical experience and I can make what¬ 

ever I put my mind to. 

You have the technology, punk. There are no excuses. 

WHAT YOU ARE DOING 
You are sampling sound into your computer 

via the sound port (or through the CD ROM) 

and using your keyboard to play the sounds. 

You can use a program like SndSampler to 

create the sounds. And, using that applica¬ 

tion, you can paste them into other pro¬ 

grams. You can paste them into 

MacDrummer so that you can play the 

sounds using the number keys. Or, you can 

paste them into a program like PianoSim so 

you can play the sounds at different pitches 

like on a musical keyboard. 

HOW TO DO IT 
1. Open SndSampler. 

2. Record a sound. Set up your hardware like this simple diagram. 

3. Using the “Extract” function within SndSampler (located within the “File” 

menu), find the MacDrummer program. 

4. Open MacDrummer with “Extract.” Replace one of the sound resources 

with your sound by doing a “Copy” of your sound, and “Paste” into the sound 

resource. 

5. Save the sound into MacDrummer. Quit SndSampler. 

6. Open MacDrummer. Set “Channels” to 1. 

7. Find the number key that you pasted your sound into. Repeat the above 

process until you have 10 sounds pasted into MacDrummer. Go buck wild. 



SOME ADVICE 
The better the computer, the more fun 

you will have. I use an old computer that isn’t 

even worth $500. You don’t have to spend 

more, but you can spend as much as you 

want. Old Macs don’t have the greatest sound 

and memory capabilities. Use the Apple Spec 

Website to find out which old models work for 

you. Consult a price guide like the UCE Index 

to gauge how much computer you can get for 

a price you’re willing to pay. 

I’ve listed Macs with rudimentary sound 

capabilities. If you find a good deal on a 

Powerbook, consider making an investment and 

taking your bastard noise public (Don’t buy a Duo 

model—they don’t have sound ports). 

The technology in personal computers changes so fast 

that models only a few years old are virtually worthless to 

most people and thusly sell for really cheap. Use this to your 

advantage. But remember, even though you’re buying second 

hand, the more you spend, the more you get. Buying periph¬ 

erals like a Zip drive and more memory is optional. It costs 

_ _ m oo 
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The Hookup 
RECORD PLAYER & TAPE DECK PLUG INTO THE AMP/RECIEVER 

AMP/RECIEVER PLUGS INTO THE SOUND INPUT ON THE COMPUTER 

SOUND OUTPUT ON COMPUTER ALSO PLUGS INTO AMP/RECIEVER 

SOUND OUTPUT ON AMP/RECIEVER PLUGS INTO SPEAKERS 

more money, but the return is great. Also, always register 

your shareware. SndSampler is worth the $15 requested. 

Get a current issue of a Macintosh magazine (like 

MacWorld or MacAddict) for info as well as shopping hints.® 

Please send me tapes of your insane computer-driven Macintrash. 

Direct questions or concerns to me—I’ll be happy to help you in your 

attest for noise, e-mail: corps@sirius.com web: www.sirius.com/- corps 

HARDWARE 
COMPUTER/CPU 68030, 68040, OR POWERPC PROCESSOR 
DESKTOP LCIII, LC 475 OR HIGHER, CENTRIS, QUADRA, PERFORMA, POWER MACINTOSH 

LAPTOP POWERBOOK 165, 180, 190 OR HIGHER (BUT NOT “DUO” MODELS) 

ZIP DRIVE OPTIONAL, BUT INDISPENSABLE—AVAILABLE FOR UNDER $140 

CD ROM DRIVE OPTIONAL, BUT HELPFUL 
RAM THE MORE THE BETTER—A 32 MB SIMM CAN BE BOUGHT FOR UNDER $70 

AMP/RECEIVER NATCH 

TAPE DECK SEE ABOVE 
CORDS STEREO MINI-PLUG TO RCA PLUG ADAPTERS—AT LEAST TWO OF THESE 

SPEAKERS EXTERNAL SOUND IS REALLY A MUST 

MIXER TWO LINES OR MORE—OPTIONAL 

SOFTWARE 
SNDSAMPLER http://WWW.EVANGELIST.MACADDICT.C0M/MESSAGES07/DIGEST772/MESSAGE001.HTML 

MACDRUMMER http://WWW.CJNETWORKS.COM/~MIDIMARTY/DRUMMER.HTML 

PIANOSIM http://WWW.UNM.EDU/~LORITAF/PNODSOFT.HTML 

ALSO: REBIRTH HTTP://WWW.ITHACA.EDU/SHP/SHP99/JARN0LDiyS0FTWARE.HTML 

A VIRTUAL 303/808 DRUM MACHINE—DEMO VERSION (REQUIRES POWERPC) 

COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS (OPTIONAL) 
SOUNDEDIT 16 MACROMEDIA’S POPULAR WAVE EDITOR 
DECK II A VIRTUAL “FOUR TRACK” RECORDER FOR THE MAC—RECORD AND PLAYBACK SIMULTANEOUSLY 

CYBERSTUDIO INEXPENSIVE ($99) PACKAGE INCLUDING MIDI SOFTWARE, EXTERNAL KEYBOARD, AND SOUND BANKS 

HELP 
apple spec ftp://ftrinfo.apple.com/apple.support.area/apple.software.updates/us/macintosh/utilities 

NDISPENSABLE INDEX OF TECHNICAL SPECS FOR ALL MAC COMPUTERS NEW AND OLD. A MUST. 

UCE INDEX http://WWW.UCE.COM 
AN UPDATED PRICE INDEX OF RESALE PRICES FOR ALL MAC COMPUTERS. VERY USEFUL. 
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CD COMPILATION FEATURING 

TEEN IDOLS 
THE RUMBLERS 

LINK 80 
THEHALFLINGS 

THE BEAUTYS 

THE GRUMPIES 

THETUNNELRATS 

THE BOILS 
SONIC DOLLS 

THE PHUZZ 
BUGUTE 

HIGH OCTANE DECADENCE 
THE RUMBLERS/THE GOTOHELLS 

SPLIT 7 INCH 

$4 PPD 

SOUPED UP PUNK DOCK N DOLL 

THAT'LL SMOKE VOUD DOODS OFF?!! 

OUT SOON: 

NEW RUMBLERS 7 INCH!! 

$7 PPD 
BUY BOTH AND GET THE UNK 80/9UBINCISION SPLIT 7 INCH 

for only $ 1 .OO!! !!!!•!!!!!!!!•••!••••!! 

DISTRIBUTED BY : 

RHETORIC AND SKULLDUGGERY 
P.O. Box *2 

todricktown. tU. OS067 

79 DIE IN 
ROAD TO NIXXEAR 

liWIHILViim 

GOING FAST. 

jraswuik 
I 

HOT CAKEh 

:BMgbm 
4 B3AID 

ftmflevo 
7" cc*|p 

(D(§)o GRiST-M^U^IU 
rSfeifS , POBOX 77l.tf0_ 
jdj-l5)o L2KEW00D. OHIO yyi07 

ttUr MURtGRlWt 
az/ d wp $/c 
$1 for cassette 

sampLer 

Stamps info. 

^SiWKPureoys 5S>t$s 

ooi*^?L2ip 4 songs 

I EQUAL 
VISION 

When Forever Comes Crashing 
Eleven emotionally pulverizing songs 

Their most dynamic and powerful release to date 

Produced by Sonic Guru Steve Austin of Today Is Th 

EQUAL VISION RECORDS PO BOX 14 HUDSON NY 12534 (SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR OUR NEW CATALOG) OR FREE ONLINE @ WWW.EQUALVISION.COM CALL 1 -888-EVR-EOGE FOR MERCHANDISE INFO 

DISTRIBUTED BY REVELATION RECORD’S PO BOX 5232 HUNTINGTON BEACH CA 92615-5232 



•WEIGHTS 
ftED >10 

a new WNEacE e&om 
THE PRUpfiGflfiOfl V,4cHIn£ 

MRC TRUE TYPE OR POST SCRIPT 

COSH, CHECK, M.0. TO TYLER GALLOWAY 

6736 W 74TH ST OVERLAND PARK KS 66204 
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Full-Service Compact Disc Manufacturing for the Independent 

AUDIO CD 
ENHANCED CD 

CD-ROM 
CD-R 
DVD 

_d_ 
Post Box 6332 Falls Church VA 22040 USA fumace<5 artmonk.com 888/599.9883 u-ww.artmonk.com. furnace 

Issue #13 - March 

http'Jhmw. muddle. miorg "But you said this would last forever..." 

-featuring- 

an inside look at record labels, 

The Figgs - Against All Authority -Jenhitt - The Enkindek 
Tugboat Annie - AKPress - The Phantom Surfers - Atom dr His Package 

Plus Music Reviews, Pop Culture, Comics, Social Awareness & more! 

Send Two Dollars to PO Box 621 - Ithaca, NY 14851 



w/ managra, tho surprise party, anomie, 
braid, madeleine, kodiak, dig-dug, silent 
spring, cedar of lebanon, objection, the 
stalag seventeen, Jessica six, 2000 yard 
stare, bruke I905> twelve blades,seraphim, 
paul newman, & dynamite boy... 

this cd is $6/ppd. and proceeds are 
being donated to CADD(canpaign against 

Brand New Four-Song 7" 

Melodic NY Punk/Hardcore 

Limited mailorder copies on girlie pink vinyl 

Also Available - Asstroland "Sweep the Leg" 7" 

7" Prices: US - S3; Can & Mex - $4; World - $5 

Cash or MO payable to Kenneth Levine, not Exit. 

Please, NO CHECKS! 

EXIT RECORDS 

P.0. Box 463 

Pleasantville, NY 10570-0463 
USA 

There’s Nothing Funny About 

VITREOUS HUMOR! 

VITREOUS HUMOR 
“Posthumous” (80209*2) cd-$ 10 

amazing unreleased and 7” tracks!! 
featuring an unreleased REGRETS tune!! 

VITREOUS 

HUMOR 
self titled EP 

cd49 10”47 

V/A 
“(don't forget to) 

breathe” 

cd410dbi lp410 
<(80204-1/2) 

VITREOUS 
HUMOR 
“Harbor” +2 

7”-$4.50 
(crcOOO) 

THE REGRETS 
“'New Directions...” 

cd410 lp48 
(80206-1/2) 

crank!, 1223 wilshire blvd #823, santa monica, ca 90403 
310.264.0439 ph/ 310.264.0539 6c / fan@crankthis.com / http://www.crankthis.com 

crank! a record company 
(a mail order and distro thang too!) 

We’re bigger than Tommy Lee!!! 

COMING IN EARL Y 1998 (wooo hoooO: 

MINERAL THE SECOND ALBUM AND A 7” 

SILVER SCDDTER/CURSIVE split i o” 
THE VEHICLE BIRTH “TRAGEDY” CD/LP 

ACRDBAT DOWN “beaver falls...” 7” 

FAR APART “hazel” 7” 

JEJUNE * GETUP KIDS * UNWOUND * PROMISE RING * ELLIOTT SMITH 

CONTACT US FOR NEW FREE INCREDIBLE CATALOG!! 

FREE SHIT sent out with every order!!! 

[ 



0I8QRUMTIED MAILORDER 
coumvoms 

NASHVILLE PUSSY Let Them 

Eat Pussy CD/LP - Kicks 

much ass!!! 

HOOKERS 12 Guage 7” - An 

awesome burst of power and 

energy. 

ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN. 

The Time is Now CD - Reissue 

of first explosive album. 

IOK4 n ON SOU*Vl> 

THE COUNTDOWNS Right On 

Sound CD - Killer debut from 
these LA noisemakers. 

FRIGG A-GO-GO The 

Pene-trating Sounds of 
CD - frantic garage rock. 

THE RANDUMBS 

Seven Inch 7” - Hard 

fast No Cal streetpunk. 

LOTS OF STUFF: 
ADZ/SMALL BUT ANGRY Songs for the Gutter split 10” 
BRAND NEW UNIT Diddley Squat CD 
BROOKLYN STEAMER Rock & Roll Part 3 CD 
CHAOS UK Chaos UK CD 
ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN Sick Songs CD 
EATER All of Eater CD 
FERD MERT All This And Morons CD 
GBH Live In Japan CD • 17 songs 
THE HECTICS Everything I Need CD 
THE LOWDOWNS Diggin A Hole LP/CD 
MANIC HISPANIC The Menudo Incident CD 
POSITIVE STATE The Bullshit Initiative CD 
SHAM 69 Kings & Queens CD 
SPACE COOKIE Your CD Collection Still Sucks CD 
THE STALLIONS Hey Baby It's The... CD/LP 
STRYCHNINE Dead Rats & Oakland Dogs CD 
THE SUSPECTS New Dawn CD 
SWINGIN’ UTTERS More Scared CD 
TERRORGRUPPE Uber Amerika CD 
UK SUBS Occupied CD 
WORKING STIFFS Dog Tired CD 
YUM YUM TREE Glittering LP (picture disc) 
ZEKE Flat Tracker CD/LP 

ZEKE Super Sound Racing CD/LP 
V/A “It Comes From The East” CD/LP • 11 band comp 
with Furious George, Electric Frankenstein, Yellow Scab, 
Stisism, Skin Candy, The Helldevils, Trick Babys, etc. 
V/A “Shit Gets Smashed” CD/LP • Comp with Squat, El 
Dopa, Hot Rod Shopping Cart, Strychnine & more. 
V/A “Smells Like Spring” Double LP • Comp (special 
price: $12) with Candy Snatchers, Pleasure Fuckers, 
Loudmouths, Stitches, Steel Miners, Yellow Scab, more. 

SEVEN INCHES: 
BOILS • BRAND NEW UNIT • CANDY SNATCHERS • 
CALAVERA • DIMESTORE HALOES • ELECTRIC 
FRANKENSTEIN • FULL FLEDGE LEDGE • THE HEAD- 
COATS • THE HELLDEVILS • THE HUMPERS • 
JAKKPOT • JUMPIN’ LAND MINES • MANIC HISPANIC 
• NASHVILLE PUSSY • NINE POUND HAMMER • POSI¬ 
TIVE STATE • QUADRAJETS • SHOUTBUS • SPIFFY • 
STALLIONS • STISISM • SUICIDE KING • SWINGIN’ 
UTTERS • THE WEAKLINGS • YELLOW SCAB • ZEKE 
double 7” • GOONS/BOILS • 22 JACKS /CLOWNS 
FOR PROGRESS • TRUENTS/KRAYS • SCREW 
32/MOIST/LOWDOWNS • SEWAGE/HAMMERBRAIN 

Lots more. Send for free catalog. 

THE SAINTS. Stranded 

CD. Reissue of this late 

70s classic. 

CDs - $10, LPs - $8, EPS -$7, Seven Inches -$4* (Any 3 seven inches for S10 plus appropriate postagel) 
Postage Info US: CD or LP - $1.50 for first, ,50c ea. additional. 7" - .50 each. International - double above rates 

Money order or well hidden cash (your risk) gets same day response. Checks will take longer. 

DISGRUNTLED MAILORDER 
4470 Sunset Blvd. #195, Los Angeles, CA 90027. 
Visit our website: www.jps.net/dsgrntld 
Stores write for wholesale list! • Labels looking for reliable mailorder - get in touch!___ 
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Issue Six 
1 Joan of Arc 2 Shipping News 

3 Pavement 4 Son Volt 
5 Mary Lou Lord 6 No Depression 

7.Superchunk 8 Much more 

Three dollars US, five dollars elsewhere 

Issue Five 
1 Sebadoh 2 Promise Ring 3 June of 44 

4 Cynthia Connolly 5 Jeremy Emgk 
6 Girls Against Boys 7 More 

Two dollars US, four dollars elsewhere 

Printed matter that matters 

2011 Booth St Simi Valley, Ca 93065 
stopbreathin@earthlink net 

Please note that Stop Breathing is what has become 

of Extinguish! Fanzine, in name alone Also note that 

the photograph to the left was taken by Chrissy Piper 



Record 
Brian Ryder (BR), Dave Song (DV), Eric Action (EA), Ed Faktorovich (EF), Greg Gartland (GG), Josh Kermiet (JK), Marie 

Chicago’s Fireside Bowl earlier this year. Very 

interesting stuff! (BG) NUMERICAL 
97a - Abandoned Future, EPCD Great hard¬ 

core thrash that keeps you moving & your heart 

racing. Total old school style, 88’style, done 

with class and originality. N.J. Hardcore at it’s 

best! Don’t be a fool, pick this up. (NW) 

Teamwork Records, PO Box 4473 Wayne, NJ 07474 

THE LETTER A 
Agent Glitter - Never Stopped Rockin, 7" 
Assuming there are still some punk types reading 

this rag, this new review process I’m going to try 

here should work. Step 1: Go grab "Unfun” 

(Jawbreaker album numero uno, but you knew 

that) on vinyl (this is key, it must be wax) and 

toss it on the platter. Step 2: Play it on normal 

speed, but as the record spins, either manually 

spin it faster or adjust the pitch accordingly. 

Step 3: Close your eyes, imagine it was actually a 

7” with a lame flaming letter logo on it. Voila! 

An instant, fully understandable review of the 

new Agent Glitter 7"* Not a bad record at *11, 
fully competent. Aside from the music, the band 

thanks Rev Norb and the bass player looks like 

my brother when he used to be fat. (Not that it 

matters, it’s just a neat observation.) (GG) 

Couldn’t find label name or address. I guess it was 

self released? 

THE LETTER B 
Betty Blue - Men in Belted Sweaters, CD 
The new band from Stabb of Government Issue 

fame, this band is probably too rocking for the 

average punker nowadays, but as far as I’m con¬ 

cerned, this is great. Stabb’s snotty vocals backed 

by ’77 style punk with lots of rockn’roll guitar 

breaks. Very enjoyable (MH) 

Diesel Boy Records, PO Box 1081, North College 

Park, MD 20741 

The Bevis Frond - North Circular, CD Nick 

Saloman is the extremely prolific man behind 

The Bevis Frond and The Ptolemaic Terrascope 

Magazine. This is a double-CD, jam-packed 

with all sorts of psychedelic pop goodies for the 

90’s. Similar to the infectiousness of say, bands 

that make up the Elephant 6 collective—The 

Apples In Stereo, Neutral Milk Hotel, Olivia 

Tremor Control...the only difference being that 

Saloman has actually been making music since 

the 6o’s. As my pals Jo 'n’Jon would say, it’s the 

66-99 conneckshun. And who doesn't like 

shaking booty to The Kinks every once in a 

while? (PK) 

Flydaddy, 433 Thames St., Ste. 1, Newport Rl, 

02840 

Big Hello - Girl Versus Boy Versus, 7” Great 

four song single from this Mid-West rockers. I 

like that the singer sounds almost exactly like a 

slightly young Kim of the Muffs fame. I mean if 

you like the Muffs get this for that fact alone. I 

would like to congratulate Big Hello for doing 

two things: putting two versions of the same song 

(different words) Cynical Girl and Cynical Boy 

on separate sides and the Elvis Costello cover 

"Lip Service”. The former seems like it would 

be a mistake, but the Cynical song is so catchy 

and you can pick your sex boy/girl. The latter, 

well Elvis Costello I always forget about until a 

hear a lame or great cover and pull the albums of 

the shelf. Big Hello made me want to listen to 

their version, then pull of my Elvis LP and listen 

to it. That is an accomplishment. Another fine, 

fine release with comic book from Break-Up! 

Records. (EA) 

Break-Up! Records 91 East Patterson Ave. 

Columbus, OH 43202 

The Bleeders - I’m An American, 7” I can’t 

tell if this is Nationalistic or not. The lyrics 

might be sarcastic but are otherwise cryptic in 

their meaning. Musically, it has some power pop 

tendencies, yet I can’t stop thinking of Jon 

Cougar Mellencamp’s Small Town song. A really 

lousy selection of a Damned cover (Teenage 

Dream) is the high-point on this worthless 

record. (SY) 

Hostage Records, 7826 Seaglen Dr. Huntington 

Beach CA 92648 

BonecrUSher - S/t, 7" Gee.. I wonder if they’re 

street punk? I’m glad I don’t live in California, 

because these guys definitely look like they would 

come kick my ass for not liking their record. If I 

were a big-shot Hollywood producer and the 

script said something like, "our hero enters a 

dingy bar where dozens of skinheads are running 

in a circle to the beat of a street punk band." 

Bonecrusher would be on the set the next day. 

They’re almost a stereotype. On a side note, in 

this picture, they're singer looks EXACTLY like 

Rollins; so much so that I almost expect people 

to tell me that it’s him. (harlo) 

Outsider Records, P0 Box 92708, Long Beach, CA 

90809 

Brian Czarnik - Occupation Jackass, tape 
Wow, this guy is funny, amusing, crazy, and 

probably super-sexxxy! Over 35 minutes of 

punk-ass comedy and stories, all recorded live at 

$5.ppd B.C. 442 Hyde Park Ave. Hillside, IL 60162 

THE LETTER C 
Cave In - Beyond Hypothermia, CD This 

reeks of metal, which is ok by me. Heavy fuckin’ 

shit, with intricate guitar parts, pounding 

drums, and distorted vox. There seems to be a 

lot of this stuff going around today ( Bane, 

Converge, etc...). The only thing that bothers 

me about this stuff, is that it’s not quite raw 

enough for me, and the production is a bit over¬ 

done. (NW) 

Hydra Head P0 Box 990248 Boston, MA 02199 

Cerberus Shoal - Soundtracks..., CD Weird 

ambient type stuff... 2 really long songs. (NW) 

Audio Information Phenomena 1625 Oakwood Drive 

San Mateo, CA 94403 

CODE 13 - A Part of American, 7” CODE 13 

keeps getting better and better, total HC mess 

like it should be, 8o’s style. The kind of stuff I 

listened to growing up 12 years ago, songs about 

the comic book codes of the 50’s, skating, drugs, 

etc... Makes for the perfect punk record 

(reminds me of early RKL) (NW) 

Havoc Records PO Box 8585 Minn. MN 

THE LETTER D 
Damnation - Getting Evil, 7” Don’t confuse 

this with Damnation AD, the metal powerhouse 

of the Jade Tree label. This is minimal chord 

gutsy p-rock with songs about being mean, get¬ 

ting evil and old murder urban legends. 

Standard repetitions to each song, throw in the 

guitar solo and you are done. It’s kind of slow 

but it still rocks. This is what the sound would be 

if Social Distortion had smoked pot in Another 

State of Mind. (SY) 

Burning Tree, 10938 Magnolia, Ste 227, North 

Hollywood, CA 91601 

Diesel Boy - Venus Envy, CD This could be 

on Fat Wreck Chords, but they are a little bit 

poppier than the average Fat Wreck Chords 

band. (MD) 

Honest Don’s P0 box 192027 SF, ca 94119-2027 

Diesel Boy - Venus Envy, CD ’Cock Rock" 

isn’t just the name of the first song, its also the 

spirit in which the rest of the album was written. 

I don’t know why, but people tend to make fun of 

glam, unless punk rockers play it, then its sud¬ 

denly cool. Don't get me wrong, I dig this disc, 



REVIEWS 
Davenport (MD), Mark Hanford (MH), Nate Wilson (NW), Patti Kim (PK), Scott MacDonald (SM), The Old Man (TOM) 

even if the lyrics tend to get a little (ok, more 

than a little) cheesy. Still, you can’t beat a solid 

rhythm section. And for those of you who can't 

afford phone sex, there is a really long lesbian sex 

audio at the end of the disc; and, you know that 

it's a good record when that ISN’T the best part 

of the album, (harlo) 

Honest Don's 

Dirty Three - Ocean Songs, CD Wow, when¬ 

ever I see the Touch and Go logo, I think of 

crazy, sexy, in-yr-face indie rock. Loud-like. 

So this CD kinda threw me for a loop. Dirty 

Three are a violin/guitar/drums trio from 

Melbourne and their music is, well, in one 

word, beautiful. Instrumental soundscapes 

that are like a never-ending journey. But it’s 

Warren Ellis’ violin-wielding that really 

clinches it. Fucken wrenches yer heart out and 

feeds it to the dogs. Stop crying to your old 

codeine CDs. Dirty Three are the new tearjerk 

about town. (PK) 

Touch and Go, PO Box 25520, Chicago IL, 60625 

The Disenchanted /The Striped Bastards - 
split, 7” This split 7 inch shows off the finer 

talents from two N.Y. hardcore bands. Both have 

that Lydon snotty vox with a powerful band to 

back it up. A very good and intense 7 inch. Not 

crappy at all. (BC) 

Traffic Violation Records Box 772 East Setauket, NY. 
11733 

THE LETTER E 
The Eight Bucks Experiment - 
Cockstalking, CD One of the records I get fre¬ 

quently that comes with an annoyingly personal 

letter from the band explaining that it took a 

long time for this record to come out. Who 

friggin’ cares? Attention to obscure under¬ 

ground bands who might send stuff in to PP 

that I might review: I’ve probably never heard of 

you, so don’t feel the need to explain jack! 

Anyway, the letter tells me it ain’t "punk,, metal, 

ska, college rock, goth, garage, emo, or any 

other easily classified genre. ’ I’ll agree with 

them on this point at least. But I have to won¬ 

der, whenever I read this sort of thing, (which I 

read more often than you might think) that if 

the band spends so much time thinking about 

what they aren’t, can they ever actually figure 

out what they are? Something to think about I 

suppose. Anyway, this is rock. The singer 

screams real well, almost to Deadguy standards, 

with a southern fried sound not unlike Blaine 

from the great Nashville Pussy. Overall, it’s an 

OK record, but nothing I’d buy. (GG) 

Blue Moon Recordings 2075 S. University Blvd. 
#264 Denver, CO 80210 

The Element 79 - Play Born Loser and 
Agent 38, 7” Here are two scorchers. The A- 

side sound straight out of a Man or Astroman? 

Set, with the kickin’ reverb style and all. Great 

guitar work is shown here, I hope it was done it 

one take. The flip. "Born Loser” is a Pebbles 

garage style, but hopped up in a way that I would 

expect, say the Makers or someone to do. Nice 

single, but its short. I had to have flipped it over 

ten times before writing this review. The 

Element 8o have a great full length out as well. 

(EA) 

360 Twist! PO Box 9367 Denver, CO 80209 

The Element 79 - Dig Out!, CD This is a little 

old to be sent to Punk Planet, but it seems that 

360 Twist sent us almost their whole catalog at 

once. This being the best band of the lot (minus 

thee Headcoats). Read the review of the single 

and image eight songs in the same vein. Too bad 

it wasn’t longer. Put the single and this long 

player on a tape and roll down the windows and 

drive, drive, drive. (EA) 

360 Twist! P0 Box 9367 Denver, CO 80209 

Eracism - What a Sham, T Six songs of 

spiky-haired crusty anarchist peace punk here. 

While this is no huge departure from other 

bands of this genre, the music is pretty solid and 

the songs vary enough from one another to keep 

the record interesting. Still, the heavy-metal 

inspired guitar solo has me puzzled. (SM) 

Beer City Records, R0. Box 26035, Milwaukee, Wl 
53226-0035 

Everfresh - s/t» CD A 6-piece pop punk outfit 

from Sweden with two lead singers. Melodic hard¬ 

core that is made more interesting by the interplay 

of the two singers (though they both sound about 

the same). Heavy chunka chunka guitars with some 

super-speedy bappa bappa bappa drum parts. Fans 

ofZoinks! should really dig this. (MH) 

Cargo Records 

THE LETTER F 
The Fixtures - Dangerous music defect, CD 
All right, here we have in your face, straight 

ahead, punk rock the way it comes schooled from 

the Mid West. Kinda like the Dead Kennedys 

meets John Cougar. It hurts so good, all the way 

through the 27 tracks. You mom wouldn’t like 

this, but you might. (BC) 

Know R0. Box 90579 Long Beach, CAL 90809 

Frodus - Conglomerate International, CD In 

the press release that came with this, Frodus pro¬ 

claim that their goal is to warn the masses of the 

impending negative utopia we will one day face . 

Frodus accomplish this goal with thirteen truly 

energetic kick butt punk songs that I really really 

liked a lot. While listening to this, you can’t help 

but notice a sincere Devo influence. This is odd 

because Frodus sound nothing like Devo, but 

you can still sense the Devo influence all around, 

from the strangely political sci-fi lyrics to the 

futuristic packaging, all that’s missing is the hats. 

Frodus even do a cover of Devo’s "Explosions ", 

which, while not as much fun as the original, is 

still really good. The Frodus sound can become 

tiring after a while ,but it’s onslaught is broken 

up nicely with a few slow instrumental songs. 

Real cool. Go help Frodus save the world. Buy 

this CD. (JK) 

Tooth and Nail PO Box 12698 Seattle, WA 98111- 
4698 

The Furious IV - What's Become of the 
Baby?, CD Just as I was about to say that this 

reminds me of "Hello Bastards"-era Lifetime I 

notice that there is a song on this album which 

shares a name with a song from "Hello...", so I 

guess it must be true. There is also, however, a 

lot of California pop in the Furious IV, and it 

sounds great. Nothing unusual, just good, hard, 

poppy, punk rawk... yes. (harlo) 

Hairball 8 Records, 26500 #111, San Diego, CA 
92196 

The Fuses - Dress For the New Bomb, 7" 
American Punk Records wins. Webster was a 

pretty damn good band that didn’t go very far 

popularity wise, but I remember reviewing one 

of their early records, and it rocked. Now ex- 

Webster members rock out like crazy in the 

Fuses. Great melodic (in a good way) straight 

ahead old school type punk with new wave 

touches whipped in. Cool as heck, and worth 

seeking out, as is most of the APR catalog. The 

label describes it as a mish mash of the Clash, 

Gang of Four, and the Stranglers, more or less. 

I dunno if that’s the case, but I do know that 

this rules! (GG) 

American Punk Records 802 S. Broadway Baltimore, 
MD 21231 

THE LETTER G 
The Gain - Highway to Heck (Live), 10 inch 
I was really looking forward to this, a quick look 

at the back tells that it features some of their 

best songs. Then I took out the record and put 
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it on and it was a GG Allin record. Now you 

and I both know that The Gain doesn't sound 

anything like GG Allin, I mean this was actually 

a GG Allin record in the Gain’s record sleeve. I 

have no idea how it happened, but I haven’t 

heard any of the other reviewers complaining 

that they had a Gain record in their GG Allin 

sleeve, so I have to assume it happened before it 

got here. But what a let-down. I'm sure the 

Gain record is good, and I can practically guar¬ 

antee it’s better than the record that I mysteri¬ 

ously received, (harlo) 

Dead Beat PO Box 283, Los Angeles, CA 90078 

Gardy Loo Featuring El Duce - Perverts on 
Parade, CD If this CD was toilet paper, I would 

wipe my ass with it. (SY) 

Off The Records, PO Box 612213 North., who cares! 

Gerty Farish - Bulks Up, CD Noisy, tinny 

casio-punk. Imagine Atom and His Package 

mixed with Rancid Hell Spawn. This is destined 

to become an unknown classic that you’ll pay big 

bucks for IO years from now. 22 minutes of 

beeps, blips, and distortion -- if it was any 

longer I'd get annoyed. (MH) 

Load Records, PO Box 35, Providence Rl 02901 

Good Riddance - Ballads from the 
Revolution, CD It’s on Fat Wreck Chords. (MD) 

Fat Wreck Chords 

Gods Reflex - a brief lesson in affection, 
CD I don’t know about God but my first reflex 

was the gag. I really had to force myself to listen 

to this CD all of the way through. The singer 

kind of sounds like that guy from Green Day if 

he decided to go emo. If that mental picture 

alone doesn’t make you realize how annoying this 

is than nothing ever will. I can maybe see how 

some people might like this, but then again, a lot 

of people like Matchbox 20 too. Bleh! (JK) 

Johanns Face Records, P0 box 479164 Chicago, IL 

60647 

The Great Divide, 7" The Great Divide com¬ 

bines a hardcore mentality with a few almost 

poppy beats and a tinge of almost emo melodies. 

Yet the vocals remain gruff and the songs retain a 

repetitive and anthem-like feel. Overall, this is 

pretty good, however, the songs are a bit lacking 

in the power department. (MD) 

Fiver Records, 784 Heath Cove, Santa Cruz, CA 

95062 

Grieving Eucalyptus - you’re so lame, 7” 
This band is in the Smugglers/Hi-Fivejs realm of 

rock *n’ roll. However, they are a bit more 

poppy, less rocky, and lack much of the quirky- 

ness. In any case, this seven inch is a good addi¬ 

tion to any dance party. (MD) 

Just Add Water Record, P0 box 16102, Spartanburg, 

SC 29316 

Gymicrae - Execution of Karma, CD I really 

don’t know if I like Gymicrae or not. They play 

rather melodic, almost lo-fi punk that can be 

pretty nice at times, but can also be real 

annoying on a few songs. The vocals are decent 

but maybe a little melodramatic for my taste, 

and sometimes they do a fake English kind of 

punk accent. Pretty average. I don’t think I 

would buy it. (JK) 

Insurance Scam Records P0 box 145, Northville, Ml 

48167 

THE LETTER H 
Thee Headcoats -Thief, 7” Can you possibly 

go wrong with Billy B. Childish. I think not. 

You get "Thief’ and the classic done earlier (on 

vinyl) by the Headcoatees :Automatic Love’. 

Really you can’t miss. (EA) 

360 Twist! P0 Box 9367 Denver, CO 80209 

The Heartdrops - Truth Comes Around, 7” 
Hey, this is great in the Cheap Trick with the 

punk edge sort of way. Gruff up front vocals 

that make you sing along like you are the rock 

star in the shower (shampoo bottle as a micro¬ 

phone). The A-side has got the pop, the twist 

and the hooks to play it again. While the B-side 

is a typical, yet wailer of a cover of "Eight Days a 

Week.’’ Normally I would trash a B-side like 

that, but normally the band doesn’t have the 

balls, nor the power to cover it as well as the 

Heartdrops do. Better sounding than their full 

length, maybe its just the vinyl. (EA) 

Break-Up! Records 91 East Patterson Ave. 

Columbus, OH 43202 

The Hefners/Shwarz - split 10 inch First off, 

The Hefners, what an excellent name for a band, 

are big Billy Childish fans. They're sound is tre¬ 

ble all the way, reminiscent of the Hi-Fives and 

The Smugglers. I didn't really care for it the 

first time I heard it, but on the second and 

third, I was won over. Schwarz didn't get me. I 

like the concept of their side, trying to pull off 

an instrumental rock and roll thing, but it 

comes off sounding too much like the Beatles in 

their Ravi Shankar period (shudder). Bonuses: 

Super thick white vinyl, cool liner notes, com¬ 

plete with a pin-up calendar, and lots of freebies 

inside, (harlo) 

Middle Class Pig Records, Pfitzerstrasse 32, 72070 

Tuebingen, Germany 

THE LETTER I 
The In/humanity - your future lies, 7” The 

thing I’ve always disliked about Inhumanity is 

that their sound is always progressing, and you 

never know what you are going to get, no 

record sounds the same. This one has a noisi¬ 

er, heavier, feel to it. 3 songs, that I am sure a 

lot of people will go ape shit over. I just like 

knowing what I’m buying. Lots of distorted vox 

& discordant guitars here! (NW) 

Coalition Records P0 Box 243 6500 Ae, Nijmegan, 

the Netherlands 

The Insect - Hard to Cry, 7” Hmmmm. Just 

as I was thinking that 360 Twist was becoming a 

no lose situation. The Insect (not the old In¬ 

sect) give the blues/harmonica at times driven 

garage/pebbles blast that I normally go for. The 

problem here is that a single is supposed to be a 

hit and a B-side. The A-side though is too long 

and repetitive, missing that hook that the hit 

song should have. The B-side starts off with a 

yawning instro but, wait, is it here. The last 

song on this single is the big time, "No 

NextTime” ranks up with the Makers in total 

mayhem that you gotta love indeed. If it was the 

A-side I would have been raving by now. (EA) 

360 Twist! P0 Box 9367 Denver, CO 80209 

Ironboss-Age of Gasoline, CD Hmmm...this 

is rather odd. Gruff Swiss dudes singing over 

music that combines "grunge” tones with "punk” 

beats. The weak need not apply. (MD) 

V&V productions, langrutiweg 20, ch-6330 cham 

THE LETTER J 
Jigsaw - Dialtone, CD A boy who is sad but 

wants to rock to drown his sorrows. Is doubtful 

about the world he lives in. Fugazi-lite and emo- 

hard.(BC) 

Melodiya 2523 17th Ave. SW Calgary AB Canada 

T3E 0A2 

THE LETTER K 
The Klopeks - Mr.X, 7” Fast-paced punk with 

some scratchy vocals to boot. The stuff that 

makes you feel young again. MR. X was a 

donut man and the insert tells his story. I 

guess the Chicago scene does have some good 

young bands after all. (BG) 

Sinister Label PO. Box 1178 LaGrange Park, IL 

60526 

THE LETTER L 
L arm - extreme noise, CD This CD com¬ 

piles all L arm’s shit! From 1984-1987. Those 

who are not familiar with these guys need to 

know that they were playing noise - core when it 

was not in style. S.E. Blast beats in 1984, fuck 

yeah!! Though this is not for all, it is imperative 

for those who listen to modern fast stuff, and 

haven’t heard the roots! 75 songs! (NW) 

LastmatCh, 7” There is nothing like Swedish 

hardcore to brighten an otherwise gloomy day. 

As with any good hardcore band, the lyrics are 

muffled, the guitars are filled with power and 

angst, and the listener is left feeling able to over¬ 

throw an institution. Do YOU like the hard¬ 

core? (MD) 

Insect Records, postfack 58.166 74, Stockholm, 

Sweden 

Leatherface - Discography Part One - Live, 
CD Hey, I’m happy to get this. Leatherface were 

a really good melodic punk band from the UK. 

Hoarse, throaty vocals and catchy songwriting 

with thoughtful, political/social lyrics. I used to 

like this band a lot, and while they don’t sound 

like the most exciting live band, this is still an 

important record. I would be quicker to recom- 



Record Reviews Litmus Green / No Less 

mend the studio counterpart to this disc, but if 

you like Leatherface at all, this can’t be more 

recommended. Leatherface does the best ver¬ 

sion of Sting’s "Message in a Bottle” ever put to 

wax. (GG) 

Rejected Records 9 Woodlands Ave., Dun Laohaire, 
Co. Dublin, Ireland 

Litmus Green- It must Suck to be you, CD 
These guys are from Southern California and 

describe themselves as "punks who play music, 

not musicians who play punk.” I didn’t know 

musicians played punk... "Find out why legions 

of kids walk the streets of Southern California 

clad in homemade Litmus Green t-shirts.” I 

guess those Pennywise shirts are out of style. 

(MD) 

Tacklebox, 4901-906 Morena blvd., San Diego, ca 
92117-3432 

Loosechange - D is for Delinquent, CD A 

good Youth Brigade impersonation done here if 

YB played a bit faster & a little more melodic. 

OK pop punk. (NW) 

Noise Patch PO Box 1646 Redono Beach CA 90278 

Lower Class Brats - Rather Be Hated Than 
Ignored, CD I can always count on GMM. I 

know I blasted a 7" they put out last month, 

but that was an aberration as much as any¬ 

thing. Usually, GMM put out satisfying street 

or Oi stuff. I may not like it all, but it is always 

of decent quality. The Lower Class Brats fit 

into that tradition nicely, taking fairly tradi¬ 

tional drunk streetpunk and adding interesting 

twists, from cool US Bombs style harmonized 

backing vocals mixed with lead vox to the occa¬ 

sional piano hook. Overall, what I would call 

interesting hard Oi. These guys would kick any 

pogo punk’s ass. The front cover photo is 

funny too. The one guy looks like somebody 

from "Clockwork Orange;” another one looks 

like Danzig. Then there’s this Mykel Board 

looking guy on the right and a dorky guy in the 

back, who looks like a fat Egon from 

Ghostbusters. (GG) 

GMM Records PO Box 15234 Atlanta, GA 30333 

THE LETTER M 
Mach V — Freedom, 7” Most of you would 

either skip over this single cause of the chesty girl 

with the tight t-shirt, giving the bird with a cigar 

and army helmet on the cover. It made me lis¬ 

ten to it to say what could back up a statement 

like that. Mach V probably enjoy beer, woman 

and television (in that order). Some of the best 

rock *n’ roll came from that life style. The Mach 

V play dirty blues/rock with the New Bomb Turks 

or Nashville Pussy twist of life. Gruff, dirty and 

Detroit style cock-rock. Gotta love it, cause they 

now what they are, and don’t deny or try to pre¬ 

tend to be something else. High energy, loud 

rock ’n’ roll, alright. (EA) 

Rapping Jet Records 3639 Midway Dr. #271 San 
Diego, CA 92110 

The Mad Butchers - Lucky, 10 inch Hooray, 

someone remembered that ska bands can still 

record on vinyl! The Mad Butchers seem to have 

added a bit of rock to their sound since their last 

7 inch. I wouldn’t call them ska-punk, just 

straight-up third wave ska, but I can see them 

picking up hints of the punk rock that plagues the 

majority of other midwestern ska bands. The 

Butchers have pulled together a tight sound really 

quickly, lets just hope that they don’t get too 

punked out. (harlo) 

Dyslexic Records/Records Backwards, P0 Box 
72442, Roselle, IL 60172-0442 

Malignmen - Southgate Sessions, 7” Hey 

man this was a practice jam of 6 in your face 

punk that was turned into a 7inch. It was magic 

to the band. To me, it was ...hummm...dumb 

and should have stayed a practice and not a 

record. We are suppose to play it loud, man. No 

thanks, sounds crappy enough on low. (BC) 

Plague Records RO. Box 10911 Knoxville, TN. 
37939 

Mans Ruin - Who you Callin’ Cracker, CD 
Yuck!! This just sucks. An all female oi band 

that just totally blows (no pun intended). The 

musicianship isn’t happening, and they come 

across as being not very sincere. The production 

is pretty bad also. (NW) 

GMM Records 

The McRackins - Live in Madrid, CD An 

egg-cellent release by these Canucks, live from 

the land of huevos. This has incredible sound 

quality for a punk live album - excellent pro¬ 

duction where you can actually here all of the 

instruments. If anything, I think this is beefier 

than their studio albums. This is the 

McRackins at their rawest - no melodic guitar 

overdubs like you get on their studio albums. 

22 songs. Very punk rock. (MH) 

One Louder Records, PO Box 1NW, Newcastle upon 
Tyne NE99 1NW, UK 

Megastore - Appearance, CD This Italian 

band sings in English and plays music that 

jumps genres with each riff. You’ll have a heavy 

guitar part with screaming vocals transition 

straight into a jangly indie-pop part, then on 

the next song you'll have a glam metal guitar 

solo. In parts, this is pretty good. As a whole, 

it just doesn't work. (SM) 

Break Even Point, Via Vallebona, 28, 00168, 
Rome, Italy 

Miss Lonelyheart - average appliance lifes¬ 
pan, CD Kinda psychedelic Beetles and a mad 

emo-boy on the run. It has its up and downs, 

but the downs are longer. It would be a lot better 

if the ups were longer. They do get a lot of cool 

guitar melodies and all that pretty stuff to make 

the young girls get all excited. (BG) 

Molecular Records 

The Moped Lads - Rock 'n' Roll Girl, CD If 

it looks like The Adicts, and sounds like The 

Adicts, then it must be... The Moped Lads? 

The Moped Lads play that punk rock that’s not 

quite OI! and is vaguely reminiscent of the Toy 

Dolls, although not nearly as good. And to cap 

it, they cover a GG Allin song, which never 

wins any points with me. (harlo) 

Cargo in the states In Europe: V&V productions, 
Langrutiweg 20, 6330 cham (that's all of the 
address that was printed, but seems incomplete) 

Mount McKinleys - No Come Down, 7” Well, 

not as good as when I saw em live here in MI, but 

a nice vinyl effort indeed. That Get Hip sound 

of psyco/Sonics/Garage/noisy thing going on. 

You will know if you would like this. All three 

originals, and I think that their covers are top 

notch, give us a B-side cover boys. (EA) 

360 Twist! PO Box 9367 Denver, CO 80209 

Murder City Wrecks - Get Wrecked, CD 
GMM strikes again! I still need the Randumbs 

CD they put out, but this CD will do for now! 

This is good, but not what I usually expect from 

the label. More traditional 77 than street. No 

boots, braces, patches, or painted leather to be 

found here. Leans more to the Infections side 

of punk neo-revisionism, which suits me just 

fine. More! I like this record, which reminds 

me. My top 5 for '97 got omitted by PP editors 

by accident, (either that, or I messed up send¬ 

ing them in) so I’m going to list them now, in 

no particular order: Drags LP (Estrus), Sgt. 6 

Assault 7” (007), Brides 7" (Rip Off Records), 

No Talents "Talent is a Grime” 7” (Royal), and 

... the Hellacopters "Gotta Get Some Action ... 

Now!” double 7" (White Jazz?) All some with 

my highest recommendations. (GG) 

GMM, see the Lower Class Brats review. 

My 3 Scum/ Confederates - Split, 7” One 

band from the East, one from the West. The My 

3 Scum side followed really well after my listening 

of the Germ Free Adolescents album. Perhaps it 

was the saxophone. They have a drunken rocka¬ 

billy, as opposed to a clean and sober rockabilly, 

feel to them. It’s all in the stagger. The 

Confederates are tight and play punk much like 

the Subhumans. I hate their name, but if you can 

get past that you should like this platter. (SY) 

Smog Veil Records, 774 Mays Blvd. #10-454, 
Incline Village, NV 89451 

the letter N 
Nancy Vandal - Bikini High Pol Party 
Massacre 5, CD A happy movie soundtrack 

from hell. Horns, poppy refrains, whoo-ooohs, 

and all that. It is a fun disc. What else do you 

expect with a title like that! (BG) 

Half Arsed Records R0. box 703 Kensington NSW 
2033 Australia 

No LeSS - S/t, 7” First off, these guys use 

Frank Miller art work, so that’s a thumbs up for 

me! Brutal California Power violence is what 

these guys play. They have the "bear vs. a chick¬ 

en” dual vox going. Very strange music with 

samples of raps, &. classic rock songs in the 

background. 9 fast ones here! (NW) 

Slap a Ham PO Box 420843 SF CA 94142 
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THE LETTER O 
The Others - Can’t Help but Cry, 7” Yawn, 

stuck in the Pebbles rick era that has been done 

better. Sorry but the mop top, prog rock of the 

6o’s is getting a little old in the nineties. Do 

Yourself a favor and pick up the Back from the 

Grave comps. And the essential Pebbles that 

come back to me on this shit. (EA) 

360 Twist! P0 Box 9367 Denver, CO 80209 

THE LETTER P 
Plainfield / Melt Banana - Split, 7” Be pre¬ 

pared to drool all over yourself on this one. 

Melt Banana begins with fucked up backwards 

noise and kicks into spacey thrash spazzes all 

over the place. Plainfield pay tribute to 

Anchorage’s Skate Death. Their cover is pretty 

faithful and done with love. Only a limited edi¬ 

tion of 200 on this one. Unless you live in 

Tokyo or San Francisco, be prepared to offer 

one of your precious kidneys for this one. (SY) 

The address is cryptic. Email Plainfield at 
mytrunk@aol.com or Melt Banana at 
mltbanan@parkcity.ne.jp 

Pennsy's Electric Workhorses - n/t, 7” 
This record is the perfect soundtrack for a 

cold winter weekend morning when you’re 

bundled up in a quilt, sipping coffee and try¬ 

ing to wake up slowly. Pennsy's Electric 

Workhorses is actually just James Bertram of 

Lync, Built to Spill and Red Stars Theory 

doing a solo project. His songs are soft, deli¬ 

cate and melancholy. The four-song EP begins 

and ends with an instrumental. For those with 

a sappy side, this is recommended. (SM) 

All City Records, 2414 Medill, Chicago, IL 60647 

THE LETTER Q 
Quadrajets - The Real Fucked Up Blues, 7” 
Holy smokes, I have seen these boys and they are 

redneck to the core it is so beautiful. You get 

two Quadrajets originals in "Ain’t Red No 

More” and "Crawl” one a fuzzy mess of south¬ 

ern rock-blues-punk-garage that will get you 

tinkerin with that jap crap car you own (trying 

to find a way to sell it to get some American 

Steel). The other a blues/no distortion stomp 

that might have well been done by Robert 

Johnson or Bo Diddley. The cover of Willie 

Dixon’s "Hidden Charms” is a nice piece 

indeed. This screamer sounds so live that it 

makes you want to be up right in front and 

marvel and the best looking sideburns east of 

the OT Mississippi. (EA) 

360 Twist! P0 Box 9367 Denver, CO 80209 

Quadrajets - Pay The Deuce, CD Really, its 

about time that Estrus helped these Southern 

poor boys out. Playing a Fireshock and a 

Bottleshock with these fellas, you knew they were 

Estrus bound and this LP shows way they won’t 

disappoint. Read my'review of their single 

above this and you will get heir flavor. Twelve 

songs (one of which on the above single) that 

will make you sell your house and drive down 

South and learn to play the geetar. (EA) 

Estrus Records 

THE LETTER R 
Reliance - S/T, 7” Melodic punk with thrash 

drums and a sound quite similar to Good 

Riddance. Rumor even has it that members of 

Good Riddance and this band share blood. 4 

songs with one word titles. The sound is defi¬ 

nitely a trendy one. (SY) 

Possible Problem Records, P0 BOX 59854, Potomac, 
MD 20859-9854 

Ringwurm / Betty’s Love Child - Split, 7” 
Catastrophic sound waves coming from 

Ringwurm on this platter. Put Black Sabbath on 

the rack and starve em and you got Ringwurm. 

Anguished lyrical communication, with lyrics 

that would make Neurosis sound cheerful. 

Betty’s Love Child? They are enjoyable, but lis¬ 

tening to their Cali-Pop Fifteen style is hard to 

do after the Ringwurm side. (SY) 

Probe Records P0 BOX 5068 Pleasanton, CA 94566 

Rodeo Boy - How Is It Where You Are?, 
CD Indie-rock that sounds a hell of a lot like 

Built To Spill, without the same amount of 

quirky sensibility. This is actually quite 

enjoyable, with a lot of good laid back grooves 

that break into indie rock noise / dynamic 

parts with wailing guitars. Nothing ground¬ 

breaking, but your local college-radio DJ will 

eat this up. (MH) 

Sit-N-Spin Records, 8 Market St., Wilmington NC 
28401 

THE LETTER S 
The Scaries - Anymore +3, 7" Under-pro¬ 

duced pop punk songs about relationships. 

Some decent guitar work here, along with 

solid drumming and bass lines that are unfor¬ 

tunately obscured by muddy production. 

Other than the tired subject matter of the 

songs, this could be a winner if it had more 

oomph. (MH) 

The Scaries, 309 Central Ave, Butner, NC 27509 

Scruffy Dogs - S/T, CD The Scruffy Dogs are 

from Slovenija and play energetic 77 punk. This 

recording sounds like it was done in the late sev¬ 

enties. The saxophone is almost as loud as the 

vocals and makes all the songs really catchy. 

There are some Reggae interjections on the 

album, and they are enjoyable too. No transla¬ 

tion to the lyrics so I am not sure what it is all 

about. Sounds really good. (SY) 

NUCLEARSUNPUNK, c.p. 114, 34170 Gorizia, Italy 

The Seculars - Social Skills, 7" Gee, I don’t 

like this at all. It sounds really sloppy and so 

loose that it seems like it must have been a 

problem with the recording, like the snare drum 

was miked way to loud or something. It just 

doesn't come together, (harlo) 

360 twist! 

Seed and Feed - Here We Are, CD This band 

sounds like the hordes of Pennywise-style bands 

that grew out of the influences of Bad Religion 

and NOFX -- the bands that fill the rosters of 

Fat Wreck Chords and such labels. Like most of 

these bands, they're pretty good, but not too dif¬ 

ferent from their contemporaries. Still, there's 

something nice about a really catchy song, and 

these guys can pull it off. (SM) 

Point Break Records, Via Matteotti, 4-20030 
Bosovia, M. [Ml], Italy 

Shrill - Redneck Rockstar, CD I don't think 

that they're kidding, and that's a good thing. 

These guys were clearly weaned on the Nuge. I 

almost expected the little-poke-fun-at-the- 

bumpkins-thing that people like Southern 

Culture on the Skids have made so common, 

so maybe this is a pleasant surprise. 

Sometimes they remind me of Nine Pound 

Hammer, but then some other times they 

remind me of Joan Jett and the Blackhearts, so 

I can't really put a bead on 'em. They’re 

rockin’ hard, although not exactly my bag, but 

I wouldn’t be surprised if these guys became 

big on alt-rock radio, (harlo) 

Trailer Park Records, P0 Box 15706, West Palm 
Beach, FL 33416 

Skip Krank - s/t, tape One of the easiest 

things to be is in a bad band. The members of 

Skip Krank are definitely living the easy life. 

It's metal meets punk in the worst way, with 

shouted/growling vocals, speedy drumbeats, 

cock rock guitar solos and simple song struc¬ 

tures. Phooey. (SM) 

No address, but call them at (714) 841-1315 

Skizmatics - Youth Crew, 7” Some quality pop 

punk here, kids. The songs are fast and tight, the 

vocals are just gravelly enough to add an edge to 

the songs, and the lyrics are decent. Its good to 

see bands in a tired genre that don’t follow the 

formula. Thumbs up. (SM) 

Exit Records, P0 Box 463, PleasantVille, NY 10570- 

0463 

Smallmouth / Pecola - split, 7" Smallmouth 

play slow, depressing, and ultimately extremely 

boring indie rock with one dynamic (meaning 

louder) part. Good for people who make a habit 

of sitting in dark rooms. Pecola are noisy, 

fucked-up lo-fi rock with some quirky stops and 

then kick into a decent Sonic Youth sorta groove 

at the end. I’d rather hear a complete Pecola 

seven inch. Gold vinyl. (MH) 

Teenage USA, 620-A Queen St. W, Toronto ON 
M6J 1E4, Canada 

Smartbomb ca - s/t, CD Supercharged punk 

with a pop edge from ex-members of Welt and 

Brown Lobster Tank. This sounds a lot like 

earlier Dag Nasty, without so much screaming. 

Lots of heavy guitars mixed with melodic leads 

and well sung vocals. I only wish they would have 
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included a lyric sheet. Fans of hard edge pop 

punk should not pass this one up. (MH) 

Creativeman, 3619 Motor Ave, Suite 280, Los 
Angeles, CA 90034. 

Smartbomb ca - s/t CD When I first put this 

one in the old CD player, my immediate 

thought was that it was some good power-pop 

with good guitars and excellent vocal harmo¬ 

nization, but I couldn’t shake the feeling that 

this sounded EXACTLY like something... Then 

I noticed that Smartbomb is made up from ex¬ 

members of Brown Lobster Tank and Welt. 

That’s it! Its almost the same guys as the last 

(current?) BLT/Welt hybrid, The Tank. If you 

dig any of the bands on this little family tree, 

you won’t be disappointed with this one either, I 

think it’s the best so far. (harlo) 

Creative Man, 3619 Motor Ave., Suite 280, Los 
Angeles, CA 90034 

Speed-Shift/ Wagon - split, 7” This split ails 

from the boring Sioux City, Iowa region. I will 

save the best for last, so lets start with Wagon. 

Well, they sound like a slow pulling wagon from 

Iowa. But Speed-Shift saves the day with great 

sing-a-long psycho-pop with lots of "la-la-la’s” 

etc...(BC) 

Full Blare RO. Box 5344 Sioux City, IA. 51102 

Spiky Joys/Attacked - Just Another Punk, 
Split CD Japanese street punk coming back at ya! 

As a rule, Japanese street is a creature unto itself, 

with hilarious liner notes (due only to the fact 

that they write them in English) [highlights on 

this one include their request for listeners to: 

"Send letter and sound!” and the Attacked’s dec¬ 

laration that: "We are fucking pogo punk crew!”), 

funny graphics, and very, very passionate music 

on the disc. They also always sing/include liner 

notes about punk as a way of life. This release is 

no exception. Anyone familiar with the Discocks 

should grab this ASAP. Here, as always, the 

Japanese beat us by a mile for pure love and pas¬ 

sion of punk. (And grits. Anyone willing to write 

in a foreign language on the record has what my 

Italian friends call ’culliones.’) (GG) 

Knock Out Rec. Postfach 100716 46527 Dinslaken, 
Germany. Distro by Cargo USA 

Sportswear - Keep it together, 7” Wow, these 

guys pick up where BOLD should have kept 

going. Fast, posi youth style HC via 88’ , with 

great production & some awesome vox. NYC 

style except these boys hail from Norway! A must 

for true hardcore fans! (NW) 

Crucial Response Records Kaisersfeld 98. 46047 
Obehausen Germany 

Superfan - Fuck You, 7" Kind of a cool record. 

Punk with heavy gauge guitar and bass and lots of 

breaks. The singer sounds like Ray Cappo of 

Y.O.T. fame. (Important notice: Cappo vocals 

are a good thing. Unlike some other PP ’lumi¬ 

naries’ I won’t name, I know that 8o's sXe can be 

great stuff. Screw anyone who disses it.) Good 

overall, with slight wankage. (GG) 

SFN (no snailmail. Here’s the email: heartfirst@big- 
foot.com) 

THE LETTER T 
Thoughts Of Ionesco - And Then There 
Was Motion, CD Still can’t figure why my 

review copy had a fifty-dollar bill stuck into it. 

No bribes needed, this is Ionesco’s best mater¬ 

ial on release. Blend Black Flag, Sepultura, 

and some Voivod and you get Thoughts Of 

Ionesco. At least that’s what it feels like while 

listening to this album. The rhythm section is 

tight on the dot. The guitar lays out the disso¬ 

nant tones on the record giving it an eerie 

overtone. The only thing that interrupts the 

mood is the guitarist’s gruff vocals. All big 

words aside, this album rocks. (SY) 

Makoto Recordings, P0 BOX 50403, Kalamazoo, Ml 
49005 

Toxic Narcotic - You Wreckt’em!, CD 7 
songs that are drunk and angry. Punk Rock at 

driving speeds. Not thrash, or grind, just real¬ 

ly fast punk rock. Songs about the Boston area 

scene and other perils of life. Reminds me of 

Negative Approach in all the best ways. 

Powerful stuff. (SY) 

Rodent Popsicle Records, P0 Box 335, Newton CTR., 
MA 02159 

Trail of Tears - Malt Liquor Ice, 7” Crap like 

this should be on demo tapers. Why kill good 

vinyl trees to make this noise. Recorded in a 

garage sound quality with bad boring music. (BC) 

Enoch R0. Box 864002 Matietta, GA. 30060 

Training for Utopia - Plastic Soul 
Impalement, CD Yikes... This is what hap¬ 

pens when Californians listen to Norwegian 

death metal. "It’s got a good beat and you can 

commit murder to it", is what my Mom said 

about it (really). Actually, only half of this CD 

is metal, the other half is slow and scary and 

reminds me of the soundtrack in a serial killer 

movie when they show the bad guy’s victim 

tied-up and crying. You know, that static with 

a beat, with a lot of voices whispering things 

you can't understand. Give me a good case of 

the heebie-jeebies, (harlo) 

Solid State, P0 Box 12698, Seattle, WA 98111- 
4698 

Treiops Treyfid - All Water, 7" Very quirky 

pop music from this ex-member of 

Pitchblende. This has a jangly feel, but also has 

some serious manic and explosive moments. 

Excellent use of repetition and vocal effects. 

Recommended for fans of interesting mind- 

altering pop music. Blue vinyl. (MH) 

Coolidge, 157 Coolidge Terrace, Wyckoff NJ 
07481 

The Twenty-Two's/Positive State - Split 7" 
Even if the 22 s sounded like complete crap, 

they’d still be cool for being an early-80's style 

hardcore band with, get this, a conga player! 

Man, is that cool or is that cool? The truth is, 

that the 22 s don’t sound like crap. In fact, 

they sound pretty good and they get into a good 

groove in a genre which shies away from the 

"roll" half of "rock and roll" and they even 

pull-off the "break it down", which usually 

sounds cheesy. Positive State also does the 8o’s 

hardcore thing, they have some cool intros for 

their songs, but once the screaming starts, its 

all over for me. I’d like to stage a Hardcore 

Band Drummer Arm wrestling contest. Each 

match would take an hour, (harlo) 

Submit Records, 308 Thaver Ave, Silver Spring, MD 
20910 

THE LETTER ;U 
The Unpieasants - Songs About Girls, 7" 
OK kiddies, 3 chord punk timeline lesson. In 

70s, four guys calling themselves the Ramones 

create the genre. Cut through early 80s hard¬ 

core era to the mid 80s or whatever and hit the 

creation of Screeching Weasel, where over the 

course of IO years or so, some asshole (we’ll 

call him Ben) rip off the Ramones shtick and 

milk it for far more than its worth. (Not that 

there is anything wrong with that. I wish I were 

him. I’d do it too. I use the word asshole only 

because I have heard from numerous sources 

that he is one. But I digress) In that time a 

bazillion other bands pop up, ripping off SW’s 

shtick. The Unpieasants are one such band, 

and pop fans should love this, causing many a 

silly dance. Buy it if you are such a person; I 

fully recommend it. On a more interesting 

note, the guitar player for the Unpieasants is 

straight edge and vegan. Weird! (GG) 

Unpieasants 300 S. Edgewood Ave. LaGrange, IL 
60525 

THE LETTER V 
Vanilla Pod-Trigger, CD This is the English 

equivalent of a Fat Wreck Chords band. (MD) 

Them’s Good Records, PO box 8, Corby, 
Northamptonshire, nnl7 2XZ England 

The Vendettas - Cant Stop, 7" This is more 

like it. The Vendetta's have the garage-thing 

down perfect, they know that the secret to it is 

cool sounding guitars. The songs are just basic 

grooves, the solos aren't too exciting, but it 

sounds good when it comes together. If the 

Vendettas had a better guitar player they'd be a 

rockabilly band. I don't know if I need to listen 

to it every day, but its fun. (harlo) 

360 twist! 

Vision - the kids..., CD I remember these guys 

from the 8o’s, having a more posi youth sound, 

well it’s been turned in for that California Pop 

Punk sound. Nothing ground breaking here. 14 

songs (NW) 

Cargo Music 

THE LETTER W 
White Trash Debutantes - Rock on Sister 
Friends, 7" Beer City put this out? Weird! 

Usually they do pogo punk or street, but this is 
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straight on punk rock and roll with female 

vocals. Cool too, kind of like the No Talents but 

not as great. Worth getting. (GG) 

Beer City 

Wolfie - Awful Mess Mystery, CD Wolfie, 

Wolfie, Wolfie_Hmmm. I really found this 

CD rather annoying at first but then it kind of 

grew on me. The sound is very new-wavey indy 

pop kind of sound with lots of happy key¬ 

boards and synths and nice harmonies. They 

sound a lot like the Rentals but with more of a 

rythmic edge. I actually like this a little more 

every time I listen to it. The songs are all really 

short and catchy, the vocals are good, the 

drumming is tight. Can’t complain. Good 

summer CD too. Way to go Wolfie. (JK) 

MUD Records, Parasol Distribution 905 South Lynn 

Street, Urbana, IL 61801 USA 

Wretch Like Me - New Ways to Fall, CD I 
was all ready to not like this, and then I could¬ 

n’t. It's good. The music reminds me, in a 

roundabout way, of Pegboy -- it's solid and 

thick and melodic. The songs range from 

happy, upbeat to serious -- sounding like the 

band is one step beyond pop-punk. Good 

stuff. (SM) 

Owned and operated Recordings, P.0. Box 36, Fort 

Collins, CO 80522 

THE LETTER Y 
Youth Gone Mad - Rotten, 7" EP Pretty 

damn good lo-fi punk rock with an early 8o’s 

feel. They do a couple of originals and a cou¬ 

ple of covers on here, and as long as your ears 

aren’t tuned to that big produced sound so 

many bands seem to manage nowadays, you 

should enjoy this fine piece of punk rock 

vinyl. (MH) 

Panx, BP 5058, 31033 Toulouse Cedex 5, France 

THE LETTER Z 
Zeke - Kicked in the Teeth, LP/CD I must 

be blessed. Whenever I get to review a record I 

like, I’m happy. When I get a record I would 

usually buy, I am ecstatic. Hell, when I get to 

review a record I know I can at least sell to 

some schmoe I’m satisfied. But when I get a 

record I absolutely love, and have been look¬ 

ing forward to, I go apeshit. So it is with 

Zeke, one of the great rock and roll bands of 

the 1990s. Not really punk, more like smokey 

bar music. But brilliant. People can talk all 

they want about songwriting or danceability or 

whatever. It’s all fine, but I don’t care about 

that stuff at all. I am into rocking, and that is 

all. Zeke rock. They have in the past and con¬ 

tinue to now. Fans of the Supersuckers (prior 

to their sissification of course) will want this. 

So will Gaunt/NBT fans. Anyone into the 

great Nashville Pussy will eat this up. The fact 

that it is on Epitaph is both scary and excit¬ 

ing-scary that the big labels are invading the 

confines of traditionally smaller ones, yet 

exciting in that the music I love is being rec¬ 

ognized by more people. If you’ve never heard 

of Zeke and are just now being introduced to 

them, get this. If you’ve liked them for a 

while, and were remotely hesitant by the fact 

that they are on Epitaph, don’t be. Music for 

men. Emo wusses or pap-punk pansies need 

not apply. (GG) 

Epitaph Records. Buy it at the mall. 

Zen Guerrilla - Positronic Raygun, CD 
Heavy guitar, and some harp blowin. The sub¬ 

urban kids will go nuts for the Alternative 

Tentacles blues that is laid down on this here 

disc. Kinda cool, but I am from Chicago and 

we take our blues very sad and serious. So for 

me, it was o.k. at best. The bluesmen of Delta 

do it a lot better, but for some this will be the 

only blues they get. (BG) 

Alternative Tentacles 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 

V/A-Angels of Life in a Psychic 
Wasteland, CD This CD features "21 bands 

from 7 countries (Finland, Japan, Sweden, 

Hungary, Spain, USA, and the UK)” and is 

totally amazing. Buy it and discover the 

genius for your self. (MD) 

Eerie Materials, PO box 420 816, SF, ca 94142 USA 

V/A - The Great Age of Enlightenment?, 
7” This is a benefit for Toronto Friends of 

the Lubicon Legal Defense Fund and features 

7 blasts from the likes of Drop Dead, 

Racetraitor, Noisome Faugh, Reversal Of 

Man, Synguya, Presidents Choice, and 

Passafist. I thought my record player was bro¬ 

ken during Synguya’s in-the-red noise. Drop 

Dead is always chaotic, but this song is espe¬ 

cially raw. So perhaps half of these bands are 

unknown to you, here is your chance to get 

aquatinted. (SY) 

Hit The Ground Running, PO BOX 4181, 

Greensboro, NC 27404 

V/A - Israfel, LP Be nefit comp to help pay 

off medical costs for two little girls who had 

Werdnigg-Hoffman disease. Reversal of Man, 

The Weak Link Breaks, Locust, Inept, The 

Judas Iscariot, Eurich, Thenceforward, 

Twenty Seven Hours, The Architects of the 

New Christ Rebellion...but the best songs on 

this record are by Harriet the Spy, The Old 

Hearts Club, Criswell, The Panoply Academy 

Glee Club, and Serotonin. Comes with a fat 

booklet and other assorted goodies. Buy this. 

Now. (PK) 

$6 ppd.; Ape, Gregg Holtsclaw, PO Box 1584, 

Bloomington IN, 47402 

V/A - RAFR, CD Rock and Fuckin Roll is 

the title and these are the bands: Humpers, 

Hellacopters, ADZ, Nomads, Electric 

Frankenstein, Turbo Acs, the Spent Idols 

and thirty in all. Not exactly a whose who in 

the rock n punk scene, but they are well rep¬ 

resented in here. It is always hard to review 

this kinda thing, though it is a fine comp it 

just seems that most of the people who 

wouldn’t pick this up unless they already 

know the bands (a Catch 22 if you ask me). 

Props go out to Flipside for doing this 

though. (EA) 

Flipside Records 

V/A - The Show Soundtrack, CD The Show 

is a new Taylor Steele surf video. This is too 

silly. It has become so cliche to use Epitaph 

and Fat Wreck punk bands for sports, but I am 

not reviewing the video or the concept. We are 

just concentrating on the soundtrack. This is a 

superstar album, but whose superstars are 

they? The show soundtrack gives you Rancid, 

Descendents, Lagwagon, Down by Law, NOFX, 

I think you can predict the other 18 bands. 

This might be the snowboard punk-equivalent 

to a 70’s K-Tel Disco album. (SY) 

Theologian Records, PO Box 1070 Hermosa Beach, 

CA 90254 

V/A - What April Showers Bring, 7” Pretty 

purple vinyl, pretty packaging, heavy music. 

Four bands struttin’ their stuff here: In Ano, 

Failsafe, Barrel, and The Soviets. I kinda dig 

the "gold side” better because The Soviets 

song—"strike 1917” is IOO% butane. Fiery 

goodness for all the fuckers, yeah. This record 

comes with all sorts of little treats too. It’s like 

getting a lootbag from an ape. (PK) 

$3 ppd.; Ape, Gregg Holtsclaw, PO Box 1584, 

Bloomington IN, 47402 

ET YOUR RECORD REVIEWED IN PUNK PLANeT 
send in a copy to: Punk Planet Reviews PO Box 6014 East Lansing, MI 48826 

NOTE: THIS IS THE ONLY PUNK PLANET ADDRESS THAT ACCEPTS REVIEWS. If YOUR RECORDS SHOW UP AT ANOTHER ADDRESS 

(say our Chicago office), they will not be reviewed until they show up at the reviews address. 

WE DO NOT ACCEPT MAJOR LABEL RELEASES 
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Josh, 

While we appreciate the effort you put 

into this, we’ve got to be honest, all 

your slogan ideas are terrible. Who the i • | 

hell would hire us with slogans like J 

those? NOBODY, that’s who. Grow a 

brain and then try again. Christ man, 

get with the fucking program. 

Dan and Jason 

We are the lords of hell fire and we bring you...DESIGN! 

Because your records look ugly... 

Better this than heavy lifting 

Annoyed, destroyed, and self employed 

We need your money for beer. 

Two words: Gambling debts 

We went to art school and all we got was this lousy design company! 

Because “fry cook” doesn’t look good on a resume. 

Our exotic dance skills weren’t paying the bills 

Stewed, Screwed, and Tattooed! 

Ugly dudes, good designs! 

See you in court, deadbeat! 

You’re our favorite band! 

We’re not kidding, we love you guys! 

Who only wants to work an eight hour day? 

Shit, who doesn’t sacrifice a goat now and again? 

Of course we’ve heard of you! 

Your mom’s money is as green as the next guys mom’s money. 

Bringing you quality design since February. 

Unnaturally Brunette 



m Jell, I've been really busy 

planning self-distribution 

and haven’t seen much that's 

very good lately. I'm on a bunch of press mailing 

lists so I get to see all these Indiewood films for 

free, but they suck! What's a girl to do? 

Luckily, I met Sadie Shaw a few months 

ago. Bob MacDonald, a frequent star and collab¬ 

orator, told me about a video they did spoofing 

the SF music scene, but Sadie's true passion is 

low budget splatterpunk. She's done most of her 

stuff on Super 8 and is totally into cheapo gore 

FX. I kept bugging her to show me some of her 

films, but we never hooked up. Finally, I got an 

e-mail inviting me to a showing of Madelines 

Valentines Day Party at Artists' Television Access 

that she did with Tina Gordon. The screening 

night was also an an opening showing off beau¬ 

tiful prints by Sadie and her friends of re-enact¬ 

ed horror film stills. Girls in bras with bloody 

mouths and gaping wounds, pale zombie faced 

men, sexily pretending that they're dead. Dead 

girls are usually so sexualized in the media like 

Short Cuts; how many dead women did the cam¬ 

era lavish on, stiff bush and all? Or Tom Petty's 

creepy video with Kim Bassinger? Ugh! But 

these pictures were so aggressive, not only were 

they stylistically cool in their own right, but they 

were also a nice change to the ultimate passive- 

chick dead girl fantasy. Right on, Sadie! ATA 

was absolutely mobbed even though the show 

had gotten no press. Usually film events can be 

kind of stuffy, but this was really fun. Everyone 

finally settled down to watch the video and the 

response was amazing. The story is about a 

woman, Tyger from the Glamour Pussies, who 

has a Valentine's Day party where she feeds 

them food that turns all the hipster guests into 

zombies. Everyone starts freaking out and eating 

each other. It was really gross but I dug that. 

Later I found out that Sadie and everyone put 

the whole video together in a week. It took one 

day to shoot, one day to edit, one day for sound 

and voila! Instant film. She shot on VHS and 

edited at ATA (which is free for her cuz she 

works there but normally is around $7/hr). After 

seeing how quickly everything was put together 

and how cool it turned out, I was totally 

inspired. My projects take years and here Sadie 

and Tina popped out something that looked 

great and was really fun in days. I love how she 

uses techniques which are totally accessible. 

What makes her stuff (from what I saw) so 

interesting are the ideas behind it. I totally 

believe that if you have good ideas or a concept, 

your film/video/whatever will be successful no 

matter what. Sadie is proof. 

••• 

A while ago I was doing research on my 

next script and I posted in both alt.punk and 

alt.cultmovies and asked, "What is the punkest 

movie ever?" Since this month has been pretty 

dry moviewise for me, I figured now would be a 

good time to look toward the past. Here's a 

messy list of what was posted: 1991: The Year 

Punk Broke, A Clockwork Orangey Badlandsy 

Breaking Glass, Christ - The Crass Movie, Class of 

1984, Desperate Living, Kids, Made in Britain, 

The Muppet Movie, Nick Zedd's Steal This Video, 

Richard Kern's Hardcore Vo11 & II, Liquid Sky, 

Over the Edge, Out of the Blue, Pink Flamingos, 

Repo Man, River's Edge, Rumble Fish, Say 

Anything, Smithereens, Suburbia (got the most 

votes), The Beat, The Boys Next Door, True 

Romance, Un Chien Andoulouse, Valley Girl, 

Jubilee, Driller Killer, D.O.A., Dogs in Space, 

Ladies and Gentlemen the Fabulous Stains, 

Romper Stomper, Decline Of Western Civilization, 

Great Rock-N-Roll Swindle, Rock-N-Roll High 

School, GG Allin - Hated, Dudes, Road Warrior, 

All films by Greg Araki (The Living End, Totally 

Fucked Up, The Doom Generation, Nowhere), 

Straight to Hell, Tromeo and Juliet, Kleene 

Punker...aka. Little Punker, No Skin Off My Ass, 

Rock & Rule and Sir Drone. 

Sorry that I don't have the year or the 

director, but if you have Internet access you can 

type most of the films in at www.imdb.com and 

get more details. If you don't have access to the 

Web, use the list on your next trip to the cool 

video store! 

I also was curious about the phenome¬ 

non of punk rockers in cheesy movies. This 

came about by finally getting my hands on a 

copy of "The Punk Episode" of Quincy, the 

TV show starring Jack Klugman. (Thanks to 

Davey Quinn from San Diego but be warned 

if you trade with him on the Internet—it 

takes months!) This episode is hysterical! It 

starts at a punk rock club, everyone is slam 

dancing. The "nice" girl, Abby, goes into the 

bathroom with her girlfriend and comes out 

punk, since she has to hide it from her mom. 

At the show, Abby's boyfriend gets killed in 

the pit by an ice pick (!!) and the body is 

shipped off to Quincy. His annoying girl¬ 

friend convinces Quincy to take a stand 

against "that negative music" and soon 

Quincy, Q's girlfriend, Abby and her exasper¬ 

ated mom all go on some Geraldo-style talk 

show (this was made in 1983!). Abby runs 



away, staying in a "punk rock crash pad" 

that actually looks like a hippie joint, but 

all the time her best friend has been trying 

to poison her with codeine because she's 

the one that killed the guy in the pit by 

accident and was afraid that Abby was 

going to find out and tell on her. There's 

some amazing dialogue in this; I'm sure it's 

been sampled in songs already. I don't have 

the tape with me right now but I remember 

one guy at the talk show saying, "We're not 

bikers, we're not psychos, we're artists!" 

And Q's girlfriend railings against punk 

music is hysterical. It all seems so silly now 

because punk never really took off and all 

the media watchdog people ended up 

focusing on heavy metal. Totally classic. 

There's no way for me to tell this with¬ 

out sounding like I'm name dropping, but I 

got to interview Ian MacKaye from Fugazi 

and somehow that Quincy episode came up. 

He told me that back when that show came 

out, it was so lame and embarrassing that all 

the "real" punks would label the posers as 

"Quincy Punks." I think that's the name of 

an actual band now, too. I'd love to find out 

more about them so if you know, please send 

me some info. I'm also looking for the punk 

episode of CHiPS and the Square Pegs episode 

with Devo. I have some cool stuff to trade so 

let me know! 

So what about all the other examples of 

when punk collides with mainstream pop 

culture? Here's a sample of what was posted 

in response to my question: What are punk 

bands in cheesy movies? (Like the Dickies in 

Rodney Dangerfield's Back to School or the 

Meat Puppets in the pilot episode of Beverly 

Hills 90210.) 

Subject: Re: Punk bands in cheesy movies 

From: rileykfxxxx.edu 

Don't forget the Romones - Rock V Roll 

High School and the myriad of Henry 

Rollins cameos (Lost Highway, The Crow, 

etc.), find I don't know if any of you 

care, but Adam Ant was pretty fuckin' 

cool in his early days, and gradually 

degenerated into cheesy music and at 

least one even cheesier movie that I saw 

on television at 2 p.m. on a Sunday 

afternoon. 

The Young Ones is a TV show, but they 

have weird musical interludes which have 

included Madness, the Damned, and Alexei 

Sayle doing a song about Doc Martens. Nick 

Cave isn't punk but he performed in an 

incredibly good German movie called Wings 

of Desire, which also has Peter Falk 

(Columbo) as himself. 

Subject: Re: Bands in Cheesy Movies 

From: Vostra.Firma@xxxxxx.it 

Mad Love was Velveeta. How about 7 YEAR 

BITCH in Mad Love? That was a shame 

though I think their fate was set when 

Sassy Magazine wrote them up in Cute 

Band Alert. Am I the only one who remem¬ 

bers that? Sassy used to be cool, now 

all it does is have waify girls in Nana 

clothing. What's a preteen girl to look 

to now - Teen... YM... Seventeen? I 

think not. 

by Sarah Jacobson 
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see Sarah Jacobson’s film 

Iary Jane' 
lOT A VlRGI 

Madison, Wl 
University of Wisconsin 

May 1-3 
Minneapolis, MN 

U Film Society 

May 8-10 
Seattle, WA 
Grand Illusion Theater 

May 22 & 23 

Look for Mary Jane con¬ 

tinuing in the Northwest 

in May, San Francisco in 

June and the East Coast 

in the Fall. 

If you want to bring MARY 
JANE TO YOUR LOCAL THEATER, 

COLLEGE, OR MUSUEM, EMAIL 

Ruth at REJMom@aol.com 

AND WE'LL BOOK IT! 

Subject: Re: Punk bands in cheesy movies 

From: tripleofxxxx.com 

Don't forget Lee Ving of Fear as a corrupt 

Police officer in The Taking of Beverly 

Hills. 

Subject: Re: Lee Ving in cheesy movies 

From: bowlingdoughnutsfxxxx.com 

Lee was also in Dudes, an '80s movie by 

Penelope Spheris, the woman who did Decline. 

Subject: Re: Lee Ving in cheesy movies 

From: bigdonlfxxxx.com 

Here's a few more: 

Black Moon Rising (with Tommy Lee Jones and 

Linda Hamilton) 

Clue (Lee actually plays a stiff) 

Streets of Fire 

Flashdance 

Wild Life (Fast Times at Ridgemont High 

sequel) 

Get Crazy (Lee does a great version of 

"Hoochie Coochie Man") 

There are even more, but I can't think of 

them right now. 

Subject: Re: RE punk bands in cheesy movies 

From: fantasyvafxxxx.com 

The Rrchers of Loaf and Squirrel Nut 

Zippers are in some cheesy vampire movie 

that's due on video as soon os their dis¬ 

tributor gets real on the selling price, 

and a'bunch of early English punks were in 

that cult* western favorite Straight to 

Hell. I know I saw NOFX in a movie but I 

really can't remember it now. 

Subject: Re: Punk bands in cheesy movies 

From: janetfreyfxxxx.edu 

Cramps were on the last Halloween episode 

of 90210. 

wwwwwwwaaaaaaaaaaaauuuuuuuuuuuucccccccccc- 

clllllfffffffffggggggggggddddddddhhhhh! 

yeah, that was me puking 

CHECK OUT THE SITE: 

www.sirius.com/~lenny/maryj 

2.html 

FOR SCREENING UPDATES 

SPONSORED IN PART BY PUNK PLANET 

Subject: Re: Punk bands in cheesy movies 

From: crankyfxxxx.com 

I forgot: I think Holiday In Cambodia was 

played in the John Belushi/Dan flkroyd 

movie Neighbors. 

Subject: Re: Punk bands in cheesy movies 

From: bayareaboifxxxx.com 

Fuck yeah! I have seen that movie 

Neighbors; my friends and I worship its 

randomness and cheesiness! The girl comes 

home from college around 1986, and she is 

showing Dan Rkroyd her edible undies, and 

Holiday in Cambodia is just blaring, she 

had the leather jacket, the badges, etc... 

it was awesome... if you like completely 

nonsequitur movies with random plotlines, 

then you must see Neighbors. 

Subject: Re: RE punk bands in cheesy movies 

From: devilch666fxxxx.com 

Gwar was in blind date or something like 

that, and Cannibal Corpse was in Rce 

Ventura... but that's metal, oh well. 

Subject: RE punk bands in cheesy movies 

From: redrumfxxxx.net 

Lemmy from Motorhead was in John Wayne 

Bobbit's first porn flick,and there was a 

little bit of Slayer in Gremlins II. 

Please, does anyone know what movie NOFX 

was in? I must know!!! 

Subject: Re: Punk bands in cheesy movies 

From: vacuumfxxxx.edu 

The Dils were in Cheech G Chong’s Up In 

Smoke. One other trivial tidbit, the Germs 

recorded the B-side ("Sexboy") of their 

first single on the set of this movie. 

Subject: Re: Punk bands in cheesy movies 

From: bunglefxxxx.com 

Pnd most recently, the McRackins were in 

Ski Hard, a totally cheesy movie. 

Subject: Re: Punk bands in cheesy movies 

From: zodiac8736fxxxxx.com 

How about Teenage Head in Class of 1984? 

Subject: Re: Punk bands in cheesy movies 

From: skyvalleyOfxxxx.com 

Weren't The Wretched Ones in an old episode 

of Quincy? 

That's it for this month. Next time I'll be 

reporting from Austin, Texas and glamorous 

Cleveland, Ohio! ® 



FUGAZI 
Illustrated CATALOG! 
please send one US $ or 

4 US Stamps or 4 IRCS. 

For a plain but complete 

LIST of records, send 

us a US stamp or an IRC. 

3819 BEECHER ST. NW, WASH., D.C. 20007-1802 

Records & Stuff We Sell: 
114. 
Ill 
111 

III. 
110. 
109. 
108. 
107. 
106. 
105. 
101. 

90. 
40. 
14. 
13. 

A K. E” U P Blue iS Beautiful' 3 film byVIDEO 

MAKE-UP ‘In Mass Mind’ * 

SMART WENT CRAZY con Art' * 
BLUETIP 2-song 7" 

FUGAZI ‘End Hits' ** 

HAPPY GO LICKY 
AUTOCLAVE 
BRANCH MANAGER ^ 

11 -song posthumous CD, CD 
all previously released, only 

'Anything 
Tribal' 

LUNGFISH 
MAKE-UP 
BLUETIP 
FUGAZI 

'Indivisible' * 

'After Dark' * 

'Dischord No. 101' * 

’Red Medicine'+* 

MINOR THREAT CD has every song! 
rMC/^LJ^Dn* I QQ I Teen Idles, Minor Threat CD 

I 70 I SOA.GI5, Youth Brigade only 

MARGINAL MAN 1S2S SB 
* regular CD, price ©/ +Cassette, price ©I "^CD single, price © 

© 

© 

® 
© 
© 
© 

© 
© 

NEW(%£%■«) PRICES, including postage, in U.S.$: 
U.S.A. SURFACE 

& CANADA Airmail 

® 7" 3.50 4.50 6.50 
© LP 9.00 11.00 14.00 
© CD 10.00 11.00 13.00 

© MaxiCD 12.00 13.00 15.00 

© CD single 4.00 5.00 7.00 
We accept Visa / MC / Discover - Call (703)351-7507 or E-mail or Fax us 

http://www.southern.com/dischord/ dischord @ dischord .com 

Stores: We deal direct Write us or fax us at (703)351-7582 

Rancid. Pennywise. Strung Out. AFI, Homemade. Pivit. N0FX. Oescendents 
Blink 182, Down By Law. Fluf. No Fun At All. Cheater. H20. Lagwagon 

Oance Hall Crashers. Unwritten Law. All. Sack Lunch. Good Riddance 

Cheater Home Is Where The Heart Is' 
CD - $10.00 

No Fun At All "The Bigknockover" 
CD - $10.00 

98 Mute. No Use For A Name. War Called Peace 



MARYLAND HARDCORE 

Debut 7" from MD’s hardest in the vein of 

Infest, Breakdown, and Confront. Packed 

with ultra-pissed socially conscious lyrics 

and music filled with speedy old school fast 

parts, tons of sing alongs, and plenty of 

bone crushing breakdowns. 

“...ferocious hardcore from MD, when you 

hear these songs, one thing comes out loud 

and clear, their heart and honesty, every 

song is awesome. 

— Da Core #11 
“...thought this was very good, East Coast 

Style, tight guitar work, moshy drums, and 

anthemic vocals. If you like hardcore this 
is your bag baby.” 

— Maximum Rock N Roll #178 

STRONG INTENTION 

SEND $3.50 ppd TO - FISTFIGHT RECORDS PO BOX 364 HAGERSTOWN, MD 21741 

M/O OR WELL HIDDEN CASH PAYABLE TO ZAC OHLER / LABELS WE WILL TRADE 

FISTFIGHT EUROPE C/O RPP. AV.V. OLIVIER 10-A BOX 67 1070 BRUSSELS-BELGIUM 

_PAYABLE TO ALAIN HERSZAFT / WORL&ADD $1 POSTAGE_ 

Distributed By: Victory, Very, Initial, Revelation, Back Ta Basics 
FOR A COMPLETE FISTFIGHT DISTRO CATALOG SEND $1 OR 2 STAMPS 

COMING APRIL la‘: STRONG INTENTION/EVERYBODY GETS HURT SPLIT 7" 

NATIONAL TOUR WITH 

REVEREND HORTON HEAT 

MARCH 27 ■ APRIL 23 

IN STORES NOW! Ml TO Wf 

CATCH THE HIPPOS ON WEST COAST 

TOUR WITH MXPX IN MARCH 

COMING MAY 5TH... 

*b?x er* 
the hutt process 

VAGRANT RECORDS, 2118 WILSHIRE BLVD. #361, SANTA MONICA, CA 90403 

Debut from the new Kings of Cast Coast Cmo / Hardcore 

Send $1.00 tor 3 song sample tape of Boxer 



in attempt torw the mission of all the 
yuppies that twnk they conidapew monr 
neighborhood, we at wu have reieased th 

scumbags gome here oowr 

78 RPM's 
.LomgetiWsf Borne 

Onbi|tfoMKtt 
Coppan T)ec- SBlCwaies- % 

Bu>*:now! 

FRED PERRY 
Send $2 for current '98 

catalog of Fred Perry polos, 
skirts, dresses, Ben Sherman 
Shirts, Pork Pie hats, t-shirts 

& other stuff. Also check 
our GoSluggo website for 

Exclusive summer 98 Fred & 
Ben Gear! Thanks! 

(CHECKS PAYABLE TO: K. TORRES) 

SOJGeoi 
MAILORDER** 

Dept. Punk Planet 
P.O. BOX 3491 

__ Winter Park, FL 32790-3491 
www .gosluggo.com 

SEND BUCKoR 3 

online 
BLOODLINES JUNOCOM 

BLOODLINK 
mm RECORDS ■■ 

tvC0f/&/6f/fe 

Real Estate Fraud 
Tough Guy 7" EP 

$ 3 ppd. 

“Right away I knew this 7” 

was good. In fact, it is total¬ 

ly great.” (Punk Planet #19) 

3219 Lyndale Ave. S. #105 

Minneapolis, MN 55408 



Zines zines zines 

zines zines zines 

zines zines zines 

zines zines zines 

zines zines zines. 

Just 'cause a 

reviewer doesn’t like 

'em doesn’t mean 

they’re not good. 

This issue’s 

reviewers: 

Brian Ryder (BR), Eric 

Action (EA), Faiz Razi 

(FR), Josh Kermiet 

(JK), Jason Schuers 

(JS), Jack Saturn (JS), 

Patti Kim (PK), Scott 

MacDonald (SM) 

B 

10 Things Jesus Wants You To Know #18 

This is a particularly stellar issue of 10 Things. 

We got the usual reviews and that crap, but 

here is what makes YOU but it. A great inter¬ 

view with Empty Records, cause I have heard 

so much shit about these folks and hearing 

their side was good. Though I wished they 

- would have brought up the bootlegging that 

said owners have been said to have done in the 

punk scene. The columns of 10 Things are the 

best columns of just about any zine out there. 

There are too many to list, but believe me. I 

also enjoy the regional perspective of the NW 

that gives the zine a focus that others don’t 

have (not that they need to). Big thick issue 

and as always way recommended. (EA) 

10 Things 8315 Lake City Way NE #192 Seattle, WA 

98115 

The Assassin and the Whiner #8 

I’ve got steamed rice, fried tofu, American Mountain Dew (our Mountain 

Dew has NO caffeine in it—DENIED!!!), and the latest issue of The 

Assassin and the Whiner to devour. It’s at moments like these that I am 

the happiest Patti on the planet. I vote for Carrie McNinch as the crush- 

worthiest lady in comics today. Her stories and comics are fucken cat’s 

pajamas. Carrie, Susie Bright, and Molly Bolt are the radassest lezzies 

around. Get this!!! Or die a slow and miserable death. (PK) 

$1 ppd.; PO Box 481051, Los Angeles CA, 90048 

Between Today and Tomorrow #? 

“So here I am...almost seventeen years old getting bit by bugs, sitting 

on some beach by myself thinking about how I’m getting old.” writes 

the editor of this sappy zine. Dude, if you think YOU’RE old, then I’m 

six feet under ovah here honey. Here’s a wee pocketzine all about Dirk 

Frederik Knibbe’s “silly little teenage emo whiteboy life”. I dig zines 

that conveniently fit into yer underwear. Wouldn’t that be rad way to 

pick up people? “Hey, wanna see my zine?” I finished half of this 

while on the crapper. Yup yup. A pleasant read. (PK) 
Alarm Clock #33 

Alarm clock, and all 

of its women are 

back! This zine, dedi¬ 

cated to the women 

in music, is one of 

the nicest packages 

out there. The writing 

is well done, and the 

illustrations are sec¬ 

ond to none. Fluffy, 

Fiona Apple, 

Breeders, and 

Veruca Salt are 

some of the women 

that they take a look 

at. (where's the Lita 

Ford page?) Zines 

like this make you 

jealous that you cant 

do it this good. (BC) 

$2.00 Allen Salyer P.O. Box 

1551 Royal Oak, MI 48068 

Alien #11 

For all my complain¬ 

ing about the over¬ 

abundance of 

schlock in the 'zine 

world, it’s writers 

like Whitney that make the whole scene magic 

again. Alien primarily deals with mental illness 

issues in a concise and informed way. Easy to 

read, emotional writings that tackle panic dis¬ 

orders, depression, anxiety, and ways to heal 

and support these conditions. It’s been awhile 

since a ‘zine made me think and re-examine 

my actions like Alien has. Most notably the 

articles on feminist boys, being aware in sexual 

situations, and ways to support your “crazy” 

friend. Rank this ‘zine amongst those which are 

essential. Spectacle, Fucktooth, Cometbus, 

Alien... and your zine could be next. (JS) 
$1.50 ppd.; Whitney, Box 12262, Berkeley, CA, 94712 

?; 957 Chelsea CT., Holland MI, 49423 

Blah Zine Vol.II, #2 

Very rarely can I locate a good newsprinted 

punk ‘zine these days. Blah is one of the few 

that can pull off what has come to be the tired 

glut of underground punk press. So how does 

editor Mr. Moo do it? He starts off by using a 

goofy moniker and making me laugh. Also, he 

manages to print original pieces on everything 

from witchcraft, to toy reviews, to debates 

between his parents. This time Mr. and Mrs. 

Moo argue over body piercing, last time it was 

same sex marriages. Sure, the interviews with 

lame pop-punk bands and record and zine 

reviews are as dull as ever. But, I can always 

skim through those parts and really concentrate 

on Mr. Moo’s review of a toy bug that shoots 

pus out its head. (JS) 

Stamps; PO Box 14168, Chicago, IL, 60614-0168 

ButtRageous #2 

This zine is a punk rock Newsweek- literally. The 

layout is a direct take-off on the page style of said 

magazine, and the linguistic flair is at the same 

level as any major publication. The name on the 

cover certainly doesn’t lead to a presumption that 

biting, sarcastic wit (coupled with an equal dose of 

endearing compassion) lies within. Included are 

interviews with five drummers (from Jawbox, 

Quicksand, Shift, Engine Kid and Ladybird Union), as well as an interview 

with Karp. Much of the focus is on the editors’ old home state of 

Washington, and each of the interviews and writings (including a fun story 

about selling vegan cookies at L.A. hardcore shows) has a charm which 

evidences the sincerity behind it. All of this, and perfect length. A book 

not to be judged by its cover. (JVS) 

$2; Peter and Boo, 1519 Rollin Street #A, South Pasadena, CA 91030 



Change Zine #10 

Sex, music and basketball is what this issue of Change Zine promises on 

its front cover, and it delivers all that and more (except it comes up short on 

the sex topic, but I'll get back to that). Change is a consistently good zine 

that has that essential element - attitude. Pat's personality comes out all 

through the zine, from the excellent interviews he does (Spazz, Enisgn, 

Sound Views, Converge) to the reviews (tons of 'em) and even in the letters 

section. Also in this thick zine is stuff of pro basketball including interviews 

with pros, tons of photos and some essays. But back to the topic of sex -- if 

you're gonna slap the word SEX on the front of your zine, then I want more 

than some brief but frank discussion in a couple interviews and an essay on 

the word pussy (he's arguing against its use as an insult). I applaud Pat for 

trying to breach the topic at all in a scene that's almost frigid, but I need 

more. That aside, Change Zine rocks. Spend your $2 on it, and don't miss 

the next issue, dedicated to the Simpsons. Whoo hoo! (SM) 

P.O. Box 1010, Village Station, New York, NY 10014 $2 

Cheapskate Vol.2 #1 

This is on the neat-o side. Cheaply copied, stapled rag with good scams 

for free food and entertainment, travel diaries, 

reprints of news articles that were interesting 

and commentary on them, an expose on the 

life of a grocer, and more. Humorous at times. 

Don’t read this one in a bad mood, though. 

Luckily, for these guys, the sun is shining and 

the birds are chirping outside and I’m going to 

LA tomorrow. La de da. (JS) 

$1; 81 Oakdale Blvd., Pleasant Ridge, Ml, 48069-1039 

Chumpire #94 

Pretty bad when most zines can’t do in 32 

pages what Chumpire does on one sheet of 

paper. The death of Greg’s cigarette-addicted 

father provides an emo moment of which I’ll 

probably never forget. Solid writing straight 

from thee mid-section. Some reviews - movie, 

records and live shows - round out the effort. 

An elusive search for all 93 back issues will 

now commence. (JS) 

Stamp; Greg Knowles, Box 680, Conneault Lake, PA, 16316- 

0680 

Collected Letters #4 

I’d like to admit right here in a national maga¬ 

zine that I, Jason Schreurs, am a mail-snoop. 

That’s right, I like to read other people’s mail 

and admitting my problem is half the battle. It 

would make sense then that Collected Letters 

was for me because it is based on the premise 

that some of the best writings are going back and forth between individu¬ 

als. Love letters, email, notes, and much more is reprinted here for me to 

snoop at. My neighbors will be happy, at least for a couple of days. (JS) 

$3; Box 15016, Boston, MA, 02215 

Confessions Of An Ugly Chick 

I’m curious to know how many of these were printed up since the whole 

zine is on glossy one-sided paper and has a color-copied page in the mid¬ 

dle for no apparent reason. Hmm. My guess would be that Val made at 

least one of these, this one. Not a bad effort for “a 15 year old kid who 

does not know how to write and has no experience in the zine-writing 

department.” I laughed at the most embarrassing moments of ‘97 and 

the world’s worst teachers story while I gently fingered the ultra-glossy 

paper she used. A steal at 50 cents. Probably cost her about $5 to 

make. (JS) 

50 cents; Val, 4283 Hilltop Place, Bethlehem, PA, 18020 

Craphappy Fantazine #1 

Stories about drunken clowns, killer clowns, psycho clowns... A sub¬ 

tle little ditty about looking at your shit in the toilet and fishing it out 

with a coat hanger if it sinks too far into the bowl. Bad poetry pasted 

over full-page bum and vagina shots. Just lovely. (JS) 

thankfully... no address. 

Death To The World #2 

“Our whole problem lies in the fact that we listen to satanic whisper¬ 

ing that says to us: Do what thou wilt.” Oh ya, a real big problem 

these days. Now who would want to live their own lives, free of such 

a great thing as religious slavery? The knuckleheads behind this 

jesus-loving, god-fearing rag would much rather go through life fol¬ 

lowing the rigid rules of some imaginary being who lives up in the 

clouds. Can you say brainwashed, boys and girls? I knew that you 

could. (JS) 

$1; 7777 Martinelli Rd., Forestville, CA, 95436 

De-Militarized Zine #3 

Although DMZ manages to stay comprehensible to all readers (unlike 

many publications covering this subject mat¬ 

ter), the articles within often border on junior 

high-level sensibilities. This “Magazine of 

Youthpeace” is definitely fueled by the young 

enthusiasm of the kids involved, but pre¬ 

dictably, it suffers from the lack of strong 

writing skill. A lengthy “play” with a sappy 

moral seems totally out of place, and takes 

up a number of the pages. If there was a 

more critical editor at the helm, DMZ could 

be stronger. (JVS) 

$2; Youthpeace, 339 Lafayette Street, New York, NY 

10012 

Design 816 #10 

It’s kinda cool to see some zines hit the dou¬ 

ble-digit zone in terms of issues produced. 

It’s like someone's own milestone in a medi¬ 

um where longevity is a scarcity. So kudos 

to you Michelle, kudos. In a day and age 

where personal zines seem to equate to 

“emo" zines which then, in turn, equate to 

too many photos of goofy boys in their Buddy 

Holly uniforms, this here lady actually throws 

fuck to the wind by putting the p punk back 

into p personal. So much stuff! I read half 

of this zine while soaking in the tub. I hear 

the prune look is coming back into vogue, 

no? (PK) 

$? at least a coupla clams? this is a fatty. PO Box 479081, Chicago 1L, 60647 P.S. 

Michelle digs both Ida AND “The ‘COUG”! How good is that?! 

Elbow in your Eye #6 

This is the kind of punk rock zine that you don't want your parents to 

find. It's got a four-page step-by-step guide to satanic cult ritual 

abuse, a five-page "interview" with Hillary Rodham Clinton about who 

she fucks, a story of what its like to be a zoophile, some stuff on 

marijuana, some News of the Weird, and a photo gallery. It's put 

together well and has some pretty decent punk graphics. (SM) 

P.O. Box 980, Bowie, MD 20716 $2 
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Encyclopedia of Truth and Humor 

In ETH, the reader is treated to 82 pages of attacks on 

Christianity, President Clinton, homosexuals, women, and non¬ 

whites. “Truth” be told, the only group not wholly picked apart in 

these pages are Caucasians. In addition to the many pages of 

low-brow ridicule are interviews with various “freaks” (including a 

“homosexual gynecologist" and a “human pretzel”), people who 

I’m amazed had the patience to sit through their questioning (if 

these are indeed authentic conversations). Filled out with some 

tasteless banter about JonBenet Ramsey and plenty of bland sex 

references, ETH is another publication that leaves the reader with 

$4 less in the wallet and wondering if it isn’t all just some failed 

attempt at intense sarcasm. There’s no truth or humor here that 

this reader can find. (JVS) 

$4 and age statement; 3216 West Esplanade, Suite 234, Metairie, LA 70002 

Ennoying Crack #4 

No, it’s not called “enjoying crack.” It seems that some of this 

lengthy zine is lost in the editor's attempt at writing it all in English, 

which is clearly a second language to 

him. Nonetheless, Tom provides the 

reader with an enjoyable tale of a bike trip 

he took across Europe, detailing the peo¬ 

ple with whom he stayed and the things 

he did. Also included are some bikeArav- 

el-related book and magazine reviews. 

The small, square layout, featuring a win¬ 

dow on the front cover, is quite nice. 

(JVS) 

$2 world; Tom Sap, Kranenbroeklaan 19, 8930 Lauwe, 

Belgium 

Eventide #3 

There are about five million interviews in 

this zine. This is a good thing. I got to 

read about bands that I had sort of heard 

of and I got to decide if I was going to 

spend any energy paying attention to them 

in the future. Nice and thick newsprint 

zine with a lot of stuff to read on “hard¬ 

core, indie, punk, film, etc.” to quote. 

(FR) 

$2; 225 Riveridge Rd. Tinton Falls, NJ 07724 

Every Other #9 

They switched sizes again, this time to a half¬ 

sized flipped around job. Sorta nice but also 

kinda hard to read. Next issue they will be 

going for the full-on newsprint deal, as if the 

world needs another zine that gets grime all over your fingers. I wish them 

luck. Wasn’t as impressed by #9 as I was with the last issue. Fairly boring 

read. Some good info for people travelling through Richmond, VA and a 

decent expose on discriminatory banks. Also comes with a crazy hardcore 

calendar for 1998 so I can keep track of all the shows I can’t go to (small 

town trauma). Other than that, the usual drab gerber expected from the zine 

norm. (JS) 

$1; Box 14672, Richmond, VA, 23221 

Extra Jazz #44 

I know, I know. Canadians are supposed to be bilingual but it seems 

as though the education system has failed me once again. I can’t 

read a word of this French ‘zine. Well, except for the band names 

that I recognize, of course. So here’s a paraphrased quote for you: 

“...Folk Implosion... Zoinks... Jello Biafra... AK Press... Rhythm 

Collision...” There seems to be some articles of the political/social variety 

here too, but that’s pretty much an uneducated guess. This looks like a 

fine job. I so wish I could read it. Translator? (JS) 

Guillaume Gouardes; Font de Fraysse, Route de Cahors, F-46150 Cams, France 

Fuzzy Heads are Better #6 

Patti, what can we do. Read Patti’s column to get the feeling of her swank, 

way cool writing. This issue of Fuzzy Heads are Better is top-notch stuff 

indeed. Less about Patti, and more about the others is the new trend in 

FHAB, and I like it. NO offense to her life, but she is o good at asking great 

off the wall questions that will make you laugh for sure. I don’t need to say 

much more (tho the interview with Claire Schagerl of Spunk was neat-o). 

Here is my favorite question of this issue, “Steve Caballero vs. a big assess¬ 

ment sombrero” asked to Giant Robot writer. You answer yourself and buy 

FHAB to read their answer. (EA) 

$1.50 (though send her extra for some other goodies) PO Box 68568 360A Bloor St. W, 

Toronto, ON m5s lxl Canada 

Galerie of people #3 

Lots of bad zeroxedsexy pictures. And some sayings every now and then. 

Like some bad perfume commercial. (BC) 

Stamp Kevin #103 117 23rd. Ave. S.W. Calgary, Alberta, 

T2SOH9 Canada 

Geek America? #5 

Hilarious layout on this one. He took a full-size 

sheet and folded a corner down so that it looks 

like a partially-made paper airplane. The contents 

didn’t match up to the fun I had reading pages in 

this manner. Total eye candy!!! Interviews with 

Hot Water Music and Get Up Kids, reviews and 

some stupid customer stories. Order this and steal 

the layout, you unoriginal swine... (JS) 

$1; 14 Trestles Laguna, Niguel, CA, 92677 

Generation Latex #6 

This zine (with a color cover) was a surprising 

treat. It begins with another one of those some- 

what-typical-yet-still-charming “I’m sXe but not a 

jerk” articles. A short correspondence with some¬ 

one at Chuck E. Cheese’s main office follows. 

The highlight of the zine is the section devoted to 

the editor’s last three jobs. The stories are worthy 

of sympathy, and contrary to the editor’s worries, 

are not boring. Also included are thoughts on 

pornography and “adult comics,” as well as 

thoughts on record labels manipulating zine writ¬ 

ers. The strangest juxtaposition included is one 

between an article reviewing fast food chains and 

a separate article calling for a boycott of Burger 

Kings and Pepsi machines on the editor’s college campus. This zine is a 

bit confused at times, but Marc seems bright and his writing is worth a 

look. (JVS) 

$2; Marc, 70 Victoria Blvd0 Kenmore, NY 14217 

Got That #5/Defecation #6 

Split ‘zines usually have something to offer. Not this time. Got That is the 

better half but still nothing special. Talk about crazy characters in Hong 

Kong, an uneventful trip to Australia, and a review with some juvenile punk 

band no one’s ever heard of. Also... reviews. Yes... reviews. Defecation is 

perhaps the worst ever collection of Cometbus wanna-be writings. I kept on 

thinking, “This is going to get good very soon.” But it never happened, and 

then it was over. (JS) 

$1; Joe Anclien, 6131 Sugar Maple Ct., Westerville, OH, 43081 



Head Shy #5 

Zines with a strong political stance that can still speak on laymen's terms 

are rare. Within head shy, the editor speaks his mind on all the issues 

that concern him. Many are standard “liberal” concerns, but many of the 

topics discussed in here (such as paper recycling^roduction and the 

downsides of organic produce) are truly insightful. Book reviews are 

offered instead of music and zine critiques. On top of creating a truly 

from-the-heart set of writings, Ryan has put it all together in a beautiful 

format; in a compact size that folds out two separate ways, with some 

color added. There’s a true sense that Ryan isn’t teaching so much as 

offering what he knows, hoping to create a discussion. This is what 

always makes the best zines—when the reader isn’t the only one who is 

growing. (JVS) 

$l/trade/free to prisoners; 103 Nuangola Avenue, Mt. Top, PA 18707 

Here Be Dragons #1.5 

Small booklet on worker/employee relations, internship scams and how 

they benefit corporations, minimum wage, and work ethic versus just not 

caring about some other rich guy profiting. I really enjoyed reading about 

Eric’s experiences as a perceptive employee. 

This does exactly what a half-issue should do - 

it got me interested in their full-zine and made 

me think about a certain subject (work, in this 

case). I love theme issues. (JS) 

Stamp; Mike Roth, 2036 Wendover St. Apt.4, Pittsburgh, PA, 

15217 

Ichinokuchi #1 

Complete waste of paper and time. Some half- 

jumbled thoughts on animal testing and homo¬ 

phobia were the only things I can bring myself 

to mention. Silly and pointless. (JS) 

2 stamps; Greg, 23344 El Toro Rd #13, El Toro, CA, 92630 

Impact Press #13 

An odds-and-ends newsprint zine covering 

many subjects, from the standards like racism 

and media, to more unconventional subjects. 

For instance, an article calling for the abolish¬ 

ment of “script writing” in favor of printing is 

offered, as well as discussion of “human 

cloning.” The page design is clean, and the 

writing is concise and competent. Ads deco¬ 

rate these forty pages, and some record 

reviews take up a few pages. (JVS) 

$1 or 3 stamps; Craig Mazer, 10151 University Blvd., Suite 

151, Orlando, FL 32817 

IndieCent #2 

A solid and slick glossy type magazine. 1/2 of 

the 64 pages are reviews and the other half contains interviews with 

Superchunk, Wheat, and The Grifters to name a few. I like the play on 

words in the title of the mag. Very clever. This is probably going to be 

around for a while. (BC) 

$3.00 Indiecent 266 12th St. Brooklyn, N.V.T1215 

It’s Raining Truths #1 

Well-written and well-designed collection of thoughts and interviews from 

The Netherlands. Thoughts on drugs, the afterlife (or lack thereof), and 

interviews with the band Gotter-Dammerung and Jeroen from Coalition 

Records. Nothing fancy. Some photos, some columns, and some tips on 

helping curb the destruction of the environment. Nice job. (JS) 

$2.50 ppd.; Topaas 1, 5231 KL Den Bosch, The Netherlands 

Jank #6-10 

Let’s just set the record straight-Jank is funny. I laughed a ton at 

this collection of four separate one page zines. There are comics 

and stories about presidents and hobo-film reviews and Arts and 

Craft Skinhead stories and a whole bunch of other fun shit. Each 

issue was a little bit different, so each issue was fun in a different 

way. It only costs a stamp for all four, but I'd send a buck or so just 

for the laughs. (FR) 

32cents or 1 stamp; RO. Box 791 Berkeley, CA 94701 

Jersey Beat #61 

J.B. is one of the best zines out there. It is home to the stars like 

Ben Weasel, Johnny Puke, Joe King and Mykel Board. It is like the 

N.W.O. of writers. Ben does a piece on "Buffy," and Joe goes fishing. 

This issue also takes a look at Cheap Trick. (BC) 

$2.00 Jim Testa, 418 Gregory Ave. Weehawken, N.J. 07087 

JINX #3 

WOW! To the max!!!! This is the best zine I have laid my beautiful 

eyes on in a loong time! Anyone that goes' into Kiss and Freddy 

Blassie in the same issue are very cool peo¬ 

ple indeed. I understand that hardly anyone 

reads zine reviews and likem .008% actually 

buy things because of these, but people lis¬ 

ten to me now DAMNIT!!! Get this! It also 

has reviews of our favs like NoFx and 

Bouncing Souls. It also feels good to hold 

onto, 'cause it is all glossy and stuff. (BC) 

$3.00 JINX Bowling Green Station P.O. Box 1051 

New York, NY. 10274 

Junk, Issue #4 

The title is pretty accurate. This is a really big 

collection of a bunch of various junk. Some 

reviews, some stories, some fun facts, some 

stupid stuff. A few of the stories are kind of 

interesting but overall I really didn’t like this 

very much. Zines that are just big collections 

of stuff with no common theme are really 

annoying to read because they never take 

anything to a logical conclusion. They skip 

around to much. The sloppy, cut and paste 

layout also makes this difficult to get into 

and hard to read. Not recommended. (JK) 

Junk Digest PO box 690424 Orlando FL 32869 

Junk Digest #2 

A lot of ‘zine editors seem to think that doing 

an interview is all about spewing the same 

rehearsed, overused questions and kissing 

ass. I’m beginning to think they forget about the option of NOT 

printing an interview that turns out boring as hell. Here’s some 

advice for editors: Do a half dozen or so interviews in mind for your 

next issue, and then pick the one or two that read the best. Please, 

for the sake of your readers! Junk Digest is mail, reviews, funny lists 

(“54 Fun Things To Do At K-Mart’), personal ramblings, and three 

excruciatingly boring band interviews. (JS) 

2 stamps; PO Box 690424, Orlando, FL, 32869 

Karate Time #6 

This is a sloppy Christian zine which has within its pages excerpts 

from the Bible, reviews, ads, poetry, more reviews, a couple stories 

and, yes, the top 20 reasons why Jesus is better than beer. Christ, 

spare me. (SM) 

457 Gould St. #111, Winona, MN 55987 
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Kill the President #1 

Contrary to the title, this is a pacifist’s zine, and focuses on many 

historical hoaxes and oddities. The right-wing tendencies of both 

Ronald Reagan and Walt Disney are explored in great detail, and a 

1996 McDonald’s advertisement is analyzed. The most stirring sec¬ 

tion of the zine is a piece inspired by the attempted suicide of a 

loved one. The editor lias put together a very intelligent zine, and 

even sprinkles it with some amazing art by his own hand. In fact, 

this zine would be absolutely incredible if it included more of his 

drawings.. Overall, KTP reads almost like a textbook at times, but 

the subject matter is what gives it life. (JVS) 

SI & stamp; Andrew, 5168 Beeler St. #2, Pittsburgh, PA 15217 

Killing Time #1 

Well let’s see here.. Record and Zine reviews, an interview with Gob, 

some poetry and a few kind of stupid high school Opinion essay 

type things. I really didn't find this zine very interesting. It isn’t bad, it 

just doesn’t cover any new ground at all. I think it might be better 

when he gets some submissions. Very Average. (JK) 

Killing Time do 8825 160th street, Surrey, BC, Canada V4N 2X8 FREE! 

Lock Down #2 

A dandy little zine done by a bunch of 

Spokane kids. Articles on Dorothy Day, J 

Church Show reviews, Stories about 

Traveling Mayhem in Europe, Record 

reviews, Articles on Physical and Verbal 

abuse, a picture of Kala, Spokane’s 

Toughest Pimp and some other interesting 

stuff. The writers for this zine write well 

and I enjoyed the read very much so. 

Pretty damn impressive for a second 

issue, hopefully the good stuff will keep 

up. (FR) 
51; P.O. Box 1781 Spokane, WA 99210 

Mad Monks #11 

Digest-sized mag to cover the Wales 

punk/hardcore scene in typical MRR fash¬ 

ion. Columns, interviews, reviews - all 

done with dedication and humor. As much 

as I feel every area should have their own 

version of MRR, I really wish Mad Monks 

could have concentrated more on the 

bands touring through Wales and their 

own seemingly vibrant local ‘zine. 

Interviewing tired (wanna-be) corporate 

bands like One Hit Wonder does nothing 

to peak the reader’s interest, or the edi¬ 

tor’s long distance phone bill (although the fat cats at Nitro are 

probably footing the bill). Other than that, a hearty read. (JS) 

$2 ppd.; 40 Partridge Rd., Roath, Cardiff, CF2 3QX, Wales, UK 

MAG. #1 

Big time music mag wanna-be covering big time bands. Thrown in a 

dash of Christianity here and some homophobia there and you’ve got 

a messy scene alright. Calling down people by labeling them “fruits", 

in this case a list of rotting fruits which coming from a Christian has 

an unavoidable negative connotation, is neyer funny and I will not 

lighten up, OK? Fuck, if this publication had something other than 

corporate band interviews and ass-kissing reviews then I might have 

let it slide. But... (JS) 

$2; Box 30374, Indpls, IN, 46230-0374 

Make Room #9 

One of the few quality garage rags out there. Ranks up with Multiball and 

Noises from the Garage in interest and quality. The biggest problem I 

have with Make room is that it is too short and the zine is 90% rekkid 

and show reviews. There are two top notch interviews with the Makers 

(thanks B. Kondrak) and Darin Wood (thanks B. Kondrak again). Hey, 

suggestion for all of you is to take some of the witty and often down right 

hilarious conversations you have on a It. banana .truffle and use em in your 

zine. Worth your two bucks if your into the garage scene. (EA) 

$2ppd, 23 pages Make Room 3118 Keller Temple, TX 76504 

Manual Resistance #9 

Almost. So close to being one of those truly intense reads but just not 

quite there. I liked the style of this zine, short thoughts, at least five or six 

different topics per page, all written with clarity and fueled by conviction. I 

could have done without thinking “Cometbus, Cometbus, Cometbus" 

while reading this, but that has more to do with the octopus arms of 

Aaron’s writing than a blatant rip-off by Matt. I agree, he is “saying some¬ 

thing important here" and I respect that. Something’s off though, not 

quite sure what it is... Well above the current crop 

of banal perzines and certainly not dull. (JS) 

$1; Matt, Box 45622, Kansas City, MO, 64171 

Mind Toilet #79 

Not too hot for the name of this zine. Kinda 

sounds like the kind of people that would have 

no qualms about naming their firstborn Darth. 

Not a bad zine, though. Newsprint with a bunch 

of reviews and the regular run of the mill stuff. 

The bathroom reviews were kinda funny. Nothing 

you haven't seen before (FR) 

$2; P.O. Box 6132 L.I.C., NY 11106 

Never Revere #1 

This is an angry, political feminist zine. It has a 

good mix of personal stories with political stuff, 

including facts and figures and suggestions about 

how to get involved with the system and work 

toward change - bravo. A nice variety here. (SM) 

Sera, P.O. Box 1648, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 

10163 three stamps 

Not A Significant Source, Issue #2 

This is a really hard zine to describe. On one hand 

it seem’s like a very humorous personal zine, and 

on the other hand it is a really cool Graffiti and Hip 

Hop zine with lots of nice Graffiti pics and some 

nice political stories. Maybe the title says it best, 

Not A Significant Source of anything in particular, 

yet taken as a whole, very satisfying. The layout 

is mostly cut and copy type stuff, with a really nice color cover and cen¬ 

terfold. There is so much stuff here that I could never really mention it all, 

but unlike a lot of crowded “little e bit of everything" zines, all the stuff in 

here is really freakin cool. Check it out. (JK) 

Not A Significant Source 147 S. Oxford St. #4B Brooklyn NY 11217 5 stamps 



Off My Jammy #9 

This is one of the coolest Little zines I have ever seen. The coolness just 

oozes off of this like a runny nose. The editor, Lisa interviews Exene 

Cervenkova about bullies, does a Japanese candy taste test with the 

Muffs, shares barbecue chicken recipes with Southern Culture on The 

Skids and chats with Doctor Kosmos. A lot of this was apparently writ¬ 

ten on a trip to Japan where she interviews Kelly Deal, Ben Lee, Pugs, 

the Supersuckers and Mary Morrello (TomMorellos mom). Again, I can't 

believe one person did all these interviews with so many cool people. 

The interviews are all really funny and informative. I really liked the fact 

that she has different theme’s for each issue that she asks all of the 

interviewees about. This issue it seems to be bullies and food. Two top¬ 

ics that yield some very interesting interview results. Do yourself a favor 

and get this, you won’t be disappointed. (JK) 

Off My Jammy PO box 440422 W. Somerville, MA 02144 USA $2.00 

Oh Poop Santas Dead #1 

Now this is more like it! Ben writes about the mindless sheep at his 

school, hypocrites who say they are anti-corporate but then support the 

man by smoking cigarettes, rebellion for sale at 

your local Hot Topic Inc. chain store, and mili¬ 

tary glorification by the training corps nazis. 

Intelligent, focused writings on a variety of 

social topics are always an impressive read. No 

reviews. No interviews. Rejoice! (JS) 

Stamps; Ben, 622 Silversmith Ln., Charlotte, NC, 28270 

O.J. Killed Elvis #2 

At first, I didn’t like this zine, cause the inter¬ 

view with Propagandhi felt like filler and could 

have been more, but after putting this down for 

a while and coming back to it later, I decided it 

was pretty good. The interviews didn't get any 

better, but I liked the narratives and stories a 

whole lot better than the rest of the zine. A 

respectable article on what Straight Edge 

means to Mike (he did the zine) some funny 

thoughts on sports and dentists and some 

more serious stuff too. I’d like to see more 

writing and less blah interviews next time, 

cause the interviews just detracted from the 

good stuff. The “what is punk" section was 

pretty damn funny too. (FR) 

$2; Mike Croft 123 Shady Hill Rd., Appalachian, NY 13732 

Oppress This #3 

Yummy! Oppress this was definitely a nice 

read this month. Written in the style of 

Cometbus (i.e. lots and lots o’ writing) it’s just 

frothing over the brim with chocolatey goodness. It’s done by this girl Erin 

who, in spite of the confusion of life, seems to have her shit together 

enough to pen it out and make it interesting to read. Parts of it made me 

laugh, parts of it made me cry (maybe I’m just a sappy sissy, tho) and all 

of it was worth the time it took to read. Yummy! (FR) 

send a buck or so (no price); Erin 1269 Webb Rd. Lakewood, OH 44107 

Oppress This #2 

Erin is one funny bunny who has the gift of the gab and let’s it all hang out 

in her text text text based zine. Boys, crushes, pimpin’, humpin’, shit- 

talkin’, Danielle, DC shoes, and trumpets. Erin understands the symmetry 

of Keroppi chic and fine footwear. FB-style, yo. And AOL IM—the vice of 

young America. Buddylists ‘n’ addickshun. (PK) 

$1/3 stamps/trade; 1259 Webb, Lakewood OH, 44107 

Pop Life #5 

The four pages that were the most interesting were cut off by a hasty 

copy job. Those being the Yo La Tengo interview and an article about 

why Sean hates hardcore (basically because some other crappy band 

tried to make his crappy band play first). Thoughts on breaking up, 

bus rides, having kids, uh... As you can tell, this was dullsville, “tell 

your mom I said hi.” Natch. (JS) 

2 stamps; Sean, 1716 J.A., UMass Amherst, Amherst, MA, 01003 

A Punk Kid Walks Into A Bar #8 

Barclay is simply one of a kind. Class clown all the way... His ‘zine is 

a hilarious mix of rambling anecdotes, notes on being anal retentive, 

grammar critiques, and mocking cybersex chat. It’s pretty hard to do 

a consistently humorous ‘zine without some of the stuff coming 

across as weak or contrived. Done. Score one for Barclay. Oh ya, the 

punchline to the joke - “The bartender says, ‘What can I get you?’ 

The punk kid kills him, takes whatever the fuck he wants.” (JS) 

$1 ppd; PO Box 254, Rye, NY, 10580 

Reach Out And Kill Someone - Duncan Wilder 

A collection of poetry and short writings that 

are indeed powerful. “When I just couldn’t 

cope anymore, that tended to be the time 

when I wrote.” Duncan Wilder has a vivid and 

morbid imagination that filled me with a feel¬ 

ing of disgust, but also of hope and inspira¬ 

tion. We read about his deliciously violent 

fantasies, as well as his need to share this 

kind of weirdness with other people. 

Unconventional and unpredictable; I would 

love to read more of Wilder’s writings. (JS) 
Red Backpack Press, PO Box 108, Upton, MA, 01568 

Sashimi #1 

Ugh. So boring. Just a bunch of poorly writ¬ 

ten ‘zine reviews. I can appreciate the fact 

that Laura is trying to turn people on to dif¬ 

ferent ‘zines with her own little version of 

Factsheet Five. But I’m a ‘zine nut, com¬ 

pletely bonkers over indie readables, and 

Sashimi didn’t peak my curiosity about any of 

the many ‘zines she drawls on about. So 

sorry. (JS) 

$1 ppd; Laura Dalrymple, Box 915, Hyannis, MA, 

02601 

Save Your Bacon #1 

If one more zine person makes the old bird¬ 

cage liner joke in their whiny intro I will shit 

on its pages (or get a bird to) and send it 

back to them all stinky. IT’S BEEN DONE!!!!!!!!!! 1,000 TIMES 

OVER!!!! Includes thoughts on wrestling, big pants, South Park 

(what is this shit? I have no cable but it’s all I ever hear about. 

Someone please explain...), and some stupid horoscopes. In other 

words, don't waste your time. (JS) 

Scamp; Liz, 1670 W.Cascabella Dr., Tucson. AZ, 85737-3687 

Save Yrself #1 

Katna’s first zine ever and it just oozes with right-on-ness and hi-fives. 

Thoughts on posing, music, veg veg veg, meanies, the revolution will not 

be televised, sexism, books, the subjectivity of sXe, etc. Plus lots of cool 

excerpts from other people-places. As Jerry Springer say, “’til next time, 

take care of yourselves, and each other.” Heh heh. (PK) 

trade; PO Box 253, UncasviUe CT, 06382 
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Schuell #G 

This zine has interviews with Nothing Cool, Everready and Not 

Rebecca. I was all excited about reading the Not Rebecca interview, 

but ended up disappointed - nothing but a bunch of people talking 

shit. The interviews are not good. Also included are reviews, ads, 

reprints, and a couple stories. Blah. (SM) 

P.O. Box 4663, Lafayette, IN 47903 $1 

Skratch #23 

Newsprint zine with very little interesting going on. Not bad by any 

means, but there were just too many ads in comparison to how little 

substantial writing there was. Interviews, reviews, columns, blah, blah, 

blah. (FR) 

Free; 1242 Caracas Dr. Placent(i)a, CA 92870 

See That? Issue #2 

This issue of See That? features interviews with The Mighty Mighty 

Bosstones, Royal Crown Revue, Face to Face, Keith Morris, Live, 

Sick of it All, John Frusciante and porn star Jenna Jameson. Overall 

I really liked this magazine. The average, interviews, reviews type 

content is all done really nicely and is 

always interesting. The layout is slick and 

easy to read. Its hard to believe that pret¬ 

ty much one guy did all these interviews 

himself. Pretty cool. (JK) 

See That? Magazine PO box 9296 Nanuet NY 10954- 

9998 $2.00 

Sellout! Fanzine #1 

What started out as an attempt by 

Marcus to create a “unique publication'’ 

ended up quite different. After sending 

out numerous letters to record companies 

asking for promotional items, he received 

lots of records and proceeds to tear them 

apart here, quite humorously. Also 

included are zine reviews and an interview 

with ska band Mexican Cession. “If it’s 

boring, it’s in here.” (JVS) 

free w/ Generation Latex #6 (see review) 

Semen Lice #7 

This is a free-bee from the Cincinnati peo¬ 

ple. It is like a little punk rock section to 

the daily newspaper. Lots of reviews and 

this one has a cool Rev. Norb interview. 

They ask some good questions like...'Why 

do you feel so compelled to dress so stu¬ 

pidly?" At least someone has the gonads 

to ask the important questions. (BC) 

1 Stamp 2611 Vine St. #e Cincinnati, OH. 45219 

The Set-Up #1 

Not bad for a fist zine. The thing that stuck out the most was the 

article on “what’s wrong with the hardcore scene” that was followed 

by an article that argues against it. It takes a certain kind of person 

to look at both sides of an argument fairly, and I like that kind of 

person. Nothing too special here, but hopefully as the issues 

progress, the zine’ll get better. Definitely promising as far as maturi¬ 

ty goes. (FR) 

$?; 641 Broad Acres Rd. Narbeth, PA 19072 

Slut #52,53 

Rants about sexuality, bad movies (Spawn included), and some reviews. 

#53 is the cult issue with a look at writer Bret Easton Ellis. A decent lil' 

zine. (BC) 

$1.00 + 2 stamps ea. Slut c/o/ Ray 41 Combury CT. Owings Mills, MD. 21117 

Somewhere West of Laramie #? 

Yet another fleeting flash of punk rock ephemera. Vague words, lots of 

X’s and a few photos. This will take you 30 seconds to read—I timed 

myself. Sorry whoever did this zine. Guess I’m not your bronco-busting, 

steer-roping girl. No line dancing for this honey. (PK) 

stamp/trade; 50 Rinaldi Blvd., Apt. 3B, Poughskeepie NY, 12601 

Spank! Fanzine #23 

If one were searching for the definitive zine full of music reviews, one 

would find a goldmine in Spank!. Unfortunately (or fortunately, as some 

must see it), the only thing besides the musical critiques are a few inter¬ 

views (the more interesting being the Promise Ring and Deathstar) and a 

few random pieces on nothing in particular. Contrary to the editor’s view¬ 

point, immense amounts of text and no attempt at creative arrangement 

does bore most readers, and thus, Spank! fails at 

being anything more than a well-written music 

zine. (JVS) 

$3; 1004 Rose Avenue, Des Moines, IA 50315-3000 

Spectacles 4 

Boring comics about some boring things with bor¬ 

ing dialog. Maybe for artsy fartsy types. But not for 

me, because I am exciting! (BC) 

$3.00 Alternative Press 611 NW 34th Drive, Gainesville, FL. 

32607-2429 

Sushi #8 

I’m all for people expressing themselves and writ¬ 

ing down their thoughts and day to day observa¬ 

tions for perusal at a later date. That, however, is 

what journal and diaries are for. I can’t imagine 

Sushi having anything of interest to offer to any¬ 

one other than Laura, who seems to live a very 

droll existence. Yes, I’m being asshole, but this 

hurts to read. (JS) 

$1 ppd.; Laura Dalrymple, Box 915, Hyannis, MA, 02601 

Tape Gun “Teenbeat and Tape” 

This is one of those zines that fills a need, but if 

you don’t fit into that need then you probably have 

no reason to go near this. This issue is about 

Teenbeat records and has a killer interview with 

Mark Robinson, among other Teenbeat bands 

being interviewed. The layout is inconsistent, but 

at times beautiful and close to perfection (my oh 

my the drawings work oh so nice). I really enjoyed the whole thing form 

front to back and I haven’t exactly kept up on the Teenbeat revolution. 

So I guess if you were ever into that genre then this still will be a great 

read. 

My Mean Mustard PO Box 68568, 360A Bloor St. W., Toronto, ON m5s lxl Canada 

moirachn<®interlog.com 



Ten Foot Rule Comics #2 

This comic consists of short stories dealing with every thing from rock and 

roll Fantasies to self loathing. Reminds me a little bit of Hate, but not 

quite as funny. The art style isn’t really to my liking, but I can tell that a 

lot of time was spent on it so that’s cool. The writing is pretty good, and I 

found a couple of the stories to be real funny. Being an aspiring comic 

artist myself I can really relate to the story about the difficulties trying to 

get motivated to draw. A nice little comic. Well worth the dollar you 

spend on it. (JK) 

Ten Foot Rule PO box 943 Southbury, CT 06488-0943 USA $1.00 

Tight Pants #1 

Ok I like this zine. Lots of really funny stories about collage life, childhood 

trauma and a lot more. I really enjoyed the one about how in third grade 

her mother would not buy her blue jeans no matter how much she 

begged. This is real funny because I had the same problem with my par¬ 

ents too. This zine also contains one of the best and most hilarious 

guides to Cereal that I have ever read. In fact, I think just the cereal sec¬ 

tion could stand on it’s own as a really good zine. Check this out, you 

won’t be disappointed. (JK) 

Tight Pants! Box 23 PO box 5001 Amherst, MA 01002- 

5001$2.00(may accept trades if they are cool) 

The Torch #29 

A ten-page newsletter is created by the Young 

People's Socialist League, and includes 

updates on their various causes, as well as 

some music/print reviews and some historical 

pieces. Informative, but geared mostly toward 

the active “comrade.” (JVS) 
516 W. 25th Street #404, New York, NY 10001 

Triple Dare #1 

A good idea with three stories contained inside 

every issue. I feel asleep though. See how long 

you can stay up when reading this. (BC) 

$3.00 Alternative Press 611 NW 34th Drive, Gainesville, FL. 

32607-2429 

The Trouble With Normal #31 

Some show reviews, reviews and interviews, 

including a really really really long but informa¬ 

tive one with Exene from Auntie Christ, oh... 

and X, sorry. Fairly dry in parts but one article 

really stood out where Boone called another 

zine on their homophobic bullshit and wrote a 

nice piece on why the term “faggot" should not 

be used as an insult. I personally think it’s a 

compliment but that doesn’t seem to wash 

with mainstream society, unfortunately. Good 

job and keep fighting for^what is right. (JS) 

$1; Box 329, Columbia, MO, 65205-0329 

The Trouble With Normal #32 

Boone details a trip she took to the west coast in the fall, and sprinkles it 

lightly with pictures from her trip. The majority of this larger-than-average- 

size zine is filled with reviews of all the shows she attended in Olympia 

and San Francisco. While she is a more than competent writer, a lot of 

her descriptions of the bands became repetitive. Regrettably, she did not 

focus on the exciting parts of her trip (such as rallies in which she partici¬ 

pated) to a great enough extent. Decent as a music zine, disappointing 

as a travel diary. (JVS) 

$1; Boone Stigall, P.O. Box 329, Columbia, MO 65205-0329 

The Wayward Us 

Yaaaaaaaawwwwwwwwwnnnnnn. Boring ass tour diary from intro to 

airlift. Nothing interesting happened on the tour apparently. I tried 

to jerk off to the Xerox copies of the giraffe photos to make the 

experience worthwhile, but my hand fell asleep. (FR) 

$1; In All Directions P.O. Box 1223 Bloomington, IN 47401 

Yawp #7 

Star Wars fans take note: here is an unabashed fan zine dedicated 

to the world of the Force in a galaxy far far away. I like this zine’s 

enthusiasm for its topic, but I'm disappointed by its sloppy layout. In 

addition to reviewing all the Star Wars books, musing on new plots 

spawned by Star Wars comic books and arguing over which charac¬ 

ter is the coolest, this zine has an interview with the late Timmy 

Taylor of Brainiac, proposes a new candy called 'Charfies1 (in which 

each box has a puke-flavored candy) and has record reviews done 

by Star Wars characters. Entertaining. (SM) 

DJ Hostility, PO Box 248, Hilbert, WI 54129 

XjawaX #s 1 & 2 

I don’t understand the genetic condition 

that causes sXeXXy kids to put x’s around 

every goddamn word in the English lan¬ 

guage, but apparently Xerox is the most 

Straight Edge Corporation on the planet. 

However, in spite of all the x’s, this zine was 

pretty good. There was a really good inter¬ 

view with Ian from fugazi, and a bunch of 

other interviews and shit that were decently 

written. Plus lotsa pics of tough kids in 

baggy sportswear pointing at each other in 

that way that only straightedge kids can 

master. (FR) 

$3; P.O. Box 9263, Te Aro, Wellington, New Zealand 

Yo Yo A Go Go A Zine 

Adam traveled all the way from Kansas City 

to Olympia for the indie punk festival of our 

lifetime. To be honest, yours truly balked at 

the last minute and decided not to go. Swift 

move, eh? (Yes, I’m from Canada, but get 

rid of the borders and we could all say “eh”, 

eh?) Back to the Yo Yo zine. I thought it was 

nifty. Reviews of all 50 bands who played 

including play-by-play of all the other hap¬ 

penings that Adam went to during the five- 

day fest. The only sore spots were the 

“celebrity sightings” which got annoying real 

fast. Enough of that shit, does anybody 

care? Let’s hear more about the energy of the fest and the overall 

feel of Olympia. Well, come to think of it, there’s a lot of that in 

here too. Perfect zine for the losers, myself included, who missed 

out on Yo Yo. (JS) 

Stamp or trade; Adam Crispin, 4124 Terrace, Kansas City, MO, 64111 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Cultural Espionage 
by Jason Kucsma 

Notes from the 
Underground: zines and 

THE POLITICS OF 
ALTERNATIVE culture 

Stephen Duncombe 

Verso Press 

ith the recent onslaught 

of attention from main¬ 

stream media on the 

world of independent 

publishers (zines to be 

specific), it is perhaps 

overdue that responsible 

work from the inside is 

done on the subject. 

Stephen Duncombe fills 

such a void in his examination of zines that, 

in his words, “privileges the material interpre¬ 

tation, not academic translations.” As a zine 

editor himself, Duncombe is probably all too 

familiar with the academic treatment of cul¬ 

tural artifacts that tend to obscure the reali¬ 

ties in which many of these creations mani¬ 

fest. It seems logical then that Duncombe is 

able to combine—after poring over thou¬ 

sands of zines and talking at length with zine 

editors—an insightful critical analysis of zines 

with a celebration of what may be one of the 

last remnants of authentic, autonomously 

created cultural communication. 

Included in such an analysis is the nec¬ 

essary recognition that the world of zines 

represents both “a radically democratic, par¬ 

ticipatory ideal of what culture might be” 

and the paradox of using cultural solutions to 

solve structural problems of society. 

Duncombe distinguishes zines and their edi¬ 

tors from common hobbyists by stressing the 

political self-consciousness of zines and the 

people who create and consume them. This 

is not to suggest that every zine is loaded 

with pages of in-depth dialogue focusing on 

overtly political issues. Instead, Duncombe 

refers to the ability of zine writers to “articu¬ 

late implicitly or explicitly the problems of 

present cultural, economic or political sys¬ 

tems.” This is what Duncombe calls the 

“politics” of zines, and a critical analysis of 

such phenomenon demands that we look at 

the role that zines play in addressing (and 

ideally changing) social ills. 

Unfortunately, in powerful democratic 

societies such as ours, it is increasingly diffi¬ 

cult to look toward cultural modes of produc¬ 

tion as liberatory when the institutions of our 

society have proven that they are capable of 

co-opting forms of rebellion and turning them 

into watered-down remnants of their radical 

selves. Duncombe wrestles with this paradox 

throughout most of his book as most of us 

located in our supposedly autonomous cul¬ 

tural enclaves should. In totalitarian states, 

it is easy to become enraged at the blatant 

censorship of dissenting voices, but what 

happens when those voices are allowed to 

speak freely to the point of actually becom¬ 

ing swallowed up as useful tools for selling 

automobiles or soda? Even zines are subject 

to such co-optation as we have seen in the 

treatment from mainstream media that often 

patronizingly refers to zines as “quirky” or 

“playfully anarchic.” A critical analysis of 

counterculture artifacts needs to recognize 

that freedom of expression does not guaran¬ 

tee desired radical results in a society that 

has the overwhelming ability to either mar¬ 

ginalize or co-opt voices of dissent. 

So how relevant are zines to the issue of 

social change? This question remains unan¬ 

swered at the end of the book, but Duncombe 

makes several noble attempts to shed some 

light on this question. He spends a great deal 

of the book discussing the active role that zine 

editors play in creating their own identities by 

looking at such familiar zines as Slug & 

Lettuce and Cometbus, to name a few. In 

looking at editors’ identities, he explores what 

it means to be “authentic” in an increasingly 



faux world. An “authentic” editor or zine is 

one, according to Duncombe, that “cuts 

through the conventions of manners, norms 

and communication and connects to his or 

her ‘real’ self.” In addition to this authentic¬ 

ity lending to the autonomous creation of 

culture, Duncombe also points to the invita¬ 

tion from zine editors to their readers to be 

active participants in making the zine what it 

is as an otherwise virtually extinct principle 

in contemporary society. It is a combination 

of these two elements that may lead us to 

the conclusion that zines are autonomous 

cultural creations in a society and economy 

that privileges the passive consumption of 

mass culture. Zines are not simply com¬ 

modities in an underground market, but 

they instead serve to create communities of 

individuals with similar interests and a space 

in which issues pertinent to those individu¬ 

als' interests can be discussed and even 

argued over at length. The communities of 

zine writers and editors are able to create, 

by and for themselves, free spaces where 

there may have previously been none. For 

example, punk zines create a space in 

which members of the punk community can 

explore the role that punk plays in instigat¬ 

ing social change while also combining 

resources to create their own cultural arti¬ 

facts (i.e. more zines, records, festivals). 

They can accomplish all of this outside of 

the grasp of mainstream media while also 

creating a network that is global in its reach. 

However, Duncombe also reminds us 

that the culture of zines is not as self-suffi¬ 

cient as we may be inclined to believe it is. 

He points to the fact that zines primarily 

speak in negative voices that stress what 

the editors are against in mainstream soci¬ 

ety. In other words, the identity of zine edi¬ 

tors is constructed in opposition to tenets 

of mainstream society. The identity of a 

zine and its editor may rely on expounding 

that they are “against corporate culture” or 

“fed up with the hypocrisy of educational 

systems.” The aesthetic of zines also con¬ 

vey a similar paradox in that they reflect an 

“anti-professional” appeal that relies on an 

established aesthetic of what “professional¬ 

ism” constitutes. Consequently, we see an 

“autonomous” culture that relies heavily on 

mainstream society for its existence, which 

brings into question the true role of coun¬ 

tercultures. Perhaps they aren’t meant to 

provide solutions but rather serve as con¬ 

stant antagonizers of systems of power. 

However, before we abandon entirely the 

potential for zines to provide positive alter¬ 

native solutions to social ills, I think the 

chronological endpoint of Duncombe’s 

research also marked a decided shift in 

many zines toward positive political solu¬ 

tions that needs to be recognized. 

Another paradox illuminated by 

Duncombe deals with the conflict between 

the personal nature of zines and the com¬ 

munity they supposedly create and sup¬ 

port. The nature of zines, Duncombe 

stresses, is to focus on the personal. 

Issues of politics, for example, are filtered 

through the personal lenses of the editors 

and zine readers. In contrast to an acade¬ 

mic feminist work that may seek to identify 

structural manifestations of sexism, zines 

and their editors often privilege personal 

experiences of sexism at work or in the 

classroom or instances of rape to articu¬ 

late a stance against a patriarchal system. 

Duncombe suggests that this privileging of 

the personal often allows zines to turn their 

focus inward and lose sight of the general 

public. If we believe this, then we can see 

how an infinite amount of minute zine 

communities that privilege the personal 

experience have a difficult time creating a 

mass following that would truly challenge 

mainstream beliefs. In other words, the 

belief that each personal account is unique 

and of its own reality often inhibits the 

ability for these communities to overlap. 

Duncombe poses an appropriate question 

to this phenomenon when discussing punk 

culture which is notorious for its contradic¬ 

tion of factional squabbling while seeking 

to mount a widespread challenge to domi¬ 

nant culture when he asks “How can you 

change the tide if you are against becom¬ 

ing a common, communal countertide?” 

He also points out that the dynamics of 

such communities are what make each 

one unique and vibrant. However, at some 

point these dynamics become debilitating 

and counterproductive. Each of us cherish 

our devotion to veganism, or straightedge 

or anarchism—it's how we uniquely define 

ourselves. Yet at the same time, we are 

sacrificing unity for individuality. This isn’t 

to say that individuality need be sacrificed 

for the group, but rather we should realize 

our commonality is our individuality and 

move on from there. 

By pointing out these paradoxes, it is 

not Duncombe’s nor my intention to 

debunk the worth of zines. Aside from the 

Internet, there are increasingly few places 

in which individuals are able to make 

meaningful connections between each 

other, and zines are among those few. I 

think it is fairly obvious that zines provide 

us with an extremely positive forum for dis¬ 

cussion, but in order for us to take advan¬ 

tage of this forum, we need to recognize 

the shortcomings and improve on them. 

Zines also allow people, according to 

Duncombe, to escape “what is” and delve 

into the world of “what if,” and it is this 

opportunity that is immeasurable. This 

doesn’t suggest that utopic visions will be 

realized as a result of what some zine, or 

even community of zines, envisions within 

its photocopied pages, but if we side with 

Duncombe in believing that underground 

culture has an overwhelming power to radi¬ 

calize individuals, then we can’t deny the 

long-term role that certain countercultures 

play in effecting change on both personal 

and social levels. ® 
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Win FREE cds at http://141.117.100.11/mediactr/rk/rk.html 

“this is real hardcore punk baby”world wide Punk Dec. 1997 

“good old fashioned HC that gets you up and grooving”MRR#112 

“great punk rock and sick humour” Flipside #80 
“Rude,angry,raw,abbrasive and fun.Yeah fun” CMJ july 92’ 

Stranded -1997-CD 

urine the 90s Now-1996-CD 
thoughts of aggression-1994-CD/tape 

%£-/7SSU&D-1993-cd/tape 

WELCOME-1992-CD_tape 
DISTRIBUTED BY: VICTORY REC. /REVELA TION/GE THIP/ 

CHOKE/COM-4/PAGE Canada 
mail order:from the band;CD-$10 or 2 for $15/tape $5 

Random musick Rawenergy Rec. 
266 Maplehurst ave 65 front st.,suite 0116-42 

Toronto, Ont., Toronto,ont.,M5J 1E6 
M2N 3C4 Canada http://rawenergy.passport.ca 

“Random Killing is the best hardcore band in Canada” 
EQ Magazine Montreal 
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SEPARATE THE 

MAGNETS 107MCD 

AND SUCH IS 

PROGRESS LP/CD 

GRADE SHOWS 

•DETROIT FEST MARCH BTH-STH 

• NORTHAMPTON. MA FEST APRIL 1 BTH* 

• LOUISVILLE’S KRAZY FEST MAY 29TH-31 ST* 

• US TOUR MAY-JUNE 

•EURO TOUR AUGUST -coalesce are piavwg tmese a 

for updated info visit 

http://gi ade.net 
also available... .... •$ 
the get up kids/coalesce split 7", unionsuit "accidents happened 7 . krakatoa, cloud* 

burned by sunshine" 7". coalesce "a safe place" 7", cycle "roller coaster" cd. v/a "a docu- ^ 

ment of nothing" cd. t-shirts for grade, coalesce, and second nature. 7' S3.50. 10 S7, mcd 

S8 Ip S3, cd S9. t-shirt $11. coming in april/may...coalesce 10"/mcd & 002*safe place cd. s ,• 

coalesce west coast tour feb 23rd-march 13th. NEllis6540@aol.com for more info. ^ 
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“SMH0T" B,imW "* *%NK PLANET 

‘ The type of band I d love to go see Trnf^|}g^LE 

' Descexdanb Big 

Rix George tabb 

“Gold medal winning bolxcing arol nd vot r bfd 
ROOM FUN TIME" METRIC 

“Just didn’t grab me" 
J -MRR 

Distributors, Zines. Anyone, contact me! 

Bracelet^ 

bondage belt s 

studs „ 

splkes bondage 

Cc>l ors Leather 

Non-Leather ’ 

^end,gt?wp for 

IdMEHEaBoX 12,<l6 

New'ZoftK/NY' 

10X76 

AVf nniORDW 
SWieT jw» *»«#. H*Me ’PMPWMr S$lID 

#£<*> 

For 

dATAl°GV& 

Angry, 
Young, 

& Poor 
t5PIKES' • GonoU^e <**<* QeltJ ^ 0.r-*rs<- C-ak.fri 

/*f»Ce.l€T5/-lAfl«iv/^0«l Spi'*£J 5t\s(?6. 

OLcfflfES : T- sLyts / QoacU<«> A*rs, /1;l;E«ry bvrply*. faces 

FlIjUT* J*citeTsy f>j\Ae^Sj Assorted Ue<rd/\e.$ 5. 

Sti*ES: Classic. Doc, , Sfeeitod C' pr^> , 
D 0Ze/\s of Creeper Styles. 

jMJfC ? ip\,COi ,T\ 10005 ot t.tlei fr** *c«-c,rpcr«j 

Is timers, fi/rfk. 

JltrFF: CW^.5, Suckers, Pfrc^e-J, M*'*r Cy*, P-AA-e-sf 

Posters, T.'.rxes, tfexic&A Pood. 

Records 
140 X. Prince Screen 

Lancascer ?a 17603 

(717) 297 5HS 

No Records: 
Zero4 OMEGA MAN 8 song CD EP - brutally 

insane sXe hardcore from Tampa, Florida. Ex-Scrog. 

Repressed with different artwork. 

Zero3 FIFTEEN “Allegra" 14 song live CD - 
Recorded at 924 Gilman Street at their last show ever. 

Zero2 SCROG “The Sacred Masses” 2 song 7” - 
Heavy sludgy hardcore. Blend of Bloodlet & the Melvins. 

Upcoming shit: 

- new TRES KIDS 7”...all out thrash attack by way of Athens, GA 

- 2x7” comp w/exclusive tracks by CAVITY, OMEGA MAN, TRES 
KIDS, etc. 

- lots of good stuff. If you’ve got access to a computer, check out 
our website for continually updated info. 

m 
POB 14088 

BERKELEY.CA 
94712 

Write or email for more info. 
Stamp or IRC gets a catalog. 
www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/alley/1627/index.html 

norecords@hotmail.com 

7” = $3 ppd USA/S5 elsewhere 
CD EP = $4 ppd USA/$6 elsewhere 
CD = $9 ppd USA/Sll elsewhere 



1 

All issues before PP15 are all black & white. Covers of PP15-21 are 2-3 color. 

All issues after 21 have full color covers. Confused yet? 

PP41 don't know where we got copies of of this, but when we moved the office, we found a stock of 'em 

lying around. Interviews with Epitaph records. Allied records, and a punk living with AIDS. Artide on problems 

at the ABC No RIO. Ugly as hell. This is as old school as you can get 80 pgs. 

PP5 interviews with Bikini Kill, Huggy Bear, and the Queers. An article on the MC5. Plus everything 

else you expect and some stuff you don't! 80 pgs. 

PP7 the one year anniversary issue. Interviews with Man or Astroman, Kerosene 454, &Rudy 

Vanderlans. An artide on the NEA & an article on Pirate Video. Columns, reviews, & more more more!! 

96 pgs 

PP8 interviews with Red Aunts, Aus Rotten, Fabric, and The Smears. The controversial artide on Punk 

Publishing. Plus comic, columns, DIY, and much much much more. 104 pgs. 

PPIO Interviews with Weston, Chisel, and Braid. An article on Spoken Word and another on Bob 

Dole. DIY files on how to buy a guitar. Plus fiction, columns, reviews, and everything else you love! 

Also, it looks really really good. 112 pgs 

PP11 Interviews with Texas is the Reason, Naked Aggression, John Cougar Concentration Camp, and 

Christie Front Drive. Article on Community based money. Fbrt 2 of the how to buy a guitar DIY file. 

Plus fiction, columns, and everything else you love love love! 104 pgs 

PP12 Interviews with Cub, Squirtgun, and Aaron Cometbus. Aitides on UFOs, fonk Film, and The 

Telecommunications Act. DIY on howto get ready for a tour. Plus fiction, columns, and everything else 

you love love love! 104 pgs 

PP13 Interviews with Adrian Tomine, Lifetime, Jon Moritsugu, and Sinkhole. An incredible article 

about voting in the US. DIY on how to change car oil. Plus fiction, columns, and everything else you 

want like you want me! 112 pgs 

PP14 Interviews with Research's V. Vale, Delta 72, Promise Ring, The Strike, and Fadsheet 5's R. Seth 

Friedman. Fascinating artide about punk & multinational capitalism. DIY on buying a van. Reciepes 

reviews, columns and all that other stuff you love! 120pgs 

PP15 This issue features 20 pages of coverage from the 1996 Democratic & Republican conven¬ 

tions. It also has interviews with Sarah Dyer from Action Girl Comics, Rhythm Collision, Chamberlain, 

and cheesecake as well as DIY, columns, and all that other stuff you can't get enough of! 120 pgs 

PP16 Interviews with Sarah Jacobson, Damnation AD, The Dismemberment Plan, and Pat West 

of Change Zine. A fantastic article on Culture Jamming, as well as an article about the 1996-97 NBA 

season (yowza is right). The DIY files is a massive article about distributing your zine. Plus, the PP 

staff picks the best releases of 1996. Guess what? There's all the other stuff you like about PP in 

here! 120 pgs 

PP17 This issue features "All Punk Cons" the best critique of modern punk ever put to paper; before 

you go screaming about 'sellouts', make sure you've read the article. Interviews with The Descendents, 

Dan O'Mahoney, Snapcase, Rye Coalition, and Rain. An article on living with the possibility of breast 

cancer. DIY on scanning, and of course much much much more. 136 pgs. 

PP19 PP19 explores the link between punk rock and heroin with 4 articles dedicated to discussing 

the drug's appeal to the punk community and the repercussions of that appeal. Interviews with The 

Softies, Troubleman Unlimited, Dillinger 4, Lookout Records and more. Articles on the battle between 

Alternative Tentacles and the Philadephia PD, The Who's Emma Collective, and more. There is so 

much in this issue we can't even list it all. 168 pgs. 

PP20 Everything you've ever wanted to know about Black Flag but were afraid to ask. Almost all 

the members of BF finally speak about being in the band, being out of the band, and all points in 

between. Also interviews with Qtizen Fish, (Oscar Nominee!) Elliot Smith, Sweetbelly Freakdown, 

Jejune, Mordam Records, & Lumberjack Distribution. Articles on the McLibel trial, the Southern 

Baptists' boycott of Disney, and the rebirth of the American labor movement. You know there's more 

in here. You know you want it. You know we love you Ice. 160 pgs. 

PP21 The Make* Up grace the beautiful purple cover of this, our last spot-color cover. The color gamut 

may be limited, but the scope of stuff covered in this issue sure ain't. In addition to the gospel accord¬ 

ing to The Make-Up, there are interviews with Los Crudos, Tsunami, Karate, Gameface, Joan of Arc & 

Slowdime Records. Articles on America's undeclared war on kids, author Nicole ftinter, the unioniza¬ 

tion efforts of strippers at the Lusty Lady strip club, and one man's story about escaping from jail. Plus 

a ton of other stuff—it's our longest issue ever!!! 176pgs. 

PP22 Our first issue with a full-color cover! Writer Annalee Newitz went undercover as a boy to cover 

the creepy Christian men's movement, The Promise Keepers. Plus interviews with Ray & Porcell of 

Shelter/Youth of Today, Punk legend Exene Cervenka, Gern Blandsten Record's Charles Maggio, Ovarian 

Trolley, & Burning Airlines, as well as author Stewart Home. Queer punks Pbnsy Division give us an 

exclusive diary of their last US tour. And as if all that wasn't enough, PP gets into the ring with Incredibly 

Strange Wrestling, the most exciting thing to happen to punk rock since the guitar. Plus we've crammed 

everything else you expect in an issue and more! 168 pgs. 

PP23 Chumbawambo: Have they been able to successfully subvert the mainstream for their own polit¬ 

ical agenda or have they—like so many bands before them—succumbed to capital's lies? Also inside 

are interviews with Gearhead Fanzine's Mike Lavella, Loveitt Records, Subterranean Distribution, The ton 

Pelt, and The Young Pioneers. Articles on the Pirate Radio movement, one person's experiences going 

from being a singer in a punk band to being an outreach worker for homeless youth, gurilla postering 

and the recent controversies surrounding the Teamsters. Plus there's everything else you like! 154pgs 

PP24 The Art & Design issue. This is the one everyone's talking about 4 different covers, each craft¬ 

ed by a different punk designer. However, this issue doesn't just stop at the cover. From the columns to 

the interviews to the DIY files, this issue examines the oft-overlooked subject of art 8. design in the punk 

world. Featuring tons of interviews with punk artists both well known to the not-so well known, PP24 

attempts to paint a picture (no pun intended) of the current state of art and punk by talking to the peo¬ 

ple doing it. Interviewed in this issue are comic activist Seth Tobokman, designers Art Chantry and House 

Industries, photographers Cynthia Connolly, Chrissie Piper and Raul Drake and tattoo artist Kim Saigh. 

Articles about the poster art of Frank Kozik, state subsidizing of the arts, the current state of radical art, 

and design in the underground. A must have issue—hell, buy all four versions! 164 pgs. 

back issues are available for $2.00 each 
Punk Planet PO Box 464 

Chicago IL 60690 
some issues may sell out. list alternates when ordering. 

When ordering from outside of the US or Canada, please add $2 to each issue ordered. 



DIVOT 

10. Brass Knuckles For Tough Guys 
“noise man kills him’’ CD-Interactive 

9. Sweep The Leg Johnny 
“4 9 21 30" CD/LP ' 

8. Lustre King 
“money shot’ 12” ep 

7. My Lai 
“3.16.68" 7" 

6. Sweep The Leg Johnny s/t 7” 

5. Sweater Weather s/t 7” 

4. A Minor Forest / Gainer split 7" 

3. V/A - Ground Rule Double CD 

“a compilation” featuring orwell, dianogah, 

gainer, promise ring, braid, shellac, blue meanies, 
mineral, gila bend, and 16 more 

2 Braid 
“frankie welfare boy age five” CD 

Prices: US / Canada / World 
LPs $7/$8/$9 
CDs $8/$9/$10 
7”s $3/$4/$5 
12"ep $6/$7/$8 

po box 14061 Chicago, il 60614-0061 
fax 773.384.0248 divotrec@aol.com 

CHOKE 
ROCCO***APOCALYPSE HOBOKEN “Now’s Not” CD/10” 

***V/A “The Check’s In The Mail” CD 

(w/Blue Meanies,88 Fingers Louie,Parasites,ApocalypseHoboken,+) 
CAPSTACK***TARWATER “Rabbit Moon Revisited” CD 

***CRUMPLER “Distance The Line” 7” 

KALLISTE***EX CHITTLE “Moving Solves Everything” LTD. LP/CD 

DYSLEXIC / BACKWARDS***NAKED RAYGUN “Demohicans’CD 

***V/A “Ska Spelled Backwards” CD 

(w/Telegraph,Mad Butchers,Chickenpox,Skinner BoxNYC, Liberator) 
***MAD BUTCHERS “Lucky” 10” 

WRECKAGE/ CHOKE***MILHOUSE “Obscenity In The Milk” LP 

EXIT / CHOKE***SONS OF ABRAHAM “Termites In His Smile” LP 

JUMP START***V/A “Midnight Radio” CD 

(w/Cherry Poppin’ Daddies,Suspect Bill, Stubborn All Stars, Skavoovie+) 
***B3’S “Devil’s Bluebeat” CD 

***GLG 20’S “Or Will It Explode” CD 

***2000 FLUSHES “Please Flushes”CD 
DIVOT RECORDS***BRAID “Frankie Welfare Boy” 2xLP / CD 

UNDERESTIMATED***ISOLATION “S/t” 7” 

***CORNERSTONE “Beating The Masses” 12” 

NCTM RECORDS***V/A “My First Comp” (w/Mu330,Impossibles 

Hippos, Animal Chin, Skif Dank, Readymen, Swingtones+) 

coming soon: COWPERS(JAPAN) / SWEEP THE LEG 
JOHNNY(USA) split release on DIVOT/ CHOKE RECORDS 

DISTRIBUTION 
EMO, INDIE, PUNK, HC, SKA, GARAGE, Ol!, IMPORTS 

HUNDREDS OF LABELS...YOU NAME IT, WE GOT IT 
STORES: 773/395-0809 * 773/395-0942 FOR CATALOG 

MAILORDER: SEND 4 STAMPS or $1 FOR CATALOG 
PO BOX 4694,CHICAGO IL,60680 e-mail: choke@jaske.com 



“Most of the change we think we see in life 

is due to truths being in and out of favor.” 
-Robert Frost 

The Donnas “American Teenage 
Rock ‘N’ Roll Machine” 

LK191 LP/CD 

Crimpshrine “Duct Tape Soup" 
LK57 LP/(& now on) CD! 

Servotron- “Entertainment Program For 
Humans (Second Variety)” 

LK197 LP/CD 

Various “Gearhead Magazine 
Presents: All Punk Rods” 

LK193 LP/CD 

AVAIL “Over the James” 
LK195 LP/CD 

LOOKOUT ReCORDS P.0. BOX 1 1374 BeRKeLeY Ca 94712 Mailorder Hotline: 510-883-6971 www.lookoutrecords.com 


